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OVERSIGHT ON FAMILY PLANNING UNDER
TITLE X OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
ACT, 1984

THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Denton, Nickles, and Grass ley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON
Senator DENTON. I want to welcome all the guests and witnesses

to this hearing to consider the reauthorization of title X of the
Public Health Service Act, the Population Research and Voluntary
Family Planning Programs. This is the fifth hearing in 3 years
that this Subcommittee on Family and Human Services has held
on the workings of the title X program.

I have always had concerns about the efficacy and wisdom of
some aspects of the Federal family planning program. Upon
coming to the Senate, I became the chairman of the subcommittee
that has oversight and authorizing responsibility for the title X,
family planning law, and I must say candidly that, unfortunately,
my investigations of the family planning program during the past 3
years have done little to allay my concerns.

I and many others still have serious concerns about the way the
federally funded family planning clinics currently do business.

First, there is the widespread, as well as deeply held, conviction
of many pro-life groups and others that some family planning clin-
ics are doing little to reduce the incidence of abortion. I believe
that those claims are justified.

It is not enough for this administration, or for any family plan-
ning provider, to point to the current prohibition against the use of
funds "in programs where abortion is a method of family plan-
ning" as being completely satisfactory, when thousands of women
are being referred to on-site abortion facilities run by title X grant-
ees. Proabortion activities should not be sanctioned, even implicit-
ly, by this title X law.

Those of us, I believe, including the President and the adminis-
tration officials here today, Dr. Brandt and Mrs. Mecklenburg, who
are concerned about the built-in bias toward abortion found in too
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many family planning clinics, must begin to explore ways to in-
clude among the providers of family planning services those groups
that support alternatives lbortion.

Second, I and many oth parents have strong convictions that
most adolescents should uoi, receive sexuality counseling and pre-
scription contraceptive drugs or devices from a federally funded
family planning center without the involvement of their parents.

In 1981, the family planning industry says that it served 1.5 mil-
lion teenagers. Those 1.5 million patients accounted for nearly one-
third of all women seen in 1981. Since 1978, the title X law has re-
quired that grantees provide services to adolescents. Some people
believe that this policy is required on the basis of pure pragmatism.
The logic runs that, since children invariably are going to become
sexually active, federally funded family planning clinics have the
responsibility to provide them with the means to avoid pregnancy.

My response to that argument is simple. We know that adoles-
cents are notoriously poor users of contraceptives. We know that
many adolescents will avoid seeking contraceptives early enough to
prevent a first pregnancy. We know that many adolescents will
continue to have early sexual relations until and unless our cul-
ture, role models, and advertised mores stop encouraging them.

Certainly, family planning clinics cannot be blamed for peer
pressure and the messages conveyed by the media, nor can they be
blamed for the loneliness and low self-esteem that undeniably are
part of life for some adolescents.

On the other hand, teenagers certainly are not helped if the
family planning profession is silent on the importance of self-con-
trol, or worse, presents to teenagers the justification that their de-
cisions can legitimately be made solely on the basis of self-gratifica-
tionthat flesh is all and spirit is nothing; that parents and guard-
ians with a lifetime responsibility for the full human development
of their children have no role in the important decisions that their
children make about sex; that sexual intercourse has no relation-
ship to the possible conception and birth of a third human being;
and that that third human being is not as important or is not as
equally entitled to life as the two parents, as each of the two par-
ents.

In the case of all other youth problems, such as alcohol abuse,
drug abuse, and juvenile delinquency, professionals have come to
realize that parental involvement and the message of self-restraint
are invaluable tools. I sincerely believe, without any apology what-
ever, that we in the Congress, those in the family planning commu-
nity, and indeed, our society as a whole, must work together to
send the factual message to our children that early sexual involve-
ment creates risks, problems, and unhappiness that cannot be
avoided by taking a pill. I do not believe that message is being
thoroughly imparted.

In addition to the issues of inadequate restrictions on the pron
tion of abortions and the negative influences of simply providing
teenagers with unencumbered access to contraceptives, we are here
today to examine the administration of the title X law.

Even though I and many others have serious reservations about
the need for the existing program, at all, I believe that we must
scrutinize and seek to correct certain provisions and policies con-
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tained in the title X law. That means that we who criticize this
program must be prepared to offer alternatives or ways to improve
it.

Today, we will ask Dr. Brandt and Mrs. Mecklenburg to justify
the administration's proposal to place the title X program in the
primary care block grant, to answer criticisms of the management
of the title X program, and to suggest needed changes in the cur-
rent law.

I want to say at the outset that I do support the administration's
reorganization of the family planning program and its effort to ful-
fill the congressionally mandated role for the Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of Population Affairs. I believe that many in the family
planning community have demonstrated short sightedness and in-
consistency in opposing the administration's enhancement of the
DASPA position.

I am also concerned about the lack of interest and involvement
by many of the critics of the family planning program who disdain
to work with a sympathetic administration to remedy problems in
family planning as quickly and as practicably as possible.

I plan carefully to review with all of the witnesses here today
and on other days, if necessarythe things that they believe need
to be done so that the DASPA can effectively administer present
Federal Government responsibilities under title X for meeting
family planning needs.

We have invited the witnesses to discuss such topics as natural
family planning, the provision of increased services to low-income
women, infertility services, and State autonomy. Those are impor-
tant subjects, and after the hearing, I want to be in a position to
take the necessary actions to change the title X law for the better.
If the Federal Government is going to be in the business of family
planning, then our primary goal should be to help families plan in
accordance with their own values.

We are pressed with business on the Senate floor, and in prepa-
ration therefor, aside from Senator Helms, whom we expect, Sena-
tor Grass ley has told us that he will be here; Senators Weicker and
Dodd have sent their apologies, because one has to serve as a chair-
man, and another is tied up, preparing to go on the floor of the
U.S. Senate. Senator Nickles is reportedly going to be coming to
the committee meeting this morning.

I see Senator Helms walking in. He could not have arrived at a
more propitious moment. If you will permit Senator Helms to take
his place at the witness table there, I would like to welcome him.

I appreciate my senior colleague from North Carolina in many,
many waysnone more than for his commitment to protect the
unborn, of his knowledge of this legislative process, in which he
has helped me on innumerable occasions, making the difference be-
tween failure and success, and of his courage, which make him an
effective lawmaker, and made him the man referred to in the 1980
preparations of our platform on the Republican side as "the con-
science of the party."

Senator Helms, would you care to begin your statement?
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STATEMENT OF HON. JESSE HELMS, A U.S. SENATOR, FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman .hank you. It is the other way
around. This Senator comes to express his admiration for you and
to express his gratitude that you are a Member of the Senate. You
are a great Senator, you are a great American, and I have often
said that a lot of folks have to present their credentials to demon-
strate their love of this country. You have proved it in a most diffi-
cult way, and I am honored to be a colleague of yours in the U.S.
Senate. I appreciate the opportunity to come here this morning to
testify before this distinguished subcommittee.

I do not often make such a request, Mr. Chairman, and I do not
intend to take very long in my remarks. But I do feel obliged to
offer testimony as part of my responsibility to the people whom I
am privileged to represent. I think it is time that we faced the facts
about one of the most misguided programs in the Federal Govern-
ment, that being title X of the Public Health Service Act. Since it
was first authorized in 1970, title X has cost the American taxpay-
ers $1.5 billion, approximately.

But that expenditure is inconsequential compared to the frustra-
tion the program has caused. A distinguished constitutional author-
ity recently said to me that $1.5 billion in the hands of terrorists
could not have inflicted the long-term harm to our society that
these title X expenditures have.

This program was begun as family planning assistance fur low-
income families. It sounded commendable. Most programs do. Its
stated purposeand I emphasize the words, "its stated purpose"
was to assist poor couples to plan their families. As with many
other programs with humanitarian intent, Congress established
title X and then left it in the hands of the Federal bureaucracy.
That is when things went haywire. Within a few years, most title X
funds were going to a national network of interlocked organiza-
tions. This totally politicized network today engages in lobbying,
pressure politics, and litigation against Federal and State govern-
ments. Increasingly, this network has aimed its programs not at
families, but at minors, teenagers in high schools, junior high
schools. It has injected its propaganda, much of it far too offensive
to discuss in this public forum, into even the elementary schools of
this Nation. Yet, year after year, the Congress has paid scant at-
tention to what title X grantees were actually doing with the pub-
lic's looney.

Our most recent chance to take a look at this situation came in
1981, when the authorization for title X expired. But nothing hap-
pened.

So, let us be candid at least with ourselves about the reasons.
The perpetuation of this program for 3 years was the price extract-
ed from the administration by certain Members of Congress in ex-
change for adoption of the administration's block grant proposals
in health care, and this was a heavy price for the families of Amer-
ican to pay. They should not be asked to pay it again. This time,
there should be no behind-the-scenes deals to protect title X from
public scrutiny and parental outrage. Let's get the facts on the
record, and then let the people judge for themselves.
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The first is that title X is a sacred cow in the Federal herd. The
Congress has tolerated abuses in title X which we would never
allow in any other program. Two investigations by the General Ac-
counting Office have been critical of title X's waste, fraud, and
abuse, and nothing has been done by this Congress to remedy the
situation.

Another fact about title X is that its grantees use the taxes paid
by American mothers and fathers to give their children contracep-
tives, including prescription drugs and devices, without the con-
sent, without even the knowledge, of their parents.

Now, Mr. Chairman, a physician cannot pierce the ears of a teen-
age girl without parental approval. Yet, title X grantees use public
funds to distribute potentially dangerous drugs and devices to
minors without even parental notification. If a young girl suffers a
severe physical reaction, her parents, of course, will be legally
liable for her medical bills.

So I ask, shouldn't the parents at least know what kinds of drugs
she is being given, and by whom? That question must be faced not
only by this committee, but by the full Senate, and I will be asking
that question on the Senate floor, to provide all Senators an oppor-
tunity to give their respective answers to it.

Another question to which we must respond is whether title X
services, supposedly for low-income families, should go to children
of rich families. Now, title X has turned out to be welfare for afflu-
ent teenagers. Why? Because the HEW bureaucracy in years gone
by deliberately distorted the program's authority to serve low-
income families. Instead, they allowed title X grantees to deter-
mine a boy's and girl's eligibility to receive free contraceptives on
the basis of the child's personal income, rather than the family
income. So, when a banker's daughter or a millionaire's son comes
to a title X clinic, they, of course, qualify as poor persons, since
they have no income of their own, and they can receive, and do re-
ceive, free contraceptives of their choice, all paid for, of course, by
the taxpayers, including, I might add, the exemplary youngsters
who hold down jobs after school and on weekends to help their
families try to save for the future.

So, I think the Senate owes the American people an explanation
of why we have tolerated this situation, a-, ' I think we owe it to
ourselves to go on record for or against it. Ana floor debate on title
X will give us that opportunity to stand up and be counted, one
way or another.

A particularly offensive aspect of title X is the way it has been
distorted into an annual subsidy for the abortion lobby. Now, when
the program began, abortion was illegal in this country. The spon-
sors of this program assured their colleagues that abortion would
never have a role in the program; there would never be a connec-
tion, they said. So what has happened?

Today, those assurances are mocked by the fact. Most title X
funds go to organizations which engage in abortion, promote abor-
tion, lobby for abortion, litigate about abortion. If the advocates of
title X want it to continue, then I invite their support in returning
the program to its original intent. I ask their support in building a
wall of separation between family planning programs and the abor-
tion business. And I need their support for legislation that would

10
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prohibit the use of title X funds by any organization which in any
way engages in abortion or abortion referral or abortion counsel-
ing, abortion lobbying, abortion advertising.

Mr. Chairman, a little more than 1 year ago, this committee
brought to the attention of the Secretary designate of Health and
Human Services the unpardonable political lobbying engaged in by
Planned Parenthood and its affiliates, which constitute most of the
title X network. And members of this committee showed the Secre-
tary designate a full newspaper ad, very expensive, which those or-
ganizations were using in their campaign against certain legisla-
tion. Members of this committee asked the Secretary designate
what her Department, which administers title X, had done to stop
these abuses, or what it planned to do to prevent them in the
future. More than 1 year has passed, and absolutely nothing has
been done; absolutely nothing has been done to prevent the public's
money from being poured into political lobbying by Planned Par-
enthood and other title X r7rantees. Now, if the Department of
Health and Human Services will not do its duty, then let us at
least d3 ours, by amending this reauthorization to ban completely
all lobbying by any title X grantee. I submit that this is the very
least that we owe to the taxpayers of this country.

As I pointed out, the title X program desperately needs thorough
reform. It needs a parental consent requirement, a bona fide low-
income eligibility requirement; new safeguards against grantee
fraud and abuse, and total severence from the abortion dealers.
And even all those reforms, however, leave us with a fundamental
question about title X: What is it for, and does it work? Does the
establishment of a title X family planning clinic in a community
have a beneficial effect, or does it worsen such social pathologies as
venereal disease and teenage pregnancy and the abortion rate?

Certainly, over the life of the title X program, we have seen no
reversal in these social problems, and no one can deny the fact that
title X does indeed subsidize teenage sexual activity. It is on the
Lit,sis of this fact that some argue title X directly and positively in-
creases the incidence of venereal disease, teenage pregnancy, and
abortion.

So at a minimum, title X tends to create an atmosphere in which
teenage promiscuity is viewed as normal and acceptable conduct,
and which in turn fosters the very problems we are trying to solve.

Mr. Chairman, 20 years ago, there were a great many well-inten-
t ioned notions about the way Federal programs, presumably, could
alter and improve personal conduct, and government trying to
make people economically productive, for example, by guarantee-
ing them economic security. It has not worked; it will never work.

Title X remains today a bastion of the specious reasoning of the
19f;s, repudiated in economics, in law, in education, and welfare;
in virtually all areas of public policy, the outdated social engineer-
ing of the 1960's still flourishes in the title X program. It still repu-
diates parental rights, familiar responsibility, and traditional mo-
rality.

It still throws explosive fuel on the raging fire and disavows re-
sponsioility for the consequent explosion, which is to say, it deals
with a moral breakdown in society by fostering. even encouraging,
permissiveness and a lack of standards. That is not the way that

11
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title X was originally sold to the American people. It was supposed
to be family planningthat is, for married couples. But in title X,
family planning is now a euphemism for the distribution of mil-
lions of dollars a year in contraceptives to boys and girls and
anyone else who happens to want them, and I do not believe that
the parents of America want us to continue that intellectually and
ethically bankrupt enterprise. I do not believe the young people of
America should be misled and betrayed by their elders with a false
view of life, a distorted view of human relationships, and a destruc-
tive set of secular values. That is what title X is all about.

I think, Mr. Chairman, it is time for us in the Congress at least
to discuss it openly and honestly, fully, and vote on each one of
these controversial aspects. Let each of us take our stand. And
even that would not bring a remedy overnight, but it will be the
first step in bringing the people of this country into this title X
fight. And their involvement, I am convinced, will ultimately turn
the tide against what title X is L..Jing to their children and to our
communities.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you so much for the opportunity to
appear this morning.

Senator DENTON. We sincerely thank you, Senator Helms. I know
you are busy. I wonder if you would mind my reinforcing just one
thing you said. You referred to the American public wanting pa-
rental involvement. I do not think we can overemphasize the fact
that, although the recent decision not to pursue the parental con-
sent notification regulation imposed on the part of HHS may have
a good argument because it was based on the validity of the lack of
expression of congressional mandate to that effect.

Senator HELMS. Exactly.
Senator DENToN. I must say that the ruling was arrived at in an

environment created by the media and those who are propounding
no parental involvement, or no parental consent or notification.
The environment was composed of a belief that the public very
heavily opposed the regulation. A Gallup poll was conducted on
that subject, Senator Helms, and the question was:

would y uu favor or oppose a regulation that would require Federally-funded
family planning climes to notify parents when the clinic prescribes prescription
birth control drugs and devices, such as the pill, to female children under the age of
1?."

The answer to that question on a national basis, irrespective of
gender or age, was 54 percent favored the regulation, 40 percent
opposed, and fi percent did not know. In the age groups in which
the motherhood or fatherhood of teenage children were relevant,
considering the age of the parentsfor example, in the age group
:it to 49, 55 percent favored, 38 percent opposed; over 50, it was 60
favoring and 33 percent opposed. And yet, almost without excep-
tion, even conservative columnists were deluded into the belief that
the public was against that regulation. So, as usual, you have put
your logical finger on the essence of the matter, and we greatly ap-
preciate your appearance here this morning and your words.

I want you to know, it has not been because of lack of effort that
something has not been done about this, but it has been a rather
lonely effOrt. There have been groups, so-called pro-family groups,
who could have done a bit more, I think, in trying to bring this
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issue before the public. Until the public hears the issue, as they did
through the Gallup poll, I do not understand how they are going to
express their will. And on the floor, they are just as uninformed
about this as they are about certain other things, unless they will
come to a hearing, or unless the liberal media will publish the re-
sults of hearings.

Senator HELMS. Or unless they are otherwise contacted and ad-
vised of an opportunity to ctand up for what they believe. I believe
there are organizations in this ccuntry, Mr. Chairman, who will
assist you in the great and noble effort that you have put forth in
this regard. You are exactly rightyou have not had much help.
B'it I believe that in the coming weeks, you will see helping hands
extended to you, and I know that that will be very gratifying to
you, because as you have said, it is lonely sometimes to try to stand
for a cause around this place, but eventually, from my own experi-
ence, I have a very high regard for the judgment and the principles
of the American people, once they are given the information.

As for the news media, even our conservative brethren among
the columnists, I guess it is like Sam Ervin said one time, "They
are always positive and sometimes correct."

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Helms. We will now re-

ceive for the record a statement from Senator Dodd.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHRISTOPHER J. DODD

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES HEARING

APRIL 5, 1984

MR, DODD: MR, CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIKE TO COMMEND DR. JOAN

BABBOT FOR APPEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE THIS MORNING,

A PHYSICIAN TRAINED IN PEDIATRICS AND PUBLIC HEALTH,

SHE IS ESPECIALLY QUALIFIED TO TESTIFY ON THE MERITS

OF THE TITLE X PROGRAM AND ITS REAUTHORIZATION.

DR, BABBOT IS NOW THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE

PLANNED PARENTHOOD LEAGUE IN MY STATE OF CONNECTICUT. WHICH

SERVES CLOSE TO 45,000 WOMEN IN 19 CLINIC SITES,

>AL HAS DEVELOPED A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR PARENTS SEEKING

TO ANSWER THEIR CHILIIEN'S QUESTIONS ABOUT SEX ENTITLED

"ARE YOU AN ASKABLE PARENT?" WHICH SHOULD BL OF SPECIAL

INTEREST TO THIS SUBCOMMITTEE,

I CURTAIN THAT DR, BABBOT'S TESIMONY WILL BE A MOST

JAL:AUE ADDITION TO THIS 'MORNING'S HEARING AND

F-A4 -ER FP DELIV'...RIN:J 11,

1.1
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Senator DKNToN. We have Dr. Brandt and Mrs. Mecklenburg, as-suming their places at the table. While they are, I would like tomake one request. We have quite a few witnesses, and in the inter-est of time and fair hearings to each, a proportionality of advocacy,if you will, I am going to have to ask for a strict 5-minute timelimit for oral summaries. Each witness, although there might betwo together with one advising the other, each witness unit, if youwill, will be restricted to that strict 5-minute time interval. So Iwill ask you to note the red light, and when it illuminates, please,bring your presentation to a quick close.
Again, Dr. Edward Brandt, Jr., Assistant Secretary for Health atthe Department of Health and Human Services, and Mrs. MarjoryMecklenburg, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs atthe Department of Health and Human Services.
Dr. Brandt, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., M.D. , ASSISTANT SEC-RETARY FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, AND MARJORY MECKLENBURG, DEPUTY ASSISTANTSECRETARY FOR POPULATION AFFAIRS
Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here today to discuss the Title X family plan-ning program.
Today, family planning is a mature program, well-established ineach of the States of this Union. As such, it is appropriate to shiftadministrative responsibility from the Federal Government to theStates, thus permitting them the maximum flexibility in tailoringthese efforts to their citizens' needs.
We will shortly be submitting legislation to the Congress to in-clude the family planning program in a primary care block grant.The basic program for the delivery of family planning servicesinvolves the awarding of grants by regional offices to public andprivate nonprofit entities to establish and operate voluntary familyplanning projects. Since the enactment of title X, Congress hasadded the requirement that natural family planning, infertilityservices, services for adolescents, and family involvement must becovered by title X.
tinder the legislation, title X-funded programs must assure thatpriority is given to persons from low-income families. Since the be-ginning (If the program, the use of these funds for abortion hasbeen prohibited, and title X projects may not provide abortions as amethod of family planning.
There are a number of important activities contained in that leg-islation in our total program, in addition to services, and I haveoutlined those and the funding in my testimony.
To improve our administration of the family planning programand to bring the organizational structure into closer conformanceith the purpose of title X, Secretary Schweiker ordered the trans-ter of the operating functions of the family planning program tothe Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs approxi-mately 1 year ago.
Because of this, policy setting and implementation are no longer:0.1)arated.
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The Office of Population Affairs has been reviewing all aspects of
the family planning program, seeking to help grantees improve the
quality and outcome of the services provided. Part of this process
has been an extensive interaction with the title X grans.. es to pro-
vide them with greater opportunity to share their concerns and to
express their views.

The 19x4 family planning services allocation was developed with
information gained through the 10 regional grantee meetings. In
fact, the three factors used in the alllocationnamely, stability of
funding, women-in-need, and performancewere the major issues
identified.

We have begun to use the peer review system of the NIH to
decide who will receive service delivery improvement research
grants. Nine of these are currently funded.

We have launched a new effort to improve the quality and use of
existing family planning data. We are now undertaking collection.
analysis and dissemination of a number of important items of in-
formation, and I would like to submit for the record, with your per-
mission, a progress report on our efforts thus far.

Senator 1)1.:NrroN. Without objection, that will be included in the
record.

Dr. 13RANtyr. Thank you, sir.
Parents should, and most parents do, play an important role in

the lives of their children during their formative years. Each title
X grantee has been given guidance to ensure that they have a
number of parental involvement elements in their programs, and I
have identified the specific ones.

I believe the family planning program, Mr. Chairman, is now suf-
ficiently well-established to turn over the bulk of administrative re-
sponsibility to the States. To accomplish this, the administration
proposes including the program in the primary care block grant.
Integrating the family planning program with other primary care
activities in the block grant offers a number of medical advantages.
First, it permits the promotion of good health practices by women
who are becoming sexually active, including such things as immu-
nization against rubella, counseling regarding the health effects of
lifestyle choices. proper spacing of pregnancies, and appropriate
care for those women with chronic diseases such as diabetes, hyper-
tension, and others. Second, women for whom contraceptive meth-
ods fail are already in the system fir care, permitting prenatal
care to be implemented promptly ard early. Third, there can be
early implementation of counseling as to pregnancy, and finally,
implemention of follow-up on the child once it is born to ensure
good well-baby care, immunizations, and other factors essential to
t he baby's healt h.

We believe the block grant approach will permit States to design
a primary health care delivery system best-suited to the particular
needs of its citizens. Such flexibility is essential if States are to be
responsive to their citizens' primary health care needs.

Mr. Chairman, the administration asks that you and your sub-
committee look favorably at the block grant approach for family
planning as part of primary care, for I believe we can be optimistic
about the future of family planning services under the primary
care block grant.

1u
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That concludes the summary of my statement, Mr. Chairman,and Mrs. Mecklenburg and I are prepared to answer questions.[The prepared statement of Dr Brandt and responses to ques-tions submitted by Senator Denton follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and ambers of the Subocranittes:

an pleased to be here today with Mrs. Marjory Mecklenburg, Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Population Affairs, to discuss the title X family planning

program.

Today family planning is a mature prcyram well established in each of the

States. As such, it is appropriate to shift administrative responsibility

fron the Federal government to the States, thus permitting than the maximum

flexibility in tailoring family planning efforts to their citizens' needs.

This Administration supports the transfer of the family planning program to

the States ana will very shortly be submitting legislation to include the

family planning progran in the Primary Care block grant. I will address the

programmatic advantageb of this proposal at the end of my testimony.

I would like first to take this opportunity to discuss the current family

planning program under title X of the Public Health Service Act. the program

contains tour components: family plannimitservicesi trainingt develcpment of

information and education materials: and service delivery improvement

research.

.1.1erhe basic program for the delivery of family planning services involves the

awarding of qrants by the Public Health Service Regional Offices to public and

private non-profit entities to establish and operate voluntary tautly planning

19
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.(...project sWhen the title X legislation was enacted, Congress identified the

need for a national program to assist in waking "family planning services

readily available to all persons desiring such services Since the enactment

of title X, Congress added the requirement that naturll tanily planning,

infertility services, services for adolescents, and family involvement Must be

covered by title X projects.

(41

Family planning projects are required to provide a broad range of acceptable

nd effective methods and services. These services include medical and social

services counselirg to help women decide which method of family planning, if

any, to choose. It is also important to note that acceptance of family

planntrg services mast he canpletely voluntary. Oftentimes, a visit to a

family planning clinic is the first place women receive formal medical care

including n physical examination and screening for cancer, anemia, high blood

pressure, and sexually trannnitted diseases.

For the current tsscal year, 132.8 million are available for family planning

services that will serve an estimated 3.7 pillion persons (about one-third of

whom will be adolescents). The program currently has 88 grantees that provide

services at over 4500 clinic sites. In FY 1983, in 33 States, the State

Health Department was the sale title X grantee, and in 10 other States, a

State esjency was one of several title X grantees. )

Under the leuislation, title x-funded progrens must assure that priority is

(liven to persons from law income families.fAs defined by the regulations,

l-

perconc trir levo-inctr f.imilies may not he charged for service

2
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Preliminary data from 1983 indicate that approximately 3.2 million women with

!mores below 1501 of the Federal poverty standard received services through

the program. This group represen,s abort 8f% of the total title X users.

.ents with inooma, above this poverty standard are chatiged for services on

)a sliding scale. \\

Since the beginning of the program, the use of title X funds for abortion

has been prohibited. Title X projects may not provide abortions as a method

of family planning.

(
In addition to tamily plannirj services, I would like to briefly touch on the

other coninnents of title X. There are three other important activities

funded in the title X program. In Fy 1984, S3.1 million will be spent to

provide training for personnel to carry out the family plannirj services which

I have just described. 5530,000 will be spent to develop and make family

planning information and educational materials available to all persons

desiring them. Under the law. informational and educational materials used in

title X projects must be suitable for the community and population for which

they are used. It is required that a local advisory committee review and

approve these materials.

The title X legislation also provides tor research designed to assist in

improving the delivery of family planning services. In FY 1984, $2.2 million

will be spent for this service delivery Univoverent activity.

21
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The Deputy Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs (DSPA) and the Office

of Population Affairs (OPA) were created when title X was enacted on

December 24, 1970. For many years the family planning constituency has urged

the Department to operate the DASPA office with sufficient staff to carry out

)

its role. Prior to this Administration, all OPA positions were elbni ted.

I am pleased to be able to say that the office is now fully restored.

To imr.ove cur administration of the family planning program and to bring the

organizational structure of the title X prcgran into closer conformance with

the purrose of title X Secretary Schweiker, ordered the

trans er of the werativ functions of the family planning prcgran to the
///

IVV-WA
j
a year .t u, That charge makes good sense and shout° have been "one

long before)

Because o: this re.a.ganiza.,n, policy setting and implementation are no

lomer sel.arette (AnotherAnother benefit i that'three closely related programs with

much in canrurr--famly planning services. populatim affairs, and adolescent

family lifehave been brought together. As a result, we have lessened the

need for coordination. Having policy and operations and the throe prograns

together also achieves Unproved staff interaction.

.22
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The 0PA staff has been reviewing all aspects of the family planning program

seeking to help grantees improve the quality and outcome of the services

provided. Part of this process has been an extensive interaction with the

title 11 grantees to provide than with greater opportunity to share their

concerns and to express their vioas4m a wide variety of issues in family

planning today.

For example. last spring and summer, the program mut with grantees in every

region to discuss such matters as the title 11 national allocation methcdology,

services delivery improvement (SDI) research, and contraceptive costs. These

meetings were usetul and we intend to sponsor than each year. Meetings have

also been held that focus on family planning services research. Each region

was asked to establish a group of title X grantees to provide ideas for

research that would address existing service problems or cpportunitiea to

enhance services. to addition, a small group of service providers fran across

the cnuntry was brought together to share their perspective on research to the

Office of Family Planning (oFPl staff. Thi program intends to use similar

mechnisms to address a variety of issues and, by ro..,ting the participants,

give all grantees access to the Federal family planning process.

Family Planning Allocation

The FY 1984 family planning services allocation was developed with the

13formation .gained through the ten regional grantee meetings. The three

23
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recurring themes raised at these meetings -- stability of funding,.worren-in-

need, and performanceice
the principal components of the FY 1984 formula.

f

5300,000 has been reserved fran
each regional allocation for NJtional Priority

rojects in five subjs :t areass

o Infertility Services

o Natural Family Planning

o Family Involvement

o Male Involvement

o Regionally Identified Areas of Concern

National Priority projects are not a new phenurenon in the title X program.

In several previous years funds were allocated arorg the regions for special

initiatives or national priorities, both on an equal basis and on a

proportionate basis according to selected criteria.

This year, as in the past, priority
projects are for services title X must

cover but that grantees have found difficult to implement. Regions are

working with title X grantees to develop projects in these areas that will

demonstrate innovative approaches for potential use and adaptation by grantees

through/vat the mantryN

24
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Service Delivery Improvement

20

In fiscal year 1983, we used the highly respected peer review System of the

National Institutes of Health (NIH) to csecide who would receive service

delivery uqnysmrent research grant awards. This change was made to insure

that only high quality research is conducted and that it focuses on topics to

help service providers deliver services more effectively and efficiently.

Sane of the areas for study identified in last year's ccmpetition were;

o the factors iniluencinj family planing clinic patients

who desire family planning but who "drop out" of clinics;

o the managerial and organizational factors involved in

providing effective and efficient services to

poor women in a family planning program and its

clinics; and

o the nature of =rent infertilitylproblems among poor

women.

Nine service delivery improvement projects are currently funned. We

anticipate usetul results. We will use the NIH peer review process agc.in

this year. We followed the peer review process exactly and funded

these projects for a total investment of $801,619 in FY 1983.

25
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But no matter how solid or useful research may be, it will be of little

benefit if it is not used. To insure that service providers, researchers, and

policy makers have access to these results, the Office has taken another step.

All SDI research grantees are required to deposit their data in a public use

data archive, thereby insuring wide availability of the results and the data

upon which the conclusions were based. In addition, a vigorous prcgram of

dissemination of the information gained by the research progran will be

directed to family planning service providers so that they will have the

maximum benefit fran this important research activity.

Data

Information abort the characteristics of family planning clinic patients

served by or:banned family planning programs has been essential for

administrators and policy makers to have since the inception of the title X

family planning program in 1970. Initially, the task of collecting these data

was entrusted to the National Center for Health Statistics. Since 1977 various

efforts have been undertaken to collect and analyze the data including

voluntary efforts by family planning organizations.

We have launched a new effort to improve the quality and use of existing

family planninu data. The Office of Peculation Affairs (OPA) is no

undertaking the collection, analysis, and dissemination of the (1) number of

women at risk of unintended pregnancy; (2) number and cnaracteristics of

patients served by organized family planning programs; (3) number of law

26
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incase yawn served by private physicians; and (41 sources of funding for

family planning services provided by organised program. Several

statisticians and demographers in OPA have this effort well underway. I an

submitting for the record, documentation of our progress thus far.

The collection, processing, and analysis of these data by the Office of

Population Affairs has several advantages. The availability of primary data

allows for preliminary analyses and increases the after and variety of

analyses that can be done. The information gained will be published and

public use tapes will be deposited in a public data archieve thereby making

the information available to a broad audience of researchers, policy makers,

service presiders, and others interested in family planning issues.

In addition to collecting and analysing organised family planning data, the

Department collects management data on title X programs under a system called

the Bureau Casson Reporting Requirements. Grantees' views on the reporting

systen wore obtained at the ten regional meetings, and a technical advisory

weep of family planning professionals and data experts was called together to

give guidance on this subject.

27
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Indommtion and Education Materials

One of the primary thrusts of our activity in the information and Education

area is the development of materials for parents. Over the pars the

Government has produced enormous amounts of materials on all topics, including

adolescent sexuality.

Of? has funded a review of materials
on adolescent sexuality produced under

Federal sponsorship over the past ten years to assess these materials from the

view paint of discoireging premarital
adolescent sexual relations, and

encouraging parents to impart their values to their children and provide the"

with information regarding sexuality. The goal is to identify materials that

can be used with little or no change, or that need updating and substantive

additions, as well as identifying Gene areas in which new materials need to

be produced. one area in which the need for memorial is already known is

bilingual, bicultural parental inholuesent training manuals based on Hispanic

cultural family values. These manuals will be used by providers of Easily

planning services to help Hispanic parents/and extended family members to

comnunicate their values and impact intonation to their children. This

activity is already underway and will be canpleted by the fall of 1954.

Pamtly Involvement

Parents should, and most parents do, plaVan
important role in the lives ct

their dhtloren durinu their formative years. Given a responsibility to

promote maximum coMlication between parents and their children, the

28
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Department's activities include program and policy choices that involve

parents indecisions to the fullest extent passible, and infonsaticmal and

educational material to encourage cannunication in these vital areas.

In addition to the parental involvement effort in information and education I

described earlier, each title X grantee has been given guidance to ensure that

they have the following parental involvasent *laments in their program --a

policy which supports the involvement of parents in the delivery of family

planning services to their children and specific objectives which will

increase the involvement of parents of the adolescent clients in their

clinics. In addition, a parental involvement seminar is being provided f

all governing board or advisory council members of family planning clinics

1985 Block rant Proposal

Mr. Chairman I believe that the family plahning program is nod sufficiently

well established to turn over the balk of administrative responsibility to the

States. To accanplish this, theMndnistration proposes including the program

in the Primary Care block grant. Integrating the family planning progran with

other primary care activities in the block grant offers a number of

advantages:

29
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o Promotion of good health practices by women who are becoming sexually

active, including Umunization against rubella, counseling regarding

health effects of lifestyle choices, proper spacing of pregnancies

and appropriate care for those women with chronic disease such as

diabetes, hypertension, sexually transmitted diseases, and genetic

illnesses such as sickle cell disease;

o Women for whom contraceptive methods fail are already in

the system for care; prenatal care can be implemented promptly

and early;

o Early mAplerentation of counseling as to pregnancy: and

o Implementation of follow -up on the child once it is born to

ensure good well-baby care, immunizations, etc.

Perhaps most important, the block grant approach will permit States to design

a primary health care delivery system best suited to the particular nods of

its citizens. Such flexibility is essential if States are to be responsible

to their citizens' primary health care needs.

I have confidence that the States will be very supportive of family planning

and will cortirue to provide the necessary high quality family planning

services that have been provided to lad income warren. Currently 33 of the 57

3U
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State or terrlt,wial agencies are the sole title X grantees in their areas.

In another ter. cotes where there are more than one title X project, a State

agency is one of the title X grantees. Finally, in seven other States,

includirrj California, State agencies have had substantial experience in

administerirg family planninj services funded through Federal programs like

the title XX social Services Block Grant or through State resources.

Mr. Chairman, the Administration asks that you and your Subcommittee lock

favorably at the block grant approach for family planning for I believe we

can be optimistic about the future of family planning services under the

Primary Care block grant.

,
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DATA ON FAMILY PLANNING, 1983

Collection and Analysis

Dctring 1984 the Office of Population Affairs will collect
and analyze data on family planning services in the United
States. Fc.ur tynes of data will be collected and analyzed: data
On wrmen in need of family planning services, data on family
alarming patients served by private physicians, data on patients
served by rcanized family planning services, anc data on funding
7°"1"fs for ov'arl-leC family Planning services. Although tiese
four tyopt of data are analytically relatec, each reousres
separate ::Ierotions for cata collection and manipulation. Each
tet of ,,perations will be discussed below.

Women in Need of Family Planning Services

f-llwing the definition cevelooed an earlier years, a woman
will he. cro-zideed at risk of an unintended pregnanCy,
teef/o in ut.1 of family Planning services, if :393 she
was !I) fecot 'aple to conceive and carry a pregnancy to term),
(2) active, and (3) neither intentional..y pregnant no
t.vin-,; to renceive. In theory, if a w..7man simultaneisly mut ail
three of ti*er..e L:.nditions at any time w.irini; 1983, she was in
epee of faully Pl4fnninf; services in 1981, even thouri she may not
have stet ell cr.titi:s for e lAvOl part f tree year.

7e objective is estitate the r.imber of iv,I,men in
r.eed eae, t",...tr.ty of the Lnited States; however, data on the
three c,p.:.,.entu c.f the new: definitionfecndity, semue:
0-tiv:tY, ant' ::regnancy intentionsare not availadle for woe!!

rP, a synthetic estimation proces.ire will Du ...sec.:
w:Il t-e pro.1.7.rtions of woreer with eat:h of

e for selectee scgrups of the
wi: ut..tirtate the n.m..per w,.eer. in each

f;etally, we ;.r.iltioly the '.fr:JUV in each
t-e Z-:d,rt cf

-e w1: nO
f t"o .rtyfi f:;:.;*

!l s le
ri-9: 1, estimate_.

*2- "ht ":.# 4'7 ie- 4f-r;, 0.4it

t.. t 0. hit- . c't 1: I,
t ) z 3 1"1,. :)( 11
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etatistically leepoundent; In otee wceds, it assumes tniPI:

whether or not a woman is fecune has no effect on her sexual

activity, and her sexual activity hae no effect on her pregnancy
intentions. This is not an accurate assumption, of course, but
riven the nature of the data available to mare the estimates, it

is a necessary assumption: if existing se.ples were used to
estimate broPortions who were slegltaneoesly fecund, sexually
active, and avoiding conception, they would Pe statistically
unreliable. While the effect of this assumption cannot be
determined exactly for detailed subgroups of tne population, some
idea of the effect can be obtained by comparing netignel
estimates of need based on multiplication of the tnree factors,
with estimates based on direct tabulation of the peoeortions who
exhibit alI three conditions simultaneously, anc such comparisons
are planned.

In prior years t'ie national estimates o* fecenpify, sexual
acitivity and pregnancy intentions were mace usirg a variety of

data S,:.C1.1S. instance, to estimate tne sexal activity of
cuerently mariec and formerly married women, toe National Survey
of caeily Cowte, Cycle 12 was eset: am' for heve eried women,
the fational Survey of Vourg Women was used. Tile eclectic
annoacn was. neeessaey becaose tneee was not sir;.e cata source

cetainec enough inforeatien to estimate d.l tnree need
f,r all W,-Cr,r NC.w. however, tle Nat:ral Survey og

Sowth, Cyc:e III (NSP'S) is available. ConLucted by the
Nati:nal Cete fe -ealt" Statistics ie 1922, tne is raoec
Fr, a rotior.a. s,arple al: women, over married never marriec,

aged 15 t 44 ve.wr.il and it crtaint tn cat* needed to eattmate
ec-3,city stxal ecitvity, and rednancy inteetioes. 'WeE,
is nocsitle f: the fiest tiwe estimate need for taM ilt y

planning services from a tingle cata source.

There are several advantades to using tit single rata
source. Pies!, wnen several different C3ta sources are usec,
thee ae inevitaoe differences in pocedees aec clefinitions
weiee introcJce unmeasurebio oiases in the comoinec estimates; py
using a .41f4110 eata source, tic ciffereece-: and elases are

largely eliinatec. Seconc, when using ciffeeet cata sources,
it has not been feasible to estxm3te sas:xg et :s of need

oNtir.o4tes; by esieG a sinele soc, it is feaA:b.e to est:mate
of ._ .1%r Co' toe statistIca:
re!iabi:Lty of t e estieates for the f.r,t ttuar Third, the

coo2.1'.tion estioates from a will be yucn

L:te frv.rci this w:11 not ne.oet.s?rily rPCAce the ties.
ay.= effort ree-9d to wee:, tn estimates (1,,st tt A..0.atx-r.i

and -.,-, to!.:r.s wry ne eec,irvdi, but it will Lasea the

or -e: e0 o:.cessiele to a la. !r' a-wieece of

/ ,roM aoe.eistrolf'..rO. res,:ns, vie

1,41.! - r \.%t:- rat q, I!! t.:

r. IA! ' 1" r r y

Nit! ra:tn
Atta;,-, on
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e eeeeee (-eve ef tee ere data tom,. And Preliminary telelletions
cr feJeditv, ,feee.al activity, And preInanCy inteettens have been

completed, acceeeing to ape, race, metreVolitanenenetrepolitan
residenee, poverty level income, end warital statue. These

catesetos are tnese wnicn will be used to maw, county level

estteates. Tees, tamulations are preliminary, of course, Arm

will need mech further refinement, but they have OemOnstrated the
;:enerel feeeibility of the enpoach.

Once the estimates of fecundity, sexual activity, and

nennanry intentions are ce.'pleted, they must be applied to

estimates of cunty ppelations classified acceecing to the SWIe
vartaeles mentioned in tee precedieg Paeagean. The basic

tabelatiens of county pepelatiene by teose variables were done by
the Peeam of the Census using tee ISSO Census of Oopulatien.

?neer, reputation figures were updated to 1981 by the Alan
Betteaceer Institute for its 1982 report of family elenning, and

will be iodated to vaaa. using the SAWe estimating pocecues.

Family Planning Patients Served by Private Physicians

ln nrevieus years, the principal source of data on use of

f-7.1- family Planning services was tne National
n ,), laky eee.ce: Care Survey (NRMCES), concucted by the
eati,eel reetee fe. wealth Statistics in 199 -SI. Tne NAMCES is
ha sec en a nattenal sample of office-based physiciars wne revert
en a saen'y effice visits. If tne patient's stated reason fo
A vi- it IAA% "fami:y .annine," or if therapeutic services for

fx0:Iv weir eeevieee. Ncrf:ES classifies tee visit as a

faet:y plonein;: visit. Data on uch visits have Peen used to

vetteate tne of family plannine ue vices Providee by

erivate

Alt c tee NAr.S cater were the best avalladle, they did

n eceeint e:.ee nblees. F:w instance. the data are foe yisLts,
,.,.,Wen; eca,e.e weoen may "aye e:e tnan one v:sit in a year,

CAta visits neeee of w,ar served to

se., owteet. Plee, the NET,CES cic n.:.t collect information or.

v1..'y !eve! inree anc ethe suogeeve cnaracteristics for weice
e.ti, -f '.se are neecec; tnis 7.eeetceraing ovecwe by

tee '.0w.c1 ,accirg distriputtL.ns free

ne, a u weee val:dity cepencs on seme

t-eie sheetceole7s of the eeeCES tf, tis
-e:, aed t7,ca.te of tne e=ent avallenlItty of

er-:e Ill, ,,c -eon t .ee the he=e te eetleate tes ef
!ee NeF5 ao'ec

- e-. 't ,h-e. -o in tee

- ,,e t.1.7.0 el,e its red

ee; , ; t
"::, 1 v4111 LAI

f.
r I, 0 ...It.?

4.4-1, it _I
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114rAre' f , t tnE k:-7
cansieurale detail on ty-a, o' erviee art., .irovicers ery:ce,
It w111 ne 0.f.%411E. elffeer.t Crfir;t1'",, ant;
thus refine the eeasewent of private physician tervicea.

Ps noted earlier, a pre:V -in/try vestn of te N'SrG is
already in tree at the Cffice of population Affairs, arc some
tabulations of private pnysician family planning services nave
been p7eced. Also, we have obtained from NOHS the tabulations
of family Planning services from tie IrnmecIS: we plan to compare
them with the new tabulations fcm the NSFG to investigate the
effects of this change in data sces and defsnitins.

Patients Served by Organized Family Planning Services

**le b'ertive of this activ.ty is to estimate the total
nhebo of women served by organised family planning services
("clinics"), arcodtng to ce1v7ten characteristics of those
eatients, such AS ace, eoverty level income, drC race.
Statistics of tnis type are not avai latrle !hr are, ongotn.4
data system of the Feceral covernment. (They were once collectec
by the National Center for Health Statistics in Its National

rting rystem for Fal:y Alanntng Statistics, but that data
Instead.,y,..tem has 'T,Wr. disc-:ntlnUed.) on ad hoc rata

e .Ilectio, is nce way which will proceed throush several stePs.

For fAn'ily planning clinics witch are sunooted by Title X

funds, the heinnin ntnt will be the directory of fasly
talanntng clinics mAintAined by tie National Clearinghouse for
ramtiy dlaning, on activity supworted by the Office of Family

tn!: a contract. rhe cirectey contains a comblete
list of clinics supported by Title X t.incs, one many other
clinics speted by othe redeyei fhnns. Mst of tie clinics

by Title X finds darttcipate sn a centralized,
atoated data system, witch can prvipe statistical information
on PACIOnt, fr all participating clinics. Letters have .neen
tent to the officials rest-:sicle for tie otomatee CZta systems,
aakinr them to share the statisttcs on patients which they have

Stmilar lette.s. Ware 4:ent to Title X = rar.twus not
iclaec in automated Cata systems.

09,14n; r -eict to se letters. tou
zis in:tiatee efis to etend its coverage .11,

failv ,-1tn!cs. It cortected :thee roeal egencles
aeily pianrinc for lists of the:" clinics. It has

alt to all the clintes in its ce.ent directory
a,y receraliy fuhce..1 cltrit:s in their

tt-e eff.:-.ts to result :n A :1St
e ,04'11(4, :n: vi..t.,.311y all of ate cecer.:lly funLec

:1,!. to be about 85% of all tlintes) arc a
nit f..,need clIntc5.

n, tne t -;. t# t=1
t",ey ot the Cirt4%

4
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Pirau^e the aut-eted t.yterws may Incluee nosey non-Title one
non-rvOual clinics, that match is nevssay t: av le duplicate
counts. '_otters will then be sent to any clinics not covered by
the aut.: latest:, systems or non-automated Title X eeuefits, again'

asking ttat they share data which they hive comoiled on patients
And their characteristics.

T. ,Isst.mtile these data from different sources, css-check
the neveal lints of clinics, and then aggregate the data Into
nattonal estimates Is a las-ye-scale undertaking. We are
designing intake and tracking procedures to insure that letters
Are followed up, rer,ponses are edited for co..,Ipteness,
duplication is avoided, and quality control is maintained.
Ptica.tse tne !vational Clearingouse on Family Planning maintains
liqts clinics and mass mailing capabilities, we have made it

an setegal Peet of our olans for this part of tne rata activity.

Funding Patterns for Organized Family Planning Services

'i.e bulk of funding for family planning clinics is from
Fecea: sources: Titles X, IV, XIX, and XX. Data for previous

funding from those sources is available from repots
brObarce by tbm Alan Outtmacher Institute. For the more recent
v.-i-1. information on fund inc at tne State level will be
,btatred by contacting the aporpriate agencies in each state.

1,$,rmatin from Title X EAtIO aorted clinics will be
obtasne;1 #1 ,m redorts ',f Title X grantees. Ps the Alan
auttmat-ute lnststute ha% noted, "it is extremely difficult to

ss data on funGsns, because approprlatIons and
it-cettng D..:.ceOures do not Allow for tne disag;,-egatiQn of the
family o.anetng servsce component of many programs.
N eVO,t',5.:Pq".., by eollowsng the pr ovedure% used in, earlier reports
we es:'ect to 0tPJCe estimates which will reveal approximate
levels and trends in funding patterns.

Supplementary Analyses

t' ivatr.abtlity :e in te Cffice of Populatin Affairs of
oveeal hassc rata sets will permit some policy-relevant

ha.r. not tuen ooss:dle esevi7..usly, analyses wnsch
.3,tm7.t)o-ec as part of t'le basic repot cesciped

s .tA'rq, by c..mnInIng data on woeen In r-ued or
no .:or.ts -h3racterl,,tIcs for %wall areas, with cat a from

.ed.'esentative cAta set% on Indivsdual women, such as
e nal Svvey of Pamtly it Will possible to

cartit,svoly the relatt-nsuid. zetween the family
; .f the serv:ces tvy recmive, and the

# ,-. 1 v
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FAMILY PLANNING DATA

There are four sets of statistical information collected on family

planning and low-income women. While the methods of collection, the

specificity of the data and the reliability have varied over time, the

basic categories of the information assembled are the SKNO. The four

types of data are: (1) women at risk of unintended pregnancy; (2)

number and characteristics of patients served by °resulted !molly

planning programs; (3) number of low income women served by pri%ate

physicians; and (4) sources of funding for family planning services

provided by organized programs.

I. Women at risk of unintended pregnancy and with

incomes at or below 1502 of the poverty level

(women-in-need) will be based on demographic data

from the 1980 census updated with the Current

Population Surveys of Income and Poverty. and then

adjusted according to estimates of sexual activity,

fecundity and unintended pregnancy. The most recent,

reliable and comprehensive estimates of sexual

activity, fecundity and unintended pregnancies for

married and single women and adolescents are obtained

from the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG)

Cycle III. UPA already has an advance copy of this

data set.

37
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2. The number and characteristics of patients served by

organized family planning programs will be obtained

from several sources. Over 752 of this data will be

obtained from the information present in automated

systems as it has been in the past. The remaining

data also currently exists and will be obtained from

sources which have been utilized in the past. i.e.,

Planned Parenthood Federation of America and a small

survey of other providers.

3. Women served by private physicians will be estimated

from several major sets of information. NSFG Cycle

III provides statistics that indicate where the woman

obtained family planning services. The National

Ambulatory Medical Care Survey sample of private

physicians will be used in conjunction with NSFG data

to estimate the number of low-income women served by

private physicians in different geographic areas.

4. Sources of funding for family planning services

provided by organized programs will be gathered from

two sources. All State Health, Welfare, and Social

Service Departments will be asked to provide existing

data on expenditures for family planring services

funded by the Maternal and Child Health block grant,

the Social Services block grnt, Medicaid, and State

monies. The second source of information on funding
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.3.

for family planning programs is the URI Table 8

which reports all sources of income and expenditures

(including patient fees and contributions) for each

Title X grantee.

39
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Task: For the nation and each county, estimate the number of women 44 years
of age or under who are at risk of unintended pregnancy and in need of
organized family planning services.

Person-

Subtask Completion Months

A. Review and refine formula April .50

for estimating number of
women in need

B. Collect latest available May 1.00

data needed to compute
estimates from formula

C. Construct computer files June 1.25

of data needed to compute
estimate°

D. Compute estimates of July 1.25

number of women in need
from computer files

E. Analyze estimates and August 1.50

write a report on
methods and findings

Total 5.50

40
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Task: Number and Characteristics of Patients served by the Organized Family
Planning Program.

Subtask

A. Prepare and mail out request
to automated data systems and
non-automated organisations.

B. Complete list of independent
clinics and mail out request
for information.

C. Finish data entry and data
processing of information
received.

D. Compute estimation and
projection of incomplete
cells.

E. Perform analysis of data.

F. Complete first draft of report.

G. Finalize written report

41

Person-
Completion Months

February 1.75

April 2.25

August 5.25

Septimber 1.50

October 1.50

November 2.00

December 2.50

Total 19.75
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Tasks For the nation and each state, estimate the number of low-income and
adolescent women who received family planning services ins private
physicians.

Person-
Subtesk Completion Months

A. Review and refine methods May .50
for estimating number of
women served by private
physicians

B. Obtain latest available July 1.00
data needed for estimating
women served by private
physician's

(1) National Survey of
Family Growth

(2) National Ambulatory
Medical Care Survey

(3) National Medical Care
Utilization and
Expenditure Survey

C. Complete construction of
computer data file"
specified above.

D. Compute estimates of women
served by private physicians
from computer files.

E. Analyze estimates and write
a report on methods and
findings

September 1.25

October 1.25

November 1.50

Total 5.30
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Task' Estimate expenditures for medical and social family planning services
under Maternal and Child Wealth block grant, Medicaid, Social Services,
block grant, and State funds.

POTS02
Subtask Completion Months

A. Contact all State agencies March 1.50
involved in family planning.

S. Complete entry and production March .25
of 11C11 table II (itenisad
revenues and exponditures by
title X grantees by State).

C. Enter and process data April .75

submitted by States;
Incorporate SCR* data to file.

0. Perform fiscal analysis of June 1.25
data.

Z. Complete initial working July 1.25
draft of report and perform
additional analysis as necessary.

F. Couplet. final draft of August 1.00
report.

Total 6.00

43
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The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 10310

Dear Senator Denton:

Of Iwo of the Assawn Sooffitelfy
foe Hooltte

Wosholgton OC 20201

Thank you for your letter of April 13 enclosing questions for the
written record on the subject of Title X. The responses to those
questions are enclosed.

torInsulas

Sincerely,

Edward N. Brandt. Jr., M.D.
Assistant Secretary for Health

4.
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Question 1: Is there any reason why the Adolescent Family Life

Program and the Title X program should not have

independent administrators working under the direction

of the DASPA?

Answer: Section 2009(b) of Title XX of the Public Health

Service Act states that the officer designated by the

Secretary of the Department of Health and Human

Services to carry out the provisions of the Adolescent

Family Life Act shall report directly to the Assistant

Secretary for Health. However, i is consistent with

the Title X statutue to have the director of the Title

X program report directly to the Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Population Affairs.

4
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Question 2: How do you think that we can do a better job of

ensuring that pregnant women hear more about all

options available to them?

Answer: The Title X guidelines list the options which should be

presented to pregnant women by Title X clinics. The

family planning staff at the Regional Offices of the

Public Health Service conducts site visits and

program reviews of Title X projects to ensure that the

guidelines are being followed. The regional family

planning staff could devote special attention to the

area of pregnancy counseling in site visits and program

reviews. Also, they could ide.stify whether there are

further training needs of Title X personnel in this

area and make arrangements for Title X training

programs to provide instruction in the area of

pregnancy counseling as needed.

46
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Question 3; Mrs. Mecklenburg, do you have available a qualitative

assessment of how Adolescent Family Life grantees have

made a positive contribution to the reduction of

adolescent pregnancy? Have you been able to apply

these assessment criteria to family planning clinics

serving teenagers?

Answer: Model demonstration projects awarded under the

Adolescent Family Life Act are multi-year programs. It

requires three to five years for a program to become

established, obtain several years of client and program

data, and complete a final evaluation. Since funds for

the AFL projects were first awarded late in FY 1982,

none of the projects have been in operation more than

18 months and none have completed final evaluations.

Very preliminary findings obtained from the grantees

are encouraging and suggest that the AFL projects will

make positive contributions toward reducing adolescent

pregnancy and ameliorating the frequently negative

consequences associated with teenage parenting. When

the final evaluations have been completed, the data

from AFL projects will be assessed to determine if the

services and assessment criteria would be useful in a

number of Federal programs, including Title X, that

serve adolescents.

47
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Question 4: Could you describe in more detail, Mrs. Mecklenburg,

the plans for the $5 million set-aside for projects of

national priority? I'm especially interested in the

areas of family involvement, natural family planning

and infertility. Ars these plans based upon what has

happened over the last three years of the Title X

program?

Answer: Based upon our experiences over the past three years,

as well as those of the grantees, several areas were

identified which warranted further encouragement and

support. Therefore, each region was allocated $500,000

for National Priority Projects in five areas:

Infertility Services

O
Natural Family Planning

o Family Involvement

Male Involvement

Existing Title X grantees have been informed about the

availability of those funds and encouraged to apply.

Interested grantees have submitted concept papers to

the Regional Offices for review which include a

statement of local need for additional activity in a

National Priority area, a description of proposed

activities, the number of clients to be served, a
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budget, and en evaluation plan. We expect that the

National Priorities projects will be funded by July 1

for a minimum of three years.

National Priority projects are not a new phenomenon in

the Title X program. In several previous years, funds

were allocated for special initiatives or priorities.

Historically, these funds have been distributed both on

an equal basis among the ten regions and on a

proportionate basis according to selected criteria.

This year, as in the past, priority projects are for

Title X services which have not been adequately

addressed and require priority attention. Regions are

working with Title X grantees to develop projects in

all of these areas.

48
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Question 5: What are you learning about under-served low income

populations? How do you plan to target resources to

those women most in need?

Answer: Data obtained from the Bureau's Common Reporting

Requirements for FY 1983 to show that 84 percent of

clients served are low income women. The Office of

Family Planning is currently funding several Service

Delivery Improvement Research Grants that are examining

the family planning needs of low income women. One

study is interviewing low income women concerning their

satisfaction with family planning cervices obtained

from clinics or private physicians. Another project is

surveying low income women and will develop a model

that will explain their choices of family planning

providers. The results from these and other projects

will help Title X clinics identify any changes that are

needed to improve the delivery of family planning

services to low income women.

To target resources to those women most in need, we

will continue to emphasize services to low income women

in our allocation formula which distributes money to

the regions for Title X services.

50
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I am very interested in the publications review project

concerning those materials for teenagers. Can you

describe to me any of the materials vhich have been

rdviewed and "have been pulled from the shelf"?

The Department his contracted to identify. acquire,

assemble, organize, and assess copies of materials on

adolescent sexuality under Federal sponsorship for the

past 10 years. The contractor is now in the process of

obtaining, organizing and cataloguing those materials

as will as preparing an evaluation of the production

quality of the materials, their completeness in terms

of topical and audience coverage, and on the utility of

this information. This process is still under way so

we do not have the results of this review. When it is

completed, it will serve as a basis for determining the

usefulness of these materials.
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Question 7: How can vs help through amending current Title X

legislation to forward the goals of the Department

have "100X of family planning programs with

Answer:

established

infertility

The Title X

language,

planning

infertility

to

an

routine for providing an initial

asseement"?

legislation including the relevant Report

has stressed the importance of family

clinics routinely providing initial

assessments. This Administration has

responded by setting aside $5 million for projects of

national priority, including infertility services, as

well as reminding the regions and local grantees of the

necessity of providing these services.
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Question 8: Does the PASPA have any remaining plans to effect cost

savings based upon the 1981 GAO report, or other

cost-benefit studies dons on the Title X program?

Answer: The major thrust of the GAO report was that clinics

could save money by reducing the number of return

visits, cutting out routinely provided medical tests,

(syphillis, gonorrhea, semi-annual pelvic) that do not

appear necessary for all clients, tailoring educational

counseling to the needs of the patient, and by

consistently applying their sliding fee scales.

New Title X program guidelines were issued in July 1981

which:

changed medical revisit plans to agree with the

American College of Obstetrics and Gynecologists

Standards and Recommendations;

made gonorrhea screening a local decision;

required routine anemia screening only during

initial medical examinations and required a

request for waiver if the project director

determines routine screening is not warranted;

and.
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provided more flexibility to allow clinics to

tailor educational programs to the client

population served;

included appropriate guidance for venereal

disease.

The regulations contained in 42 CFR 59, Subpart A, Fee Scales and

Collections, were included in the July 1981 new family planning

guidelines. The regional offices were instructed to implement the

mandatory program policy on patient fees.

The Regional Offices continue to encourage grantees to institute cost

saving measures and we are anticipating the development of further

cost savings measures as soon as the initial results from our most

recent Service Delivery Improvement Research Grants and our Patient

Flow Analysis are available.
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uestion 9: Mrs. Mecklenburg, the DASPA has been criticized by its

detractors in the family planning industry for late

reports, for example, the 5 year plan was late, wasn't

it?

Answer: As part of the Department's effort to consolidate

reports to Congress, last year the Public Health

Service incorporated seven congressional reports,

including the Family Planning Report, into a single

report, "The Administration of the Public Health

Service." Since this was the first effort to

consolidate these reports, a lengthy review process was

necessary which resulted in late submission of this

report.

This year's family planning report is in the

consolidated report which is expected to be sent to the

Congress at the end of May. No delay will occur

because of the family planning portion.
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Senator DRNTON. Thank you, Dr. Brandt. I do not know how to
estimate the chances of getting the block grant approach through
this committee, but in view of the statements by Senator Helms re-
garding his leading a fight on the floor, I would be less certain. But
from previous experience, although we did get certain votes
through on th;z: committee, I am not sure, in view of the traditional
opposition to tile block grant approach for anything and, perhaps,
especially for this on this committee, I am not sanguine about the
chances.

But I would like to welcome a gentleman with whom I serve, a
man whom I respect, play tennis with, and admire very much, Sen-
ator Don Nickles from Oklahoma, who heads up, with a great
record of accomplishment, the Labor Subcommittee. He is also a
member of this subcommittee.

Welcome, Senator Nickles.
Senator Mow's. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just congratulate you for holding this hearing, and also

Dr. Brandt, for his comments. I apologize for not being able to
catch all of them.

I think it goes without saying that there are a lot of us who have
concerns in this area, and we are appreciative of some of the re-
marks you made concerning block grants, et cetera. Hopefully,
Congress will be a little more cooperative than we have been in the
past.

Mr. Chairman, I t4o not have any opening comments. I want to
participate in the hearing and find out where we are and what is
happening. I have a schedule of funding amounts. We are looking
in 1984 for title X. What is the funding level?

Dr. BRANDT. One hundred and forty million dollars, total. Of that
about $133 million will be for family planning services. Other funds
will be used for training programs, for research, and so forth.

Senator NIcKLps. How much is in the budget for 1985?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, in 1985 in the President's budget, we have put

it into the primary care block grant. That included the full $140
million from this year, combined with the other elements of the
primary care block, which include community health centers, mi-
grant health centers, and black lung clinics, to make up the total
figure.

Senator NICKLKS. Of that $133 million, are some of those funds
distributed to various organizations?

Dr. BRANtrr. Yes. All of the funds are distributed to those people
who operate the clinics, and there are roughly 4,50 family clinics
now funded by those dollars across the United States.

Senator Nirxt.Es. The $133 million goes to how many clinics?
Dr. BRANDT. Approximately, 4,500. I can get you the absolute,

exact number. In 33 of the States. the full grant award is made to
the State health department, and then the State health depart-
mentthe concept behind that, which is something that we have
accomplished in the last 3 years, was to permit there to be state-
wicte planning, to permit the best kind of distribution of the fund-
ing to meet the needs of the people. So the State health depart.
meat then turns around and either operates the clinics themselves
or funds oth,q organizations to operate family planning clinics.
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Senator NICKLES. Do most of those family planning clinics also

provide abortions?
Dr. BRANDT. The vast majority do not. The most recent data that

we have, which admittedly is 2 or 3 years old, was that only 74
none of the clinics offer abortions directlybut that 74 of the orga-

nizations provide abortions in close proximity, that is, on the same

physical site, although not the same facilities as the family plan-

ning clinic per se.
Senator NICKLES. Could you give me a list of those organizations

and how much money they have received?
Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir, we will.
Senator NICKLES. How much money are we talking about in

rough figures?
Dr. BRANDT. I do not know, unless Mrs. Mecklenburg knows.

Mrs. ivIEcRLENsuRD. I do not know, Senator.
Dr. BRANDT. We will have to provide that for the record, Senator.

Senator NICKLES. When you talk about the various organizations,

is Planned Parenthood one grantee or does Planned Parenthood

have individual grantees in each State, such as a District of Colum-

bia family planning organization that is an affiliate?
Dr. BRANDT. We would consider it a separate organization, al-

though it may have some nationalmay belong to a national activ-

ity. The grant funds would be awarded to the local organization

that operates the clinic, whatever legal structure they might have.

Planned Parenthood is certainly one of the largerif you add it

up across the country, Planned Parenthood is certainly one of the

largest grantees.
Senator NICKLES. Can you tell me how much money they receive?

Mrs. MEXKLEKHURG. The Planned Parenthood affiliates that are
affiliated with the national organization, we estimate receive about

21 percent of the funds, about $27 to $28 million.
:hink, Senator, you would also need to know the way the

system works as far as funding the grantees and the service provid-

ers.
The national office has an allocation formula where we divide up

the money to the region, based on the women in need of services

150 percent poverty and below, the number of women served at

that level, and some stability factor.
Then, the regional offices are the ones that do the review of the

grant applications, the awarding of the grants, and the monitoring

of the grants. so that that is decentralized and occurs in the 10 re-

gions throughout the country. So that they have the primary re-

sponsibility of selecting and monitoring the grantees within their

region.
Senator NICKLES. Are the prohibitions that are currently in law

against the funding of abortions, or against the funds being used

for political purposes, adequate in your opinion?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, certainly, the GAO report, I think, and our

own Inspector General, who conducted some 30 audits, found no

gross abuseactually, found no abusewith respect to either abor-

tion or lobbying. The administration, as you know, across the

entire Federal Government, has developed proposed rules concern-

ing lobbying. And at the moment, we believe that the grantees are
observing the prohibition against abortion.
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Senator NICKLES, Dr. Brandt, have you seen the full-page ads
taken out by some of these organizations like Planned Parenthood?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator Nicxts.s. You do not think that because they are receiv-

ing this $2'7 or $28 million that this might allow them to use other
funds for lobbying purposes or for abortion purposes?

Dr. BRANDY. Well, I suspect that that is possible, Senator, but I
would only point out to you that experienced auditors who have ex-
amined this have not come to that conclusion. But I certainly am
aware of the ads, and I am certainly aware that a fair amount of
money is spent.

However, I think because an organization receives Federal funds,
one cannot determine everything, I guess, that that organization
does any more than we can for State health departments.

Senator DENTON. Will the Senator yield? I know you have ashortage of time.
Senator NICKLES. Certainly; I will be happy to yield.
Senator DzroN. I am pursuing your question here, and I would

like to ask Dr. Brandt something that I think will cast light on
that about which you are curious, and that is, whether or not the
grantees, one way or another. are promoting, sponsoring, making
easier than otherwise, abortionsis that the kind of thing you aregetting at?

Senator NICKLES. And the fact that there are taxpayers' dollars
involved.

Senator DENTON. Right; one thing you are going to find a little
toughcertain grantees receive private money; certain grantees re-
ceive Federal money, and then certain grantees erect signs, which I
could not pay for during my campaign, 15, or 16, or 17, and the big-
gest city in my State placing me, or somebody who looks a lot like
me, between a married couple in bed, and so on. I cannot provewhere they got that money, but certainly, they could have used it
on some help to the poor, rather than lobby.

Here it is. Senator Helms claims that it is he. I do not know
whether it is he or I, or whom. But I do not know how much money
of that came out of taxpayers, pockets, and I cannot prove it, norcan anyone else.

Dr. Brandt, I am going to read the list of activities related to
abortions, and ask you to tell me whether or not each one of them
is allowable under the title X program. If the activity is allowable,
please say yes. and if it is not allowable, please say no. And I would
ask Senator Nickles to hear these.

First, for the activity to provide information about abortion serv-
ices.

Mrs ME:('m.i.:Natritu. No.
Senator DiewroN. To provide the name, address, and telephone

number of abortion providers.
Dr. BRANnT. Yes: that is allowable.
Senator DEN..()N. To collect statistical data and information re-

garding abortion.
Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator DENTIN. To inspect facilities to determine their suitabil-

ity to provide abortion services.
Dr BRA:surt. Yes; that would be allowable.
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Senator DENTON. To pay dues to organizations that advocate the
availability of abortion services.

Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator DENTON. To provide transportation to an abortion center

or providers.
Dr. BRANDT. No; that is not allowable.
Senator DENTON. That is correct.
To provide counseling that encourages a person to obtain an

abortion.
Dr. BRANDT. That is not allowable.
Senator DENTON. To provide pro-abortion speakers to debate the

issues in public forums.
Dr. BRANDT. Well, they cannot use Federal funds for that pur-

pose.
Senator DENTON. To advocate the need and suitability of abortion

services in the community.
Dr. BRANDT. Again, they could not do that using Title X funds.
Senator DENTON. Do you know, in making that distinction re-

peatedly, whether the grantees, through one set of funding or an-
other, are doing those things?

Dr. BRANDT. Oh, yes, sir, I think there are some of our grantees
that at least are doing the second; I am not aware of the other- -

Senator NICKLES. At least are doing what?
Dr. BRANDT. At least are providing speakers.
Senator NICKLES. Providing speakers?
Senator DENTON. Proabortion speakers. And we have lists and

literature and everything else to back up the questions we are
asking.

To produce or show movies that tend to encourage or promote a
favorable attitude toward abortion.

Dr. BRANDT. They are not permitted to do that, no.
Senator DENTON. To provide abortion as a suitable backup

method of family planning.
Dr. BRANDT. No.
Senator DENTON. To make specific appointments or referrals for

an abortion, unless medical conditions warrant.
Dr. BRANDT. Not unless medical conditions warrant, no.
Senator DENTON. To bring legal action to liberalize abortion-re-

lated statutes.
Dr. BRANDT. Again, they cannot do that using Federal funding.
Senator DKNTON. But without knowing where their funds are

coming from, are you aware that this is being done by many grant-
ees?

Dr BRANDT Yes, sir.
Senator DENToN. Pressure local governing bodies to change re-

strictive abortion policies.
Dr. BRANDT. There are grantees that do that, again, not using

Federal funds.
Senator DENToN. The first question we asked, which Mrs. Meck-

lenburg answered. I maintain was answered incorrectly. The ques-
tion was. ('an the activity provide information about abortion serv-
ices. and she said. -tio.- and to my knowledge, the answer to that
question is "N'es.-
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Dr. BRANDT. Well, they cannot do it in the conduct of the familyplanning clinic services that they are providing with Federal funds.There is nothing that would prohibit a grantee providing underother conditions and in other settings that kind of information.
Senator DENTON. Yes; the question is, which money is it comingfrom when they lobby this way and that way, or advise for abor-tion.
According to the GAO, the first five of the activities I mentioned

are allowable under title X programs, and the remainder are not
allowable. However, these policy positions are based only on ad hocinternal HHS general counsel opinions. They have not been formal-ized and incorporated in the program regulations and/or guide-lines. The GAO report recommended that the Secretary establishas explicit guidances as possible on the activities that are and arenot allowed. The Department's response to the GAO report wasthat the Secretary would direct the Assistant Secretary for Healthto include in title X program guidelines an explanation of the De-partment's position on implementation of section 1008. Until theDepartment has done that, I consider it inappropriate for the ad-ministration to contend that current grantees know and do honor
section 1008 prohibition. And I heard that remark made.

Do you have any intention of formulating new guidelines andregulations?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, we are, in fact, and have been, looking at thisissue, attempting to develop the guidelines in a realistic and work-able way. In the interim, a number of other steps have been taken,

and Mrs. Mecklenburg can give you some of the steps that we aretaking.
Senator DENTON. The GAO report was issued in September 1982.

When do we plan to come out with it, Mrs. Mecklenburg?
Mrs. MECKI.ENBURG. Well, you may not be aware, Senator, but I

would like to let you know that we have been working on it, andthere have been a number of steps that have been taken by the De-
partment in examining this issue and working with it. There was apreliminary draft that was circulated, prepared by the Bureaubefore the program was trans s, red, which had not been reviewed
by general counsel or anyone else in the Department, and then
tecame public. And there were such a number of reactions from
people on all sides of the issue, that this would do nothing, or thiswould cripple the family planning program, that it was clear thatthis was an extremely complicated issue.

We are continuing to work with it and to see if we can come outwith something that will be reasonable to be implemented in thefamily planning program and allow for exactly what the law andthe opinions do require.
I think that one of the issues that repeatedly comes up is theissue of funding an entity that is involved in providing abortion or

promoting abortion. And the question is whether Federal funds canhe given to that entity at all; what is the amount of overlap an'1
comingling that happens. Is there a point at which this is so en-meshed that you cannot keep it really pulled apart? And that is aquestion that GAO has suggested needs more guidance from theCongress.

Cu
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Senator DENTON. If I may politely inquire. The statement, in
spite of the complexities which you appropriately mention and the
complexities and difficulties in sorting out, which I totally concur
in, how can the statement, then, be flatly made that there is no
problem, that there is no violation?

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. I think, Senator, what Dr. Brandt was re-
sponding with is the information from the GAO and the IG audits.
Since they have found- -

Senator DENTON. I believe, Mrs. Mecklenburg, and you can cor-
rect me if I am wrong, that they referred to direct funding for
abortions from the clinicsnot to this question which we are exam-
ining now, which is many-faceted, regarding whether or not there
is counseling for, speakers for, et cetera.

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. My recollection of the various audits was
that they looked into a number of different kinds of practices, not
just direct funding of abortion, but what kinds of practices were in-
curred, and what were in the service centers.

Now, I believe they looked at a number of different issues, Sena-
tor.

Senator DENTON. OK. Well, I would receive a different impres-
sion from the book, report, by the Comptroller General of the
United States, the title of which was "Restrictions on Abortion and
Lobbying Activities in Family Planning Programs Need Clarifica-
tion." That, in their view, was the answer regarding the situation.
They say, "Some counseling and referral practices may not be ap-
propriate." That was a subhead, on page 15. Another was, on page
14, "HHS's program regulations and guidelines do not reflect its
policy on abortion restrictions." So, one, we are hoping that that
eventually does come out; two, I cannot help but express reserva-
tions about an unqualified statement that everything is in the
clear that way; that some clinics; practices may go beyond mere re-
ferral, which is another subhead in the report which I am citing
here, and I would ask that at least the excerpts which I mentioned
be included in the record, the report by the Comptroller of the
United States, "Restrictions on Abortion and Lobbying Activities in
Family Planning Programs Need Clarification."

[The excerpts referred to follows:)
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(EXCERPT FRoM REPORT PY THE (1$011011J13( (A:NEEAL OF THE UNITED STATES - RESTRICTIONS ON
ABORTION AND LOBBYING ACTIVITIES IN FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS NEED CLARIFICATION.-Oki'
HRD-g2-106--SEPTIMBE7 24, 1982)

kamannvtirtlp?"1:0Nnicy ON ABORTION ICTION8

The position that section 1008 not only prohibits abortionas a method of family planning, but also prohibits activities whichpromote or encourage a favorable attitude toward abortion as partof the title X program has not been incorporated into NHS' regula-tions or guidelines. In contrast, HIM relies on its program rogula-tions 1/ and guidelines to provide guidance on other major policiosto titre X recipients. In effect. HIM' regulations that spell out
overall policy and

implement provisions of the law and correspond-ing program guidelines
that elaborate on the law and regulationsin operational terms do not contain the specific policy guidanceconcerning section 1008 needed by title X recipients.

We could not determine
from discussions with HH8' officialsthe reaons why HH8 elected to exclude from its regulations andguidelines its position on the scope of prohibitions in section1008. HHEP regulations (dated June 1980) and its prior regulationssimply state that title X projects shall not w* * * provide abor-tion as a method of family planning." The policy that section 1008also prohibits activities which promote, encourage, or advocateabortion are not mentioned in NW regulations. Also, the 11118 pro-gram guidelines for family planning services refer to the title Xprogram regulations with no elaboration

on the meaning of section1008.

NM, however, has periodically issued memorandums to itsregional program administrators containing Office of General Counselinterpretations of section 1008. rive of six regions we visitedhad transmitted this information to grantees, but only 3 of the10 grantees passed it on to their delegate
agencies and clinics.of 14 clinics

visited, only 6 had received NHS' legal interpreta-tions of section 1008.

While thia process made H88. policy available to some title Xclinics, the policy
was nevertheless not included in the regula-tions and guidelines
that grantees are required to follow as a con-dition of their grants. For example, the title X grantee in LosAngeles, according to its executive director, has received no writ-ten guidance from HH8 on interpreting section 1008. This grantee,one of the target

nationally, had 26 delegate agencies that oper-ated 94 clinics.

1/42 C.F.R. Part 59.
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SOME COUNSELING AND REfERRAL
PRACTICES MAE NOT DE APPROPRIATE

Under the HHS program guidelines, pregnant women should be
offered information and counseling regarding their pregnancy. The
guidelines state that individuals requesting information on options
for managing an unintended pregnancy are to be given nondirective
counseling 1/ on the options available and referred upon request.
Including being referred to abortion providers. At the clinics r-
vtewed, the number of pregnant clients coming to clinics for thotr
first visit represented between S and 69 percent of the clientele.

1/Nontlirective counseling is the provision of information on all
available options without promoting, advocating, or encouralin
one option over another.
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At 10 of the 14 clinics visited, counseling was available
through the title X-supported programs. At the four other clinics,one did not provide any counseling and the other three provided
counseling, but Got as part of their title X programs. Official',at all clinics which provided counseling indicated that they pro-vidad only nondirective counseling in accordance with H118 guido-lines. Referral practices varied from clinic to clinic, and someclinics did not comply with HMI policy position. We did not findany evidence, however, that pregnant women were advised to haveabortions. 1/

counseling practices

Typically, counseling of pregnant woman occurred after clientsreceived tests that confirmed their pregnancy. When the pregnancywas desired, clients were generally advised to seek prenatal careand given referrals if needed. If a woman indicated the pregnancywas unintended or not wanted, counseling was generally provided.
officials at the 13 clinics offering counseling said that nondi-
roctive counseling was available on the following options:

--Prenatal core and delivery.

--Infant care, foster care, or adoption.

--Pregnancy termination.

The pregnancy counseling provided by clinics varied 40 shown below:

--Seven clinics counseled clients, but only on the option they
decided to pursue.

--pour clinics counseled clients on all options when the client
expressed that the pregnancy was unintended or she was unsureof what to do.

--Two clinics counseled all pregnant women on all options
available to them.

no of the 13 clinics offered followup counseling to clients referred
for abortions, although officials at all clinics said poetabortion
counseling was available if requested by the clients.

Accorihq to US' headquarters officials, all options do notnave to be discussed, but they believe it is "prufweelonaliy in-
c.ement" upon the counselors to discuss other options with women

1/Nor, the clinics reviewed provileti or referred any client for
. sal extraction procedures.
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who say they are only interested in abortions. When a woman is
interested in continuing her pregnancy, NHS' officials said that
abortion should not be discussed.

Eleven of the clinics required their counseling staffs to take
training and/or participate in an appropriate orientation course
covering problem pregnancy counseling and referral policies. The
academic background of the staff providing counseling varied.

Registered nurses and nurse practitioners often provided the coun-

seling to pregnant clients. At some clinics, counselors had
advance degree' in the fields of psychology or social work, and
at other clinics the counselors had no formal credentials or
degrees in areas related to counseling. Typically, the counselors
had not received formal training in counseling pregnant women, but

at most clinics counselors had some formal or in-service training
in related areas, such as crisis counseling.

We were advised by clinic officials that the topic of abortion
and counseling often came up spontaneously during in-service train-
ing and other courses. Clinic officials said they always emphasized
nondirective and unbiased approach to counseling pregnant women.

Interviews with several counselors showed that they wad aware of
restrictions against encouraging or advising clients to have abor-

tions.

Questionable counseling emetics.'

Seven clinics did not provide counseling on asl options avail-

able to pregnant woman. At one clinic, women were required to com.-
plate paperwork before their pregnancy teats and preselect how they

intended to deal with their pregnancy. If they chose to continue
the pregnancy, they were counseled on that option. If they checked
abortion, they were counseled only on that chaise. Six other
clinics, which did not require prepregnancy test decisions, did
not routinely counsel women on other alternatives if they had

decided on abortion. Based on the HMS guidelines which recommend
that all options be discussed with clients deciding on abortion
and HHB' officials views that it is "professionally incumbent" to
discuss all options, these practices are questionable.

Referral process

When clients are counseled and choose to terminate their preg-
nancies, referrals may be made to abortion providers. The extent

to which clinic personnel can assist clients in making abortion
arrangements is limited, according to HHS' interpretation of sec-

tion 10n8. HHV referral policy, however, is not clearly stated

in the program regulations or guidelines and certain abortion
referral practices by title X recipients raise questions as to
whether they go beyond the "mere referral" HHS maintains is per-

mitted under the law.
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Title X regulations require that each project provide clients
with medical services related to family planning and make referrals
to other medical facilities when medically indicated. Therefore,
if continuing a pregnancy would endanger the mother' life, a refer-
ral to a provider who might recommend or provide an abortion would
be medically indicated. However, the regulations are silent on the
referral process for abortions in other instances.

Since 1971, HHS has relied on legal opinions that applied the
concept of "mere referral" to the restriction imposed by section
1008. Under this concept, title X program funds may not be used
to make an appointment for a woman, to provide transportation, or
to take other affirmative action to secure an abortion.

The title X program guidelines, issued in 1981, provided that
women r,aeding services, which are beyond the ability of the clinic
to provide, should be referred to other providers for care. This
provision, however, as it relates to abortion referrals, does not
reflect the "mere referral" concept traditionally held by HHS.
Although IOW officials advised us that the "mere referral" concept
has been agency policy on abortion referral, they did not explen
why this policy had not been included in program regulations or
guidelines.

We reviewed several clients' charts to determine, among ,61er
thinqs, the referral outcomes at the ctinice visited. The results
of our review cannot be projected, but provide a limited perspec-
tive on referral outcomes at these particular clinics. The results
are shown on the next page.

Some clinic practices may
go beyond "mare re!rral

Referral practices varied, but most clinics provided some type
of information on the sources of abortion services to clients desir-
ing to terminate pregnancies. By applying HHS' policy, we iden-
tified the following practices that could be construed to go beyond
the "mere referral' policyl

--Four clinics provided clients brochures prepared by abortion
clinics. Some of the HHS regional staff were not sure this
practice was acceptable, while others felt it was reasonable
and within the spirit of NHS' policy.

--At two clinics, clients seeking abortions were allowed to
due the telephone to make appointments for abortions. 101S'
officials were not sure this practice was within the spirit
of the HHS policy because it went beyond the concept of pro-
vitnq information with no further affirmative action.
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--At one clinic, appointments for abortions were made for
clients who did not speak English. (The HHS Inspector
General identified two other instances of counselors making
abortion appointments for clients.)

--At one clinic, the title X recipient provided women loans
for abortions from nonprogram funds: however, administra-
tive costs associated with the referral and loans were
charged to title X program costs. (A similar observation
was noted by HHS' Inspector General.)

The Office of the Inspector General also identified that
several title X clinics in Indiana provided and witnessed the sign-
ing of consent forms required by an abortion clinic. This practice
is prohibited by section 1008, according to HNC since it could be
considered promoting abortion. The title X grantee indicated that
tho consent form was completed only after women had decided to have
an abortion and that the practice simply facilitated the abortion
decision and did not encourage or promote abortion. Hill regional
officials ordered the practice stopped as part of the title X pro-
gram. ano the recipient told us it had passed the instructions to
its delegates.

A V
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Senator DENTON. If I may pursue just one question further, re-
garding the block grant and the advisability and feasibility of the
States delivering the services, there was such a study made in your
departmentis that right, Dr. Brandt?

Dr. BRANDT. That is correct; yes.
Senator DErrroN. I do not know if this is true or notI am only

reading it in the NFPRHA Newsbut they carried two stories
about this, and one of them says that the HHS report was deemed
by the general counsel of HHS to be effectively invalid, in that it
appeared to argue the case for State administration of title X,
rather than simply presenting the facts found upon study.

I have read the note which is part of the leak, and I am not con-
vinced one way or another, but it does make me wonder if there
are leaks within HHS which are at odds with one another about
point of view on this subject, and whether or not we are going to
receive from HHS an objective opinion based upon law and fact, or
are we going to receive power politics, influence within the Depart-
ment on people's jobs, and subjectivity rather than objectivity.

Dr. BRANDT. The report on States' ability to administer the pro-
gram is currently in the process of undergoing review by depart-
mental offices, including the Office of General Counsel. As often
happens, I have not seen the memorandum, which is already print-
ed in outside newspapersbut that is not terribly unusual

Senator DENTON. Well, things are proceeding with glacier-like
speed, because within 18 months of the passage of the Omnibus
Reconciliation Act, we were supposed to have this thing, and if the
general counsel did not like it, it looks like it could have been fixed
up in the meantime, such that it could be passed on in accordance
with the mandate of the Congress.

Dr. BRANDT. Well, the latest word that I have is that the general
counsel has cleared that report, and it is now going through the
usual review process within the Department to be released. And
the general counsel supposedly has said it is OK, I mean, has no
legal problem I will go back and find out. Maybe NFPRHA writers
know more about what is going on that I do, but certainly, we have
it approved by them. So you will-

Senator DENTON. Well, I hope to see that. Could you give us an
estimate on the date at which this cleared report will get down to
us?

Dr littANtrr. I would hope you would get it within the next 2 or $
months. It has been cleared by me and gone on to the rest of the
Department for its clearance, and I must say that I do not know
the exact status of it in that process.

Senator DENT0N. Well, that is after we are supposed to have de-
cided on the block grants, after we are supposed to have reauthor-
ized this hill, alter we adjourn, I believe. So it is a very convenient
or inconvenient time, depending on your point of view, to receive
something that ought to have been received a couple of years ago.

Dr BRANDT. My own view is that it is a very good report, and I
would hope that we can speed it along. And I can assure you that
when I )4.4 back. I will try to do that.

Senator DrN.roN. Well. could we get any preliminary form of it?
It NFI'liflA printed it some time ago. January f; of this year,
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would you grace us with some information about the content of the
report'?

Dr. BRANDT. Obviously, I will have to discuss that with the Secre-
tary, since the report will be coming up over her signature, and see
what we can do.

Senator Dr.wroN. I am going to go back to Senator Nickles, be-
cause he does have limited time.

Senator NICKLES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a couple of questions. The language says, "None o he

funds appropriated under this title shall be used in a program
where abortion is a method of family planning." I believe you re-
sponded that 74 clinics had abortion on the same site; is that cor-
rect?

Dr. BRANIYT. Yes; most of these are hospitals, Senator, where
they will have a clinic for family planning in one place, but within
the same building, also offer abortions, so that they are simply on
the same physical site, not within the same facility, delivering the
family planning services.

Senator Mows. Do you have some that are not hospitals, but
instead house a family planning clinic in one room or building,
with an abortion clinic upstairs or across the hall?

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Yes.
Senator NICKLES. Would you consider initiating a regulation to

prohibit any Federal funds from going to clinics which perform
abortions on the premises?

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. That depends on whether there is a basis in
the law, and interpretations, to be able to do thatbecause we are
now getting into the question of the definition of the project, the
clinic, the entity, in other words, who is it that is receiving Federal
funds? Is it the family planning clinic and its operation and its con-
fines, or is it the entire hospital or the rest of the clinic, where
other things are going on, that are funded through other sources?
And one of the things that has been difficult over the years to
know, evidently, is what Congress' intent was in that regard. And
the GAO pointed out that, in addition to us offering some further
clarification in the Department, that on that question, they felt
that Congress might want to offer further clarification about what
they mean as far as a program funding a particular entity or pro-
gram, and how far removed from abortion does it have to be. If the
funds are not going into it directly from title X, and it is funded
through other sources, then how far removed does that other kind
of program have to be. Senator. That is one of the difficulties in
arriving at this in that way.

Senator Nickt.Es. I think that if one is a family planning clinic
and one is an abortion clinic, and they have like directors, respon-
sibiltws. employees, overhead, administration, et cetera, then cer-
tainly. you have a Federal subsidy---

Mrs M:.:(kt.F:Ntu'RG. Well, that would certainly provide that kind
of basis. yes. I would agree with you.

!-lt'IlittOr NICKLES Well, I am concerned when you tell me that
there are 71 cases in which abortion clinics actually exist on the
same premise's as family planning clinics. I hope that you will con-
sider trying to tighten that up, because I think the language is
really quite clear "None of the funds appropriated under this title
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shall be used where a program for abortion is a method of family
planning." I think that is very clear.

Let me ask another question. I am assuming that there is an
Interagency Family Planning Council in Washington, DC. Do you
have a list of whether or not Planned Parenthood of Metro Wash-
ington, DC has received a grant lately?

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. They used to be the grantee, but the Council
of Governments is now the grantee for Washington, DC, the Dis-
trict of Columbia. So they are no longer the grantee, I am advised.

Senator NICKLES. Do they still get Federal funds?
Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Well, to the extent that funds are available

for low-income people through other sources, other than title X;
most programs get some reimbursement for low-income people
through a variety of sources in the Federal Government.

Senator NICKLES. In February of 1952--
Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Excuse me, Senator. Because they are not

the grantee does not mean they would not necessarily be getting
any grant money. Let me explain to you. We have a grantee, and
then the grantee has delegate agencies that also provide services.
The region administers that program again, and I would have to
find out for youI know they are not the granteeI would have to
find out specifically if they were a delegate agency receiving, in a
secondary way, any funds from title X. But I could find that out
through the regional office.

Senator NICKLES. Would you do me a favor and find out for the
committee whether there were any Federal funds involved in this
event that was put on? I suppose that it was sponsored by the
Men's Center, Planned Parenthood of Washington, DC, on Febru-
ary 14, 19S2, National Condom Week?

Dr. BRANDT. There was some Federal funding involved in that.
That was repaid, however.

Senator NicKLEs. What amount of Federal funds were involved
in that event?

Dr. BRANDT. It was $500 or $600not very much. And that was
repaid.

Senator NICKI.F.S. That was repaid. When was it repaid?
Dr. BRANDT. It was repaid shortly after we asked them for it,

which was not long after the event was held and we became aware
of it.

Senator NICKLES. Are there similar types of events happening? I
might have missed this year's week.

Dr. BRANDT. If those events of that general nature are paid for
from Federal funds, we will, of course, usually learn about that
through regular audits, et cetera, and we will ask them to pay the
money back. But I am not aware--I have to tell you that I had
never heard of National Condom Week until that particular event
was brought to my attention, and we made moves to get the money
hack And whether or not the event is being held this year or any
other activity similarly. I am just not aware of.

Senator Ntukt.F.s. Art' you satisfied that the regulations are
strong enough to prohibit these organizations that are receiving
Federal funds from lobbying?
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Dr. BRANDT. The new regulations that have been drafted out of
the Office of Management and Budget, I am assured by their coun-
sel will be, yes, sir.

Senator NICKLES. Will be?
Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir. They are not final regulations at the

moment.
Senator NICKLES. But you do not believe that they are strong

enough today.
Dr. BRANDT. I do not think they are strong enough today, no.
Senator NICKLES. I don't, either, and I am concerned. You will

provide this committee with a list of what groups are receiving
Federal funds and how much money they are receiving, is that cor-
rect?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir.
Senator NICKLES Correct me, but I think you mentioned Planned

Parenthood affiliates were receiving, $27 to $28 million?
Dr. BRANDT. Yes.
Senator NICKLES. Is that en an annual basis?
Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir. They receive about 21 percent of the appro-

priation and have for the past 2 or 3 years.
Senator NICKLES. Has that been going up or down?
Dr. BRANDT. It has been fairly steady, I think, as a matter of

fact.
Senator NICKLES. Do you have any idea what percentage of their

overhead or operating expenses are? I will ask them that question
too.

Dr. BRANDT. I do not know, no, sir.
Senator NICKLES. I am very much concerned about the lobbying,

and I would hope that the administration would work to see that
the Federal taxpayers' dollars are not used to come up with ads
that I think are misleading. They certainly should not be subsidiz-
ing ads to lobby Congress one way or the other on these issues.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to ask a couple of
quest ions.

Senator DiorroN. Thank you, Senator Nickles. We appreciate
very much your attendance here this morning.

Senator Hatch is unable to be with us today, tied up in other
duties. However, he wants us to let it be known that he will contin-
ue to be active in the legislative process concerning the reauthor-
ization of the title X program, and I will at this time submit a pre-
pared statement for the recor' He has submitted some questions
for the record, and has asked me tl raise one question at the hear-
ing with Dr. Brandt, which I shall now do.

We are going to have to go vote. We have five bells and less than
t; minutes to get over there now. I am surprised we were not in-
formed about the vote.

So. we will recess for 7 minutes.
(Short recess.)
Senator DENT0N. Ladies and gentlemen. the hearing is recon-

vened
Before I ask this long question of Senator Hatch's, I think I

should ask One more in a continuum that has been developing with
regard to the slowness of speed with which certain documents are
made mailable'. In all Unless, I should express my current curiosi-
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ty as to whether the DASPA office has sufficient staff to efficiently
deal with the responsibility that it now has, and has staff limita-
tion played any part in the slowness with which some of these doc-
uments have been forthcoming or not? Can you tell me how many
employees the office now has and approximately how many em-
ployees, in your opinion, it should have, Mrs. Mecklenburgand I
would also like Dr. Brandt to answer that question, but since she is
on the spot with that job, I direct the question to her.

Mrs. MRCKLENBURG. In the Office of Population Affairs all to-
gether, we have 27 out of the 40 positions filled. I have excellent
staff in the family planning area. I have people who have had a
great deal of experience in a number of parts of the program. My
associate who actually ran the family planning program when it
was in the Bureau for 4 years, was the acting DASPA, and directed
the Office of Population Affairs. I have a demographer and Ph.D.
in the Office of Population Affairs, who is helpful in the family
planning program as well as the adolescent family life program,
who had prime respo:,sibility for the National Survey of Family
Growth, which is one of the main sorts of surveys where we get our
reproductive health information. I have another sociologist Ph.D.; I
have people who have been part of the original family planning
years ago, the original Federal program; people in the regions,
from regions, who have had family planning experience in the re-
gions and who have had other kinds of experience dealing with the
regional structure.

So I feel that I am well-staffed with people with the kinds of
skills that are needed to run a quality program.

As far as lateness, Senator, I know that these are groups and in-
dividuals who have been complaining about the fact that things do
not always get in at the time they would like to see them. We
always regret that, too, but as you recognize, and we discussed ear-
lier in this hearing, there is a long deliberative process that always
has to be undertaken in a bureaucracy and much review that is
necessary.

I would like. to make two pointsfirst of all, that this is the case;
and second, each time this complaint has come up, we have looked
at, very carefully. past practice and have aimed to try to get things
in on time. And I think that we can clearly say that our time
schedule compares very favorably with the past and the submission
times of reports. There have always been problems. For instance,
with h the. 5-year plan, Congress actually changed the date because it
was always so late. When we submit the 5-year plan, even at our
level, we have to coordinate things from other agencies like NIH
and other parts of the agencies that have family planning responsi-
bility. We' cannot always control the time whet: their submissions
come to us. and then we pass it forward. But I can tell you that we
strive very hard to get the information to nu and to do a quality
job. We feel that those are both very, very important things to be
concerned about.

Senator DEscroN Th:.re Was an adtio -!rative directive issued 3
alzo to req' ire title X grantees ti: e port quarterly on their

family involvement activities. and we' did g,*t tht encouragement of
tariiiIs itiolventent as part of the comprom:st. that Congressman
Waxman and I dratted in 1?..1.
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Are you aware of that requirement, Mrs. Mecklenburg?
Mrs. MEcsmonmitm. Yes, Senator. We have been working to en-

courage family participation in our clinics. You are undoubtedly
aware of the money and the allocation formula, the $5 million for
special national priorities in each region. One of those priorities,
along with natural family planning, and infertility, male involve-
ment, or special regional interest, is family involvement. We hope
to have some very special kinds of model programs that will help
grantees in the implementation of this part of the law.

In addition, in the testimony, you will find other kinds of activi-
ties that we have undertaken since the transfer of the program, to
improve family involvement and to strengthen those practices in
the regional offices and in the grantees' service delivery system.

Senator DENTON. That was 1981 in why 'h we crafted that new
requirement on which we had mutual agreement, that is, more
family involvement. That lack of identity between Congressman
Waxman and myself is perfectly clear. We disagree as to the
manner and degree of family involvement, to some extent, which is
nut entirely defined between the two of us. In talking with
INIFPRIIA the other day, I do not know to what degree I disagree
with them regarding family involvement, because I do not think
they have a unanimous opinion. I know that I would like to see the
families involved, granting that communications between parents
and children on sex is one of the most difficult types of communica-
tion in the world, I believe that once the child, say, a female, 13
years old, has received counseling, unheard by the parent, and
from what I have seen, very frequently in disagreement with what
the parent would pass on in terms of values, and then makes a de-
cision to commit herself to sexual intercourse on a regular basis
with a young man. that the parent deserves to know about that
and also know about the fact that prescription drugs or devices
have been issued. I do not hide that. That is the way I believe.
understand there are arguments to the contrary, and I have to
honor m.hat is law, but I want to be consistently honest about ex-
pressing my own opinion.

Other than the effirt on parental notification regulation which
was struck down by the courts on the basis of a lack of statutory
intent, has the administration attempted to describe or define
tarnil involvement goals thus far for family planning grantees,
and %%hen do you think we can expect that you might do so, if you
plan to do so'

MEeki.ENatrati. We have at this point worked with the re-
gional offices in order to give people some broad latitude in family
involment. and to encourage innovative activities. This is part of
oar straf*. eali/ing that it is sometimes difficult to involve fami-
he, iecogni/ini.; that people on all sides of the issue would like to
,ee more Lund% involvement. We have attempted to try to see
whether we could find some ways in which that involvement could
he fond Nome sik.\.essful models, and to encourage the
replication ot those models So in addition, we have worked on pre-
paritn: materials. Nceeninv the materials that the Government al-
read,. ha- published, to Ave that it encouage,: postponement of

acto. ity that it tlltaliiVe?, communication between parents
and their children. and we have :dr.() sponsored the production of
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some Hispanic materials for these parents to help them communi-
cate their values to their children. In addition, we have worked
with the regions, as I think you will see detailed in the testimony,
to see that every one of the grantees has a family involvement
policy, has a plan for increasing family involvement, and actually
has training of their boards, both the advisory board and the gov-
erning board, to inform them about ways they can increase their
family activities and family involvement.

So I feel that we have done an excellent job since 1981 in the
administration of encouraging and working toward greater involve-
ment of families in the title X programs.

Senator DENTON. I just do not see that reflected in the field, be-
cause there is no definition of what is to be done in the field,
except general statements about, "There will be," or "we are in
favor of family involvement," This can take place in some high-
level counseling committee, or it could take place with the individ-
ual's child, and no one knows right now, at least I do not, and I
earnestly am seeking to find out where we are and where we are
going with that.

Now, this is Senator Hatch's question, and after that, we will be
introducing Dr. Pawlewski, and we have Senator Grass ley here,
whom I would like to welcome and thank for his interest in this
field and to congratulate for his very considerable victory yester-
day with the Older Americans Act, which required a tremendous
amount of leadership on his part.

Welcome, Senator Grass ley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much; I want to say I was

absent due to my attendance at the Judiciary Committee meeting.
I know you are also on that committee, and you had to give priori-
ty because of your chairmanship here.

My purpose for stopping by for just a few minutes at this point is
because I want to remind you and also the audience that a constit-
uent of mine, Mr. Pawlewski, is here. He is commissioner of the
Iowa State Department of Health, and has a broad background in
various health services. He has been commissioner of our State
since 1973, and I have had the pleasure of working with him both
now, as a Senator, a Congressman, and before that, as a member of
the Iowa Legislature.

I also want to thank you for the work that you are doing in this
area. and hopefully, legislation will evolve.

I will probably have some questions I would like to submit in
writing, and I want to thank you for letting me take time out of
order to make these comments about my constituent.

Thank you.
Senator I)ENTON. Thank you, Senator Grass ley, and 1 hope that I

survive Chairman Thurmond's wrath at not b'ing there.
St IllitOr GRASSLEY. You did, and let me say we have adjourned

now, and we have put off until 9 o'clock next Thursday consider-
ation of McClu re-Volk mer.

senator Ih:NmN Thank you very much.
During Mrs. 'heckler's nomination hearing before this committee

on March 3 of last year. Senator thatch asked the following ques-
tion- and I will ask it for the record and give her response, and
then there will be a question for you two.
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lie asked this question: "What is the current status of the con-
science regulations which prohibit title X recipients from employ-
ment discrimination against medical personnel and staff who are
antiabortion? Do you support these regulations?"

Secret-sly Heckler's response was: "As you know, a section en-
acted as part of the Health Programs Extension Act of 1973 and
subsequent amendment, prohibits discrimination against medical
personnel on the basis of their religious beliefs or moral convictions
respecting abortion or sterilization procedures. This provision pro-
tects those who are opposed to such procedures, as well as those
who favor them." She goes on: "I am very supportive of this statu-
tory concern. In fact, as a Member of Congress, I introduced sever-
al bills on this subject. The issue of the lack of regulations imple-
menting this statutory passage was raised several months ago. The
decision was maL:a to develop regulations, and staff are currently
working on them."

Over a year has passed since that March 3, 1983, question. Can
you describe where these regulations now stand?

That is Senator Hatch's question.
Dr. BRANIn. The regulations have not yet been drafted, Senator.

The regulations to implement the conscience clause, in the first
place, I think we need to appreciate that in the past few years, the
climate in this country has changed dramatically with respect to
the appreciation of differing viewpoints on certain issues such as
abortion. I think the only case that we are aware of that has filed
for discrimination was a physician who favored abortion and was
denied hospital privileges in a hospital that did not permit abor-
tion. But we have no evidence of discrimination the other way at
the present time.

We have been trying to look at this issue in as thoughtful and as
careful a way as possible so that we do not inadvertently begin to
interfere with people's individual liberties in an attempt to solve
this problem. It is not that the problem is not important, but
rather, that it is going to take considerable care on our part in the
prOCPSS.

I do not know whether Mrs. Mecklenburg has anything to add or
not.

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. No, Senator.
Dr. BRANDT. By thi.. way, Senatoi, back to your earlier question,

we will be happy to provide you with some representative reports
of activitie:! of grantees in the family involvement area. We have
some. and we will be happy to send them up to you, either for the
record or just for your own personal information.

Senator DENTON. Thank you. We would be very interested in
them, and I would ask that you forward them.

I have several more questions, Dr. Brandt, which I will address
to the administration in writing, and would request a response to
-these questions within 10 working days. Further, in view of the tes-
timony which one can kinticipar.e and the possible assistance which
the administration might be able to give in amplifying their posi-
tion. I wonder if I could ask a special favor, that either you or Mrs.
Mecklenburg be permitted to remain for the rest of the hearing, so
that we could have recourse for questions.
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Dr. BRANDT. CertainlyI do not know about Mrs. Mecklenburg,
but another committee of the Congress has asked for my participa-
tion in a small investigation that they have underway, and that is
going to take care of my afternoon.

Senator DENTON. Well, we appreciate the time you have spent
with us, Dr. Brandt.

How about you, Mrs. Mecklenburg?
Mrs. MECKLENBURG. I will remain.
Senator DENTON. All right. Thank you both very much for your

testimony.
Our next witness, Dr. Pawlowski, is the commissioner of the

Iowa State Department of Health. I would like to w:lcome Dr.
Pawlewski, recognizing that his Senator, Senator Grass ley from
Iowa, has already introduced him.

Dr. Pawlewski, welcome, and you may commence with your
statement whenever you are prepared.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN I.. PAWLEWSKI, COMMISSIONER, IOWA
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. Thank you, Senator.
May I correct. I am not a doctor, although I am the commission-

er of health. I was the first non-M.D. commissioner in Iowa.
Senator DF:NTON. All right. I apologize for conferring that degree.
Mr. PAwi.Ewsici. Senator Denton and members of the committee,

we are grateful for the opportunity to briefly share with you our
thoughts in regard to four of Lne suggested topics. We have also
submitted for the record a summary of Iowa's experience with ad-
ministering the title X family planning program for 12 years. My
staff and I welcome the committee's inquiries pertaining to any
aspect of our administration of title X in the past or at present.

We are pleased with the progress we have made in providing
health-focused family planning services to low and moderate
income women in Iowa. Although these programs have at times
been controversial, I believe we have gained the respect and sup-
port of many previous critics and opponents of family planning
se: vices by keeping Iowa services public health-centered.

We have a:Jo adhered to a strict code of ethics in keeping with
Federal regulations and congressional intent. The title X dollars al-
located to the Iowa State Department of Health Family Planning
Program pay for administration of the grants and health services
to women, nothing else; nothing that would in any way violate the
wishes of Congress as expressed in the law or the direction of the
administration as provided for in the regulations.

The Iowa State Department of Health considers the family plan-
ning services We promote and administer a vital public health func-
tion and necessary for the preservation of health for many of
Iowa's low-income women. Although title X accounted for less than
50 percent of all funds expended for these services through our
agencies, we are appreciative that Congress has continued their
commitment over these last 12 years.

The four topics I will briefly address here today are: placement
of t he title X program in the Primary Care Block Grant; adminis-
tration of the title X program within the Department of Health
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and Human Services; parental involvement in the provision of
services to minors, and the need to increase services to low-income
families. While we are generally supportive of Block grant funding,
there are problems with the Primary Care Block Grant as present-
ly constructed, which would cause us to be nonsupportive of this
proposal. To the best of my knowledge, only one or two States have
opted to administer the Primary Care Block Grant. There are just
too many fishhooks in it to make it attractive to State administra-
tion or State legislatures.

Enumerating all the problems associated with States assuming
responsibility for the Primary Care Block Grant woad take the
rest of my time and then some. It is obvious that States want and
should receive title X family planning funding. It is equally obvious
that tying these funds to a program they are reluctant to take will
cause serious difficulties and may interrupt or at best, slow the
progress we have made in offering family planning over these last
12 years.

If an alternative to categorical funding of title X is desired, we
would offer one which is more direct and palatable to us, and I
would guess to most other States.

The current title X regulation contains a section which would
allow DMIS to make formula grants directly to the States, in
much the same manner as the M&CH grants are made. To our
knowledge, this provision has never been used. Instead, DHHS has
chosen to make project grants and contracts for family planning
services, which in the recent past, numbered more than 200 direct
granteesalthough in recent years, this has been reduced to 88
grantees, in our opinion, Federal and State program efficiency
would be served by reducing this number to 50, 1 for each state.
Indeed, the GAO recommended in their 1978 report that title X of
the Public Health Service Act be amended so that one organization
is designated to plan, coordinate and oversee the provision of feder-
ally subsidized family planning services in each State and local
area. We would go one step further, by recommending that the
funding be limited to State agencies responsible for public health
services in each State.

Some of the benefits of such designation would be: the elimina-
tion of competition for delegate agencies and territories among
grantees: the reduction of funds spent on political activities by
grantevs. stricter adherence to congressional intent in regard to
the kinds. levels, and qualities of services offered; less overall ad-
ministrative costs; integration with other public health programs
aimed at low-income women and families; less chance for the co-
mingling of funds intended for family planning services with other
fun& intended for services not recognized as health-focused family
planning: less of a need tier Federal oversight at the regional
officeState auditors monitor not only fiscal accountability, but
program integrity of State agency administration.

Topic 2 We are well-pleased with and support the administration
of the title X program by the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Popu-
lation Affairs This hi,s elevated the status of the title X program
and reduced the layers of bureaucracy, allowing for regulations
and guidance to be initiated more rapidly and with more meaning-
ful State input We have found the Deputy's office to 'w more re-
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sponsive to State needs than the previous Federal agency adminis-
trator. Administration of the title X program by DASPA is consist-
ent with the 1981 GAO recommendation.

We believe the move to administration by DASPA has been a
step forward. There is no reason to step backward again.

Senator, I can stop right there and insert the rest of my testimo-
ny for the record.

Senator DENTON. All right. Thanks a lot, Mr. Pawlewski. With a
name like yours, I am very tempted to say "Doctor."

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pawlewski and responses to
questions submitted by Senator Denton follows:]
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INTRupoctIoN

SENATOR 60AssLEY, I APPRECIATE YOUR INVITATION TO APPEAR BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE.

TODAY. SENATOR DENTON, MEMHERS OF THE COMMITTEE, WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THE

OPPORTUNITY Tn BRIEFLY SHARE WITH YOU OUR THOUGHTS IN REGARD TO FOUR OF THE

SuG(,ESTED TOPICS. WE HAVE ALSO SUBMITTED FOR THE. RECORD A SUMMARY OF IOWA'S

ExPERIrNcE w1tH AflmInI,JEPIN'; A TITTE X CAMAY PIANNINf; PRoARAM FOR 17 YEARS. MY

STAFF AHD I WELCOME THIS COMMITTEES INQUIRIES PERTAINING TO ANY ASPECT OF OUR

ADMINISTRATION OF TITLE X IN THE PAST OR AT PRESENT. WE ARE PLEASED WITH THE

PROEM'S^. wE HAVE HMI IN PROVIDING HEALTH FOCUSED FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES TO LOW

AND oOTRATE INCOME WOMEN IN IOWA. ALTHOUGH THESE PROGRAMS HAVE AT TIMES BEEN

CONTROVERSIAL, I RELIEVE WE HAVE GAINED THE RESPECT AND SUPPORT OF MANY PREVIOUS

CRITICS Ann OPPONENTS Of FAMILY PLANNING SERVICFS BY KEEPING IOWA SERVICES PUBLIC

HEALTH (ANDREI). WE ALSO HAVE ADHERED TO A STRICT CODE OF ETHICS, IN KEEPING

WITH FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND CONGRESSIONAL INTENT. THE TITLE X DOLLARS,

ALLOCATED ill ynE InuA r;TATE DEPARTMENT of HEALTH FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM PAY FOR

ADMINTTRATTIN OF THE GRANT AND HEALTH SERVICES TO WOMEN, NOTHING ELSE) NOTHING

THAT WOULD IN ANY WAY VIOLATE THE WISHES OF CONGRESS AS EXPRESSED IN THE LAW OR

THE nikurlon OF THE ADMINISTRATION AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE REGULATIONS.

THE Iowa STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH CONSIDERS THE FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES WE

PRomorF AND ADMINISTER, A VITAL PUBLIC HEALTH FUNCTION AND NECESSARY FOR THE

PRFSFINATIoN or HEALTH FOR mANY OF IOWA'S LOW INCOME WOMEN. (I STRESS LOW INCOME

REcAu.;E Arl 0- THE NEARLY 25,000 wOHEN wE SERVED IN 19143 WERE BELOW 15()% OF THE

POVERTY LEVEL). ALTHCRIGH TITIJ. X ACCOUNTED FOR LESS THAN 50% OF ALL FUNDS

EXPENDED FOR THESE SERVICES THROUGH OUR AGENCIES (47% 1983 - 50Z 1982), WE ARE

AePRE(IATI'M THAT roNsiEss HAS CONTINUED THEIR CCMMITTMENT FOR THESE LAST 12

AN'..
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14E FAIR TOPICS I MIL! hRIEELY ADDRESS HERE TODAY ARE:

1. PLACEMENT OF THE TITLE X PROGRAM IN THE PRIMARY CARE BLOCK GRANT.

2. AntimmtATIore OF THE TITLE X PROGRAM WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN Stil4ICES.

3. PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE PROVISION OF SERVICES TO MINORS.

4. THE REED TO INCREASE SERVICES To Low INCOME FAMILIES

2
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TOPIC 1 PIACI:11Ni lh HU 11111 X PROGRAM IN THE PRIMARY CARE RLOCK GRANT

WHILE WE ARE GENERALLY SUPPORTIVE OF BLOCK GRANT FUNDING THERE ARE PROBLEMS WITH

THE PRIMARY CAPE Pi nex (PANT AS PRESENTLY CONSTRUCTED WHICH *RIO CAUSE US TO RE

NOWSOPPORTIvE OF THIS PROPOSAL TO THE BEST OF MY KNOKEDGE ONLY ONE OR TWO

STATES HAVE. OPTED TO ADMINPJER THE PRIMARY CARE PE.00K GRANT. THERE'S JUST T00

MANY EIsH mom.; IN IT TO MAKE IT ATTRACTIVE TO STATE ADMINISTRATION OR STfTE

LEGISLATURES. ENL'ToATING ALL THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH STATES ASSUMING

RESPONSIBILITY FOR 1Y PRIMARY CARE FLOCK GRANT WOULD TAKE THE REST OF MY TIME

AND THEN SOME. IT'S olvIDUS THAT THE STATES WANT AND SHOULD RECEIVE TITLE

FAMILY PLANNING FONINo; IT'S EQUALLY OBVIOUS THAT TYING THOSE FUNDS TO A PROGRAM

THEY ARE RELUCTANT TO TAKE WILL CAUSE SERIOUS DIFFICULTIES AND MAY INTERRUPT OR

AT RFC! SLOW THE PROGRESS WE'VE MADE IN OFFERING FAMILY PLANNING OVER THESE LAST

12 YEARS.

IF AN ALTERNATIVE TO I-im-Anti-AL Flamm OF TITLE X IS DESIRE ., 11, AULD OF,fR

ONE WHICH IS MORE DIRECT AND PALATABLE TO US AND I MOULD GUESS MV'T OTHER STATES.

THE CURRENT TITLE X LEGISLATION CONTAINS A ,ECIION 1002 (300A) WEP:H WOULD ALLOW

DIINS TO MAKE FORMICA GRANTS DIRECTLY TO THE T*TES, IN MUCH THE SAME MANNER AS

THE !MCP GRANT'; ARE MADE. TO OUR KNOWLEDGE THIS PROVISION HAS NEVER BEEN USED.

INSTEAD (NHS HAS CHOSEN TO MAKE PROJECT CRANES AND CONTRACTS FOR FAMILY PLANNING

SERVICES WHICH IN THE RECENT PAST NUMBERED MORE THAN 2no niamr GRANTEES.

ALTHOUGH IN RECENT YEARS THIS HAS BEEN REDUCED TO 88 GRANTEES, IN OUR OPINION,

FEDERAL AND STATE PROGRAM EE.'ICIENCY WOULD BE SERVED BY REDUCING THIS NUMBER TO

3
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50 ONE FOR EACH STATE. INDEED, THE GAO RECOMMENDED IN THEIR 197R REPOlT

ENTITLED "BETTER MANAGEMENT AND MORE RESOURCES NEEDED TO STRENGTHEN FEDFAL

EFFORTS TO IMPROVE PREGNANCY OUTCOME., THAT TITLE X OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

ACT RE AMENDED SO THAT ONE ORGANIZATION IS DES'GNATED TO PLAN, COORDINATE AND

OVERSFE THE PROVISION OF FEDERALLY SUBS

LOCAL AREA. (PAGE 130).

!DIM FAMILY SERVICES IN EACH STATE AND

WE WOULD GO ONE STEP FURTHER DY RECOMMENDING THAT THE FUNDING BE LIMITED TO THE

STATE AGEKY RESPONSIBLE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES IN EACH STATE. SOME OF THE

BENEFITS IN SUCH A DESIGNATION WOULD BF:

A) THE ELIMINATION OF COMPETITION FOR DELEGATE AGENCIES AND TERRITORIES AMONG

GRANTFil.

H) THE REDUCTION OF FUNDS SPENT ON POLITIC. ACTIVITIES BY GRANTEES.

C) STRICTFR v11,1;4411 TO (WHEICIONAL INTENT IN REGARD To THE KINN, LEVEL AND

()HAL 'Tv OF sERvICEe, OFFERED.

D) AhripilsTRATIVE CoSTc

EI INTET,RATION $111 OTHER PUHLIC HEALTH PROGRAMS AIMED AT LOW INCOME WOMEN AND

SAMILlic

F) rHAN-1 rm/ tqF ro-MIW,LING OF FUND: INTENDED FOR FAMILY PLANNING

:Fuq;,p. I1'+ !HTT, FoNbti INTTNOFD FOR SERICE: NOT Wry-MI/ED AS HEALTH

In .!:: SANITY PLANNI-",

,,1 ! . I; A $n4 ,FWAL 0./F!r:I ',HT AT THE PErdoNAL OFFICE LEVEL. STATE

ri"/A1 Arro.P0APJLITY B1li PF.).;PAM INTEGRITY OF

I: e

81
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ADDITIONALLY, WE WOULD REcommimp THAT THE TITLE X TRAINING FUNDS WHICH ARE

CURRENTLY ALLOCATED SEPA'ATELY FROM PATIENT SERVICES RE INCLUDED IN THE FORPOILA

GRANTS TO STATES. THIS WOULD INCREASE THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE STATES TO RESPOND

TO ITS MANWMENT NEEDS AND MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS OF THESE FUNDS. A PERCENTAGE

OF TOTAL PROGRAM costs COULD BE IDENTIFIED AS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWED FOR TRAINING,

MUCH LIKE WE CURRENTLY HAVE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.

t,5-
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TOPIC 2 ADMINISTRATION Of DIE TITLE X PROGIWI WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

WE HAVE BEEN WELL PLEASED WITH AND SUPPORT THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE TITLE X

PROGRAM BY THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR POPULATION AFFAIRS. THIS HAS .

ELEVATED THE STATUS OF THE TITLE. X PROGRAM AND RED10ED THE LAYERS OF BUREAUCRACY,

ALLOWING FOR REGULATIONS AND GUIDANCE TO RE INITIATED MORt RAPIDLY AND WITH MORE

MEANINGFUL STATE INPUT WE HAVE FOUND THE DEPUTY'S OFFICE TO BE MORE RESPONSIVE

TO STATE NEEDS THAN THE PREVIOUS FEDERAL AGENCY ADMINISTRATOR. ADMINISTRATION OF

THE rim X PROGRAM BY RASPA IS CONSISTENT WITH BM CIAO RECOMMENDATION:

'To PUT THE DEPUTY IN A BETTER POSITION TO COORDINATE

AND EVALUATE AIL EMILY PLANNING ACTIVITIES WITHIN

1416, . .

A FFW EXAMPIP: ICI Till impnvro W AGWNISTRATIoN WE'VE EXPERIENCED UNDER DASPA

IR THI PA;T YEAP 'RE:

A) A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DASPA, IN CONJINCTION WITH EAfH RErsIONAL OFFICE,

PARTir!pATFO 14 QF,IONAL f4FETIfir,S OF (RANTEES TO RECEIVE INPUT ON ISSUES ANh

otRicr:ow. Ni T,1F Poo6RAm.

A) ADvr.o,ey ktIN fTARI !SHED kY THE DASPA FOR SERVICE TIECIVERY

I MPROVI '4 PIT AY' (41 T

C ) JAiil I ..,)!1 A I f.!111/M PH A r IntitillIP WITH THE DIVISinft nF

REPvfq0' Tli! 144! 1,1, fWP toP nl'.FASE CONTROL To PROVIDE FOR TITILLATION

SC
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of IIN:s tYPER/Isf IN NAIA (oElIcEloN AND ANALYSIS, CoMPUTERITED PATIENT FLOW

ANALYSIS, ANn THE DEvELOPINI, OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON PREMUCTIVITY MEASURES.

THIS WILL RE HELPFUL 10 GRANTEES IN IMPROVING THEIR PRO6aANS.

WE BELIEVE THE HOVE TO ADMINISTRATION AY DASPA HAS BEEN A STEP FORWARD.

THERE Is NO REASON TO MP BACKWARD AGAIN.

8 7
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PARINI& INVOLVIMINI IN IIII PROVISION 01 ovins TI) MINORS

NE StIPPokf nsOPHY THAT ADOLESCENTS RE ENCOURAGED Tn INVOLVE THEIR PARENTS

IN Two, 1-Frt,.:0N 1.) RECIWE FAMILY PIANNING '.ERvICES AS WELl. AS PROVIDE AN

OPPntaliNI ty Ent/ PAREN (S TO PART II !PATE W API. GENERALLY PLEEFP WITH THE

At TI TIME AND THE EFFORTS OF 01IR LOCAL AGENT. IES IN SHARING THIS PHIL OSPHY WE

Afff- Ftrtuf "Fp, pc! of TATO Y oPP40 Tn pAprITAI NnT Ir VAT Inn OP cONsENT AS A

BF nil RC 1.1 NI FIY7 ANIL Est*.FfiTs To RECEIVE. FAMILY PLANNING SERVIr ES. DURING THE PAST

CALENDAR YF. MO, If.7 OF THE PAT MOS RECF IVING FAMILY PLANNING SOP/ IC.FS THRooGli THE

etrAir ns 1(ulA l'Iq,RAf uf Ar,F 17 OR I I55. AnENCIIS INnIrAfr THAT TUNS HtVF

BEEN SE xtIAL LY ACTIVE FOR A FtW PoNTHS BEFORE DECIDING Tn !WE IVF CoMIRACEPTIVE

CARE, AND FunforNII t', I T '3 A PREGNANCY SCARE WHICH PROMPTS THEIR ACTION.

As THE fAlHFR OF A Yrnifin LADY OF IR, 1 WOULD BE MORE THAN A LITTLE UPSET IF SHE

HAD AT ANr A14 t !.11't I t I I Ann NO' w SoliGHT OUT AND RECEIVE!) PRESCRIPTION

mimic! PT 1 IL :;1/..,, dl lim in' Lt1 HoWl . I wolf' 11 s DER SUCH A SERVICE MI

OAF F NoNI to Mr PAW 41AL PFRoGA . I woo! p, IIMFVFR, ALSO CONSIDER II A FAILURE.

ON KY RAR1, 1'1 NF oPFN rommoNIC.AT Nr, WITH MV oAttraITER REGARDLESS OF HOW

'11.A:11411 nti PA I IF tHf soR.IF CT OF put f CommfINICAT I off MIGHT HE

A.: A ! "Pt I f NF AL tH PROFFSSIONM FOR nvER 27 YEARS, WEIL

nom:, !1 IN TUNA:4 PRE (MANG ( AND THE EVEN CREATE P

PrivA: M ;.,r: NA: WIN ApnRTInNs WHICH ARF ALL Tnn OFTEN

A A '1 1;!.."! 1. AN 11901ANNL11 TFINA,,E PR[sANCY On VHF BASIS nF

RI I ,11; Fc,k PArIENt t,e4F IAL I TY IF PARENfAt

H

S
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Mit I; At Inn Vitfilt.n 1P1`,1 TM 110. 0111 AND HI 11.17A T ION OF IUFVI141IVF

SEBVICES IN THIS CASE, WHAT I KNOW IS R rFit (l'AliLNIAI NOTIFICATION Or

CONT(+ArFPTIVr PRESCRIPTIONS) PUST RE SUBJACENT TO IYHIT I KNOW IS MOEN! FROM A

Wo.11 TI Nor, .'EP, EXTrtin F.11 L 1BERAL I TY TO ANY

511104 CAI 1.go 1)11141-;, WI Pt THI Y A PAP! Of MI'. 1111 F TINY ARE NOT, WAIVER, MID

Fop THAI I AN f;PA If ill

8(1
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10PIC 4 1111 CD III Itx,fti As( MINICIS in UM-INCOME MIMES

FAMILY PLANNING CLINI.13 PROVIDE. SERVICES WHICH DIRECTLY CONTRIBUTE TO THE

IMPROvtffie or Punic HEALTH INDICATORS. THE IMPRUVED HEALTH STATUS OF WOMEN IN

THE CHILDREARIN6 YEARS WILL DIRECTLY INFLUENCE THE HEALTH OF THE INFANTS THEY

BEAR AND WILT INFLUENCE THE FUTURE cast:: OF HEALTH CARE AS THESE WOMEN PASS FROM

CHILDBEARING INTO THE PO'J-mENTIPAusAt AND ELDERLY STAGES OF LIFE.

111P11 wAi; ARF Nor MEE RY cimPLy PROVIDING THE CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICES NEEDED TO

SPACE PPE'',NANe IF AT OPTIMAL. INTERVALS, ALTHOUGH THIS IS THE LARGEST COMPONENT OF

THE FMILY PLANNIN,. 1110V. FAMILY PIANNIM CIINICS ALSO PROVIDF A WIDE RANGE. OF

SCREFNIN6 SERVICES AS A PART OF DETERMINING APPROPRIATE CONTRACEPTIVE CARE

IxAMPIP. (lt HIAITH STAINS DATA MMITINELY GATHERED BY FAMILY PLANNING STAFF ARE

I) MIRIAIA ImmuNIIATIoN STAN',

2) FAMILY HI,pRiv nt IARDIOVAyut AR DISEASE, DIABETES AND CANCER

5) HyPtaftWo( scPFENIN;

4) ANEMIA

t) WIRITIoNAt RISKS sqCH HIGH/L(1W WEIGHTS /HEIGHTS

1) LfRlItAl (ATER

/) BRFA:T rANCIR, Pit)

X) Stymmiv TRAHmliftD nr4Aqs

liq IAMIIY D!A44IN6 (MINKS IS HOW TO PROVIDE MEDIC', SERVICES TO

THE Low-Iv;9JF rAmILIrc wIFN A PPoBtFm IS IDENTIFIED. SOME NEEDS CAN BE MET

u
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THP0441 1001.PAIIJIN 4114 01111P FINN "IA! TN FEFOHTS. IN MANY CASES, HOWEVER,

PATITNTs ARF UNABLE TO RECEIVE SIMPLE TREATMENTS (IR SERVICES BECAUSE PRIVATE

SECTOR CARE IS Tno ccISTLy AND ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR OTHER PROGRAMS EXCLUDES

THEm. [AWL,/ rtANING CLERICS COULD EXTEND PROTOCOLS TO PROVIDE THESE SERVICES

At VERY MINIMAL cOsTs, WIT ONLY WITH ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE FROM PUBLIC HEALTH

RESoluurci INctuDING ADDITIONAL FUNDS.

!HERE IS ALSO A NEED FOR SCREENING SERVICES, PARTICULARLY CANCER SCREENING, FOR

low-INcoME WOMEN wHo ARE No LoNGER IN THEIR CHILDBEARING YEARS NIT WHO ARF

INELFARif RIR IITLEs XVIII AND XIX OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT. THIS IS ANOTHER

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE NEED THAT WIND BF READILY INCORPORATED INTO THE TITLE X

PROGRAM IF ADEQUATE RESOURCES WERE AVAILABLE.

SENAtuR, THE FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER TITLE X ARE NOT ONLY COST

EiftrIlvi, Imfy ARE DESPERATELY NEEDED BY THE WOMEN AND FAMILIES WE SERVE AND BY

THME WE PAW NOT fft SERVED. IN MY STATE I WOULD RE CONSIDERED RV MOST A FISCAL

AND PolITICAL coNsERvATIvE. It IS BECAUSE I AM CONSERVATIVE THAT I SUPPORT THE.

PROVISION oF THESE SERVICES. THEY DON'T COST, THEY PAY IN HEALTHIER MOTHERS,

HEALTHIER CHILDREN AND SOMETIMES IN HEALTHIER FAMILIES.

THANK ynn tut? youR TIME AND CONSIDERATION OF OUR VIEWS.

91
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:,--,44:

WRITTEN SUPPLEMENT TO ORAL TESTIMONY

TOPIC S RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING OFFICE REPORT ON THE

OPERATION OF THE FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM.

The BCRR (Bureau of Common Reporting Requirements) has been used since Calendar

Year 1911 to collect patient characteristics services, and financial information

from each grantee. Initialty, there was a single firm used for technical assist-

ance to regions and granters wh.Ch provided for some degree of standardization.

A sample of grantees were to be audited on an annual basis for the accuracy and

completeness of the data submitted. To our knowledge, this has never occurred

except as reported in the 1981 GAO report.

There continues to be a need for patient and service definitions to be clarified

so as to allow for objective comparison of grantees, program analysis, and policy

developrient. Thee is a variance by grantees and regions in the completion of

their BCRR reports and feedback on the data collected has been minimal. This

variance needs to be corrected and information needs to be shareu with the

grantees on a routine basis.

9')ti
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WRITTEN SUPPLEMENT TO ORAL TESTIMONY

DESCRIPTION Of Till GRANTEE

The Iowa State Department of Health began providing funding for family planning

services to patients at prenatal and postpartum clinic visits in the late

195O's. Department funds went to the University of Iowa who channelled these

monies to satellite clinics in Waterloo, Cedar Rapids, Davenport and Muscatine,

and to the Council Bluffs Maternal Health Center. The Department also provided

funds to Planned Parenthood of Iowa to expand family planning services at the Des

Moines Clinic and in rural areas.

In 1910, a national shift of family planning funds occurred, transferring them

frcn the Office of (commit Opportunity to the Public Health Service. Iowa

responded to this national change by having the Iowa State Department of Health

deAgated th grantee recipient of family planning funds for the State in

1917. Thro4gh its existing network of linkages with State and local agencies,

the nopartment was in an ideal position to provide a statewide service. It was

with thi, omnit.liont that, in 1977, the Iowa State Department of Health began to

th '.tatewide fkily Planning Program under enabling legislation and

tqn4 ni wealth Att.

wthrella grantee was funded to provide family

0.4rinInq
d'eqat agoncie,. previously undr.r contract with the

n at

-1 -
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nepartment now receive their funding through the Family Planning Council of

Iowa. he Iowa Family Planning Program currently provides services in 59 of

Iowa's 99 counties through contracts with 11 separate agencies. All but five of
the counties covered are rural.

The Program is housed within the Division of Personal and Family Health which

also administers Maternal and Child Health Programs, Dental Health Programs, and

the WIC Program. To assure input from the delegate agencies, an advisory group

consisting of the director of each agency meets at least arterly. This group

helps the Pro iram with Planning and procedures for the administration of the

Proor,vn, the director,. also ,,rve on special CommittenS Such 6S training/tec.h-

nical assistance, funding and data.

Si IC/ S

General Ay.. ir

;dm, y .11/11 I V 1 t 1,11 prOi rit'd in d manner ass,,ring comprehensiveness and

cont inuity in th. :nanaipmnt and supervision of service delivery. Each agency is

t,, ;>ilicies that meet, as a minimum. the State' uniform
m.1,.. 1 , , 1 1 y Th 110 I r y was written to meet the standards set by the Title X

...NI it r :: . .tts,! th., Prir, ro I Ipita of fibs tptr I c; and Gynecology.

flu. i- rh h:r r vttiull mod): al directors who have

p- i I ci in f ;y pl.inn:ng. Ht. or she t ahlistuts the

, . I ;0 ri th.ri t y.:tp of the e,t Ate progr

/ i,. .,t ; th.. kt.it it I & hi .1 ii...,ith' dial

9.1



Director as Its Mditel director. To compliment this, special consultation is

also available from the University of Iowa, Department of Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology, as well as a specialist in adolescent health.

The State Program continues to utilize a broad advisory committee for review of

informational vd educational materials for the handicapped population served by

the Program. It includes teachers, parents, Psychologist, mental health profes-

sionals and deaf services professionals. Each local agency also has an informa-

tion and Educational Materials Review Committee to assure that informational and

educational materials used by the agency are accurate, easily understood and

acceptable to the community,

The patiert's rights with regard to this service are also assured. The service

is provided to anyone, regardless of age, sex, race, national origin, religion,

handicapping ondi t Ion or marital status. Patient rights of confidentiality are

protected,

The 10)4 family Planning Program is t committed to the concept of informed

consent, for ethical, medical and legal r,msons. An informed consent to receive

the project' services must be signed by the client prior to his or her receiving

any medical services, The form is written in the primary language of the L.ient

or Nitn..1 by an intorpriCr. It covers all procedures and medications to be

pr, 1,1. .osent Cu' contraception, the client receives

al,, .n m ho.ll, 4111 risks of the various contraceDtive alternatives an4

det,is t, ,/.,!Ivone1S, potential side effects, complications, Ind

tr, , :f chnlre. Patients are encouraged

i . .r . I . rig Pp, I v. "WI h2,1. in 1.141111 I i 1.1t
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are part of the projert %Pry lir. plan. Al I forms contain a statement that the

Client his been counseled, has read the appropriate informational material, and

has understood the rnntent of both, 71.e signed informed consent is a part of the

client's record. It rrww.1 and updated wnen there is a major change in the

client', 1.1.4'th status or a change :o a different prescription contraceptive

method,

1.0 lent

The Iowa far t Iv :'1 roomy i'rulram interprets the Intent of Title X of the Public

Healtq ,,eryt,e A, t the' prnvision of medir.al fwiily planning services. Patient

education (I ami 1 y planning counseling! is an imnortant part of our mission to

enable inlyid!,4!. fr. Win precInaneieS. but as a single serv;ce falls short of

our gal.. !hrf,we, we developed the def inition of the Full Program Patient

4n4 fl. u .!),vt led toward serving as many of these individuals as

posible.

A Full. Pr) ir P11,114t re..Ives al 1 of the following services, These services

are tt-p of the Title X regulations.

1) f rtly It`

n

,
1) pl qr. ! Tarp tofe,!iity servirs (level f), or

.. 1 I. ntr),Is )# rnptr4r.pt ion. Including natural

f t,I :t I. I, tr.- iv I t at rjr f.ol I y arienc PS.

. 4 -
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Partial services are provided to those individuals who request them. Agencies

are encouraged to emphasize services to the low-income population. During

Calendar Year 1983, the Program served 24,596 users of which 81% were below 150%

poverty level.

Parental Involvement

One of the Federal initiatives in family planning recently has been that of

enrouraqing parental involvement in family planning services to teens. This is a

difficult ared to address because of the preceived conflict b,tween the needs of

the teens to confidertial services and the needs of parents to be involved in the

rearing of their children.

The Iowa Family Planning Program approaches the issue of parental involvement in

two ways. The first is to counsel teenage patients on the importance of involv-

ing their parents or another significant adult in their contraceptive care. Each

clinic has, as part of their counseling protocol, a procedure for providing this

information. The clinics also strive to provide a non-threatening atmosphere to

foster comfort in sharing information with teens and their parents.

The second mechanism is to assist parents in communicating with their children

about sexuality. Each agency has programs designed to inform parents about

sexuality, family planning, and/or values clarification.

The Departmen plans, subject to the availability of funds for next year, to

contract with the State PTA and Marcn of Dimes Organizations to conduct parent

seminar-, around the Statp through the use of community volunteers as a complement

to the family planning agencies.

- 5 -
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DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIENCE OF GRANTEE

The Family Planning Program, along with the Maternal and Child Health, WIC, and

Dental Health Programs of the Department, has participated in the development and

implementation of the numerous integration efforts. An integrated Grant Applica-

tion was implemented this year, which allows local agencies having one or more of

the aforementioned programs to submit only one grant application. A combined

pApendit ire report oas also ipl.miented which allows for these agencies to file a

single, comprehensive expenditure report for these same programs. A quality-

assurance, uniform Lhart audit protocol is being developed for use by all the

Program; this fall. The ProqramS in the Department's Division of Persondl h

Family Health have developed a generic approach to training agency (local and

state) staft to address common needs while allowing for prOgram specific training

to occur.

FUNDING

The Iowa Family Planning Program Supports all of its activities with Title X

(Federal Family Planning) dollars. During CY 1983, these expenditures comprised

13% of all available Title X dollars. The remainder is allocated to the delegate

agencies for the purpw,es of providing direct family planning services.

The delegate agencies generate proyrdm income from other sources: Social Serv-

ices Block Grant (Title XX), Meri:caid (Title X1',.), patient fees, County Board of

Supervisors, insuranLe and contributions/local support. Title X comprises 41% of

the funds spent on femily planning services Provided through the Iowa Family

Pidnning Pruyam. f.iir.ct Stat.. admini,,tration costs are 5% of

- 6 -

the total spent.
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State funds ($59,000) for FY84 were added to the federal funds of Social Services

Block Grant (formerly Title XX) so that a total of 5300,000 was identified for

use for local family planning services.

ELIGIBILITY

Family Planning services are provided without regard to age, marital status,

race, or sex. low-income persons a..e a priority in recruitment and provision of

services. However, provision of services to persons above poverty is done in a

manner so as not to create a barrier to service nor prevent provision of services

to low-income individuals.

Income guidelines are determined by the Community Services Administration of the

Federal Government. Eligibility for free service has been set at 100% of

poverty, per Title X requirements dated June 3, 1980.

Fee Schedules

Patients with incomes below the income eligibility guidelines or.i4ose whose

services are reimbursable through Medicaid, private insurance, or Title XX are

not asked to pay for services. Patients with incomes above guideline levels and

without third-party reimbursement are asked to pay a fee f, service commensurate

with their ability to pay. Each agency is responsible for the establishment of a

sliding fee schedule based on costs of services provided. No one is denied

service because of inability to pay. Sliding fee schedules are applied flexibly,

taking into account seasonal unemployment, student status, access to family

income and other constraints upon the availability of funds; they are updated

annually and reviewed by State staff during the on-site evaluation of the agency.

-7-
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The fee schedules are based on increments between 1(10% and 250% of poverty.

Individuals with incomes over 250% of poverty are asked to pay the full cost of

service. All services to family planning patients are provided with a schedule

of discounts.

Beginning January 1, 1983, the Iowa Family Planning Program initiated a policy

regarding fees for teens. This policy was approved by the Regional Office. It

allows agencies to consider the financial base of parental support and the

discretionary income of the teen in determining financial eligibility.

In order to determine whether or not this policy was beneficial to the agencies,

a brief analysis was done at the end of CY 1983, the first full year of this

policy. During CY8?, 95% of patients under 20 years of age were at or below 150%

of poverty; for CY83 this figure was 94%. It was determined that the new policy

was not, in fact, placing teens into higher fee-paying categories.

On the other hand, prior to the new policy, agencies were automatically charging

all teen visits to Title X. Although data are not kept by age, visit and payment

status, the Program does track visits by payment source. When visits were

compared for Quarter 4 of CY 198? to Quarter 4 of CY 1983, we found a 10% change

in the number of visits billed to the Partial Pay category, from 49% to 59%. It

could be inferred, then, that agencies have improved their ability to receive

some fees from the teens with larger discretionary incomes, and that the policy

has not created a barrier to provision of services to the teen population.

- 8 -
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BM PURCHASE CONTRACTS

The Program has bulk purchase contracts for several services/supplies. The

Department entered into these contracts in order to reduce the cost to the local

agencies by virtue of the larger size of a single contract and the reduction in

billing work for the supplier.

The savings realized by these contracts are significant. Private purchase of

cytology for pap smears could have cost the Program an additional $70,000/year.

During FY83, it is estimated that the cost of condoms was reduced by 28% and the

cost of pregnancy tests by 51 %. The oral contraceptive bulk contract represents

a savings of 30% over the prices quoted to the local agencies, or a potential

dollar savings of nearly $75,000/year.

PROGRAM STATISTICS

The following provides for a comparison of program statistics, funding, BCRR

indicators, and patient characteristics. The Program developed and maintains a

computerized patient data system for collection of the majority of the data.

This system also serves as a payment mechanism to the agencies, and also acts as

a tool for documenting services during the on-site evaluations of the agencies.

- 9 -
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PROGRAM STATISTICS

# Full Program
CY83 CY82

19,623 18,570Patients

# Low Income Full
Program Patient (<100%) 12,662 12,346

# Users 24,596 24,426

# Users 150%
Poverty 20,064 20,836

Cost/Full Program Patient $83.74 598.36

Cost/User 566.81 574.78

Cost/Medical
Encounter 518.50 521.40

Title X Cost/
Low Income User 533.14 539.20

FUNDING

CY83 CY82

Tit

Tit

Tit

Pat

Oth

$ % $ %
le X 564,929 47 816,939 50

le XIX 126,507 9 110,787 7

le xX 106,539 7 101,773 6

'mit Fees 323,037 23 258,900 16

fl.r. 201,746 14 361,935* 21

TOTAL 1,472,758 100% 1,650,324 100%

*Includes Title V in CY82

- 10 -
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BCRR INDICATORS

C.Y.8 C.Y.82 Standard

---
Administrative Cost

TOTAL a 15% 16% 16% Maximum
STATE ONLY

rrovider Product-
ivity .

5%

8,803

5%

6,984 4,200 Mini-
mum

Cost/Medical
Encounter $18.50 521.40 $24.00 Maxi-

mum
Hypertension
Screening 99% 100% 90% Minimum

Pap Smear Follow-up = 100% 100% 100% Minimum

Family Planning
Counseling . 99% 99% 90% Minimum

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS

CY83 CY82

Were under 18 years of age 16.2% 18.11.

1.11.*P aged 1R-19 22.9% 23.7%

Were aged 20-34 58.9% 56%

Were aged 35-44 1.78% 1.(4%

Were female 99.8% 99.R%

Were white 95.2% 94.8%

Had less than 9 years of

education 3.2% 3.6%

Had 9-11 years of
education 25.2% 28.3%

Had 12 years of education 55.0% 5?.8%

Had more thAO 19 years
of education 16.5% 15.4%

Wore dclel oral contra-
cept,v,,, At iast

method prey--it.d 75.9% 74.3%

Had no live birth', 64.8% 64.5%

H.ii I or 2 live births 29.7% 29.8%

Had 1 or 4 live births 4.7% 4.4%

103
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RESPONSES BY COMMISSIONER PANLEWSK/ TO THE QUESTIONS
SUBMITTED BY SENATOR DENTON

1. Senator Denton, we feel the steps that we have taken to encourage parental
Involvement could be easily replicated by other family planning providers.
Attachment 1 describes what we do.

2. As for your question concerning political advocacy by non-public grantees
of the sort detailed in 1982 GAO report, I would Say yes this has occurred
in Iowa. Attachment 2 describes the situation which occurred during
the last General Assembly which prompted the Department to provide a
position statement for the Legislature.

3ubseluent events not reflected in Attachment 2 were:
11 The passage of the appropriations bill for the Department of Health

In May containing a condition for the Department to release the
federal funds for the 3 agencies.

2) The Governor of Iowa exercised a line item veto of the bill, removing
the condition.
Hine leginlators filed a lawsuit against the Governor for his exercise
eT the ltne ftcm veto. Litigation is still pending. One of the
lawyers involved has been past legal counsel to Planned Parenthood
c.1 Mid-Iowa, wnich also contracts with a legislative lobbyist.

4, Attarhmnt 3 is included as an example of Planned Parenthood's
polls:' ti inv,lvement.

I. Thf. Ass,eiatyn f .,eta and Tcrritnrial Health Officers (ASTHOI met
1,4R4 in !ittle Rock, Arkansas. During that meeting,

A7kei f r *- in-it ate their support of the formula grant for

: :'i. Y ,r,ponol in my testimony to you. I am pleased to report that
'here wan a n,,nsensus of support given by the KIHO members, On the
nas:n that formula grants for Title X would he given to the Health
:rirme)n T state. The action is included in the minutes of

r A:7H m .... :ng. A farmal a,:tinr is to be taken by the Executive

T A::P -41-e 'ney recezve ,cpy of my tent:mony. Attach-

m.1' , L- 7:*1- f:rm:Jla grants male t) awes.
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ATTACHMENT 1

A. Our current year grant application instructions for our
subgrantees required a description of formal linkages/referraand family participation.

11 Describe or include any written agreements with other
providers or agencies. Also describe referral, follow-up
procedures, and referral arrangements with other agencies
Family planning agencies must also have formal linkages
within the community for referral of pregnant adolescents
to agencies providing needed services such as adoptive
agencies, foster homes, prenatal care, and adolescent
pregnancy prevention services.

21 Family planning agencies need to describe how they
provide for family participation. Describe the counselin
Protocol for adolescents.

B. Our grant application instructions for the new fiscal year
require agencies to do item ell above. However, item 21
has been revised tos

Family planning agencies need to describe how they currently
foster and provide for the involvement of parents and the
community in the sexual education and decision-making of
minorn grid how they will increase that involvement in FY85.
Also describe the counseling protocol for adolescdents.

C. Uniform Medical Policies

At the State 1Pvel, the Family Planning Program has uniform
medical policies which serve as the minimum guidelines
for the medical protocols of each family planning program
under contract with the Tows State Department of Health.
1P.-tion applying tc teens is attached.

D. Fnrmal EvalatIon/Monitoring

Fl .h Iv.r1,7 in visited annually for an on-site evaluation.
T!.,! evaluaion may be accomplished an one ';Itor :,!. .10 perl ng Jp^.n scheduling

alm!-.11trative Pvaluvinn, a modteal evaluation, and
wA!.ral nv11-111-r MP -nrIcaron,s of !h

Tr.0 J5-1 for ar. Alm!nIntra!ivn au.
:1 -091.-1.

! r 1. : : 1 rev : ., f in 1:!: :
' -!: ; : !7 t.7.'' ' T ' r!1 ! : . :!;-1 ; ,; -i1..-*. f-t
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FAMILY PLANNING CARE PROTOCOL

I. /racial Patient Interview and Education Session

At the first visit, before selection of a contraceptive method and
prior to the physical exam, the patient will be given bias-free
information regarding:

The reasons why family planning is important for the maintenance
of individual and family health.

AlSiCinforptation on female and male anatomy and physiology. (This

is intended to help the patient make an intelligent choice of con-
traception method, and dispel any fear or anxiety about family
planning.)

contrace2t.ve methods
- rfsivrary - diaphragm, foam and jelly, condom, coitus interruptus,

natural family planning methods, and FDA approved hormonal concra-
ceptive and IUD.

- Permanent - male and female sterilization

Specific factors concerning any method's safety (potential side effects
or complications), benefit., effectiveness, acceptability to patient
and partner, and correct ...Ito.

Basic information concerning venereal disease.

It is important to distinguish the differing informational needs of our
patents. This 19 partizalarly true of patients under the age of 18. Fo:

these individuals, the following information is also provided, in a non-
judgmental manner:

The importance of involving parents or significant others in making
contraceptive cholzes

For younAer teens tinder 1n). .roqnse1ing on sexual decision-making,
..eft concept, the right to say "no".

:!1'1,1 abuse i, he ispe.ted for any teen under the age of L. and
care:ulli invea:gatcd.
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IOWA STATE DEPAMENT OF HEALTH
POSITION STATEMENT

ON
Filtut PLANNING SITUATION

There currently is a situation involving the Family Planning Program that
is causin? corrn, fssentially, three agencie; that currently contract
with the Iowa State oartont of Health for Family Planning services
requestei that the DeNrtcot transtrr funds for toe aeographic areas to c
private r.00-profit organization. The penartrent's position is that, although

contract agenci:s ;braid be a part of the manalcr!al process, there are
Signift ant factors whirh as the grantee, the Department must consider ahove
and lopi loril cho:cc. Additionally, is a recipient of the Federal dollars,
the Ovoarhr-it of Health and Horan Services defineS the options avaiialJe to

wc have determined that it is not in the best interest of
'spirt, F. 1v Progan to transfer geographic areas and dollars to
another , oency.

With th.: pssifie4 pauer, we hop to cresent the Oepartnent's perspective
on thi lt reasons for our decision.

I. Back nuhd on the Two Administrative AgencieS

Prira to 19P0. the Iowa State Deparient of Health
wes th prg,olent of -fitle X (Family Plannin,)
Thi% ut. . r catrqorical grant ;r.:.nrar.. On

Octr,!,..r I,

t

, New rqni,.ation was forr:nd to serve as

It- !itl, A f...1 for six igtncis.

ef- fid 1 with the nerriccion of ti.e Coe .

tnd ni I r : r. I qt. r 1,e:(-r strained :::t.d:en the

VrTartiont planninl :t becam
evinent th!"-, not te title t,

C 31encies due tc the
ero.c.w. u ;. on iot siles. ConNissioncr kawlewsi?
off. t d 1: p of steels to

a hi, :'. i/ if each

'i.; :1 Aff ;I

o,!. r t. . / I . another igen( /

it t- 0 ,f r i at,

1/ . 1 tor WI 1 di 1 '01%1+

t .1
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The Family Planning Program of ISDH is considered to be an
integral part of the public health service network. Family

planning is an essential component of the health and well-bc:ag
of the citizens of Iowa - particularly that of the women and

children. Since the Pepartment's charge is to prnvide for the
health of ;owa's citiiens, we feel that faoily planning is a
part of our sphere of concern. Therefore, it is legitimate

for uS to continue providing this service.

The Department considers itself to be a good provider of this
service for the following reasons:

1. The ability to integratefamily planning with other
services. such as maternal health, child health, WIC
nutrition programs, sexually transmitted disease pre-
vention, genetic counselling, all of which are
currently provided through the Department.

2. The ability to draw upon a wide range of professionals
employed by the Department for training and technical

assistance.

3. The ability to provide a data base for documenting
tho nerd for service, the services provided and to
responi to the legislature and the public.

4. The ability ' assure sound fiscal and progrel Nan-
acement throui thP Coriptroller and Stote Auditor.

for Ws. pnilovIonical red-,ons, the Deracoent v.iShes to maintain
the prdlewq in 4 viable form. The practical Gonsideratides of thl

transfer drP as follows.

ror FY84, the !Sites progrdN waS told that funding tr,r.d be
$6R1,r,JR for th0 current service area. According to the
budget %uLmittpi, we wculd have a full tire equivalency
of 3; 1.R of 01,:h ,,.raid tr! for achini:tratinn. A total

of fl- of thi fund, would be for adninistrative f.urposis.

Our calculation of ar.ouni 'hat would fe transferred is
If we transfrrd ties oeoorh!c areas, we

NVe a re.- tiothq grant aPrint of S(, ?na

$681,9Q2

.43i, , ?,J1

Wit.) n' ta-,11-r.e1 traw,fpr. thP Departrnt would 'Jill hay,

re.;eur.,1 illti f "t.Iht qt11r30). I, Of On! t Writ, IP:.
!t we hod P of the foh.. for aumhr,tratini (-..ntol 1,, the

standard a... wit i. att pt to achieve ;, fipartant would
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have a total of 5a4,8.6 for that purpose. This would be less
than one full-time professional employee, and less than a
half-time clerical employee to attend to all the administra-
tive duties required by sound management practices and by
Federal Regulations. The Department feels that this amount
Of funding would be inadequate and therefore would, of neces-
Sity, cause us to be unable to assure meeting the needs of
the remaining eight agencies. These agencies have stated
their current preference for ISDH management, and do not want
to lose our advocacy and support. In addition, these agencies
to a large extent cover geographic areas with few service
choices and great economic needs.

Therefore, in the interest of serving these people, and main-
taining a high-quality service to the low- income women of Iowa,
the Department has chosen not to transfer funds. We have indi-
cated our willingness to continue contracting with the three
agencies in question; if they choose not to renew their contracts,
the Department will find new contractors to provide subsidized
family planning services in those areas. Under no circumstances
will the Department deny federal funds to any geographic area for
which we are responsible.

III. Analysis and Conclusions

Three years ago all family planning agencies in the State of Iowa
were given the option by this Department to choose the umbrella with
whom they wished to associate. The geographic assignments of the
two umbrellas ..ere determined as a result of tnose individual agency
choices. From that point on, this Department has assumed a non-
competitive stance, working on the belief that a compromise had been
achieved.

Essentially, ti.ose three agencies have decided to raise the issue of
affiliation three years after the basic issues were thought to be
resolved. This is their prerogative, of course; however, the funds
are not theirs to transfer. Title X funds are granted to ISDH for
5g counties in Iowa. The funds do not belong to the local agency.
They are mistakenly attempting to maintain that the geographic
assignments of the umbrella should fluctuate according to the agencies'
desire to affiliate with one umbrella or the other. Responsible
managers cannot supert a system which purports that these desires
should be the wile Iasi', of determinin service areas, depending upon
changes in staff or management practice.

We believe thew a.;encies have possibly made deci:ions based on
inthmplete inforlition. They asked to charm their affiliation,
assumine the dollars would transfer with them. Though we informed
them that this may nut occur and the outcome of such a decision,

no
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'hey chase to submit their names under the Family Planning Council's
,grant. qowever, thi: IS a Federal non-competitive cycle, o the
FPC1 grant wls dee.%ed chmpotitil; as a consequence, their grant
was returned to them by the Federal Government as unacceptable.
AS the litle X program is currently constituted, this closes the
issue as far di the grant authority (DIMS) is concerned.

We are given to understand, although we have not been personally
informed, that these agencies have concerns about management practices

of ISM Though this Department both seeks and values the input of
local agencies, we maintain that we are and Should be obligated in
Family Planning, as in ether public health endeavors, to weigh those
concerns aqainst the overall good of the statewide program. Any
grantee wo..ld shoild) manage a progra'n on this premise. We
cannot forte 4n aion'y to contract with us. nor would that be our
wish. We can and have invited these three agencies to reaffiliate
with us and to wori cooperativel! on irproving both theirs and our
operation:. !,1-!old they choose not to, we will find c.ther providers
or rea,...in 1,w r,antie: the' eight riaining grantees. It
is our hol, that thew a)en...ies will accept ow invitation.
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January 27, 1983

February 4, 1933

February 8, 1983

February 11, 1923
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APPENDIX A

Sequence of Events - Current situation

Both family planning grantees - the ISDH
and Family Planning Council of Iowa - were
awarded grants for a three-year period.
Each grant covers a specific geographic
area of the State. These grants are
considered non-competititve for the three-year
period, ending June 30; 1985.

All the Iowa Planned Parenthood affiliates
met at Hotel Savery - included agency directors
and their respective Board presidents. This

event assumes some importance as a consequence
of later events.

Jill June, Director of the Family Planning
Council of Iowa. sent a letter to Regional
Office requesting dollars for three ISDH
contract agencies. The letter ini sates
she had already discussed this with Regional
Office.

Lois Hand of Hilcrest/Dubuq.Je called.
Carolyn Adams was out of the office, so
returned the call on February 9. Ms. Hand
verbally informed ISDH that her agency was
considering switching to Family Planning
Council of Iowa. Reasons - lobbying
advantage and fewer requirements for
reporting, etc.

Letters from Planned Parenthood of Sioux
City and Planned Parenthood of Southeast
Iowa received stating they were considering
switching to other grantee.

Both directors were contacted by phone to
ask reasons for concern.

Melanie Bohl, PPSC: She didn't like the
reporting system, had nothing in corron
with the rest of the agencies, felt it
was important for all the Planned Parent-
hood affiliates to be under the same
umbrella grantee so they could work together.

Ana Warner, PPSI: The Panned Parenthood
Federation of America was enrouraging all
affiliates of the State to t,e under one
umbrella. She felt that Planned Parenthood
of Mid-Iowa would be able to help her and
her Board more if they were together.

.112



February 14, 1983

February 14, 1983

February 16, 1983

February iG, 1q23

February 17, l'f:
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Jill June, James Koolhof (President of
FPC,I) the Honorable Dorothy Carpenter,
and the Honorable Al Sturgeon met, at their request
with the Commissioner, Carolyn Adams, and
Dr. Theodore Scurletis of ISDH. The meeting was
to ask the Commissioner to assure an orderly
transition for the transfer of the three agencies.

Carolyn Adams called the Regional and
Central Offices of OHMS to clarify ISDU's
options concerning the transfer. Verbal

response was that for the duration of the
grant period we could choose to not transfer
geographic areas.

Conference call with all 11 agency directors
to appraise them cf situation and asking
them to come in the following week.

R.O. 7 letter from Will Marshall to Jill
June indicating that they assumed Jill
and agencies had talked with ISOM concerning

any transfer. Indicates it is two grantees

decision.

Carolyn Adams and Phyllis Blood met with
the Executive COmittP0 of Planned Parent-
hood of Southeast Iowa. They asked what
activities 1!:DH could do better than the

other umbrella. Stale staff asked for
specific inforr4tinn about cohlaints and
concerns but received little concrete
examples. Sone of P?S1's staff had had
problems convicting data forms, etc. The

Board was told that the State may i.ot
transfer the dollar).

Family Planning Council of Iowa reetinl
in flaveriontt. 8,)ard resolved to eAce-d.
The resolution was given to Corx.issicnor
Pawlevrai the next week.

Letter of thi: dr: rrcw. And :IA ,

St4t1,19 ter / hid 1,...tod to aid, of i for

Title Y. hoick.

Mevt)nq with all Plannii
except PP S1. Owthssicn-r
addrrs%rd h grzn. HP Iodicctd hi;
sqpport fr v1.1nuing; I.' ilso :tetel

that hi bad cwnsid,red his option; and had
te.a, 1-t tr . .fre
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February 25, 1983

February 25, 1983

February 28, 1993

March 1, lriq

March 11, 1T:1

March ;f

- 'It.tt . .1 -
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Letter from Buzz Crowder, R.O. VII,
specifying that we are able to continue
service to :urrent service area through
June 30, 1985; specific contract agencies
are not the issue.

Letter of this date from Melanie Bohl, PPSC,
indicating they would ask FPC of I for Title X
funds.

Phyllis Blood (ISDH) and Jill June spoke
separately before the Executive Committee
of Hillcest's Board of Directors. Ms.
Blood asked if there were specific concerns.
She was told that staff had already briefed
the Committee; their specific questions
centered solely on whether or not Commissioner
Pawlowski would transfer the dollars. The
Crowder letter was ;hared with them.

The Iowa State Department of Health non-
competitive grant for family planning
funds was received by Regional Office.

Letter from Den Sanders, Hillcrest Board
President, stating they were not renewing
contract for FYP4, and that they'd req,Jest
dollars through other unbrella.

Family Planninq Council of Ioda grant !n.
Regional Office included service areas $e.st
the three aqnr.is. R.n. Grants Mer.w::U.:r.:.

(Dean Cho,..holousek) rejected it as brig;
competitive application. It was sent
to them, with SDVCific irStructiOnS for d
non-cmpeting application to be sent 1r by
April 1.
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March 1e, 1983

Ms. Jill June
Executive Director
Family Planning Council of lova
8455 Hickman, Suite 78
Des Moines, Iowa 50322

ATIACHMENT

loss StaREte

Mt. ol tlei

CE.INICD

NPR
22 On

IVO of Commi:.wrAtli

Ref: Family Planning Continuation Application
Grant No. 07-H-000418-04

Dear H. June:

Returned herewith are the three copies of the above application which was
received in our office this date. The application is being returned as it
is unacceptable.

As you are aware. an application from your organization for the provision
of family Planning services to certain areas of Iowa was funded with a
project period ending date of June 35, 1995. Therefore any application
submitted daring the project period is a non-cometim continuation
application.

The application you submitted, Ms. June, proposes an expansion of your services
to areas currently served by another of our grantees. It therefore becomes a
co7pepra application (within a project period) against one that has already
been submitted to us as a non-cosetIng.

Should you desire to submit a non-cornItinn application for the provision of
cervices in the areas previously approved please do so at the earliest. Your
current budget period ends June 30 which is only about 100 days away. Tine
will be consued in revising your application, in HSA, SHPDA, and in A-95

Frailly. June. if we do not receive your non-competing application by April
1, we can4ct guarantee funding by July 1.

If M4 can be of any assistance to you, please rc,ntoct us.

SIncPrely

Dean B. Choch:loesek. Director
Office of Grants ManagPment

r

r. t-
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ALERT FOR CHOICE
A Call to Action

Dear Pro-Choice Supporter:

Your help is critically, needed to protect our fundamental

right of Freedom of Choice. The Right-to-Lifers are strongly

organizing for the precinct caucuses. Our goal is to ensure

that the pro-choice voice is heard at every precinct caucus

across the state.

It is important that pro-choice supporters from both parties

attend the caucuses and support pro-choice resolutions that will

eventually become part of state party platforms.

ACTION ALERT

We ask you to propose and support a pro-choice
resolution at your precinct caucus.

We urge you to contact at least 5 pro-choice
friends and relatives and encourage their
precinct caucus attendance and participation
to promote and support pro-choice.

The caucuses will take place on Monday, February 20 at 8 p.m.
Check your local newspaper or call the County Auditor or party
headquarters for the exact location.

Our next Mailing will include a copy of the rules governing
both the DcmocratIc and Republican caucus proccdures.

1984 Precinct Caucus Reproductive Rights Resolution:

We, the people of the precinct, support the U.S. Supreme

Court decisions which guarantee reproductive freedom and we

oppose all legislation and amendments to the state or federal

constitutions which would limit reproductive freedom.
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Senator DENTON. Mr. Commissioner, I note that you support the
current role of the DASPA and have found the office responsive to
your needs, from your point of view. And I want to make sure I
have something straight. Thirty-three States now are receiving
their title X funding in the way which you recommend; 10 are
mixed, with Iowa beingexcuse me. Go a:Lead, correct me.

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. They are all project grants and contracts. None
of the States are receiving it as a formula grant, but we are recom-
mending that there be a formula grant. In Iowa, there are two
granteesthe Family Planning Council of Iowa, which split off into
my department in 1980 because of an audit dispute that we had, aswell as --

Senator DENTON. Let me get one thing straight first, though.
Thirty-three States do receive this money at one place, the public
health service, as it were, for the State?

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. To the beat of my knowledge, yes.
Senator DENTON. And Iowa is different in that, although you

would prefer something like that, you are splitwould you tell us
how that came about and what your experience has been regarding
political and abortion-related activities by title X grantees?

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. Well, we had a number of difficulties with some
of our agencies, especially those who were affiliated with Planned
Parenthood, adhering to the Federal regulations, especially in
regard to abortion but also other regulations. And we had an audit
report in, I believe it was 1979 and 1980, that indicated that there
were title X funds comingled with their local funds for telephone
counselors, for supplies, and other aspects of the abortion services
which were offered on the same premises as their family planning
services. When we tried to enforce these regulations, they mounted
a campaign, a lobbying campaign, against the department and
against me specifically as commissioner. They attempted to get my
confirmation as commissioner denied by the Iowa Senate, by enlist-
ing the assistance of some Senators who were proabortion, and fi-
nally, it got to the point where we requested that they leave us,
that we could not effectively administer the program with integrity
because they would not adhere to the regulations, and the regional
office would not force them to adhere to the regulations.

Senator DENTON. What are they doing now, outside the umbrella
of your supervision?

Mr. PAwf.EwsKI. They have formed their own umbrella called the
Family Planning Council of Iowa. We have continued to have prob-
lems with them. Last year, at the project grant time, they attempt-
ed to take three of the agencies that are presently under my ad-
ministration and put them under their umbrella, which would
have cut our funding down to such a level that we would have had
difficulty administering the program for the other agencies that
did not want to go with this other umbrella. It would have also put
them in a position, I believe, a position toward which they are
aiming. and that is to take over the family planning program of
the State of Iowa. They would like to get the State health depart-
ment out of it and administer it directly as a private, nonprofit or-
ganization because they have less oversight, and they are free to do
more with the funds than they are allowed to do under our admin-
istration.
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Senator DENTON. Let me see if I understand. They are no longer
under the States' single source, as it were, supervision and over-
sight; they are separate, but they still receive Federal funds if they
successfully apply as grantees. Do you have any reason to believe
that they are or are not still committing the abuses which you
have contended that they were doing?

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. Well, I would suggest, Senator, that if they were
committing them while they were being monitored, they are prob-
ably committing them while they are not being monitored. As far
as I know, they have not been audited; they have not even been
visited by Federal officials who are supposed to administer that
program from the regional office.

Senator Durron. How do you determine the eligibility of minors
for services under your system in Iowa? That is, do you determine
it on the basis of their income level or on the income of their par-
ents, or some other way?

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. We take into account the supportroom, board,
clothes, et ceteraparents provide as well as the income that the
teenagers have. We combine both of them. We began this project
about a year ago. A sample policy is provided with other written
material submitted.

Senator DENTON. Can you think of any reason why that should
not be done nationwide, and what opinion do you have of the proce-
dure of considering only the minor's income?

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. I believe it should be done nationwide. I believe
that these funds are intended more for the poor and moderate
income, and that people with sufficient means of their own ought
to pay for. them.

Senator DENTON. In other words, it might be that some poor
adult women may not be as well-served in the various ways that
they could be served if we are taking care of what really amounts
to wealthy or middle class young people.

Mr. PAWLEWSKI. We estimate that we are reaching approximate-
ly 50 percent of oer target population of poor women, and any dol-
lars that are diverted to inappropriate use are keeping us from
reaching those women with services. One of the problems that I see
in Iowa is that many of the funds are used for political lobbying
purposes that could be used for services. There are also attempts by
the other grantees to open duplicative services in our territories
and counties that are covered by our grants, and this is a constant
bickering between the two agencies.

Senator DENTON. Could you send us some examples in print of
the campaign conducted against you, or other kinds of political lob-
bying that has been undertaken?

Mr. l'Awt.kwski. I would be happy to, Senator. I have all kind of
&eon, ration for the things I have said here this morning.

Senator DENTON. We appreciate the fact that you were up until
late last night, as was my staff, to receive your testimony. We did
not prepare as many questions for that reason as we did for the
administration witnesses, but I want you to know I am appreciative
of Nom. testimony, your willingness to come out here, and your seri-
ous commitment to solving this problem. And we would solicit any
recommendations you might have for us when we try to draw up a
reaut horizat ion bill.
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Mr. PAWILEWSKI. I would be glad to do that, Senator. I am very
supportive of the fanily planning services from a public health per-
spective, even though I am very adamantly opposed to any abortion
services at all. I think there ought to be a very strict and clear
denial of funds to any agency that provides abortion services in
conjunction with family planning services. It is not a family plan-
ning methodology; it is a family planning failure.

Senator DarcroN. Thank you, Mr. Pawlewski.
I am going to ask one of the witnesses out of the sequence which

we had planned, because an unforeseen requirement at home ne-
cessitates it.

I will ask Mrs. Judie Brown, the president of the American Life
Lobby, to come forward.

Good morning, Mrs. Brown. I want to say again that Mrs. Brown
is the president of the American Life Lobby, and I will ask if you
have an opening statement. I am sorry that something has come up
at home, Mrs. Brown. I hope it is not serious.

STATEMENT OF JUDIE BROWN, PRESIDENT. AMERICAN LIFE
LOBBY

Mrs. BROWN. Well, my 9-year-old daughter appreciates this much
more than I, because she is very ill.

I would like to open my remarks this morning by thanking you
in particular for your pursuit of the inactivity on the part of the
Reagan administration with regard to GAO Reports HRD-81-68 and
HRD-82-106. We are so grateful to you for pursuing those GAO re-
ports to find out why nothing of a substantive nature has been
done.

As the president of the American Life Lobby, I have pointed out
in my complete statement some of the reasons why there are seri-
ous problems with title X of the Public Health Service Act. In the
past, over $1.5 billion has been spent on this program. Neverthe-
less, illegitimacy, venereal disease, and teenage pregnancy rates
have continually climbed. Between the years of 1971 and 1979, for
example, the number of teenagers in federally subsidized birth con-
trol programs has increased by 397 percent. This is impressive
until you discover that the number of females who use contracep-
tives, birth control devices, but experienced premarital, unwanted
pregnancy has increased by 266.3 percent.

What is happening to these babies? Live births for these teen-
agers have decreased 10.5 percent. The teenage abortion rate, how-
ever, has increased 106.8 percent.

Mr. Chairman, these are not the statistics of a successful, billion-
dollar program. To the contrary, they show marked and repeated
failure and thereby, a total waste of Federal tax dollars.

In 1982, GAO investigations conducted at your request found
that all of seven grantees investigated for this purpose hi.t1 in-
curred lobbying expenses or expenses which raised questions as to
Planned Parenthood's adherence to Federal restrictions. Two re-
cipients cited in this report in particular were actually engaged in
lobbying, while five others used program funds to pay dues to other
organizations which did lobby. These dues, ranging from $25 to
over $27,000, totaled $42,000.
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I would like to cite for the record once again a statement that
Faye Wattleton, the president of Planned Parenthood Federation of
America made in writing to Charles A. Bowsher, Comptroller Gen-
eral of the United States, dated November 10, 1981. She said, "No
Planned Parenthood affiliate or clinic promotes abortion with or
without public funds."

I have here a full-page ad which the Planned Parenthood Federa-
tion of America placed in the Washington Post just a few short
weeks ago. This is an obvious promotion of abortion. In addition to
exhibits which I have attached to my testimony and made a part
thereof, it is obvious that they are promoting abortion and lobbying
against pending legislation to ban abortion.

The National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Agency
News, on December 10, 1982, page 11, the monthly newspaper of
that organization, stated: "Of the title X clinic aims operating in
1981, 21 operated by the Planned Parenthood affiliates pro ded
abortion."

Although this is not totally inconsistent with Mrs. Wattleton's
letter to Comptroller General Howsher, which says in part that
"the 37 Planned Parenthood affiliates that provide abortion do so
with private revenues and State public funds," it gives a very dif-
ferent view than that given by & News.

Our organization, the American Life Lobby, did a survey in-
house of all Planned Parenthood affiliates. Fifty-point-eight percent
of their affiliates responded to this survey. Of those 46 percent said
that they counseled minor children in favor of abortion without pa-
rental consent, or counseled for abortion as an alternative method
of birth control. Forty-one percent of these respondents said that
they referred minor children for abortions without parental con-
sent.

Mr. Chairman, if this is not a promotion of abortion, I do not
know what is.

We have made several recommendations to the administration
which I would like to make to you again with regard to title X and
the Public Health Service reauthorization. Our primary goal, of
course, would be to see this program totally unauthorized, but we
realize that that is probably politically impossible. Therefore, we
would recommend that: any proposed reauthorization of this pro-
gram should be for no longer than a 1-year period of time; that the
appropriation should be reduced, and the reauthorization itself re-
questing these funds reduced by a minimum of $48 million, which
is the exact amount cited by GAO as money that has been spent
for waste, fraud, and abuse, as cited by the GAO in their report;
that Section 1008 of the current title X law should be rewritten, as
suggested, to prohibit any funds from being used to perform abor-
tion, abortion-related services or lobbying, particularly in favor of
proabort ion legislation.

I realize that I am out of time, Mr. Chairman and I thank you
for ir consideration of my testimony.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Brown follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF MRS. JUDIE BROWN

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN LIFE LOBBY

AGAINST REAUTHORIZATION OF TITLE X OF THE PUBLIC
HEALTH SERVICE ACT BEFORE THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES

APRIL 5, 1984

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I an Hrs. Judie Frown,
President of the American Life Lobby, the largest pro-life,
pro-family organisation in the country, with over 135,000 members.
I would like to 'risk to you today about eliminating, or at least
cutting the funding for Title X of the Public Health Service Act
which expires on September 30, 1984.

In the past, over 1.9 billion dollars has been spent on this
program. Nevertheless, illegitimacy, V.D. and teenage pregnancy
rates have continually climbed.

For example, since 1971,4/the number of teenagers in federally
subsidised birth control programs has increased 3971. This is
impressive until you discover that the number of females who use
contraceptives but experienced preearital, unwanted pregnancy
has incroased by 266.39.

whet happens to these babies? well, live births for thew teenagers
have decreased 10.51, while the teenage abortion rate has increased
106.6%.

As for venereal disease, It appears that our federal dollars have
had no effect since 1971, with a marked increase in V.D. for
women between the ages of 1S and 19, of 924%.

Mr. Chairmen, these are not the statistics of a successful, billion -
dollar program. To the contrary, they show marked and repeated
failure and thereby, a total waste of federal tax dollars.

In September 1982, the General Accounting Office issued a highly
critical report of this waste and abuse as well as other
questionable activities carried on with our Title X funds.

First, I call your attention to section 1000 of Title X, which
reads,"Nono of the funds appropriated under this title shall'be
used in programs where abortion is a method of family planning",
and the explanation offered by Congressman Dingell on November 16,
1170, 116 Congressional Record 37375;

The committee members clearly intend that abortion
not to be encouraged or promoted in any way through
legislation. Programs which include abortion
as a method of family planning are not eligible for
funds allocated through this act.

01371 to 1374
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The Department of Heelth and Human Services has, according to
Instance General Richard P. Xuseerow, en 41911, 1, IIODe
interpreted section 1000 es requiring "that federal funds not be
used to finance abortions, and that the discrete project in which
Title X tumid are spent not include any activities which promote or
encourage abortions.!

In addition, the Hyde amendment,his since 1977, prohibited the
use of funds appropriated to the Department of Health and Human
Services to pay for abortions, except in certain limited
circumstances.

Vevertheless, at least one organisation funded by this program
has consistently and blatantly violated at least the spirit and
intent of section 1004 (and the intent of Congress]. I spook of
the Planned Parenthood Federation of America and/or its affiliates.

Not only did their affiliate ip Metropolitan Vashington, D. C.,
apparently use Title X monies to sponsor National Condom Meek and
the "Rubber Disco" and expend funds for a full page in the
ligi4matqn Popt, asking individuals to oppose any restrictions
on motion, but they had continually violated the lobbyist, and
advocacy prohibitions contained is several appropriations acts.
Those prohibitions provide that no appropriated funds shall be
used by grantees to influence legislation pending before Congress.

In an effort to statutorily prohibit these activities, 1 have
proposed to the Administrationsand now to you, the following
clarifying languages

None of the funds authorised under this title
shell be used in programs or in referrals to
programs or in counselling as to programs where
abortion is a method of family planning.

The Administration has not acted on this matter, other than
proposing (as they have done for the last three years to no avail)
spurious "block grant" alternative.

Mr. Chairman, a "block grant" is simply not good enough. Something
must be done to curb the abuse of taxpayersofunds, and it is up
to you and your committee to act now.

1982 GAO investigation conducted at your requell found that all
of seven grantees investigated for this purpose,chlad incurred
lobbying expenses or expenses which raised questions as to Planned
Parenthood's adherence to federal restrictions. Two recipients were
actually engaged in lobbying, while five others used program funds
to pay duel to other organisations which lobbied. These dues, ranging
from $25.00 to over $27,000.00, totaled $42,000.00.

Specifically, and in pertinent part, GAO found:

At the Federal level:

-2-
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--Two recipients spent program funds for transportation,
lodging, and other expenses associated with attending
conferences in Washington, D. C., during which officials
visited Members of Congress and/or their staff and
lobbied against pending legislation to incorporate Title X
into a block grant. 'bout $200 was spent for the activity.

--One recipient incurred undetermined costs associated with
writing the Congress to lobby against pending legislation.
The costs involved salaries and expenses related to preparing
and distributing the correspondence.

--One recipient displayed a poster and distributed postcareq
at a Title X clinic encouraging clients to write their
congressional representatives to urge them to vote "pro-
choice" on pending legislation. Costs associated with this
activity were too obscure to calculate. However, HHS holds
that Title X recipients are not to advocate abortions or
even foster a favorable attitude toward abortions.

At the State level:

--One recipient incurred costs for attending a conference that
involved lobbying at the State level. About $113 was spent on
this activity.

--One recipient provided space for about six weeks in a Title X
clinic to an organization involved in lobbying at the State
level and, as a result, program funds were indirectly involved.

GAO concludes, as do we, that "clear federal guidance is needed
both to insure that Title X program funds are not used for
lobbying and to preclude unnecessary controversy over whether
grantees are violating federal restrictions." Hr. Chairman,
you requested this report. It is your committee's responsibility
to address the deficiencies and improper behavior identified by
GAO, with remedial legislative restrictions.

Ho one can deny, especially in light of the GAO report, that
their advocacy and lobbying are being subsidized by the
American taxpayer. Their lobbying and advocacy and their govern-
ment grants are inexoriably intertwined.

You may recall that during the 97th Congress' debate over Title X,
Planned Parenthood spearheaded grassroots and public relations
lobbying against changes in Title X regulations that would require
parental notification. HHS reportedly received over 100,000
postcards and letters, many against the notification rule.

Mr. Chairman, as you are acutely aware, prescription
,:xitraceptives such as the pill or IUD can have serious health
side effects. Researchers are continually discovering new
information on these health risks. For example, a recant study
at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, reported in the Journal
of the American Medical Association, on August 12, 1983, revealed
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that the IUD can cause serious health problems for high school and
onlleeeseed women who have never had children.

Given this risk, parental consent is certainly the least
intrusive method, insuring minims' protection of uneeencipated
teemeepre, age 12 to 17. If the Title X statute is amended
to require all grantees to.obtain prior parental consent,
it will solve the problem that now exists in the state of Utah,
which now has such a parental consent law.

Should this committeeinclude parental consent in any
reauthorisation of Title X, as we sincerely hope you will, it
would send a message to the Americas family that Congress is
concerned about the family unit and believes that it shoulbe
involved in the decision of a young person to submit herself
to drugs or devices which may possibly harsher body. The
ability of parents to help to fester the development of their
children is an isportant one, and ooe which the government
should not interfere with.

Yet, it was this very relationship that Planned Parenthood beer*
so enraged about, that it, contrary to statutory prohibitions,
organised a major lobbying effort against the Administration's
weaker, after-the-fact, notification propoial. How many of the
100,000 postcards and letters received at HMS were generated
at federal, taxpayer-financed clinics by federal taxpayer-financed
workers and mailed to NHS with federal taxpayer financed postage
as postage motor?

Mr. Chairman, the need for tighter regulations is unquestioned - -
GAO said so. The Mational Family Planning and Reproductive
Health Association in its December 10, 19112, srpegk News,
stated that among 74 Title X grantees, there were 21 Planned
Parenthood affiliates that performed abortions on site with
the Title X clinics. Planned Parenthood of Southeast
Pennsylvania, in the now-famous ERA case, self-identified
themselves as operators of an abortion clinic performing
2,000 abortions per year.

Planned Parenthood of Missouri was identified by the Chief
Judge of the U. S. Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in a July 8,
1981,decision, as one of two "corporations that operate
abortion clinics".

The Pennsylvania Planned Parenthood Affiliate received
8655016.00 in 1980 and $616,061.00 in 1901 from Title X.
The affiliates in Kansas City, Missouri. received $276,196.00 in
1980 and $295,272.00 in 1981 from Title X.

Advocacy is so intertwined with federal program dollars that tough
restrictions must be added to Title X itself to solve the
complex, intermingling of program funds and advocacy. And what
of abortion, already prohibited in most instances by the Hyde
Amendment?
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In a letter to Charles A. Dowsher, Comptroller General of the
United States, dated November 10, 1981, Faye Nettleton,
President of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, complained
of too many audits and the Manner in which they were conducted.
She stated, "No Planned Parenthood affiliate or clinic promotes
abortion with or without public funds."

Mr. Chairman, that statement to Mr. Dowsher is just not accurate,

for three reasons:

1. From the two exhibits attached hereto and made a part hereof,
it is obvious that they are promoting abortion and lobbying
against pending legislation to ban abortion.

2. NFPRHA NEWS, December 10, 1982, page 11, the monthly newsletter
TrThingTional Family Planning and Reproductive Health
Association, Inc., states, "Of the Title X clinic sites
operating in 1981...21...operated by Planned Parenthood
affiliates...provided abortion." Although this is not
totally inconsistent with Mrs. Nattleton's letter to
Comptroller General Dowsher, which says in part that "the
thirty-seven Planned Parenthood affiliates that provide
abortions do so with private revenues and state public funds...,"
it does give a very different view than given by NFPRA NEWS.

3. My organization did a telephone survey of all Planned
Parenthood affiliates to which 50.8% responded. Of those,
40 said they counselled minor children in favor of abortion
without parental consent or counselled for abortion as an

alternative. Forty-one percent of the respondents said
that they referred minor children for abortion without
parental consent (All About Issues, September, 1982,
page 44].

Mr. Chairman, if that isn't promotion of abortion, I don't know
what is. Abortion promotion and counselling is advocacy, and
as you, your colleagues and unborn babies know, abortion is
painful as a procedure and is terminal for at least one of the
patients.

It is wrong to require the taxpayers to fund this and any other
form of advocacy.

I believe that if the following language was added to the.
reauthorization bill, it would greatly deter such abuse:

(b)(1) None of tFe funds authorised to be appro-
priated under this title shall, in the absence of
express authorization by Congress, bb used directly
or indirectly to pay for any personal service, adver-
tisement, telegram, telephone, letter, printed or
written matter, or other device, intended or designed
to influence in any manner a Member of Congress to
favor or oppose, by vote or otherwise, any legislation
or appropriation by Congress, whether before or after

-5-
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the introduction of any bill or resolution proposing
such legislation or appropriations but this shall not
prevent officers or employees of the United States or
of its departments or agencies from communicating to
Members of Congress on the request of any Member or
to Congress, through the proper official channels,
requests for legislation or appropriations which they
deem necessary for the efficient conduct of the public
business.

(2) None of the funds authorised to be appropriated
under this title shall, in the absence of express
authorisation by Congress, be used directly or indirectly
to pay for any personal service, advertisement, telegram,

telephone, letter, printed or written OsttOr. or other
device, intended or designed to influence in any manner
member of a state or local legislative. body or execu-

tive agency, to favor or oppose, by vote or otherwise,
any legislation or appropriation by such legislative body
or executive agency, whether before or after the introduc-
tion of any bill or resolution proposing such legislation
or appropriation; but tMs shall not prevent officers or
employees of the state or local government or of its de-
partments or agencies from communicating to a member of
a state or local legislative body or executive agency on
the request of any member of a state or local legislative
body or executive agency, through the proper official
channels, requests for legislation or appropriations
which they deem necessary for the efficient conduct of
the public business.

Mr. Chairman, the American Life Lobby would pf course, like to
see no funding for Title X. However, we recognise that however
Justified, a "zeroing out" of this program would not be in the
realm of political possibility.

Therefore, we reluctantly but very firmly request that the
committee at least clean up the Title X program by doing,at a
minimum, the following four things:

1. Any proposed reauthorization should be for one year,
r( 1985 only.

2. That appropriation should be reduced by $48 million, which
is completely justified by reduction of the waste and
duplication of services documented and recommended in
GAO Reports, HRD-81-068 and HRD-82-106.

3. ;etion 1008 of the current Title X law should be
: .'written as suggested to prohibit any funds from
:,sing used to perform abortions, abortion-related
service; or lobbying, particularly in favor of
pro-abortion legislation.

4. A programatic audit should be conducted by the GAO
1termine the program's effectiveness and

reilizttion of the goals outlined at the program's
ineptisn, with the purpose of ascertaining whether
the irogram is cost-effective and worth salvaging.

Zhele proposals, if ador.te, will save money that is now being
and get the government out of the abortion advocacy

;,ineS5, at least in part.

Rang you for your time.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mrs Brown, and I will ask you but
two questions and proceed to the next witness, in view of your and
their shortage of time.

Mrs. Brown, supposing for a moment that the changes you have
suggested are made in the title X programthat is, that we clearly
separate abortion-related activities from the provision of title X
services, and deal with the question of services to adolescents in
the manner in which you would like to see done.

Do you see any ways in which the members of the prolife com-
munity could participate in the provision of information and serv-
ices to low-income women?

Mrs. BROWN. I think that we have to separate, as Senator Helms
recommended, the married couple, poverty-stricken and in need of
assistance, from all other individuals who are now seeking and re-
ceiving the assistance of my taxpayer money for birth control
methods, in particular, unemancipated minor children. These chil-
dren are the primary responsibility of their parents. I have teen-
agers of my own. I do not want the Federal Government entering
into their private lives and advising them on matters of their
human sexuality. That is a matter for parents to discuss with their
children. Mr. Chairman, I do not feel that the Federal Govern-
ment's place is in the provision of birth control devices in any way,
shape, or form with unemancipated minor children.

Senator DENTON. Mrs. Brown, have you participated or been
asked to participate in any advisory councils that the Office of
Family Planning has created?

Mrs. BROWN. No, Mr. Chairman, we have not.
Senator DENTON. And lastly, has the Office of Family Planning

been responsive to your requests for information about the oper-
ation of the family planning program?

Mrs. BROWN. The last response that I received was 13 months
late, but I did receive it. Some of the requests that we have made
have never been answered.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Mrs. Brown, and I hope
your 9-year-old gets better.

Mrs. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DENTON. We would ask Dr. Hanna Klaus, whose time is

also very short. We also have Dr. Breen, whose time is running
short, and I want to acknowledge that we are attempting to expe-
dite the hearing.

Dr. Hanna Klaus is the executive director of the Natural Family
Planning Center for Washington, DC., and I am looking forward to
hearing your testimony, Dr. Klaus. Would you please feel free to
begin?

STATEMENT OF HANNA KLAUS, M.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTER FOR WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. KIAUS. Thank you very much, Senator, for the opportunity of
speaking.

I am a gynecologist. I have worked for 11 years in natural plan-
ning research and program planning, and 3 years' experience with
adolescent fertility awareness.
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I would like to speak to the following areas, which I believe
impost on the reauthorization of title X.

No. 1, service provision of natural family planning.
Natural family planning is planning to achieve or avoid pregnaii-

, cy by the timing _of intercourse. Its reliability has been amply
proven. When NFP was inserted into title X, the utility c+f the
modern methods was not accepted by family planning providers in
general. As late as 1980, 90 percent of NFP services were provided
by the private sector.

Worldwide, method failure rates of modern NFP methods range
from 0 to 2.8 percent, while informed choice pregnancies vary with
the motivation of the user, 0.8 to 6 percent in India, over 23 per-, cent in Latin America. In the United States, the use of natural
family planning by currently married women rose from 2.8 percent
in 1973 to 4.7 percent in 1982

Senator DENTON. Would you repeat that, please?
Dr. KLAUS. It went from 2.8 in 1973 to 4.7 in 1982. This is from

the National Survey of Family Growth, Cycle 3.
Yet half he GYN texts published in the last 2 years do not even

men.ion natural family planning.
While public sector provider NFP clinics usually have a separate

site for NFP services, staffed by natural family planning teachers
recruited from the private sector, referrals from multimethod pri-
vate clinics who receive title X funds vary widely and are often
only made if the client insists. Most adolescent clinics do not even
consider teaching NFP to their clients.

The regulations of DHEW in the implementation of title X have
provided problems of conscience for private sector providers by de-
manding a commitment of client referrals for artificial contracep-
tives and sterilizations "if the client requires them." These regula-
tions have been counterproductive as the private sector agencies
who serve the poor precisely in terms of their institutional philoso-
phy have contributed the most services and received the least fund-
ing for natural family planning. Quality service with adequate fol-
lowup is essential for proper learning of natural family planning.

I respectfully recommend that if title X is reauthorized that NFP
be offered with scientific integrity, that the freedom of conscience
of those providers who are unable to refer clients for sterilizations
or artificial contraceptives be respected, and that adequate compen-
sation for services be provided.

On the topic of parental involvement in family planning, our
pilot study, detailed in the testimony, shows that obtaining paren-
tal consent prior to providing fertility awareness/natural family
planning to adolescent girls neither undermines the program, nor
does it produce an increase in sexual activity or teen pregnancy.

In our study group, 10 percent were sexually active at entry, this
number reduced to 5 percent by the end of the study; there was
one informed choice pregnancy, with a rate of 5.1 per 1,000 women-
years. There were also two pregnancies among the dropouts, which
would give a rate of 10, which is still considerably lower than the
rate for other teen studies. We attribute the difference to the fact
that we place a high, rather than a nonvalue on the possession of
procreative capacity, and that we use an educational approach
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which allows for integration of the knowledge of cyclic fertility
with ongoing discovery in the girl's life.

As regard low-income and minority groups, NFP has been wel-
comed where it has been available and used successfully. There
was concern that some family planners make untested assumptions
that NFP will not be acceptable or used properly by the poor, and
by curtailing the options, clients have often been pushed into steri-
lization. When sterilization is elected in the absence of full knowl-
edge of other options, informed consent is lacking. Data are cited to
show that this may be widespread.

Considering the high human and monetary costs of sterilization,
one questions why a normal statefertilityrequires surgical abla-
tion, especially when harmless, reliable, and reversible method,:
are available.

Finally, I would like to summarize that in infertility counseling,
the ordinary instruction in the cyclic pattern of mucus is seldom
given to people before one jumps to expensive, invasive, and risky
studies. I think professional updating is in order.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Klaus and responses to questions

submitted by Senator Denton follows:]
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Maus, H.

Testimony presented to Subcommittee on Family and Human services,
Committee on Gabor and Human Resources, V.S. Senate

Hearing on the Reauthorization of Title X of the Public Health
Service Act, Population Research and Voluntary Family Planning
Programst An Overview. April 5, 1984

Senator nenton and Members of the Subcommittees

As a gynecologist with eleven years' experience in Natural
family planning research and program planning, and three years'
experience with adolescent fertility awareness, permit me to
address the following areas which impact the reauthorization of
Title X.

I. Service provision of Natural Family Planning. As you know, NFP
is planning to achieve or avoid pregnancy by the timing of
intercourse. The timing of intercourse depends on the recognition
of the fertile phase. The primary pr,ispective marker of the fer-
tile phase is the cervical mucus which is utilised by itself in
the Billings method, or in tandem with the thermal shift
(symptothermal method.) flocreative choice can be achieved
reliably with either method.'

When natural family planning was inserted into Title X,
the utility of modern NFP methods was not yet accepted by family
planning providers in general. As late as 1980, 90% of err in
the U.S. was provided by over 1500 private sector teachers. Those
Title X clinics which provided NFP usually did so by offering NFP
in a separate site ith teachers and program directors recruited
from private sector. Public sector addressed *FP otily in terms
of pregnancy avoidance. In 1981 Population Reports', while ae-
kmowledging the new use effectiveness designations provided by NFP
physicians' still clung to the belief that every pregnancy incur-
red during 1TP use was a failure, even though the division between
method and user failure was gaining recognition. The 1913 WHO
report 5 recognized the NFP physicians' categories, even though
still operating out of a contraceptive frame, calling informed
choice pregnancies "conscious departure from the rules of the
method." They reported that 93% of 869 women in four continents
reported an interpretable pattern of the cervical mucus their
first cycle.

Worldwide the method failure rates of modern NFP methods
range from 0 - 241, while informed choice pregnancies vary with
the motivation of the user- 0.3 - 6% in India, over 231 in Latin
America. Ir the U.S. the use of natural family planning for preg-
nancy avoidance amopg currently married women rose from 2.81 in
1973 to 4.74 in 1982 ,yet barely half of the textbooks of obste-
trics and gynecology published in 1902 and 1983 even mentioned
contemporary PPP. With one exception,(Jones and Jones) the
texts referred to natural methods as ineffective or traditional,
as opposed to modern and effective methods. When NFP is offered
in a condescending or inaccurate fashion, or not offered at all,

1
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the informed choice predicated for the voluntary acceptance offamily planning methods in Sec. 1001.1100) (a) is effectivelydestroyed. While public sector family planning clinics have uti-lised referral to NPP clinics fairly widely, referrals from pri-vate agencies who receive Title X funds have varied widely, andwere often made only in response to persistent demands from theclient, rather than being a choice offered by the health careprovider. The decision not to offer NPP is widespread in adoles-cent programs, where the providers, who receive TitIA X funds,refuse to offer it on the grounds that their clients will not beresponsible in their use of the method-an untested assumption,which is refuted by your own clinical experience, to be discussedunder adolescent programs.

In the iliplementation of Title X the Department of Health andHuman Services has written regulations which have producedpeoblemu of conscience for private sector providers by enjoiningan antecedent premise of referral for artificial contraceptive orsterilization services, "if the client wishes the*" (in point offact, it is quite difficult to find an NPP provider, and theclient who .succeeds in reaching her/him is quite intent onlearning NrP.) Yet even a written statement from the clientassuTing the Regional Family Planning agency that the client onlywished natural family Manning eethods has not always sufficed.These regulations have been counterproductive as the private sec-tor agencies who serve the poor precisely in terms of their insti-tutional philosophy have contributed the most services and re-ceived the least funding for NTP. Quality service, with adequatefollowup is essential in teaching clients MI repeated contactsare a requisite for learning to recognise the physiological mar-ker(s) of the cycle, and learning to live in terms of that know-ledge-in other words, to achieve autonomy. Regular program eva-luation is also a requirement. While NPP does not sell a productwhich brings profit to a manufacturer, it is an educational
process which cannot be provided without funds.

I respectfully recommend that if Title X is reauthorized thatnatural family planning be offered with scientific integrity, thatthe freedom of conscience of those providers who are unable torefer clients for sterilisation. or artificial contraceptives berespected, and that adequate compensation fr services beprovided.

2. Parental involvement in family planning for teens.

Our group has offered instruction in fertility awareness/natural
family planning in a pilot project with 200 girls aged IS - 17.Their parents received an overview of the program and contersignedthe girls' informed consent form. While confidentiality of thegirls' communications was assured, the parents were aware of theinstructions and used the occasion to share their expectations and
values regarding their daughters' sexual behavior. While 101 ofthe study group were sexually active at entry, the number reducedto St at the end of 12 - le months. There was one informed choicepregnancy, a rate of S.1/1000 women years. Two pregnancies were
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reported by girls who had dropped out of the program 3 and S
months prior to conception. If one wishes to consider these under
extended use effectiveness, the rate is 10.3/1000 women years
these rites are considerably lower than those of Selnick and
Kantner ' who report pregnancy rates of 30/1000 women years for 15
year old girls, and 22/1000 wm.yrs for age 17. Clearly obtaining
parental consent was not a cause of increased teen pregnancy. ?he
fact that the rate of sexual activity was lower than the rate of
Selnick and Kantner22.5S at age it, 40.5% at age 17, and that the
rate reduced rather than increased may be due to the educational
approach of our program. Natural family planning assigns a high
value to possession of procreative capacity, unlike contraception
which seeks to isolate the power to have a child out of the body
of one or the other sexual partner. While both strive toward the
same goalprocreative choice-the values of the approaches are
radically different.

we were aware of the differences in values when we began our
research. It was obvious that teen pregnancies had not decreased,
had in fact, increased despite massive infusion of family planning
funds. It appeared that one reason might be that the pivotal
psychological task of adolescence is to integrate the now-present
procreative capacity into one's gender identity. Contraception
goes completely counter to the developmental thrust by isolating
that which defines one as a man or as a woman out of the
personality, while the youngster is of course trying to integrate
this very quality as a way of growing up. The lack of appeal of
the contraceptive programs may well be explained by the above. If

youngsters are not offered the choice, and told, additionally,
that while abstinence is desirable, "if you'. going to have sex,
be sure and use something" the expectation that the youngster will
be sexually active is clearly communicated. Our program monitored
psychological parameters to verify our assumptions. The results
are not yet complete. The program differed from other fertility
awarenes programs available because it not only gave information
but joined experience to theory. Only then did the girls begin to
understand that they had a fertility pattern, that it was cyclic,
and that they could easily recognise when they ovulated, and when
they did not.

Rased on our experience, offering fertility awareness/natural
family planning with prior parental invovlvement has not led to an
increase in sexual activity or teen pregnancy.

3. When Natural Family Planning instruction has been available to
low income families there has been an encouraging response. The
Title X N.F.P. program in Corpus Christi, Texas has met with
excellent acceptance. limited only by the number of Spanish
speaking teachers available in the Val ley. Many Church-based
orograms offer NFP classes in the inner cities, where the response
is steady. In Washington 0.C., we have our first black Muslim
teacher who draws her students from her coreligionists. A similar
proqram operates in Memphis TN. NFP Services for low income
families are often curtailed by providers who assume that their
clients either wnuld not be able, or would not wish to practice

3
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periodic abstinence. At best this is making an untested
assumption, at worst it is elitism. Or it may reflect the sexual
mores of the provider. In any event, not offering realistic
information about the ffectivness and availability and
contemporary IMP deprives the client of exercising freedom of
choice in deciding on their method of family planning. When the
choice is limited to methods which are not acroptabl for personal
reasons, compliance is apt to be poor. One then sees strongly
offered sterilisation services, which are too often accepted
because the alternatives were not honestly presented. In a survey
we performed in 1,A0 we found that only 20% of women who either
had been striliesd, or whose partners had been sterilised, had
ever heard of WIPP°. Three fourths of the women interviewed said
they would seriously have considered trying ory had they known of
this option, before resorting to surgical sterilisation, Clearly,
their consent had not been fully informed. It is also known that
even when couples think that they have completed their families,
they not infrequently change their minds. In our study 41% of
couples who entered our program with the intention of having no
more children changed to either "spacing" or "planning pregnancy"
status within 24 months.' The human costs of Strilisations arehigh. Regrets are common, and despite medical discouragement lead
to attempts at reversal in perhaps 2% of the cases. Only*thos
likely to succeed are selected for surgery, a very expensive
operation requiring microsurgery, with at best an SO% expectation
of successand then perhaps one out of four pregnancies will be
tubal, requiring further eutgry and perhaps the permanent loss of
fertility. Is it not time to question the wisdom of performing
operations for the removal of normal function from a healthy body,
rather than the normal rationale for surgery which is to restore
health to a sick one? One cannot help but wonder about the cost
of fertility manipulation, and its necessity-given the fact of
reliable, harmless and reversible nonmedical alternatives.

4. Infertility counselling. Natural family planning can be used
to achieve as well as avoid pregnancy. Conception is only
possible during the days of the changing cervical mucus pattern
and on the three days following the day of the "peak" mucus.
Teaching couples to find their mucus pattern is an effec-
tive,inexpensive and reliable approach to the initial assessment
of a couple who have difficulty achieving pregnancy. The
probability of achieving pregnancy on any of the mucus days 41111
well as the three days of probably fertility after the so- called
"peak" mucus has been documented by Barrett and Marshall and
recently reconfirmed by W.H.O..' These, as well as our own
studies have indicate that 67 to 744 of couples who do not have
pathology can achieve pregnancy by using the days of maximum
fertility, yet most practitioners only use the retrospective
thermal shift as part of the basic infertility workup before
proceeding to expensive and invasive procedures. Once again there
is unnecessary human and financial cost. I urge you to require
that ordinary, inexpensive and noninvasive approaches must he
given a reasonable trial before invasive and expenses methods are
used. White this is ordinary common sense and good nractice, the
"high tech"clImate of today sadly makes such a suggestion necessary.
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NATURAL. FAMILY PLANNING CENTER OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
8514 &admix Drive, Oeltiesda, Maryland 20817 f301) 8974323

April 30, 1914

Senator Jeremiah Denton, Chairman
Subcommittee for Family and Human Services
U.S. Senate

near Senator Denton:

You were kind enough to invite me to provide you with an
acceptable version of a CONSCIENCE CLAUSE which would make the Act
acceptable to those who now find it unacceptable for reasons of
conscience. Allow me to supply you with a suggestion for a new
REFERRAL CLAUSE for Title X -POPULATION RESEARCH AND FAMILY PLAN-
NING PRO-GRAMS, to be added to:

Sec. 1001, or Sec. 1007. or to appear as a separate Natural
Family Planning Section.

NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF LAW, NO NONPROFIT,

PRIVATE ENTITY WHICH OFFERS NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING METHODS SHALL

BE REQUIRED, AS A CONDITION OF PARTICIPATION IN A GRANT OR CON-

TRACT UNDER THIS TITLE, TO REFER ANY INDIVIDUAL FOR DRUGS,

DEVICES, STERILIZATION OR ABORTION AS A METHOD or FAMILY PLANNING,

OR TO ENTITIES WHICH PROVIDE SUCH FAMILY PLANNING

SERVICES; PROVIDED, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING

PROVIDERS INFORM EACH INDIVIDUAL SEEKING SERVICES THAT IT PROVIDES

ONLY NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES AND NOT ALL METHODS OF

FAMILY PLANNING.

Background information, as well as the answers to your two
questions have been sent under separate cover.

I hope you will be able to use my suggestion. It enable
those who seek the common goal of responsible parenthood to
approach it in ways consistent with their ethical value systems.

Thank you very much.

A6.44.er

Hanna Klaus M.D.
Executive Director

LOCAI Seutianat cA WOOMI Internatronal. World OfgWaraocosOvulsoon MethoedlOnip
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NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTER OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
8514 Bracirnoor Drive, Bethesda, Maryland 20617 1301)11979323

April 10, 1984

Hon. Jeremiah Denton
Chairman, U.S.S.nate Subcommittee on Family and Human Services
Hart Office 81dg. 1 440
Washington D.C.

Attention Ronald M. Hunt, Staff Assistant

Dear Senator Denton:

Thank you for the privilege of testifying during the hearings
you conducted nn the Reauthorization of Title X of the Public
Health service Act. t am returning the transcript of my testimony
with corrections, as requested, the answers to the questions
which you and your staff addressed to me, as well as copies of
the RCHS Regional Memorandum 79-12, Natural Family Planning
Services, and DHHS Pulbication No. (HSA) 80-5621.

I hope you will find the replies helpful, and will be happy
to elaborate if there is need. I would be grateful if you would
let me know the outcome of your deliberations.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

t444-4"4 KtLs
Hanna Klaus M.D.,F.A.C.0.0.
Executive Director

local Secretariat of WOOMO International. World OfganzatiorvOvutmon Method/&Uangs
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Hanna Klaus M.A.

1. It is difficult to state why there is a prevailing notion that

low-income families cannot learn to use natural family planning as

effectively as other groups, since the data support the opposite

conclusion. To my personal knowledge NIPP subgrantees of Title X

clinics in Washington D.C., and Corpus Christi, Texas, find that

their low income clients do very well with MVP.

The majority of family planning providers in public, and more

particularly private sector apparently assume that "those people

will not be educated or motivated enough to either learn their

fertility pattern(s) nor consider this in deciding whether to have

intercourse on a given day, 1.e. the provider expects, fears or

assumes that intercourse will be engaged in impulsively, regard

less of whether the couple is fertile or infertile, even if they

do not, or, in the provider's mind should not, wish to become

pregnant. In the language of family planners "unprotected inter-

course" is synonymous with "irresponsible intercourse.* The poor

are considered to be irresponsible because they have children for

whose support they require public assistance.

Most physicians know that the reasons for having a baby are

far more profound and complex 1.1.an whether or not one can support

the child. I am not advocating conceiving children when there is

no forseeable way of meeting one's parental responsibilities, but

the current cost-benefit approach to reducing the birth rate among

the poor as a way of reducing the welfare rolls is not only

degrading, but counter-productive. For instance, in the District

of Columbia the number of induced abortions equals the number of
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live births. The vast majority of these abortions are performed

on adolescents. Yet an inordinately large number of girls who are

persuaded either by their health care providers, families or the

welfare system that they should abort their babies, since they

will not be able to support them, become pregnant within 3 - 4

months, so that in effect the medical bill for one client year

includes one induced abortion, as well as the cost of prenatal,

intrapartum and postpartum care. Hardly a saving of money1) When

I attempted to introduce natural family planning into two areas of

teen ob/gyn care in the District, the people in charge of the

clinic would not consider offering it as they "already knew" the

girls would not be consistent in their use of the method. This

"knowledge" must have been obtained by direct infusion, since

there was no experience to support it. Since NIP requires active

c000peration of the client, as well as learning time, it is more

time consuming than the insertion of an IUD, or the writing of a

prescription. I suspect the resistance of the majority of family

planning providers to NIP is based on grounds composed of

economics, perceived lack of time, renitence to learning new

methods, when all of one's routines have been established, elitism

and ignorance.

Your question, "isn't this paternalistic" must be answered in

the affirmative, and I have tried to illustrate my reasons.

Abuses of civil rights of poor minority women were blatant enough

to evoke stringent federal guidelines for sterilisation. (Program

Guidelines for Project Grants for Family Planning Services, 1981,

8.4 and Attachment CO The history of the substitution of Society

for the patient in the fiduciary doctor-patient relationship be-

2
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gins in paternalism but ends in gross violations of persons. The

consequences of such a substitution have already been seen in the

Third Reich, when all manner of defective and "unproductive"

persons were sterilised for the benefit of the state, and not

because they desired it.

Since natural family planning is less expensive, requires no

(or few supplies, a chart, a piece of paper and sometimes a

thermometer for those who prefer the symptothermal method) and

keeps control of procreative choice in tha hands of the couple, it

makes abundant good sense to offer it to persons of low ( as well

as high) income.

Quite often the "poor compliance" with contraception cited

by family planners as their reason for not offering NFP to the

poor is in fact their rejection of contraception. Quite often

clients who reject contraception willingly accept natural methods

of family planning. ( See #3, below.) When the only means effec-

tively offered to clients are means which are in conflict with

their value system, whether the value system is based on religion

or simply their own perception that there is something wrong with

a woman , or a man, who has lost her/his procreative capacity,

their compliance with contraception is going to be poor. Our

health care system has then moved in to wake sure that these

people don't reproduce by offering very few choices other than

sterilisation as the only "effective alternatives" (Please refer

to my written testimony.)

2. Many hospitals and health centers in the U.S. are operated by

members of Catholic religious orders which were founded precisely

143
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to offer free or low cost, but high quality care to those who

could not otherwise afford it. The motive for offering this care

was love, based on religious principles which also embraced the

personal vow of poverty of the religious who provided the care..

These groups desire to serve all the health care needs of their

clients, which of course include the need to help people achieve

procreative choice. The manner in which this is achieved must be

consonant with the ethical position of the provider, as well as

acceptable to the recipient. This will be elaborated in my sugges-

tion for replacement of the current regulations on referral.

See below.

3. You have invited as to submit my version of CONSCIIINCR

CLAUSE" for your consideration.

The entire body of Regulations for Title X was written by a

Task Force of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecolo-

gists (A.C.O.G.), whose history reflects a purely technological

approach to fertility control either by reversible (medical) or

permanent (surgical) means and in the language of the regulations,

and in practice equates family planning with contrciition. Con-

traception is the removal of the procreative capacity 'from the

body of one or the other sexual partner to enable the couple to

have intercourse while avoiding the (normal) outcome of intercour-

se during the fertile phase of the couple, namely conception.

A.C.O.G.has accepted contemporary NFP very slowly and reluctant-

ly. The progression of its patient instruc-tions on NFP from

condescending and fearful to cautious, mistrusting snd not yet

fully accepting, can be documented from my files.

4
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While OHMS had defined NPP as planning for achieving or

preventing pregnancy by the timing of intercourse...if the couple

wishes to achieve pregnancy, they can be aware of the best days

for this to occur. If the couple wishes to avoid pregnancy, they

should abstain from intercourse or genital contact during the

fertile or risk period. Natural family planning for preventing a

pregnancy is also referred to as periodic abstinence." (Natural

family Planning U.S. DM, Me NSA, NCNB Publ. No. (NSA) SO-

5621) and the SCRS Regional memorandum, 79 - 12, attached) the

ACOG produced Regulations (11.4) destroy the distinction between

periodic abstinence methods and the use of barrier methods, advi-

sing that * fertility awareness methods including natural family

planning all come under the heading of temporary contraception,

and that more than one method of contraception can be used if the

client requests it e.g. the use of 2 barrier methods, a barrier

with an IUD, or the combination of a barrier with techniques of

ovulation detection. While the physical possibility of the use of

combinations is indisputable, designating such combinations as

natural family planning is destructive for the following reasons*

1. It violates the definition of NPP and offends the

consciences of acceptors and providers who have ethical

objections to the use of contraception, because

contraception presupposes an attitude toward sexuality

and marriage which they find unacceptable. There is no

objection to family placning as such, but to a

particular form, as stated at the beginning of 0 3.

2. Providers in multi-method clinics not only teach NPP
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intrinsically in combination with barriers, but, in my

eductional sessions have demanded that "alternative

methods" of genital expression be offered and taught.

To many these come under the heading of perversion, and

are ethically objectionable. The psychological base for

the need to offer alternative methods" was spelled out

for me by a private sector family planning educator in

West Texas. "Too gotta give the kids something. When

they're hot, they're hot .° Clearly the lady, and the

RCOO regulators, believe that the sexual drive is irre-

sistible, hence have rewritten the definition, Natural

family planners believe otherwise, and wish to see the

distinction betweqn 111,10 and contraception maintained.

(See II 3)

3. Retention of the erroneous definition allows ulti-

metSod family planning providers to claim credit for NPP

plovislon. This cheats the would-be NPP user and often

o:fonds her /him morally, and allows the provider to

claim to be within Title X guidelines for purposes of

reimbursement from the Regional Office.

NPP providers have ethical objections to the mandatory demand

for referral or provision of "all family planning services" (Regu-

lations, Sec.7.41) which are a precondition for receipt of Title X

funds. Some WIPP providers object from religious grounds, others

believe that an medical risk (inherent in oral or injectable

contraceptives, some local methods, and sterilisation) is unjus-

tifiable when the condition "treated' is normal physiology. This
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risk is recognised in the Regulations, which demand regular medi

cal supervision for the recipients of the first two modalities and
permit their omission for nonprescrition methods (Reg. S.3)

While periodic pelvic examinations and Pap. smears are highly

desirable they are not an intrinsic component of NIP which is

health education, not medical treatment.

Additionally, many NIP providers are reluctant to refer per
sons who choose contraception to any unknown provider, since the

NFP provider may lack comptence to judge which clinics or physi
cians can provide other services competently.

I SUGGKST therefore, that in place of the current regulations
which favor fertility control by technological means, that the

Congress, if it reauthorises Title X, direct the Department of

Health and Human services to regulate the implementation of the
Act to assure economic access without philosophical bias and with

full respect for the conscientious,
ethical and religious beliefs

of recipients and providers.
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Respectfully,

(6:04-e-C

Hanna Klaus M.D.
Executive Director
Natural Family Planning Center
of Washington D.C. Inc.
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kMILMORANDUM

TO : Regional Health Administrators, tilS
Regions 1-X

num . Administrator

. 4 .ftggs,

t% r trE ANUS i.I.f %Hi
turn N. us win-tunes r.

Itt41.111,4 1st it t <UMIN.Ist a tin

Wilt/ at int I.r.taluK

DATt APR a 1979

SURACT Suresu of Community Health Services (ICHS) Regional Memorandum 79-
Natural family Planning Services

Provision of natural family planning (NIP) services as a method for family
planning has recently been emphasised by Congress in the context of the
amendments to Title X of the Public Health Service Act mode by P.L. 94-63
and P.L. 95-613. Senate Report 95 -822 stresses "... new emphasis on the
provision of family planning services to sexually active adolescents and
to members of bulb *won who want to avoid nneanted prernaney ... to
respond to criticism of the program by *gunning untnrai family planning
methods in each of the programs

This memorandum describes the Department's efforts to improve the provision
of NIT services by grantees, and clarifies the Deportment's position on
NIP services.

Since 1975, the Office for lastly Planning, ICHS, has initiated activities
through the services delivery improvement research funds and funded NEP
studies in order that assistance can be provided to the grantees. These
studies include biregional conferences on NM testing of a freestanding
NY? clinic; development of a curriculum outline for training of NWT
instructors; and a grantee needs assessment survey to assess the technical
assistance needs in order that appropriate assistance can be planned for
and provided. The Requests for Proposal for the funding of five biregional
NVP workshops in 1979 as a followup to the biregional conferences, was
published in the Commerce Business Daily, on February 8, 1979. The NIP
curriculum was distributed in March 1979.

The position of the Health Services Administration relating to the
provision of NT? by Title X projects is as follows:

!Senate Report No. 95.822, Voluntary Family Planning Services, Population
Research, and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Amendments of 1978, Report
of the Committee on Rumen Resources, United Slates Senate, To Accompany
8. 2522, Washington, 1978, page 14.
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Page 2 - Resionel Health Administrators, PIS
RelliORS

1. What is IOW The use of NIT to avoid a pregnancy denotes

abstinence saw during the woman's fertile period. The

techniques for recognizing the woman's fertile period are *many, the

most acceptable being the ovulation method (ON), basal body temperature

method (DOT), and the sympto-thermal method, which incor' orates OK,

DST, and other physical signs. These techniques are de:ined as

"fertility awareness" techniques.

2. WV Services. All Title X projects must offer NIP as a method

for featly planning either smite or through referrals. Since NIP

requires an educational delivery system as well as intensive, high-

quality counseling by qualified inntructors, projects aro advised to
utilise existing resources wherever feasible. It is recommended that

all bCHS programs offering family planning services incorporate
fertility awareness as part of the information and education services.

3. Cottons forlhindingof NIP Sites. the Title X Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking (43 IR 42 20, September 19, 197$) describes as
follows the longstanding Department position on the fondles of NIP
providers under Title It

"A facility or entity offering only natural family planning,
can portIcIpatv in a pruircl du lung an thp Mire pujeri.

offer" n broad row ut luwily planning nprviceu."

Conslutent with this position, the following two options ore permissible
means for Title X grantees to fund NFP providers*

(a) funding an NFP service provider ss a delegate agency

for special services; or

(b) contracting with an NIT service provider to function as

a referral site for the grantee under a reimbursement for services
arrangement.

4. Patient Management

(a) Information and Education

Under either of the above funding options, certain other
considerations will have to be accommodated. Specifically the regula-

tions require that all projects receiving family planning funds must

provide a broad range of family planning services. In addition, the

statute and regulations require that acceptance of family planning

services be "voluntary." Implicit in these requirements is

1 4 t.,"
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Page 3 Regional Health Administrators, PH$
Regions I-X

requirement that information on all methods of contraception must be
provided by the service provider. Is addition, in interpreting the
"voluntariness" requirement, the "Program Guidelines for Project
Grants for Family Planning Services Under Section 1001 of the Public
Health Service Act," which applies to such projects, state that projects
should obtain informed consent to the provision of family planning
serviees.

The following arrangements between grantees and NIP providers are
acceptable methods for complying with the above requirements;

(1) YOR ALL PATIENTS *MIMED TO THE NIP PROVIDER, by
the grantee or delegate agency, the referring agency has the

responsibility of ensuring that the patient desires and seeks NIT
services only; and

(2) 191_6g. NEV CASES that come directly to the MVP
provider, the NIP provider has the responsibility of (a) providing
the information on all contraceptive methods; OR (b) referring the
patient to the grantee or nearest Title X clinic that offers the
required intonation as specified under the Title X guidelines.

If the patient, when offered the opportunity to be advised about other
methods of contraception, affirms the decision to seek NIP services
only and rejects consideration of other methods, the NFP provider
does sot have to provide such information. Is such a ease, however,
it should obtain a release form from the patient which states that
he/she is seeking NIP services only.

(b) Medical Examination

The Title X regulations require grantees to proViie
medical services related to femily planning, includint, "physician's
consultation, examination, (and) continuing supervision ...." All
NIP providers which are port of Title X projects must comply with this
requirement and offer a physical examination either *netts or through
referral arrangements.

If the patient reports that a physical examination was done during the
last 6 months, the NFP provider must either obtain a copy of the record
of the examination and keep it in the patient's medical record,
or perform another examination. If the patient refuses to undergo
a physical examin3tin, a signed statement of refusal must be obtained
and placed in the patient's medical record. The patient will then be
eligible to receive NFP services.

Should your staff:. have any questions concerning this matter, please
have them contact Hr. William J. White, Acting Associate Bureau Director
tot Family Planning, at 8 443-2410.

meas,

George I. Lythcott, N.D.
Assistant Surgeon General
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Klaus.
There is one thing I do not understand, and I am probably the

only one in the room who does not. You say, "As late as 1980, 90
percent of NFP services were provided by the private sector," and
then you go on to say, "Worldwide, method failure rates of modern
natural family planning methods range from 0 to 2.8 percent."

Dr. KLAUS. Yes.
Senator DENTON. I assume that means for people who are trying

to avoid pregnancy for the year or something, up to 2.8 percent
might become pregnant, or down to none would become pregnant.

Dr. KLAUS. That is correct.
Senator DENTON. Then, you go on to say, "While informed choice

pregnancies"--
Dr. KLAtis. Those are people who know their fertility patterns,

have stated at the beginning of their cycle that their intention was
to avoid pregnancy, but made a spur of the moment decision; in
order to separate those from people who come in at the beginning
of the cycle and state that they are using the method to achieve
pregnancy, we have made that distinction.

Senator DENTON. Their informed choice pregnancy failure rate is
0.3 percent to 6 percent in India; is that what you said?

Dr. KLAUS. That is right, and where it is not so important to
avoid a pregnancy, for instance, in Latin America, it goes as high
as 23 percent. What I am trying to say is if people want to use this
method, they can make it work for them; if they do not, it will not.

Senator DENTON. Over 23 percent in Latin America?
Dr. KLAUS. That is right.
Senator DENTON. How would you label thatuninformed choice,

or
Dr. KLAUS. No, I would label that a very tricky protocol. That

was the mirror image of the Los Angeles Study. These people had
to keep very complicated records and come in for monthly blood
tests, and frankly, I think they voted with their feet.

Senator DrwroN. Can you elaborate on the results of your fertili-
ty awareness for the teen pilot project?

Dr. KIAUS. We had over 200 girls in the program, in excess of 12
months. They were no younger than 15 at entry. Parental consent
was required, and an overview of the program given. Confidential-
ity of the girls was assured. They were given full instructions in
the Billings method over timeat least every 2 weeks for the first
3 months; then, once a month for 3 months; and then every 3
months until the program ended.

We assured the girls of confidentiality, but by having parental
consent forms signed by them and their parents, the bridge was es-
tablished so that they could talk about their values and expecta-
tions.

There was only one informed choice pregnancy. which in a sense,
sh..)ws that we are still dealing with the human condition, and that
people will always make free choices. But they are much lower
than. tiw instance, Zelnik and Kantner's rates for pregnancy for an
age-matching group.

Senator DENTON. I am reading this correctly. you say that your
pilot study detailed in the testimony shows that obtaining parental
consent prior to providing fertility awareness; natural family plan-
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ning to adolescent girls neither undermines the program nor does
it produce an increase in sexual activity or teen pregnancy.

Is that equally, true for fertility awareness and natural family
planningin other words, when the girl comes to you to get infor-
mation on that, you do either permit the parent in, or when the
parent does become invv!,.ed, there is no increase in sexual activity
or to u pregnancy; is that what you are saying?

Dr. KLAUS. Yes, Senator. What happens is that fertility aware-
ness as we teach it is natural family planning. No one is invited to
become sexually active. On the other hand, they have enough infor-
mation. But in the followup, we always discuss, "What does this do
to you, this knowledge? What does it do to your discovery of your-
self as a woman, of your powersare you ready for a baby?" If not,
there is only one sure way. And most kids have life goals, and if
you help them to look at them, they are very happy to postpone
becoming a parent until they grow up.

By fertility awareness we teach them their signs of cyclic fertili-
ty, with full information, but then we stay with them long enough
to make sure that they do understand the implications.

Senator DENTON. You mentioned that the Department of Health
and Human Services regulations for title X have caused a problem
of conscience for many natural family planning providers.

Dr. KLAUS. Yes, it is the referral clause. A number of people felt
they could not even request Federal moneys, because of the provi-
sion which says that you must be willing to refer for artificial con-
traceptives. There are many people who have religious barriers
against doing this. It is a conscience problembecause they consid-
er artificial contraceptive a moral evil, and they could not partici-
pate. But ways have been found to handle this by simply referring
back to the umbrella, or simply having a statement which says
people know that when they come into these pragrams, they are
only looking for natural family planning. If they are looking for
something else, this is not the place. That has beet; accepted in
some regions and not in others.

Senator DENTON. Could you write and submit later your version
of a conscience clause in the bill that would allow providers who
refuse to refer to other providers for artificial methods to receive
funds, so that we could consider it?

Dr. Ki.Atis. Thank you. I will be glad to.
Senator DENoN. Thank you, Dr. Klaus. We might be submitting

other questions to you in writing, and we will ask you to respond in
writing. Thank you very much for your testimony this morning,
Dr. Klaus.

Senator DENoN. Our next witness is Mrs. Connaught Marshner,
the director of the Child and Family Protection Institute.

Dr. Breen. we just overlooked your plans. problem.
Dr. BRE:E: N I am tine. Senator.
Senator DEN.ros. All right, sir. You are very kind. Thank you

i.er rnurh
It has been my privilege to associate with Mrs. Marshner in this

field tor many years. We appeared together on the MacNeil-Lehrer
1?,pot Asking her questions is like asking. perhaps. your mother
questilins about how Lo he a parent. But I am glad you are here
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this morning, Connie, and please begin with your statement when
ready.

STATEMENT OF CONNAUGHT MARSHNER, DIRECTOR, THE CHILD
AND FAMILY PROTECTION INSTITUTE

Mrs. MARSHNER. Thank you, Senator.
I think the age difference is such that maybe, asking you ques-

tions is like asking my father questions.
But anyhow, I will summarize as briefly as I can the writtea

statement, because you have that.
At the time title X became law in 1970, it was rationalized on

several grounds. One was the need to curtail tie number of illegit-
imate births. The other was the need of Congress to respond to
what I can only describe as the population explosion mania which
was then sweeping the country. Congress was not exempt from that
trend of alarmism, and the high compliments that were paid to
Congress by the population crisis spokesmen about the prudence
and wisdom of allocating funds for population no doubt felt good at
the time.

I want to take issue, however, with that population explosion
mania. I think, by all indicators, the first problem has not been ad-
dressed. Illegitimacy, venereal disease, pregnancy, and so forth,
have gone the opposite of down. But I submit that for Congress to
continue to the population control lobby is contrary to the best in-
terest of the United States, and also demeaning to American citi-
zens.

Let me just quote a few news articles of fairly recent vintage,
and these are only pointing out the tip of the iceberg.

The New York Times, April 10, 1983, headlines: "Study Sees
Labor Shorte-...s Ahead for Cities. A new study suggests that New
York City and perhaps many others in the nation may experience
labor shortages before the century is out." The author of the study
was Regional Commissioner of the Federal Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics in New York City for many years. The shortages would be
caused by two factors, he said. The first is that some concerns are
encouraging workers 55 and over to take early retirement. The
second is the decline in the birth rate during the 1960's, which
means that younger workers may not be available in certain areas
to replace the older ones.

New York Times, December 13, 1982, headlines: "Social Security
at Crossroads"an issue that the Senate is very well familiar with.

The real crisis in the system will not come until after the year
2010. when the post-war baby boom generation begins to reach re-
tirement age. The crisis will reach its peak around 2030, when the
ratio of active workers to retired people will drop to an estimated
of 212 to 1 from the ratio of 3 to 1 today, and a bit more than 4 to 1
in the year 2001).

George Perry of the Brookings Institution points out that it is
important to realize that a drastic cut in benefits for retired
people. or alternative. much greater sacrifices by working people,
will still by necessary and just about as severe, whatever the level
of oeneti's may be.
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With your permission, I will submit the entire articles for inclu-
sion in the written record, as well as some others.

Senator DENTON. Without objection, the articles will be included
in the record. I am sure you are aware, Mrs. Marshner, that this is
not only an American problem, but it is a Western problem, and
that Germany has much less favorable birth rates in the terms
that you have just--.

Mrs. MAN:INNER. Oh, indeed. We are following Western Europe,
which is on a very steep downward slope.

Our Census Bureau is projecting that our population will peak
around the year 2050 and will then absolutely decline. The 1983
saw a 2-percent decline in the rate of birth over 1982in the
number of births. It should be a rather sobering thought to realize
that the number of teenagers in the country will never rise above
the 1980 level. That is what the Census Bureau is saying, that
there will never be any more teenagers than there were 4 years
ago. Now, that seems to be sort of a sobering fact.

The Population Reference Bureau, which is one of the anti-baby
think-tanks, acknowledges that its findings are really not signifi-
cantly different from the Census Bureau's in this area.

Now, in the late Sixties and in the early Seventies, there was a
whole lot of talk about urging coercion to cut out the so-called
"cancer" of population growth.

The Wall Street Journal of September 16, 1969, for instance, ran
an article by Jonathan Spivak, which urged removal of tax exemp-
tions for children and other modifications of the Federal income
tax policy to favor the single wage-earner at the expense of mar-
ried couples; the denial of college educational benefits to children
of large families; open approval of homosexuality and other deviant
behavior which cannot cause conception; encouraging women to
continue their education or obtain employment, since birth rates
are low among Ph.D.'s and working wives; the addition of a fertili-
tydepressing chemical to the water supply. In the light of propos-
als like that, I guess the $6 million for 1970's appropriation for so-
called "voluntary" family planning seemed a very modest step,
indeed. And it is, theoretically, voluntary. But I want to question
how voluntary it actually is in practice. And let me give you the
following scenario.

Supposing you are a poor woman, married. You have your baby
at the county hospital, which of course, receives the full gamut of
Federal family planning funds and accepts the ideology of popula-
tion control. You arrive at the hospital in laborin this case, say,
for a repeat cestierean section. When you are lying on the stretch-
er. waiting to he taken up to the delivery suite, an intern comes up
to you with a form to sign. It is a consent to sterilization. He calls
it a "tubal ligation." Unless you happen to be knowledgeable, you
will not know what he is talking about. You refuse to sign it.

"INell, how many ('- sections are you planning to have'?" he asks.
very insultingly. You go upstairs. Now, it so happens that medical
practice frowns on allowing unsupervised labor for any length of
time for a woman with a history of previous C-sections. Yet, you
are left virtually unattended in the labor room for close to 4 hours.
Finally, they administer a local anesthetic and wheel you in.
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They begin the operation. The baby is born. It is a fine, healthy
child. As the doctor is sewing you up again, once more you are
asked whether you are sure you do not want your tubes tied, and
once more, you refuse. A day later, a social worker comes around
with the birth certificate to fill out, and the family planning
worker follows close behind to peddle you some birth control meth-
ods.

Six weeks later, you go for your post partum checkup. You find
out that the maternity clinic will not see you. You have to go to
the family planning clinic. And the first question they ask you is:
"What method of birth control are you using?"not "How are
you? How is your incision healing? How is the baby?" No. "What
birth control method are you using?"

They refuse to give you your checkup unless you consent to re-
ceive birth control information and, presumably, materials.

Now, I ask you what kind of voluntariness is this? If you happen
to be a minority woman, in addition to being poor, or you happen
to have a language barrier, let alone not being familiar with the
medical jargon that they use, and you are overwhelmed and intimi-
dated, if not downright scared, how many times do you think you
would really be able to resist their efforts to sterilize you, or to fill
your body with foreign objects or hormones? Oh, you would sign
the forms, all right, but you would technically be giving your con-
sent. The letter of the law would have been complied with. It would
have been a voluntary procedure. But I wonder.

Senator DzwroN. I will have to ask you to stop the statement at
that point.

Mrs. MARSHNER. Fine. I understand. I made my point, I think.
Senator DErroN. I will try to bring out the rest of it with a ques-

tion.
Is that a theoretical postulation of a scenario which you have

just offered? Is that something that you have made up in your
mind about what might happen to a young woman who goes to the
hospital, pregnant or is it a true story?

Mrs. MARSHNER. That happened to me.
Senator DENTON. That happened to you?
Mrs. MARSHNER. That is my experience. And I have no reason to

believe that I was treated any different from any other patient in
the Dallas County health system in 1977. That was their standard
procedure.

And I just happened to be lucky, because I had had a baby
before, and so I knew what was going on. I knew what they were
trying to do, I knew the terminology. Had I not known what was
going on, I would have been in a very poor position to protect
myself.

Senator DENTON. Regarding the question of voluntary participa-
tion in the family planning program, is pressure exerted on indi-
viduals, and if so, how can Congress help to eliminate it?

Mrs. MARSHNER. Well, the pressure comes from the system and
from individuals who are playing their roles in the system. For in-
stance, the hospital knows that it will receive money for each
person that accepts family planning, so there is a built-in incentive
there to get more people to take the family planning services. Also,
the individualsthe medical students, interns, residents, doctors,
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or whatever they arehave gotten the attitude from their training,
or from wherever they get their attitudes, that their function to
benefit society is to minimize the number of babies born. Thus,
they are personally zealous, and the hospital, of course, has its fi-
nancial interest in providing as many of these services as possible.
So, to think that it is voluntary, in a regulation or in a law, is to
set a hypothetical standard which does not stand up to the reality
of pressure exerted, maybe even in voluntarily, by the zeal for con-
trolling population and for financing the hopsital. Attitudes cannot
be controlled, and they are what influence the inarticulate, ill-edu-
cated woman. And for the Federal Government to be part of the
system which creates the mentality that it's the Government's job
to prevent a baby is for the Government to be on the wrong side of
it.

Senator DENTON. Mrs. Marshner, have you participated or been
asked to participate in any advisory councils that the Office of
Family Planning has created?

Mrs. MARSHNER. No. I have not sought to be, but I have not been
asked.

Senator DENTON. Do you see any ways in which members of the
profamily community could participate in the provision of informa-
tion and services to low-income women, or do you just categorically
condemn any program for such women?

Mrs. MARSHNER. I don't condemn voluntary programs. What I
object to is for the Federal Government to be in the position of pro-
viding family planning. I object to granting the principle that it is
appropriate for Government to exert pressure on people to make
certain fertility decisions. Once that principle is concededand
title X has, in fact, established that principleas have other laws,
as well, then the consequent principle also has in fact been grant-
ed, namely, that Government may appropriate to itself the right to
make those decisions, then it is only a matter of time, a timetable,
whether or not, or when, the Government starts making fertility
decisions for its citizens.

So, in the private sector I do not object, provided family planning
is voluntary. If people want to buy it, if doctors want to do it, if
private organizations want to finance it, let them. But I do not
think that the Federal Government ought to be lending its moral
authority and its legislative authority to forcing family planning
on its citizens.

Senator DENTON. Do you have any other points you would like to
add? We will be submitting questions to you in writing, for which
we ask written responses.

Do you have anything else you wish to add to your testimony
before we excuse you?

Mrs. MARSHNER. Well, I think that in the interest of time, I will
respond to your written questions. I would just point out that when
your colleagues come to vote on this reauthorization, I think that it
would he a great service to this Nation if the question could be
posed to them: "By reauthorizing this program do you realize that
you are putting the Government in the position of saying, 'We, the
Government, have the right to control people's fertility'? '. Ask the
question to them that way, so that that is what is answered. I
think that would be helpful to history.
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Senator DENTON. We welcome any methods of persuading col-
leagues to see what you regard as the truth and what I regard as
the truth so far and solicit your advice in that regard and hope
that it is forthcoming.

Thank you very much, Mrs. Marshner, for your help this morn-
ing.

Mrs. MARSHNER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Dr.wroN. I must say, I think no one could mistake you

for being my mother. I was trying to defer. Thank you.
Mrs. MARSHNER. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Marshner follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF CONNAUGHT MARSHNER
CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL PRO-FAMILY COALITION

APRIL 5, 1984

I. IS IT WISE?

At tne time Title X became law in 1970, it was rationalized on several grounds.

One was the need to curtail the number of illegitimate births. The other was the need

of Congress to res.nd to want I can only describe as the "population explosion mania"

then sweeping the country. By that I mean the rash of popular books and magazine

articles, and the making into folk heroeS of those who predicted gloom and disaster

because of too many people in the world. I remember Life magazine reporting that by

1980 urban dwellers would have to wear gas masks to breathe, and in the 1980's a Smog

inversion would kill thousands of people in a major city. Congress was not exempt

from hearing this kind of alarmism, and the high compliments paid to Congress by the

population crisis spokesmen about the "prudence and wisdom" of allocating funds for

population research no doubt sounded good at the time.

And so the mechanisms fell into place, and since 1970 the United States has

spent upwards of one and a half billion dollars on the Family Planning and Population

Research Act in all its aliases.

How to evaluate the fourteen years in between? By all indicators, the problem

1 first mentioned has not been addressed. Rates of illegitimacy, veneral disease, and

teenage pregnancy have all increased astronomically, as, of course, has the abortion

rate. I will not belabor this point; others can document it better than I.

I want to take issue with the population explosion mania. I submit that for

Congress to continue to pander to the population control lobby is contrary to the

best interests of the United States, and, also, demeaning to American citizens.

A typical recent example of the anti-people mentality is the Pasadena, California

Plannied Parenthood brochure which proclaims:

"Dapidly incrpa,ing population. . . (produces a) growing number of uneducated
people whO can become neither worthwhile employees nor customers.

. . The
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solution ...is...to decrease sharply the rate at which children are being

brought into the world.... "

This kind of mentality assumes that people are problems. It seems to me that

there is more to life than being an employee or a customer, frankly, and I would like

to suggest tnat the authors of that pamphlet would not be very good customers, employees

or anything else unless somebody nad made an effort with them -- their teacher, their

parent, their friend, some other human being, some other person who had to first be

brought into the world.

Some of the advocates of what I refer to as the "ban the baby" movement operate

out of a misguided humanitarianism: they want poor people to have a better life, and

they think depriving them of children will give it to them. Some are preoccupied with

the dichotomy between the haves and the have-nots, and Jealous to protect themselves

from supporting too many have-nots at public expense. Of course, if the welfare state

were not so thoroughly entrenched and expanding its grip on all of us, this motivation

would not be as credible as it sometimes seems. I further suggest that when the have-

nots happen to be of a different color than the haves, that the motivation of racism

is strongly admixed with the motivation of good old stinginess.

Then there are those who think that preserving snail darters is more important

than providing for the needs of people as if inanimate nature had more intrinsic

value than human nature. And, of course, there are some old ideas: elitism, which

says, we know better than you what is good for you and everybody else; and eugenics

by otner names, which says that human beings should be bred for brains and other indi-

catlrs o' "fitness". fitness, of course defined according to an elitist, WASP scale.

These are the ideas which are being fed and financed by federal family planning.

The monies for programs go to the exponents of these "ban the baby" ideas at

the grassroots level, witness the Planned Parenthood brochure quoted earlier. Children

by cnoice -not by chance remains the Slogan. But the persuasiveness is biased in the

dirp,tPgi .)f sterility. The monies for research go to the people dedicated to the

pro;osition tut controlling population is mankind's greatest need. In 1971 the
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Population Crisis Committee published an interesting booklet. Various experts in the

stable of the Crisis Committee expounded on all the different areas of population

control that needed to be researched; everything from brain hormones, to antibodies,

to prostaglandins. to male contraceptives, to sterilizations, to behavioral sciences,

and proposed dollar flours for how much was needed to do the research. In 1971. these

experts CA* up with a price tag of $ 288 million per year to begin to meet their

research needs. In 1983, the National Institute for Child Health and Human Development

alow,hasLa budget of $86 million for population research. I can't help but wonder why

government should be the one to fund this research -- after all, when a new contra-

ceptive is invented and sold, it isn't the federal government which receives the

profits. so why should it be the federal government which is out the cost of the

research?

1 repeat my original question: is this expenditure of public monies to limit

the size of the American nation wise? Let me Quote a few news articles of recent

vintage.

The New York Times, April 10, 1983. Headline: "Study sees Labor Shortages

Ahead for Cities."
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With your permission, I submit the entire articles for inclusion in written

record.

The Census Bureau is now projecting that our population will peak in the year

2050, and then decline, as deaths outnumber births.
Nineteen eighty-three saw a 2%

drop in births over 1982. It should be a rather sobering thought to businessmen to

realize that the number of teenagers in the country will never rise above the 1980

level, yet thdt is what the Census Bureau now tells us. The Population Reference

Bureau, one of the anti-baby think tanks, acknowledges that its findings are not

substanially different. United States population has
been declining since the late

1960s, even as the rhetoric of pOpulation mania heated up, and even as legislation

like this was enacted.

Garrett Hardin and Paul Ehrlich, among others in the late 1960's and early

1970's, were urging coercion to cut out the "cancer Of population growth". Other

so-called opinion makers were advocating intermediate steps. The Wall Street Journal

of September 15, 1969, ran an article by Jonathan Spivak which urged:

--removal of tax exemption for children and other modifications in Federal

ir:ome tax policy to favor the single wage earner at the expense of married

couples;

--denial of college educational
benefits to children in large families;

- -open approval of homosexuality and other deviant behavior which cannot

cause conception;

--en,Curdgirg women to continue their education or obtain employment -- birthrates,

not unexpectedly, are low among PhD's and Other working wives;

..the addition of a fertility
depressing chemical to the water supply.
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I suppose in light of all these proposals, that a mere S 6 million in

Title X for government provision of voluntary family planning services seemed a

very modest appropriation indeed.

II. IS IT VOLJhTARY?

It is. theoretically, voluntary. But I question how voluntary it actually is

in practice. Consider the following scenario. You ire a poor woman, and you have

your baby at the county hospital. When you come into the hospital in labor, in thiS

case, for a repeat cesearean section. When you are lying on the stretcher, waiting

to be taken up to the delivery suite, an intern comes to you with a form to sign.

This is to consent to sterilization. He calls it a tuba., ligation. You refuse to

sign it. "Well, how many c-sections are you planning to have?" he asks insultingly.

You go upstairs. It so happens that medical practice frowns on allowing unsu-

pervised labor for any length of time in women with a history of previous cesearean

sections. Yet :4u are left, virtually unattended, in the abor room for close to

four hours. Finally, they administer the local anesthetic and wheel you in. They

begin the operation. The baby is born--a fine, healthy child. As the doctor is

sewing you up, once again you are asked whether you are sure you do not want your

tubes tied. Once again you refuse.

A day later, the social worker comes around with birth certificate forms to fill

out, and the family planning worker follows close behind to peddle you some birth

control method.

SiA weeks later you go for your postpartunlcheckup. You find out that the

maternity clinic will not see you. You must go to the family planning clinic. The

first uuestinn they ask you is whet form of birth control you are using. Not: how

are you? now ;s your incision healing? how is the baby? No -- what birth control

are yo-. using? Tney refuse to check you unless you consent to receive birth control

inf,rr.atin, and presumably materials.

1 ask ynq what kind of voLintarinesS is this? If you happened to t,e a
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minority woman in addition to being poor, and did not have a command of the English

language, let alone familiarity with medical jargon, and were overwhelmed and intim-

idated if not downright scared how many times do you think you would resist their

efforts to sterilize you or fill your body with foreign ob!ectS or hormones? Oh,

you would sign the forms all right, you would technically give your consent. The

letter of the law would have been compiled with; it would have been a "voluntary"

procedure. But I wonder.

I happen to know the scenario I describe because I was the patient. I was

probably the best educated patient to come through that system in months. Because

this was my second baby I knew the terminology, and I knew what they were trying

to foist off on me. Most women do not enter the system so well prepared. The way

I finally got my postpartum cheCkup was to formally protest that I refused to discuss

family planning. Somewhere in the files of Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas,

Texas, you find an annotation in my file: "Patient objects to government family

planning." It was a cursory checkup, by the way.

Yes, I do object to government family planning. Once the principle is granted

that it is appropriate for government to exert pressure on individuals in their

decision about their fertility, the principle has also been granted that government

may appropriate to itself the right to make those decisions for them. Whether, or

when, government chooses to exercise that right is a matter only of timetable. Currently,

if you are of limited IQ, or likely to have children of limited IQ, in some states

the courts hae the right to sterilize you for the benefit of society, of course.

If yol, are pnor, minority or poorly educated, you are easy prey to the public health

facilities which percieve their obligation to society as controlling the fertility of

American women. In other words. only if you are able to afford private medical care

is y-)Jr fertility a private matter. Title X bears the substantial amount of the

bringing this situation about.
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Ill. SUMMARY

We are probably the first generation in the history of mankind which is being

told that children are an evil, and a menace to the human race. The anti-baby

mentality is marked with fatalism, pessimism, and, essentially, distrust of our own

humanity and ci.ir fellow human beings.

we are teaching our children to deny their own human nature. as Title X promotes

the idea that the practice of sex need not have any connection with children, and,

therefore, need not have any connection with roots, stability, or permanent relation-

ships. This denial of our nature products only unhappiness in those who attempt it.

But beyond that effect of Title X, the existence of this law puts the United States

government on record declaring that it is appropriate for government to decide who

has children. Not in so many words, but in principle. It is this principle to

which I object.

I
thank you, Senator Denton, for the opportunity to express these views. I

urge you to ask your colleagues: is this the principle you intend for the U.S.

Senate to establish? Do you intend to put the nation on this road to government

control of fertility? Ask that question when the vote is taken on reauthorizing

Title X, and give your colleagues the opportunity to answer that question.
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Senator DENTON. Dr. Breen, 7 apologize. Would you come foward,
sir?

Dr. James Breen is the president of the American College of Ob-
stetricians and Gynecologists, koated in Washington, D.C., and I
will ask Dr. Breen to begin his statement when he is ready.

STATEMENT OF JAMES L. BREEN. M.D., PRESIDENT, THE AMERI.
CAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS,
WASHINGTON. DC

Dr. BasiN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In addition to being president of the American College, I am also

professor in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology of the
Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, and chairman of the De-
partment of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the Saint Barnabas Med-
ical Center in Livingston.

The thing I am most pleased with is that I have been a practic-
ing physician for 32 years, relating to reproductive health care.

It distresses me to say so, but teenage pregnancy really is a na-
tional disaster. It is something that does concern all of us. Al-
though title X is not principally a teen program, it is the onlyand
I underline "only"it is the only national program attempting to
prevent teenage pregnancies by providing comprehensive contra-
ceptive services to sexually active teens.

For social and medical reasons, these young females should not
become pregnant. Every year. 2.5 million women under the age of
18 risk pregnancy because they are sexually active. For them, the
medial risks associated with contraception are really negligible
when you compare them to the real, measurable health risks of
pregnancy, childbirth, or abortion. For them, programs designed to
discourage sexual involvement are too late. Almost 85 percent
show up at a clinic or a private physician's office because they
have been sexually active or are afraid that they are already preg-
nant.

Our professional standards require that the obstetrician and gyn-
ecologist provide health care services to the sexually active teen-
ager, regardless of her age or marital status. Professionals working
with adolescents should encourage family involvement wherever
possible, and we have said this repeatedly. But when a minor re-
fuses to involve her parents, pregnancy should not be the price she
has to pay. It is a very strange punishment.

Policies which prevent confidentiality deter adolescents from
seeking care and these policies should be avoided in the interest of
their health.

The 1981 reauthorization of title X recognized this. The report
language adopted at that time statedand I quote: "While family
involvement is not mandated, it is important that families partici-
pate in the activities authorized by this title as much as possible."

We urge you to reemphasize this sound policy of the voluntary
nature of family involvement when teenagers seek family planning
services and the importance of confidentiality.

We support the exclusive use of title X funds for services de-
signed to prevent unintended pregnancies. Secretary Heckler re-
ported neither the Inspector General nor the General Accounting
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Office have found evidence that clinics are violating the law with
respect to the existing prohibition on the use of title X funds for
abortion. However, it is the ethical, as well as the profeosional re-
sponsibility, of the obstetrician and gynecologist to make sure the
female patient is fully aware of all of her alternativesthat is, all
of themboth in preventing pregnancy and when pregnancy is di-
agnosed.

We would oppose any attempt to withdraw title X support from
providers because they offer this comprehensive counseling.

Similarly, we are opposed to efforts to withdraw funds from pro-
viders on the basis of lawful activities, conducted with public or
private funds other than title X.

Finally, I should like to discuss the research component of title
X, and the need for further research in the area of contraceptives.
The fact is, there is no superb contraceptive available from those of
us in the private sector or those in the public sector.

More than half of all pregnancies in the U.S. are not intended.
The fact that nearly half of all the unintended pregnancies end in
abortion underscores the need for research on improved contracep-
tive technology. The Office of Technology Assessment identified
eight major areas where additional funds could reap tremendous
payoffs, and we would urge an increase in the budget to expedite
research efforts along this line at NIH.

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists is con-
vinced that title X family planning is successfulit has been in the
past; it will be in the futureand should be reauthorized as a sepa-
rate categorical program. Services to teenagers should be reempha-
sired due to the large number of sexually active women in their
age group and the negative consequences of teenage pregnancy.
Confidentiality of services and consideration of teens on the basis
of their own financial resources should still be continued. And, in
light of the instance of abortion, increased effort is needed in the
area of contraceptive research and development to provide women
better means of avoiding unintended pregnancies.

This concludes my testimony. I appreciate very much the oppor-
tunity of being here, and I would be delighted to respond to any
questions as well as I can.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Breen and responses to questions

submitted by Senator Denton follows:
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I am James L. Breen, M.D., a preetbeing obstetrician and gynecologist from

Livingston, New Jersey, and current President of The American College of Obste-

tricians and Gynecologists (ACOG). On behalf of The American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists, I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before

the Subeommittee on Aging, Family, and Human Services as you consider the

reauthorization of the This X family planning program and the related issue of the

appropriate federal role in supporting family planning services and population research.

The ACOG represents over 14,000 physicians specializing in the delivery of

reproductive health care for women. We support Title X and have consistently

encouraged the Congress to maintain a sustained national family planning effort

utilizing the capacity aow in place in 5,000 organized family planning clinics and

coordinated with the services delivered by physicians in private practice.

The benefits associated with successful family planning which affect the personal

health and well-being of women and their familia cannot be overstated. Most women

can become pregnant from the time they are teenagers until they are in their late 40$

or raraly in their early 50$. This means that for 30 to 40 years of a woman's average

lifetime she is exposed to the possibility of becoming pregnant. Research shows that

birth spacing, appropriate timing, and family size limitation are closely related to

better maternal and infant health. It is believed, for example, that about one third of

the reduction in the United States infant mortality rate since 1980 has resulted from

shifts in the age- parity distribution (maternal age correlated with the number of

previous deliveries). Hence, reduced infant mortality may be correlated with successful

family planning.
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The ACUU wishes to applaud the Congress for its continued support for a

categorical fathily planning program. We urge you to oppose folding family planning

into a multi-purpose block grant. We recognize that the family planning program is the

largest and by far the most politically sensitive of the existing programs the President

has repeatedly proposed for inclusion in the primary care block grant. Transfer of

program authority to the states would, in our opinion, needlessly politicize the family

planning program. It would be detrimental to continued access to and eligibility for

services in states which choose to allocate resources elsewhere. Further, the existing

uniformly high national standards for quality of medical services delivered by the

clinics might be sacrificed under the block grant plan.

Since reauthorization of the Title X family planning program in 1981. a number

of issues involving the administration of the program have arisen that have caused us

great concern. We feet compelled to speak out at this time in order to reiterate

principles we believe are essential to maintaining the integrity of the program and the

delivery of all reproductive health care services.

SERVICES TO TEENS

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has focused much

attention on the special health needs and health problems associated with sexually-

active adolescents. Our findings indicate that the health. social, and economic

consequences of teenage pregnancy are almost all adverse. Maternal mortality and

morbidity. and the risk of having a low birth weight infant, are considerably greater

among teenage mother.. Ideally, for both social and medical reasons, these young

females should not become pregnant; however, 2.4 million minors (teens under age 1$)

are at risk of pregnancy because they are sexually active. For them, the medical risks

1(J9
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associated with prescription contraception ere negligible in comparison with the real

and measurable health risks of pregnancy. childbirth, or abortion. Among the 529,000

minors attending family planning clinics who use prescription methods, 95 percent

(500.0001 U51 oral contraceptives. Concern has been expressed about the risk of

cardiovascular disease among teens who use oral contraceptives but there is no

statistical basis for this concern. For young women who do not smoke, the risk of

cardiovascular disease associated with oral contraceptives is one-fourth or less the risk

of death associated with complications of pregnancy among females using no method

of contraception.

The Fifth Edition of the ACOG's "Standards for Obstetric-Gynecologic Services"

11982) states: "The sexually active adolescent female deserves special attention

because of the high incidence of unintended pregnancy in this population. The

gynecologist should attempt to ensure that individuals exposed to the risk of unwanted

pregnancy have access to the most suitable methods of contraception." Those

Standards also recommend that "(t)he initial evaluation of a woman should be

performed by at least the age of it years or when she becomes sexually active...."

Therefore. in providing health care services to the sexually active female in her

teenage years, the obstetrician gynecologist must provide such services as he or she

would with any patient. regardless of age or status of emancipation.

Adolescents constitute a priority population for services in the Title X program.

In tact Title X is the only national program attempting to prevent adolescent

pregnancy through the provision of comprehensive contraceptive services, including

counseling, education, outreach and referral in addition to basic medical family

planning services to sexually active teens.

-3-
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in 11181, 1.5 million teens under age 20 utilised family planning clinics, and of

these 1,105,000 chose prescription methods of contraception. The success of the Title

X program in reaching these already sexually active teenagers stems from a variety of

factors. A 1900 survey sponsored by the Johns Hopkins Medical School revealed that

the assurance of oonfidentiality was the reason cited by 44 percent of young female

patients for their first visit to family planning Wink: some 33 percent indicated that

they had delayed visiting the clink) for an average of one year after beaming sexually

active simply because they feared that the clinic would tell their parents.

Our position on mandated parental involvement in the provision of family planning

services appears in our Adolescent Reproductive Health Care policy statements "The .

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists urges professionals working with

adolescents to encourage family involvement wherever feasible, but the oddment

should not be denied ears and services by reason of such considerations. Policies which

prevent confidentiality deter adolescents from seeking care, and should be avoided In

the interest of their health." (emphasis added)

In a policy statement entitled "Providing Effective Contraception to Minors", the

ACOG squarely faced the Wu of a minor's refusal to involve her parents and

concluded, In the ease of an unemancipeted minor who refuses to involve her parents.

a minim should not be the price she has to ppy for contraception."

The ACOG's, policy is consistent with the language approved during the 1081

reauthorization of Title X which amended the Act to require that "to the extent

practical, entities which receive grants and contracts under this subsection shall

encourage family participation bi projects aesieted under this subsection." The

Cemfarence Report accompanying that reauthorization stated, "while family involve-

-4-
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mat Is not mandated, It is Impenitent that families pertielpsts M the MMUS.

authorised by OM Title es mush m pomiblo. It M the intent of the Centimes that

grantees will elleletriute instMipants M This X ;Ingrains to inducts their families M

oounselirg and Involve them in decisions about servioes," (=shoals added)

We would urge your committee to resmphesise the importance of confidentiality,

and the voluntary nature of family involvement when teenagers seek family planning

services. Likewise, we are appalled to a Sense of the Senate Resolution stating that

parents should be informed when their children receive *treatment, core, or couraeling"

services.

In addition to confidentiality, we believe the anent polity of determining the

eligibility of teens on the basis of their own, not their family's financial resources Is

of crucial importance. Means tests or other attempts to verity Income are typically

used In public programs to restrict eligibility and discourage the use of services by all

but an intended few. Implementation of such criteria in the family planning program

would only serve to undermine the goals of the program, particularly with respect to

the high priority placed on serving teens.

Additionally, using the income of the parents or guardian to determine eligibility,

which would have been required by the Department of Health and Human Services

(OHMS/ in regulations published in the Federal Register of January 28, 1983. would

necessitate that the teen patient ascertain her parents' income level prior to visiting

the clinic. We view this as a thinly disguised attempt to require parental notification

prior to the clinic visit.

-5-
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We belime the anent method of deters miss eligibility for services is most

appropriate not only for the teen poptilatket. but for the adAt population served by the

clinks as well. It must be emphesised that family plaint% is an meential preventive

care program for those seeking to avoid unintended pregnancy. It was designed to

overeome existing barriers to care, including economic, geMlrePhie and MP barriers.

RESTRICTIONS UNDER TITLE X

With respect to services provided to both teen and adult clients. Title X clinics

are prohibited by law from using Title X funds for abortion. The ACOG supports this

erolusive use of Title X funds for amnion desig dd to prevent unintended pregnancy,

as opposed to dealing with its consequences. We were pleased to note that neither the

OHIO Office of the Inspector General, nor the General Accounting Office in its report

issued September 24, 102, found evidence that Title X recipients were violating the

restriction on use of Title X funds to pay for abortion.

ACoG's Standards for Obstetric-Gynecologic Services state that, "Family plan-

ning services should include information on reproductive physiology, methods of

conception control. and sterilisation." The female patient, "should be aware of the

availability. effectiveness, and the relative risks of different methods. Conception

control is the responsibility of both partners; both male and female methods should be

considered." Similarly, the Standards state, "in the event of an unwanted pregnancy,

the patient sho.ild be counseled about her options of continuing the pregnancy to term

and keeping the infant, continuing the pregnancy to term and °tiering It for legal

adoption. or abortion. When possible, and with the patient's approval, this counseling

should be made available to her partner and to the parents of a dependent adolescent

before these difficult decisions are made."

173
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It h the ablest es wall se professional responsibility of the obetetrieien-

pawkiest to make awe the female patient is fully aware of all of her alternatives

IneludIng all methods of powwow prevention and all options when prepianey Is

diagnosed. The ACOO would omen any attempt to withdraw Title X support from

providers who offer rush somprehersive counseling. Similarly, we are opposed to

efforts to dsfund providers on the basis of lawful activities conducted with public or

private funds other than Owe allocated under Title /C.

CONTRACEPTIVE RESEARCH

To this point I have been talking about the services component of the Title X .

family planning program. However, sines its inception, Title X has also had a research

component which provides specific authority for the conduct of "research in the

biomedical, contreeeptive development, behavioral, and program implementation fields

related to family planning and population ". Under this authority and the open-ended

authority contained in Title III of the Public, Health Service Act, the Center for

Population Research (CPR) of the National Institute of Child Health and Human

Development (NICHE% conducts the major portion of population research in the United

States today. Efforts of the CPR are focused on four major area of investigation:

basic research in the reproductive sciences

contraceptive development

medical evaluation of contraceptives currently in use, and

social and behavioral sciences research.

As practicing physicians we are daily reminded of the importance of and need for

further research, particularly in the areas of contraceptive development and medical

-7-
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evaluation of contraceptives currently in use. Regardless of whether we are talking

about a woman seeking contraception through a family planning clinic or visiting a

private physician in histher off iee for this purpose, the undisputable fact facing that

woman is that there is no perfect contraceptive method currently available to her.

Every woman attempting to choose from among these lees than perfect

alternatives must weigh a number of competing factors. including effeetiveness, safety,

and acceptability of the various methods to her. Just as there is no perfect

contraceptive for every woman, no contraceptive is perfect for a particular woman

throughout her entire reproductive history. As a young woman completing her

education or embarking on a career, her needs will be different than when she is a

young mother using contraception between pregnancies, and different still when she is

older and has completed her family. Her choice of method will be dependent upon

characteristics such as age. marital status, personal medical history, lifestyle, and her

personal calculation of the effectiveness, safety, and acceptability of the methods

available to her.

Partly as a result of concerns about known adverse consequences but also because

of unjustified fears about health effects, there was a measurable shift in the 1970s

from highly effective to less effective contraceptive methods. Considering that nearly

half of unintended pregnancies end in abortion, this trend underscores the need for

additional research on contraceptive safety and technology.

The Office of Technology Assessment IOTA) in a February, 1982, report to the

emigres% entitled. "World Population and Fertility Planning Technologies - The Next

Twenty Years" stated that added investments in the area of contraceptive development

would be "highly likely to produce payoffs in the form of useful new technologies." The

17
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0Th report identifies 20 new or sIgnifieantly improved contraceptive technologies that

are expected to become available by the end of the century. The most promising of

these for the near-term future inelude:

safer oral contraceptives

improved IUDs

improved barrier .Joatraceptives

better methods of detecting ovulation to be used In conjunction

with periodic abstinence

steroid implants

steroid vaginal rings

1.1117-analag contraceptives, and

prostaglandin analogs to induce menstruation.

The Center for Population Research is exploring many of these promising avenues,

including clinical trials which an planned or underway, new drug development, and

research on injectable and implantable drug delivery systems. We urge you to consider

granting additional budget authority to the CPR to expedite these research efforts and

hasten the availability of improved contraceptive technologies.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the ACOG is convinced that the Title X family planning program is

highly ,.essful and should be reauthorized as a separate categorical program and not

as a block grant to the states. Services to teenagers should be reemphasized due to

the large number of sexually active women in this age group and the negative

consequences of teenage pregnancy. Confidentiality of services and consideration of

-9-
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teem on the bask of their own financial resources should be continued. Family

planning funds should not be used to provide abortions, but increased effort is needed

in the area of contraceptive research and development to provide women better mum

of avoiding unintended pregnancy.

This concludes my testimony. On behalf of The American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists, I want to thank you once again for this opportunity to

present our views. I would be happy to respond to any questions you may have.

177
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Questions submitted by St 'Jr Denton for Dr. Breen

1. You indicate that the health, social and economic
consequences of teenage pregnancy are almost all adverse.
Do you have any knowledge or statistics to indicate any
adverse effects of too-early sexual involvement?

2. Where do you, as a doctor, draw the line when it comes
to writing prescriptions for unemancipated minors without
parental notification?
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Q. You indicate that the health, social and economic consequences of teen-
age pregnancy are almost all adverse. Do you have any knowledge or
statistics to indicate any adverse effects of too-early sexual involve-
ment?

A. I have no evidence to indicate that there is any right age for

Initiating sexual involvement; however, once she begins engaging in

sexual activity the teenage female exposes herself to the same risks

as adult women, that is, the risk of pregnancy and the risk of sexually

transmitted diseases.

we know from available evidence that SO percent of women aged

15-19 report they have had sexual intercourse, with the averole age

of tneir first experience being l'. We also know that those who have

intertourse before the age of 18 are mich less likely to use a con-

traceptive. Very young teens, between the ages of 12-15, are

particularly apt not to use a contraceptive or to use it sporadically.

Thus, these females are more likely to risk pregnancy than if they

had postponed their sexual involvement,

Most sexually transmitted diseases occur in young people from

adolescence to age 25. They are highly contagious and can cause serious,

even life-threatening problems, Postponement of sexual activity

eliminates the risk of sexually transmitted disease until such time

as %exual activity is initiated.

Early age of onset of SCIU4i activity, particularly with multiple

male partners, does place a woman at higher risk for development of

cervical cancer, Factors such as first marriage under age 20-21, two

or more marriages, first coitus before age 20, two or more sexua' partners

in lite, broken marriages and unstable sexual relationships are all

significant and warrant annual screening via the routine pap smear test,
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Q. Where do you, as a doctor, draw the line when it comes to writing
prescriptions for unemancipated minors without parental notification?

A. The law varies from state to state with respect to the provision

of contraceptive prescriptions to minors, although a majority of states

specifically authorize a minor to consent to medical services for the

prevention, diagnosis and/or treatment of pregnancy. In my own practice

I don't subscribe to any arbitrary line or cutoff point for prescribing

or refusing to prescribe prescription contraceptives. I try to look

each patient individually. For example, I would regard a minor who

has already had one abortion without the knowledge of her parents and who

is living Mith her boyfriend much differently than a teen of the same

age who has not yet embarked upon sexual activity but who feels she

is likely to in the future.

Most physicians that I know are reluctant to prescribe oral

contracepttves for these young females without parental consultation.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Breen.
Why do you feel that the high national standards In quality of

medical services will be jeopardized if title X is converted to a
block grant administered by the States?

Dr. BREEN. If it becomes a State issue, I am afraid it becomes
more of a political issue than a medical issue. I think States could
use the' funding in areas other than for which it is intended. There-
fore. I would hate to see it taken out of the aegis of the Federal
Government, beca,, when it ends up within the province of the
States, I an. concerned that the funds wit! not be utilized in the
manner in which they are intended. That would be my main con-
cern. Senator.

Senator DENTON. Well, there is a philosophical difference, you
know Some people think that the closer one comes to the problem.
roe more likely that doctors, social workers, and educators will be
able to meet the circumstances as they exist in their locale. For ex-
ample, you mentioned your concentration on taking care of already
sexually-active children. I have seen movies that were offered
under the auspice's of some of the title X grantees which contained
scenes in which a combined group of apparently sexually active
loldr and. apparently. chaste children. The chaste children

..,ounieci to be surprised by what they we're hearing, and maybe a
little bit shocked, the others who were laughing seemed to tit the
catigy you are mentioning of already-committed sexually active'
children.

I Jost wonder if, down in the States, where they hat,' different
communities with different patterns of behavior and also, parents
knowing to some degree what their children are doing, that they
might not be' just as interested in the problem as you, or just as
qualified as some Feder.: social workers in drawing the distinction
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as to when the parents should be involved and whether or not the
child is already committed and so on. So there are a number of doc-
tors who testify to the contrary, but I respect your experience and
very much respect your opinion. We have no doctor that we chose
to oppose you today on that, so I, in all fairness, feel I should say
something about it.

You indicate that the health, social, and economic consequences
of teenage pregnancy are almost all adverse. Do you have any
knowledge, statistics or opinion to indicate any adverse effects of
too early sexual involvement?

Dr. BREEN. I agree with youI would like that the folkways and
mores of society could change and go back to the way they were;
but I live in the real world, and I do not think we can look forward
to thatI think the concern we have about the teenager, really, is
mainly one of pregnancy. The teenager is requesting contraceptive
advice, and something very few people realize is that this is her
first entrance into a health care system. Last year, 4.5 million
women entered a health care system who ordinarily may not have
done so. This involves history, physical exams, PAP smears, where
the detection rate is very high for venereal disease, abnormalities
relating to the internal genital tract. So I think there is a subtle
advantage in evaluating and counseling young ladies regarding
contraception, in that we can get at that patient and begin to
orient them to proper health care standards. I think that is very
important. and we very conveniently forget about that.

With rege d to your firet question. Senator. I realize there are
geographic differences in the country. Alabama is different from
New Jersey

Senator DENTON. And dift'erent parts of Alabama are different
from other parts.

Dr. BREEN. `ler: he 36 counties in Alabama are probably all dif-
ferent.

Senator DNTosi. Sixty-seven counties.
1)r. lito:KN. Sixty-seven. All right. There are ;i(i without a physi-

cian. -And I really think you have to consider all of these issues.
And I really think, when you get into the funding of this, the
people who are currently delivering services in the local counties
will tie the ones who will still dr, it, but the budgetary control will
be, I think, better from a higher level than from a local level. That
would be my C011(.141,

Senator I)ENToN. OK. I would have to sayyou say if it got down
to the State. that it might become a political issueif you do not
think it is a political issue now, you did not look at Birmingham
during the time one group put up several signs as big as this morn.

liuk:KN. That is true.
Senator 14:N.roN And I do not have any resources with which to

k.(ntte hack and -I do nut care what married people do in bed."
and I do not. ,turf nothing 1 have ever said here has anything to do
m. h t hat

I (1(1 Iseliee that parents have to pay lot the consequences of
,ome Hi the thing, their children they have to pay for th,..
health con-sequences of either Nenereal disease or pregnancy. Or
perhap,, %%hate.er holdover effect,- there are from Inaluse or even

of b: rt h control pIlls at aver young age. and so on. and there-
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fore, I believe they are entitled, over and above the judgment of
some counselor who decides they are not entitled to hear about
what is happening to their child in that respect, because they bear
the burden of the love, the responsibility, and their visualization of
what constitutes the proper pursuit of that child's happiness, and I
think they ought to be included in with the counselors, the clergy,
the social service providers, and so on. That is just my personal
opinion.

Dr. BREEN. Senator, I think there is a misconception somewhere
along the line, because those of us who are involved in any sort of
family planning spend an inordinate amount of time counseling,
and it is our ultimate desire, by pleading and begging and cajoling
to have that child somehow enter into a family relationship so we
can, hopefully, get them back into a family plan.

Senator DENTON. Then you would be in favor of tryinginsofar
as practicableto involve parents; although you say 33% percent
indicate that they would stay away from the clinic, have you ever
considered that the teenager is going to say anything different
from that?

13%. BREEN. No; I think if you ask a teenager, --:.me percent say
yes, their parents do know they are receiving cwiti itceptive advice.I am not sure that is a true statistic.

My problem as a physician is when a child comes from a very
poor family situationand I think the breakdown starts in thefamilyI have yet to shake a dry hand in the last 20 yearsthey
are scared to death, because they are embarking on sexual activity.
They are concerned, are they geing to get pregnant, or are they
now pregnant. That, to me, represents already a failure on the part
of the family unit somewhere along the line. And to try and coerce
that child into calling the parents into this when they are vehe-
mently against this, I find goes against my own grain so much. I
think it would be wonderful, and I wish we could do this, but in
reality, it is a very difficult thing to do.

Probably twice a week, I will see youngsters come in who are in-
volved with incest. Now, how an I call a father who is involved, or
a grandfiither, or an uncle, and say, "Look, we think we had better
put this young lady on contraceptives, because she may conceive
through your particular activities '?

That is sort of the situation that we have to exist with. There is
no black and white.

Senator DEsrrow. Well, I would scarcely characterize the national
situation that way.

Dr. BREEN. No, that is not the national, no.
Senator 14:N11)N. You know, w' . strikes me as remarkable is

t hat about half of the kids re,na' virgins, are abstemious. I do not
beliv.. you can cast that half a in dealing with the problem in
a lump sum way I am not saying that you do, either, but it ap-
pears that there is a difference in that direction.

Dr Well, Senator. I rarely see the half that are still in
the virginal state They come in past that point in their lifespan,
and t here art a certain number who realize they are going toniburli upon this journey vt ry soon They are very intelligent.
Tho come from wel 1 .to-do
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There is one misconception that concerns me very much. I think
title X has diminished the gap between those who have and those
who have not. The very well-to-do child still goes to the private
practitioner. The patient who cannot afford anything will still go to
your public clinics, more of these in center cities than anywhere
else. I will admit it is a very involved, complex situation that
crosses all sorts of political and bioethical lines.

Senator DENTON. Well, I certainly agree with that last state.
ment, and thank you very much, Dr. Breen, for your testimony.

Dr. BREEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DENTON. We welcome Mrs. Dorothy Mann, the President

of The National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Asso-
ciation.

It is good to be with you again, Mrs. Mann, and would you care
to begin your statement?

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY MANN. PRESIDENT. NATIONAL
FAMILY PLANNING AND REPRODUCTR E HEALTH ASSOCIA
TION, INC.

Mrs. MANN. Good afternoon, Senator. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Dorothy Mann, and I am pleased to

appear before this subcommittee today. I am a woman, a mother of
two children. One is my 15-year-old daughter, who is here in the
room with me today. I am a health professional, the executive di-
rector of the Family Planning Council of southeastern Pennsylva-
nia, and the president If NFPRHA.

I draw from all of these experiences in presenting this testimony
and supporting the continuation of title X as a categorical pro-
gram.

As a woman and a mother, I know what it means to be able to
plan your pregnancy, to get high-quality care to assure healthy
babies. I know what it means to talk with and listen to my children
as they learn about living in this complex world.

As a health professional, I am aware of the health care my
agency provides to the poor women in my community. I know of
the PAP smears, the treatment of gynecological problems, the pro-
vision of contraceptives, the counseling, the trust and confidence
our patients have in our agent:;.

As the executive director of the council, I am worried that the 17
agencies we fundthe teaching hospitals, the planned parenthood
affiliates, the health department and community health centers
are only meeting 42 percent of the need for subsidized family plan-
ning care in the Philadelphia area. Even though we serve 90,000
Talents. I am frustrated to know that we have not had sufficient
fuods. to 0:)en a new clinic site in :i years.

As president of NFPRIIA, I am concerned about ti. misinforma-
tion this committee. has us, 4 in judging the Titl.. X Program. I am
here to otter reality to ycu, not ideological rhetoric. I will use my
remaining brief time to address several myths about the Title X
Prot.:ram

Tht. thyt h. The major purpose of title X is to provide contra-
cptive ..,rVICe,. to teenagers. The reality is: No. ('an you estimate
the percent of our patients who are under ls? Wouli you guess 5()
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percent? Thirty percent? In Philadelphia, 15 percent of our pa-
tients ire under the age of 18, and of those, the majority are 16-
and 17-year-olds. Of the 90,000 patients we serve each year, some 1
percent are young teens. And frankly, Mr. Chairman, I do not like
the fact that 13-year-olds are having sexual intercourse; I do not
like it any more than you do.

The title X program is primarily a preventive public health pro-
gram, providing services to adult poor women. As such, title X
shares infinitely more with the MCH program and the primary
care program than it does with the adolescent family life program,
and should be administered alongside MCH and primary care.

Myth 2: Family planning providers are a divisive force, separat-
ing teens from their families, counseling teens to become sexually
promiscuous, and reject the moral and ethical values of their fami-
lies.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to submit for the record, written evi-
dence rebutting this myth. This material, which I am submitting
for the record, was gathered by my staff in a survey conducted
across this country in early 1981, prior to the parental involvement
Amendment, to assess the extent to which family planning provid-
,.s were working with families. These materials show creative and
sensitive programs directed at teens, helping them to learn to talk
to their families; helping parents be better sex educators of their
children; helping parents communicate their standards and values
to their children of all agew. After all, good communication, as we
know, cannot easily begin in the teen years.

These are voluntary efforts at the community level, without the
need for Government mandate. I would guess that since the 1981
family involvement amendment, these programs have expanded in
response to the legislative guidance within, of course, the con-
straints of significant funding cuts.

Regarding counseling, we respect the values and needs of all the
pp. :tints we serve. We respect the intimate and confidential nature
of the service we provide. And as best we can, in the short time we
touch the lives of z:Itr patients, we provide information to help
them make informed decisions.

We work with teenagers to help them tell their parents, in their
own way and in their own tun about their clinic visits, and we
are succeeding. Forty percent of the patients tell us that their
mother knows of their clinic visit on the first visit. Fifty-eight per-
cent know ti months later, and 15 months later, 72 percent of our
patients have told their mothers of their clinic visit.

As you know, Mr Chairman, the vast majority of teens who seek
our ,ervies have already made a decision to have intercourse. In
Philadelphia. that figure is st percent. We agr4e that the reasons
for this decision are oftentimes immaturity, pressures from peers,
media influences. adult role models, lack of love, and hopelessness
:thing their chances for the future.

lit! X cilium! alone solve the problem of teen pregnancy. But,
urman. we 'ire not the cause of the problem. We are part of

tU smotioll
:;: Family planning programs provide and promote abor-

tion
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The reality is, alter 26 audits by the Inspector General, Secretary
Heckler stated emphatically this Tuesday that, "Family planning
clinics have honored and are in fun compliance with the law."
Title X programs provide information to the pregnant patientin-
formation about all her alternatives. I would like to submit for the
record a pamphlet which describes exactly the kind of counseling
that goes on in a family planning clinic. Appended to my written
testimony are my agency's guidance on options counseling.

In a free society, coercion is unacceptable. It is not acceptable for
a program to push a patient to have a baby, to push a patient to
put a baby up for adoption, or to push a patient to have abortion.

There are people who are oftentimes in crisis who see us. We
must be sure that these patients have the information they need to
make their own decisions.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for this opportunity to appear before
you this morning. I urge you to look at the real title X Program, as
you and your colleagues deliberate its reauthorization.

I would he happy to answer any of your questions.
'The prepared statement of Mrs. Mann follows:)

1 b
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Mt. Chairman andlftemors of derStecomeittees

My noon* is Dorothy Mann, and it is et privilege to appear before you today

on behalf of the National Family Planning and Repro active Health Association,

Inc. IMPPNRM). In addition to serving el third one-year term as President of

IMPIHR, I am the SeeoutiveDirector of the Family Planning Council of

Scetheastarn Pennsylvania, a position I have held since '1,77. Waited in

Philadelphia, the Council is a private, non-profit oxporation established in

1972 to administer federal and stets fur for the delivery of comprehensive

family planning services to low-income people in Philadelphia and taut'

surrounding counties. The Council is one of four umbrella grantees in

Pennsylvania which receive, distribute and administer federal Title X funds.

I very much appreciate the opportunity to testify to the necessity that

Congonetapprove a categorical reauthorisation of the national family planning

program, Title X of the Public Health Service Act this year. The National

Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association is the representative of the

diverse calamity of providers and roisterers of family planning services in this

=entry. MPPRHR is a ationel non-profit xambership organisation hoW4martered

inwashington, 0.C., established to improve and expand the delivery of family

planning and reproductive health are services through the United States. Our

miters -- consumers of family planning services; state, county and local health

Jeptrtnentsi hospital-based clinics; affiliates of the Planned Parenthood

Federation of America, umbrella funding councils: independent private non-profit

clinics; and health care professionals -- are °omitted to establishing and

maintaining reproductive health care as s high priority preventive health care

service in this muntry. Included in NIFPRHA's membership are representatives of

1 8
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over 110 percent of the Title X grantees who, in fiscal year 1983, received over

85 percent of the funds available for family planning services under Title X.

Title X is the primMry voluntary family planning program funded by the

federal government. Other federal programs provide some support for family

services (i.e. Titles V (Maternal and Child Health), XIX (Nediceid) ardIXX

(Social Services) of the Social Security Act). Rowever, Title X is by far the

largest single source of funding, providing o'er 50 percent of available federal

support and the national network of family planning agencies through which all

subsidised services are provided. The program's goal is to serve a population

of approximately 11 million wean at risk of unintended pregnancy, including S

million adolescent WIWI ages 15 to 19 and 6 million, adult in ages 20 to 44

in families with inoomms below 200 percent of poverty.

The Family Planning Council of SoutheasternPunsylvanLe and its delegate

agencies are representative of the entire nationwide system of grantees and

delegate agencies that provide subsidized family planning and reproductive

health .acre services.

ouring the twelve month period of July 1, 1983 to June 30, 1984, the

Council, as a direct Title X grantee, will receive $2,060,000 in Title X funds.

During this period, the council's seventeen delegate agencies will provide

services to 91,000 patients, 80 percent of whom have incomes belad 150 percent

of poverty. This network of 40 clinic sites includes every beaching hospital

Ln tne area, as well as community health centers, local health departments, and

Planned Parenthood affiliates.

The Council's programs reflect the Title X statute in all areas except

ntiv- b1.01.41011 anti :iehavioral reaearch. In addition to the provision of

iipr.thenst.P: fimily plInninq services, the Cooncil has An active community

189
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eboatica psogram, including a centralised telephone hotline. Me receive

service delivery brow* funds for service - related research, and we are the

grantee for general training of family planing providers in Department of

Health and Nunn Services' Region III. With Planned Parenthood !Federation of

America, the University of PeramylvaniaSChool of nursing Continuing education

Program and the Medical College of Peremylvenia, the Council co-sponeors a

16.ueek OMANI Mrs* Practitioner Training Proonstunderlitle X.

The 91,000 patients in the Council Ivaco obtain health assessments,

gynecological and breast exams, ocatraceptive methods and supplies, Instruction

in breast self-examination, extensive counseling and education, and laboratory

tests for anisia, cervical cancer, pregnancy, and venereal disease. A number of

our delegate agencies have been especially ;capered and supported to provide

infertility and genetic risk screening services as well.

The Council has an impressive track record in planning and facilitating

significant programmatic growth. In 1976, the Council served 47,500 clients in

its family plannirg clinicel services. by the end of this current fiscal year,

the annual number of clients served will climb to almost twice the 1976 figure.

This increase has been accomplished by expending the number of agencies and

institutions located in areas of documented unmet need for family planning

services. Unfortunately, with the reduction in Title X funds enacted at the

behest of the Reagan Administration in 1981, the Council has been unable to cpen

a new clinic site in three years. Thus, we are able to meet only 42 percent of

the need for subsidized family planning services in our oormunity.

Each delegate agency funded ty the Council must include the following

services: medical family planning services (history, physical examinations,

Idt,Jr4tQry tests, anl provision of contraceptives and natural family planning

- 3 -
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methods); patient education, counseling end referrals and follow-up on alexanall

results of physical examination and laboratory bests. The projects arty also

include community education and outreach to schools, social service agencies,

and youth organisations. Specifically, in fiscel year 1983 the Council's

seventeen delegate agencies provided the following services to their clients:

Medical Services Provided

Examinations (including extended, 143,573

brief, and intermediate)
Nursing Check 27,110

Czyomirgery 105

Colposcopy 207

IUD's inserted 3,196

IUD's moved 1,698

Lab Procedures Services Provided

Pap smear 60,987

Vaginal Sasar/Wet Mount 15,972

GC Culture 35,385

Urine Dipstick 62,590

Pregnancy Test (Urine) 29,556

Hematocrit 30,338

Hemoglobin 15,911

Serology 13,680

%tells Antibody 2,443

Sickle Cell Screening 922

CAC 7,727

Pregnancy Test Rlia 1,775

(other lab procedures were provided, but not listed)

Specialized Counse 1 ing Individual Group
Sessions Sessions

Provided Provided

Sterilization 1,475 44

HaP.ral Methods 145 27

Preoanci Options 12,354 72

Teen 13,528 499

Venereal Disease 1,570 172

Sexual 15,130 589

;(!netic..
248 6

At Iran 1 Pap 424 9

- 4 -
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Nutrition 1,102 77
Infertility 104 4
Mentally Disabled 183 588
Smoking Withdrawal 247 4
Physically Disabled 55 -
Parent/hen 259 5
Total Sessions WM 2,096

Total Counseling Sours Provided 14,721 2,050

Supplies Supply

Units
Provided

Condoms 78,262
Pose 28,774
Cream/Jell' 13,231
Diaphragm 6,222
Meal Thermometer 82
Natural Methods Instruction and Charts 18
Medications for Infections 21,271
Rubella Serum 95
Antibiotics for STD 2,761
Oral Contraceptives 380,375

In addition to the direct medical services provided to patients, clients

who were seen for initial family planning and initial non-medical visits

received comprehensive escort services, including basic educational, social and

adainistritive services. Patients who were seen on a routine basis for an

annual or revisit received educational, social and adeinistretive services that

are generally fifteen minutes or less in length.

Services provided during prJblem visits, which occur outside the regular

schedule of routine or annual visits, include an update of the social and

medical history, a review of the problem and, as appropriate, a medical

examination, laboratory tests, p-escriptions, troateLnt, special education/-

counseling, or referral. Special education/counseling is provided to clients

- 5 -
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needing assistance to resolve a specific situational problem, generally of a

crisis or highly stressful nature.

Among the least understood and most misrepresented aspects of the Council's

and other Title X family planning providers' services are the special education/

counseling services provided generally to teenagers and to all family planning

patients -- adult and adolescent -- who are diagnosed as being pregnant.

First, it is often alleged that providers of family planning services under

Title X advocate, promote and encourage abortion when counseling adolescent and

adult women who are pregnant. As often as it is alleged, this misperception is

corrected through audits conducted by the United States General Accounting

Office, the Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services,

and other auditors and inspectors. The charge is simply untrue, not only for

the Family Planning Council of Southeastern Pennsylvania and its delegate

agencies, but for the entire Title X basunity.

All recipients of Title X funds are governed by the statute and regulations

adopted by the Congress and DHHS. Section 1008 of Title X specifically states

that No of the funds appropriated (under Title X) shall be used in programs

where abortion is a method of family planning."

Under the regulations adopted by ofiliS to implement Section 1008, it has

been made clear that staff supported by Title X funds or inane related to Title

X are prchibi,..1 Erna providing, promoting, or advocating abortion. More

specifically, staff in family planning clinics counseling a client with a

positive pregnancy test have a responsibility to provide information on all

options -- prenatal care and delivery, infant care, foster care, adoption, or

pregnancy termination -- but not to direct the client in reaching a decision.

- 6 -
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Further, staff Are nut permitted to make appointments for abortion or provide

transportation to abortion services.

411 providers of family planning services under Title X adhere to the

letter and intent of the statute and regulations. Most have developed detailed

guidelines to ensure that their staff know and understand their obligations: the

Council's guidelines are typical and I have attached a copy of them to this

testimony for your review. It is clear, however, that good family planning

practice, good medical practice, and good public policy is to provide a clinic

patient who is pregnant with information and counseling on all her medically

correct and legal options regarding that pregnancy. TO da otherwise by limiting

the ability of family planning clinics to provide non-directional counseling on

all options for pregnancy outcome is to deny a pregnant women her opportunity to

make a truly informed decision, and is equivalent to denying a swan information

about all her options among methods of preventing pregnancy.

The second area of family planning service delivery and special education/

counseling that is consistently misunderstood and misrepresented is that of

family involvement in the delivery of services to adolescents. Former DRHS

Secretary Richard S. Schweiker provided this country with both the best short

description of this misperception -- Title X providers "build a Berlin Wall

between parents and their children" -- and the most ill-conceived "solution" to

this misperception -- the "squeal rule."

The issue of the "squeal rule" -- the proposed CHM regulations that would

have required that family planning clinics funded under Title X notify peirenta

when teenagers receive prescription contraceptives from the clinics -- is well

known to this Subcoemdttee and to Congress as a whole, and I will not belabor

the subject. Suffice it to say that four federal courts have found mandatory

- 7 -
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parental involvement in the provision of family planning services to adolescents

to be contrary to the intent of Congress as expressed throughout the thirteen

year existence of the Title X program and therefore strudc down the parental

notification regulations as illegal. The rulings of the courts also trade it

clear that, illegal or not, such regulations are bed public policy because of

the damage to young lives and to families they would cause. The record of

carrents an the "squeal rule" and the documents provided to the courts demon-

strate that potential damage to be very real indeed.

Out the fact that the family planning community as represented by the

plaintiffs in the "squeal rule' litigation NFPPIA, Planned Parenthood Federa-

tion of America, the States of New York and South Carolina, family planning

agencies and others opposes mandatory parental involvement in the delivery of

family planning services to adolescents, does not mean that Title X providers

erect "Berlin Malls" when helping adolescents or that Title X providers are not

most desirous of family involvement in the area of adolescent sexuality. Quit.

the contrary.

In March of 1981, WPM adopted the following policy statement regarding

the issue of parental involvement in the decisions of adolescents to seek family

planning services and counseling. As the statement indicates, MASA and its

members feel that parental involvement and support these decisions is

extremely iscortant and ought to be encouraged, "it that it cannot and should

not be node a requirement for the receipt of fancily planning services by a
teenager. This policy is identical to that adopted by the Congress throughout

its deliberations on Title X and was embodied in thi 1981 amendment to the Title

X statute which called for family involvement in family planning programs to be

encouraged, but not mandated, by Title X providers.

- 8 -
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The National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association
firmly supports the unrestricted right of every individual to re-
ceive all family planning and reproductive health care services
allowable under lam and consistent with good medical practice. We
just as firmly believe that, in the case of minors seeking these
services, the support and involvement of their parents should be

encouraged. However, the health and well-being -- physical and
psychological -- of the adolescent must be of paramount concern to
providers of family planning services and counseling. Thus, the

receipt of services and counsel must not be made contingent upon
parental notification, consent or consultation.

Implementation of this broad policy of enoouraging but not mandating

parental /family involvement has successfully occurred throughout the family

planning community. !Mildly planning programs funded under Title X have

consistently worked to emirs that intrafamily communication is enhanced when

adolescents seek their services, while at the same tine remaining aware that the

provision of confidential medical services is a basic component of any good

health care provider.

The psalms of the Council of which I an Executive Director are a good

enemae of the activities undertaken by Title X providers throughout the United

States. Throughout the Council' existence, there has been a commitment to

encourage family involvement. That commitment's most recent embodiment is the

policy adopted by the Board of Directors on,Pebruary 23 of this year:

FAMILY INVOLVP2422ir POLICY

The Family Planning Council of Southeastern Pennsylvania sup-
ports the belief that families have the primary influence and re-
sponsibility for *Meeting their children and adolescents about
family values, sexuality, and interpersonal relationships. The

Council also recognises that there is a great diversity among
families in their values, patterns Of communication, and knowledge

of human repetdoction.

Therefore, consistent with the mission of the Council, the
Board of Directors endorses and supports activities of the Council

- 9 -
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staff and delegate agencies to assure that families have the resour-
ces to fulfill this responsibility. Specifically, the Council sup-
ports the following activities:

o cossinity education programs to oddoste parents on
how to transmit values of Emily life and sexual
responsibility;

o programs to educate parents and family meters to
iaprove communication with their adolescents on cows-
traceptive and other health are issues,

o clinical are which encourages adolescents to in-
volve their parents and families in their health care; and

o agency policies which assure that staff are available to
parents to discuss their concerns.

The Council will support these efforts, to the extent possible,
through funding of programs, staff training, and consultation in
program development.

The Council has successfully utilised its programmatic interrelationship of

service provision, training and research to foster fetidly involvement and

communication regarding human sexuality and birth control. While we are larger

than many other Title X providers, similar programs (perhaps on a smaller sale)

are the rule rather than the exception at Title X agencies throughout the

country.

The council's innovative and challenging projects in the area of family

involvement include the followings

1) The Kinship Project (funded by the O(HS Office of Family Plan-

ning in 1979) was a service demonstration project to evaluate

the iapact of family involvement on adolescents' use of con-

traceptives and family planning services. Several major

papers were published, one of which examined the influence of

mothers on adolescent contraceptive use. Another paper in

-10-
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draft form examines the impact of family involvement counsel-

ing services on adolescent use of the clinic and contraceptive

methods.

2) Family InvolvementWorkhodk. Under a Title X service delivery

improvenent grant a workbook for family planning providers has

been prepared and covers a variety of.topice relevant to plan-

ning and implementing family involvement programs.

3) Assessment of Pamilys' Needs. Amer was prepared and pre-

sented at the DHUS Region III Virginia Beach meeting of family

planning providers which detailed implications for family

planning agencies based on surreys conflicted by the Council

resea J11 staff.

4) Mother/Daughter Study. A paper was prepared which emunined

the extent of consensus hoboes:thaw adolescents and their

mothers perceive the extent and intent of their sex-related

discussions.

5) 141,811A Survey. A survey of over 300 family planning providers

was conducted in the summer of 1981. A paper was published,

revealing that a nujority of providers had been offering

family involvement progress for several years prior to the

survey.

6) "Let's Talk" Survey. The Council's research staff have

consulted with the Philadelphia Youth Service Coordinating

Office in a citywide phone survey of Philadelphia resiuents

about the public attitudes and awareness of adolescent preg-

nancy. 4 major Fmchasis in the survey and the city-wide
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information campaign is placed on parental responsibility for

the sex education of °nitwit

7) IsCh year, several family inrzolament mums are offered

through our miasma training prcgrem. These are geared to

administrators who need to learn how to develop agency-wide

support for family iftvolvement, for counselors who need to

work with adolescents and parents, for educators who are pro-

viding parent/teen communication workshops, and for outreach

workers who are recruiting parents of pre-adolescents for sex

education programs.

8) curing fiscal year 1983, the Council's training department

implemented a national contract to develop a family involve-

ment training curriculum. A mcdel curriculum for family

planning program administrators wee pilot-tested in five 0HHS

regime and is available to family planning programs.

9) Curing fiscal year 1984, the training department produced a

chapter entitled "Family Involvement" for a manual produced in

DHHB Region VII.

10) In fiscal year 1985, the training department will be producing

a manual for the orientation of Boards of Directors which

will include a segment on developing family involvement

policies.

11) The direct service providers of the Council also have

developed special initiatives to reach parents. The =ICE

Hotline targets advertising to parents who are directly

involved with adolescents. MICH also menages the "It's a

-12-
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Fact of Life" edOcationel exhibit or parents of young

children. Other outstanding examples of family involvraent

include Spectrum Health Services' parent/ adolescent dis-

cussion groups, the "Parents: Yes Ycu Cant* program of

Planned Parenthood of Bucks County; the paraprofessional

counseling program at Teeple University where trained

volunteers meet with parents and teens in their homes; and the

Mother/baughter program of Planned Parenthood of Southeastern

Pennsylvania where teenagers and their mothers join in medical

and counseling sessions.

In 1981, more than 4.5 million women received family planning services

through federally supported family planning clinics nationwide. The Family

Planning Council of Southeastern. Pennsylvania is representative of the Title X

community in its client population profile.

Below is a breakdwn of the client population of the Council for fiscal

year 1983; thr same percentages are expected to hold for this current fiscal

year.

Mt Patients t

17 4 Under 13,453 15.4

18-19 14,809 16.9

20-24 30,899 35.3

25-29 17,199 19.7

30-34 7,098 8.1

35-39 2,560 2.9

40+ _Iclil 1.7

TOTAL 87,506 TOU76
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It is Laporbant to note that, as these figures demonstrate, only about 15

percent of the patients served by the counci' ad by Title X agencies throughout

the country are teenagers under the age of eighteen. Eighty-five percent of our

patients are adult warren. Thus, it is clear that all the attention of public

officials and the general citizenry on this program's services is misplaced when

the emphasis of that attention is on teenagers. While our services are

exceedingly important for adolescents, this is a program that predominantly

serves adats. Therefore, it ought not be administered in conjuwtion with

programs serving only adolescents or have its operations defined by the needs of

teenagers.

The racial/ethnic profile of the Council's client population is: 36.5

percent White, 58.4 percent Black, and 5.1 percent Asian, unknown or other.

Approximately 3.3 percent of the clients are of Hispanic origin.

The accomplishments of the Title X program have been substantial over its

fourteen year existence. Among low - income persons, there has been a marked

increase in the use of effective contraceptive methods, virtually eliminating

previous differences in method use between the poor and the more affluent.

In 1981, more than 800,000 unintended pregnancies, over half among

teenagers, were averted as a direct result of the Title X program. Had these

unintended pregnancies actually occurred, there would have been an estimated

282,000 additional births and 433,000 additional abortions that year, with the

remaining pregnancies terminating in miscarriages. In its first decade, this

program averted a total of 5.4 million unintended pregnancies, including 2.3

million births, 2.5 million abortions and 600,000 miscarriages.

The cast- effectiveness of the Title X program is unchallenged among health

rrxl ..cal prxirams. Each dollar invested in family planning in one

-14 -
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year results in a $2.00 saving the following year in related health and welfare

costs resulting from unintended births. The dollar savings is even higher for

teenagers, with $2.90 saved for every dollar spent. This increased savings is

due to the fact that teenage pregnancies and births are more likely to be

difficult and costly, and teenage parents are more likely than adult parents to

require welfare or other public benefits.

The national family planning program has from its inception received strong

bipartisan support from the Congress and across the land because of its extreme

importance as a primary preventive health care services program. Indeed, in

July of 1970 the Republican administration stated its support for family plan-

ning when President Richard M. Nixon stated, "It is my view that no American

women should be denied access to family planning assistance because of her ear

nomic condition. I believe, therefore, that we should establish as a national

goal the provtsice of adequate family planning services within the next five

years to all thnse who mint them but cant afford them. This we have the

capacity to do."

Unfortunately, the commitment by the Republican administration of the early

seventies to ensuring access ba family planning services for the nation's 104-

inonme women and teenagers -- a commitment shared by each successive administra-

tion of either party -- has been reversed by the Republican administration of

the eighties as indicated by the policies and pronouncements of the Reagan

administration. That reversal is best exemplified by President Reagan's

statement in a letter of July 1981 to Senator Orrin G. Hatch concerning

the successful reauthorization of the Title X program in 1981: NT regret that

we do not have the votes to defeat the family planning program.''

- 15 -
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The Reagan administration has consistently sought to repeal the Title X

program for ideological and political reasons, and failing that, to signifi-

cantly reduce the program's funding and undertake administrative harassment

designed to destroy the integrity of the national family planning program and

render it ineffective and incapable of providing needed comprehensive and

Congressionally-mandated services.

In 1981, 1982, 1983 and again in 1984, the administration proposed to

repeal Title X as a categorical grant program and place it in a block grant.

Congress has consistently recognized that family planning is a national need

which transcends state, county and local borders. It agreed with NFP14 and

other supporters of the family planning 'rogram that the high incidence of teen-

age sexual activity, of venereal disease, of unplanned births, of adolescent

pregnancy, ani of abortions across the country will be brought under control

only with a national effort. Congress concurred that strong federal support and

direction are required to assure that every person seeking family planning

services receives high quality, comprehensive and competent care, no matter in

what state or locality he or she resides. Thus, Congress has three times

rejected, and we hope and expect it to reject for a fourth time, the administra-

tion's misguided primary are block grant proposal for family planning.

In 1981, unable to convince the Congress to repeal Title X, the Reagan

administration sought a 23 percent reduction in Title X funding from the level

:.utiluri...ed for fiscal year 1982 while seeking only a 12 percent redaction for

all other health services programs. Congress wisely rejected the administra-

tion's efforts and did not discriminate against Title X when settling on an

across- the -board 4 percent 63Mestic spending reduction, thereby providing Title

X an appropriation for fiscal year 1982 of $124.8 million. For fiscal year

-16-
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1983, Congress and the administration agreed to a spending "freeze" for &mastic

programs, resulting in a fiscal year 1983 appropriation for the categorical

Title X program of $124 million. Thus, for two years family planning agencies

operated on budgets reduced on average by almost one quarter from fiscal year

1981. Such a reduction had a drastic deleterious effect on family planning

agencies and the people they serve.

For fiscal year 1984, the Congress increased the Titla X appropriation over

the administration's objections by $16 million, or 12.8 percent. Congress mode

it clear that this increase in funding was to be used to help offeet the pest

two years' reductions in Title X servic Aelivery monies. Yet, under the

regional allocation formula imposed by DHRS' Office of Population Affairs IOW,

not only did the ten DHHs regions not receive an equitable 12-13 percent

increase in their service delivery funds, but Region I received a 2 percent

decrease from fiscal year 1983 and Region II received a 1 percent decrease. The

remaining regions received increases ranging from 7.1 percent to 16.5 percent.

Compounding the problem, and ensuring outrage from service delivery

providers who have had to struggle extremely hard to continue to provide high

quality family planning services in the face c: draconian budget cuts, CPA

arbitrarily set aside $5 million ($500,000 per region) for special "projects of

national priority" -- family involvement of Title X adolescent clients,

infertility services, natural family planning services, male involvement, and

other regionally identified areas of concern. Although the administration has

claimed that Title X providers at regional meetings around the country requested

assistance in these areas, none of the participants in those meetings with wham

I have been in contact agrees with the administration. In fact, many Title X

- 17-
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providers -- includtng participants in the regional meetings with DHSS officials

-- have formally protested the set-aside.

While 4PPRHA agrees that special services must be developed and ongoing

services improved in order b3 expand and improve the delivery of family planning

health care, we believe that it is essential in the face of massive budget

reductions that basic family planning ern contra:eptive services be adequately

funded before DfiNS starts setting aside large sumo for now initiatives which

Congress has otherwise directed be used for direct family planning services.

That MRS has disregarded Congress' intent regarding the increase in fiscal

year 1984 appropriations comes, unfortunately, as no surprise. The goal of the

Paidly Planning Council of Southeastern Pennsylvania andlePPRA and its webers

is to continue to play an active role in helping families *trove their lives,

strengthen their bonds, achieve upward economic and social mobility and reduce

the need for social welfare services. federal support and the onseitment of

government leaders is essential to the achievement of this goal.

Yet, support and commitment are the exact opposite of the current

administration's position regarding the family planning program. For over three

years, the Reagan administration has attempted to augment its budget cuts with

harawnent by audits, personnel and orgenisationel transfers, and untenable and

illegal policy changes.

The administration's promulgation of the "squeal rule" was a significant

violation of the directions 1.4 Congress, as I discussed earlier. Noce recentk .

this administration has blatantly defied Congress by refusing n3 obey directions

contained in P.L. 98-139 that t,* return the administration of Title X to the

!loath acwouroes and Services Aministration fros its current location in the

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health. By so refusing to comply with

-18-
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the instructions of Congress, the administration has decided to retain the

administration of the Title X program under the direct control of a political

appointee wit4ait my professional knowledge or expertise in the administration

of a major health are delivery program, Deputy Asaistant Secretary for

Population Affairs Marjory B. Mecklenburg.

An unprecedented meter of audits of Title X grantees have been undertaken

airing the p.at three years, at political instigation, by therMIS Office of

Inspector General and the General Accounting Office. Absolutely no violations

of law or regulation were found to have been committed. Yet, despite that

finding, the Office of Management and Budget has proposed changes in accounting

procedures for non-profit recipients of federal funds to prohibit lobbying and

related activities by those recipients. The putatively illegal and unconstitu-

tional changes have been blamed by OMB in large part on "proof" supplied by the

GAO audits of Title X agencies -- proof that simply does not exist.

CMS proposed, in direct opposition to explicit Congressional instructions,

to abolish the service delivery improvement program which provided essential

projects designed to improve the delivery of family planning services, gather

and interpret data, and set medical standards, among others. That proposal,

generated by political concerns and designed to "de-fund" opponents of the

administration's family planning policies, was retracted twice under intense

congressional pressure. However, the administration in fiscal year 1984 was

able to re-direct the focus of the service delivery inprovement program in such

a way as to support projects of a type different than that which Congress

originally intlnded,

rn a further draconian attempt to resolve a misperception about the

operv..pm )f Title X agencies and their relationship to abortion services, DIMS

-19-
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proposed new Title X guidelines that would have severed family planning

providers from projects providing abortion services at high costs to family

planning providers and their patients. This "emir policy was drafted despite the

repeated CAO and /0 audits which have found that family planning agencies are

scrupulous about obeying the strictures in the Title X statute and regulations

against the use of Title X funds for abortion services.

As I noted earlier, all Title X projects explicitly follow the provisions

of Section 1008 regarding advocating, prorating or providing abortions with

their Title X funds. Yet, because of the misperception by the administration

that Title X providers also provide abortions -- albeit, perhaps, with private

funds -- this draft guideline was prepared. But according to DHSS' own figures,

of the approximately 8,000 family planning clinics in the United States which

received Title X funds in 1981, only 74 perform abortions 7 44 hospitals, 21

Planned Parenthood affiliates and nine other private clinics. Although such a

policy, if it had not been blocked by significant public and Congressional

outcry, would have directly affected less than one percent of all Title X

clinics, it was seen as the first step in an effort to block Title X funding to

agencies involved in abortion or abortion-related services with private, non-

federal funds. Denial of government funding to these agencies is supported by

family planning opponents who believe that such funding constitutes goverment

promotion or sanction of abortion. If such a policy is ever adopted, it would

deny access to family planning services to low-income women receiving their

general medical care from providers who also provide abortions with non-federal

funds; conflict with federal oourt rulings against government attempts to deny

funds to organizations because of their exercise of their constitutional rights

with non-wAtrnment funds; ignore the rights of patients to make informed

-20-
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decisions as to their cans WOO oonfllot with professional and ethical standards

of health care which require that all options be provided bo a pregnant woman;

and conflict with the laws and policies of a raster of state governments which

provide payment for abortion services with their own funds.

Finally, the administration has interfered with the competent delivery of

fasiily planning services by niggling harassment. The Office of Population

Affairs has developed a tanker mentality concerning the national network of

family planning providers with whom it is supposed to work. This bunker

mentality has emerged following the repeated failures of MRS to implement its

major policy changes. This, the OPA staff refuses to return telephone cells or

respond to correspondence from those family planning providers and national

organisations it dislikes; draft allocation form's, are submitted bo the

regions for comment to late for input frog either regional nHHS officials or

grantees or delegate agencies; requests for proposals for family planning grants

and contracts are published in the Federal Register late, thereby creating major

financial problem; for grantees and contractors; funding decisions are

influenced by political and philoeophical considerations; meetings are held

where no information is provided and which are later misrepresented to Congress

and others; extraordinary paperwork and reporting requirements are imposed that

are simply 'make-work" projects that neither reveal new information nor assist

in the improvement of the overall program, etc. While it is true that this

niggling harassment does not in itself harm the Title X program and provider

agencies in a drastic way, it serves to divert the attention of Title X program

managers away from thinking of hetief ways to provide services to patients and

toward thinking of better ways to survive in a hostile management environment.

- 21 -
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Mr. Chairman, the Nationil Family Planning and Reproductive Health Associa-

tion recently held its twelfth annual meeting, the thew of which was "1984:

Renewing the Commitment." Renewing the oammitment did not simply stand for

fighting for the right to access to family planning services in the legisla-

turA, in the courts and in the political battles of this country. It also

stands for renewing the commitment expressed by President Nixon in 1970 to the

elivery of high-quality, comprehensive medical care, counseling and educational

services. We urge you and your Congressional colleagues to renew the nation's

commitment to family planning and reproductive health care by reauthorizing the

Title X statute in 1984 without any debilitating zurenckents.

Thank you very much.
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Attachment
Guidelines of the Family
Planning Council of south-

:K:1=Ln= FOR PREGNANCY OPTIONSWMEtailisYlvanla' Inc'

sackgroun4

These guidelines have been developed to clarify Section 1008
of Title X of the Public Health Service Act which states "Ncne of
the Funds appropriated under this Title shall be used in programs
whore abortion is a method of family planning."

Federal officials have interpreted Section 1008 to prohibit
active involvement by staff supported from Title X funds or income
related to Title X in providing, promoting or advocating abortion.
More specifically, staff in family planning clinics counseling a
client with a positive pregnancy test have a responsibility to
provide information on all options but not to direct the client in
reaching a decision. Staff are not permitted to make appointments
for abortion or provide transportation to abortion services.

Recently, Pennsylvania has added a restriction (effective February
1, 19621 on the use of Title XX funds for family planning. This
restriction states that no Title XX funds "shall be used to provide,
promote, or advocate abortions, or to perform abortion counseling."

Therefore, it is important that providers both make available
pregnancy testing and options counseling services and clearly
delineate these from abortion services, which may not take place
within family projects. The following guidelines have been written
to address very specific, concrete questions related to these require-
ments.

Guidelines for Pregnancy Diagnosis and Counseling

The Title X Program Guidelines for Protect Grants for Family
Planning Services section 8.6, ' Pregnancy Diagnosis and Counseling")
require tne following of family planning projects:

:,'rantees must provide pregnancy diagnosis and counseling to all
.._eats in need of this service. Pregnancy testing is one of the
nest frequent reasons for an initial visit to the family planning
facil:t, part:oularly oy adolescents. It is therefore important to
4$0 tnis occasion as an entry point for providing education and
oounseling =out family planning.

Pregnancy :annot nes accurately liagnosed and staged through
lancratcr testing alone. Pregnancy liagnosis consicts of a histor..
ttreTnancy test. inc pnysica. assessment, lncludIno pelvic examlnatIcn.
-Pr::act3 prelnanw, :n-iite sncu-d nave lallanie

:ne :apt apse:..__ =a 2: 414n sena;.Livit.
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Guidelines for Pregnancy Options Counseling
Page Two

If the medical examination cannot be performed in conjunction with
laboratory testing, the client must be counseled as to the importance
of receiving a physical assessment as soon as possible, preferably
within 15 days. This can be done on-site, by a provider selected
by the client, or by a provider to which the client has been referred
by the project. For those clients with positive pregnancy test
results who elect to continue the pregnancy, the examination may be
deferred, but should be performed within 30 days. For clients with
a negative pregnancy diagnosis, the cause of delayed menses should
be investigated. If factopic pregnancy is suspected, the client must
be referred for immediate diagnosis and therapy.

Pregnant women should be offered information and counseling
regarding their pregnancies. Those requesting information on
options for the management of an unintended pregnancy are to be given
non-directive counseling on the following alternative courses of
action, and referral upon request:

o Prenatal care and delivery

o Infant care, foster care, or adoption

o Pregnancy termination

Clients planning to carry their pregnancies to term clould be
given information about good health practices during early pregnancy,
especially those which serve to protect the fetus during the first
months (e.g. good nutrition, avoidance of smoking, drugs, and exposure
to x-rays) and referral for prenatal care.

Clients who are found not to be pregnant should be given informa-
tion about the availability of contraceptive and infertility services.

In addition to these Title X guidelines, the Council recommends
that the following policies and procedures be followed by its
Providers in delivering pregnancy testing and counseling services.

Personnel Suitable for Pregnancy Options Counseling

Agencies are responsible for assuring that the staff who provide
pregnancy options counseling include physicians, nurses, social
workers and counselors who have the following skills and knowledge:

ability to establish a relationship with a woman (and
a friend/partner/parent) in order that she can explore
her feelings about the pregnancy, the results of the
pregnancy test, and her alternatives for decision-
making.

2. aollIty tc neip tne woman ziart.17 ner feelings and
examine the ad anta:es Ind llsathantaaes of each of
tne 1..ternat.Lves 3C tnat 3ne :an reacn an :::formed
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*Ouidelines for Pregnancy Options Counseling
Page Three

3. ability to provide accurate information about pregnancy
tests, pregnancy, prenatal care. adoption, abortion,
infertility services, and contraception. as appropriate.
Via information must include thorough knowledge of
medical risks, legal requirements, available resources,
cost of services, available insurance coverage or
other support, procedures for obtaining services.

4. ability to help the woman implement her decision by
providing appropriate referrals.

Availability of counseling

Face-to-face counseling must be available at the time the test
results are given. For clients who desire to receive their results
by phone. person-to-person counseling should be available at the
time the blood or urine is taken.

Pregnancy options counseling may be offered without testing if
the woman brings written results of a positive pregnancy test done
elsewnere. women who have used home pregnancy tests should have
Another test dons at the clinic.

Laboratory Tests

Any laboratory test or procedure which is routine for family
planning patients (e.g. pap test, gonorrhea culture, rubella titer)
may be offered to pregnancy testing patients. Other tests and
procedures specific to pre -natal or abortion services (e.g. blood
type, laminaria insertion) are not to be done within the family
planning pro3ect.

TI the test is negative:

I. Give the client the test result clearly and ob3ectively.
Oo not assume that you know her reaction.

2. Explore the client's feelings about the result.

3. refine Itmitations of the test. Discuss the need
for a follow-up appointment if the onset of menses
has not occurred within two weeks.

4. Explore menstrual history and possible causes of delayed
menses.

5. A W1= who has missed two pertods and has a negative
test should be evaluated by the clIniclan for possible
ectc151.7 ,Iregnancy :r serious Inderlytng zondItIon.
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. ZulJellnes for Pralnaney -Anions linnselIng
:a4a Tour

6. If appropriate, discuss contraception, follow-up
gynecological care, or infertility services.

7. Complete counseling notes and relevant forms.

I -a test is positive:

1. Give the client the test result clearly and objectively.
Do not assume the client's reaction.

2. Explore the client's feelings about the pregnancy.

3. As appropriate, explore relationships with partner,
family, friends and the support they provide. Encourage
adolescents to discuss the pregnancy with their parents.

4. Explore with her all available options - prenatal
care and delivery, adoption, foster care, abortion.
Help the client think about the health, social, and
economic consequences of each option. If the pregnancy
appears to be a problem, it is important to introduce all
options even if she does not mention each one.

S. Be sure to discuss the timeable for further decision-
making. Stress the importance of early prenatal care
and/or obtaining an abortion procedure during the first
trimester.

6. If the client remains undecided, offer her the opportunit*,
to return for further counseling. Discuss the possibi-
lity of her bringing in her partner, a friend or family
member if she has not already dtne so.

7. As appropriate, briefly explain prenatal care and
delivery and/or an abortion procedure and any
pertinent clinical information.

i. Make appropriate written referrals to sources. The
client should be given sufficient information to make
her own appointment. Staff may not make appointments
for abortions on time paid for by the family planning
;rant.

). :f indicated, discuss financial resources for her
implementing her decision.

:f appropriate, ilscuss contraception and plans for
:cntraceptLve rare.

munae:.;.31 n_..44 re., ..ant f.nms.

:n -.Lle it tne next
! t,-!:_epr.cne

.n- 3everely
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r,r

repressed, a 71.Ct17.1 Of =USIA. m other cases where
additional support in completing the referral would be
useful.

Documentatilm in Client's Record

Pregnancy test and counseling notes are a part of the client's
permanent record. They can be subpoenaed by a court and can be read
by the patient if she so requests. Therefore, they should be brief,
professional in tone, and without judgements, inferences, or inter-
pretations. They should include the following:

1. LAP
2. Symptoms of pregnancy
3. Contraceptive use
4. Results of test, type of test
S. Options discussed
u. Plan of action, including names of referrals

Senate DENTON. Thank you very much, Mrs. Mann.
Respecting the success of NRPRHA and the abortion part of the

question, in fiscal year :983, your own council's 17 delopte agen-
cies provided 12,354 individual counseling sessions on pregnancy
options. According to the pregnancy option guidelines you have
submitted for the record, _your delegate agencies must keep a per-
manent record of the couweling notes, including the plan of action
taken and the names of referrals made.

How many of the 12,354 K.:139i0h3 conducted last year ended in
the decision to abort, and how many referrals were made to abor-
tion providers?

Mrs. MANN. I would say that approximately one-third of those
decisions were made to have an abortion. But frankly, Senator,
that decision is generally not made in the clinic. What we provide
to the patient, as you will see from some of those books, are her
alternatives, and we give her the names and addresses of three
places from which she can obtain either prenatal care ur abortion
services. We, at that point, very rarely know, unless that 1.Natient
comes back to us following the outcome either of the ehort ion or
the delivery of her baby, exactly where she went. We do not 'Follow
the patient beyond that point under title X.

Senator DENTON. How many of your title X delegate agencies
also perform abortions on the same premises, and what was the
total number of abortions performed at those sites?

Mrs. MANN. Well, you would have to define for me what you
mean by "the same premises." For example, in a teaching hospital
in the city of Philadelphia, do you mean that in that hospital, abor-
tions are provided, and family planning is provided, or do you
mean in the same physical location? It is not clear to me what you
mean.

Senator DENTON. Yes, to both of your questions.
Mrs. MANN. I have no idea how many abortions were provided

by the hospitals in the city of Philadelphia or in the city of Phila-
delphia, the one Planned Parenthood that provides abortion serv-
ices. It is not a record of which I keep track. I am interested in how
many family planning patients they serve. But in the city of Phila-
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delphia, all of the teaching hospitals that we fund, six of them, as
well as the Planned Parenthood, provide abortion services.

Senator DENTON. You mentioned that, in your view, not many of
the decisions regarding abortion were made in the clinic itself. I
have here a pamphlet from the Planned Parenthood of Southeast-
ern Pennsylvania group, which is one of your delegates, and in
their section entitled 'Our Philosophy," they allow as follows, in
three points: "One, Planned Parenthood believes every child should
be wanted, cared for and loved."

Mrs. MANN. Wouldn't you agree with that?
Senator DorroN. Yes, ma'am, but it is also the opening sentence

for itulisvtifying abortion.
o, Planned Parenthood believes that decisions about human

reproduction should be a matter of individual conscience."
Mrs. MANN. Would you not agree with that?
Senator DENTON. Again, I believe that decisions about human re-

production refer to the right to choose, because it is the woman's
bedan abortion.

Planned Parenthood is committed to providing accurate
and thorough information and services, free from judgment or pres-
sure."

Mrs. MANN. Wouldn't you think that is a good idea?
Senator DorroN. I say, in my view, that, combined with what

else you have here, in terms of what happens, would--
Mrs. MANN. That pamphlet was not produced with title X funds.

It is not what I have. I do not run that agency.
Senator DENToN. I have learned long ago, I cannot separate out

how man y pennies go to produce this pamphlet and so on--
Mrs. MANN. I can.
Senator DimrroN [continuing]. But I do know that you said that

that decision was not made in that center, and I am saying that
what is written here is proabortion.

Mrs. MANN. The corporation that I contract with is Planned Par-
enthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania. I contract with that organi-
zation to provide family planning services to 21,000 individuals.
That Is my contractual relationship; that is title X's contractual -(3-
latiouship with that organizationjust as I contract with the Uni-
versly of Pennsylvania, with the city health department of Phila-
delphia, with community health centers. I have a contractual rela-
tionship for part of the business that those organizations are in. I
am not responsible for wLat the entire University of Pennsylvania
does in all of its facets.

I contract with Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylva-
nia to use public' dollars for a specific purpose. That is for the pro-
vision of famiiy plari.ting services to those in need in the communi-
ty.

I would like to add one thing that is not in that pamphlet. I do
not know that when Mr. Moor was visiting Planned Parenthood, he
got any information on their mother/daughter program. Planned
Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania has instituted a Satur-
day morning program and asks teenagers when they call for an ap-
pointment if they would like to bring their mo-hers with them to
the clinic. Those that say yes are scheduled to come on Saturday,
and a special service is provided for them, which brings the mother
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and daughter to the family planning clinic together. The program
is, I must admit, very successful. Unfortunately, I wish I had had
the pt.blic dollars to fund it. Planned Parenthood had to go into the
community to seek private dollars to fund that program It was an
excellent idea, and I wish I had had the resources to support it.

Senator DENTON. Do you know how many of the 2,000 abortions
performed at that site, 1220 Sansom Street, in Philadelphia, one of
your delegate title X agencies, do you know how many of the 2,400
abortions performed at that site in 1982 were performed on pa-
tients referred to that clinic after receiving pregnancy options
counseling from that or any other title X grantee?

Mrs. MANN. No; Senator, I do not keep track of the abortion
services of Planned Parenthood. I keep track of their family plan-
ning services. That is what I contract with them to provide. Title X
provides services for family planning patients. I can tell you a lot
about their family planning services. I do not know anything about
their abortion services. I do not keep track of them. It is not the
business I am in.

Senator DENTON. Well, I do not know what your responsibilities
are and I do not presume to be identifying them with respect to
these delegate members, but I did hear you say that you did not
think they made decisions about abortion in there, and I read that
which L. alleged to be a pamphlet which comes from them, which
appears to me, and I believe to any other observer, something that
pushes abortion as the solution to pregnancy.

Mrs. MANN. I would certainly hope they were not pushing abor-
tion. I would offer you our guidelines and evidence of other pro-
grams that really are not pushing abortion, pushing adoption,
pushing people to have babies and keep them. We are trying to ex-
plain to patients what their choices are and what the reality of
each of those choices is for them as a person.

Senator DENTON. I would think that you would be interested in
how many abortions were performed at that site after pregnancy
option counseling. It would be some kind of indication of what sort
of impression one got from the options counseling at those centers.
I know that I am very interested in it.

Mrs. MANN. I should add, what we do is that when we do medi-
cal audits and program reviews of our agencies, we sit in on coun-
seling sessions, we check their medical charts as per our guidelines.
I can to II you what happens on the family planning side of these
services. That, I know a great deal about. I know that programs are
providing options counseling. I know what information is given to
the patient: :r. those programs. What I cannot tell you is the specif-
y, detailed statistics about their abortion services. My, and title
X's. interest in this program ends for the pregnant patient once
she has received her options counseling.

Senator DENTON. You know, I asked Dr. Brandt a number of
questions about whether it was OK or not OK to do this or that
with respect to abortion, so I would expect that you would be inter-
ested in what that is, because--

Mrs. MANN. Oh, I am in terms of the title X guidelines.
Senator DENToN Econtinuingl. It is sure going to catch up with

you if you are not.
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Mrs. MANN. I think Dr. Brandt did quite well. I was listening to
you and answering them in my own mind. As far as the title X reg-
ulations, I am very concerned alaout those, and it is my responsibil-
ity to see to it that all my agencies are in compliance with the title
X regulations, with not just the letter of the law, but its spirit, as
well.

Senator DorroN. I thought you were emphasizing something
about the family planning side, but not being particularly knowl-
edgeable or concerned about the abortion counseling part of it, and
by law, we are concerned about it, because it is regulated by the
rules.

Mrs. MANN. I think options counseling is included and regulated
by the rules, and I am very concerned with that.

Senator DENTON. And we are trying to see the results of that op-
tions counseling and to make inductive conclusions about that.

In the pregnancy options guidelines that you have established for
your family planning counseling, it is stated that, "Staff may not
make appointments for abortions by the family planning grant."
Can an options counselor at Planned Parenthood of Southeastern
Pennsylvania, or any other delegate agency, allocate his or her
time spent in making a referral during a counseling session to
other sources of funding?

Mrs. MANN. The answer is a partial, yes and partial, no. For ex-
ample, in a hospital, we frequently have social workers who are in-
volved in multiple programs, providing social services to patients of
that hospital. If a social worker is employed half-time in the
Family Planning Program because she is in the clinic, seeing the
patients half of the time, and in another part of the time of her
job, she is doing something else that she is employed by the hospi-
tal to do, I cannot regulate her other activities, because she is em-
ployed by the hospital or the university to do something else. I
have no authority over that. It is clear that the only authority I
have is over that individual counselor's time when she is working
in the Family Planning Program. I cannot write guidelines that
regulate the rest of her job. That is not my responsibility.

Senator DENTON. Well, regarding the funds and so on, HHS gen-
eral counsel has stated that:

A mere technical allocation of funds attributing Federal dollars to non-abortion
activities and other dollars to abortion activities, in what is otherwise a discreet
project for providing abortion services. would not be a legally supportable avoidance
of the Section 1008 prohibition.

And I suppose you are aware--
Mrs. MANN. Yes; that is why I answered your question as I have.
Senator DENTON. With regard to the family involvement ques-

tion, would you tell us what criteria NFPRHA has established to
determine when parents of teenagers should or should not be in-
cluded in their daughter's decision to seek contraceptives? Are
these criteria based on the physicial and psychological and medical
histories of each adolescent? How are you assured of any degree of
accuracy, based solely upon the perhaps inadequate knowledge of
an unemancipated minor?

Mrs. MANN. Well, NFPRHA is a membership organization. What
we have are policies, as a national organization, that reflect the
views of our members. Our policy is very consistent with the 1981
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amendment, which is that it is the teenager's responsibility to talk
with her parents about her involvement at the clinic. We certainly
support family involvement; we encourage it among our members.
We have written and produced several publications, one of which is
called "Focus on Families," to help our members, to provide techni-
cal assistance to our members in family involvement programs. But
as a membership organization, NFPRHA does not have any author-
ity over its members. We can provide guidance to them, such as the
book, "Focus on Families," which is a technical guide for the im-
provement of involving families, and support the 1981 amendment.

Senator DENTON. I thought we had congressional intent estab-
lished with words to the effect that family--

Mrs. MANN. NFPRHA does not receive title X funds.
Senator DENTON [continuing]. Family involvement would be en-

couraged to the maximum extent practicable. Would not that lead
to some kind of change in your regulations over that which you
had before, to the degree that you do have any control over the ac-
tivities and attitudes in these delegates which serve under you?

Mrs. MANN. Are you asking meI am looking for some clarifica-
tion. Senatorare you asking me about my subcontracting agen-
cies, or NFPRHA's membership? I am wearing two hats.

Senator DENTON. Your subcontracting agencies, as far as you
personally are concerned and as far as NFPRHA in general is con-
cerned.

Mrs. MANN. Well, as far as our subcontractors are concerned, we
have been encouraging family involvement for many years. As
early as 1979, we began a demonstration project to attempt to in-
volve and retrain our counselors and work very seriously with our
teenage patients and involving their families, and have done some
subsequent research about that. That was long before the 1981
amendments. We have been concerned about involving families for
some time.

Since the 1981 amendments, and prior to them, we have been
working with our agencies. We have a board policy involving
family involvement. We have projects of our agencies that have in-
volved families. It is an effort that is constrained only by our re-
sources.

Senator DENTON. Well, don't you have concerns that the parents
coming into the problem will cause harm, psychological damage to
the children, and so on, or a decision not to use the contraceptives?
You said you are limited only to your resources. I would think it
would be very simple to just call the parents up and say, "Mary is
in here."

,irs. MANN. Yes. I think what the 1981 amendments clearly say
is I hat to the extent practicable, the teenager should be talking to
her parents. Efforts have gone in two major areas. One is to work
with, retrain, and continually train our counselors to help teen-
agers do better in talking with their parents. And we have succeed-
ed. 11 our data is correct, and I have no reason to think it is not, on
they initial visit. .10 percent of our teen patients tell us that their
mothers know they are at the clink.. Fifteen months later, when
we ask the same question. that number rises to 72 percent of the
teenagers tell usthese art' teenagers 17 and underthat their
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mothers know they are at the clinic; that they have told them, in
their own way and in their own.

That tells me that our voluntary effort in working with the teen-
agers who are at our clinic is working. I do not have all the an-
swers on how to make teenagers talk more and in a better way to
their parents. But certainly, if the teenagers come to us, we can
work with them, and I think we are succeeding.

The other thing that we are doing is working with the parents in
the community, to try to make the other side of the equation work.
Parents have a responsibility in this to communicate with their
teenagers, with their young children, and so we work with parents
in the communityin the churches, in the community centers,
wherever we can.

The other thing that we are trying to do is to work with the pa-
tients who come to us, the vast majority of adult, low-income
women, who have children, or are planning a family, to talk with
them, in a really preventive way, about how to begin to talk to
their young children. We have an exhibit, we have books, we have
pamphlets. We have trained our counselors. It is not enough to talk
to the teenagers; that, we do. It is almost more important to begin
to work with the parents who are coming to us for family planning
services as adults and help them talk to their young children. Com-
munication about sexuality cannot begin in the teenage years. It
has to be done throughout the growth and the development of the
child.

Senator DENTON. Well, we certainly have no problems in those
directions that you have just mentioned. As you know, I have tried
to establish criteria for reasonable exceptions to parental involve-
ment, and they have included the following: parents who would
physically harm the child, abuse the childnot necessarily just
spank, but I am talking about real abusea court determination
that the parents or guardians of an unemancipated minor are unfit
or unable to properly care for the minor. We never, in any of the
laws or resolutions, nor in any of the proposals I have made, have
recommended informing the parents when a child comes in to be
tested for venereal disease.

Mrs. MANN. Why is that?
Senator DENTON. Because we would not want in any respect to

interfere with that test. I do not want to add any requirements
the test.

I would think that one should add, when you talk about how the
parents get involved, 40 percent, 48 percent, 70 percentwhat I
would like to see the parent involved in is that original decision,
when the child comes in there and has not yet committedor may
be willing to uncommit, like Mary Magdalen did. All of us cars
changeand I think the parent has that rightand you are seeing
that scream through the Gallup Poll, but you are going to be
seeing it more and more, and not because of Senator L'.nton, but
because the more this is aired. the more you are going to hear the
screams. because they do not feel that you are superior to them in
judging what should he said to their child.

Mrs. MANN. I am not.
Senator I)F:NTON. We have also eliminated immediate threat to

the lilt' of a minor requiring medical or protective intervention,
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and parents or guardians informing the grantee that they do not
want to be involved in the services; any court determination that
the parents or guardians of an unemancipated minor are unfit or
unable to properly care for the minor. So I am not blanketly going
for parental involvement.

Mrs. MANN. May I ask you a question?
Senator DENTON. Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. MANN. Do you think that the 1981I think I asked you this

question when you came to speak to NFPRHA's annual meeting in
Marchwhich I appreciated very much; it was very helpful to hear
your views- -

Senator DENTON. I wish you could see what was said. The people
on the left said I made no converts, that everybody in there sort of
hated me. The people on the right said, "The conservatives have to
take another look at this jerk, because obviously, he is not really a
conservative." so it is a real fun thing to deal with.

Mrs. MANN. I am not sure about the former. I think that in your
coming to NFPRHA, and in the content of your speech, you made
it very clear where you stand. And in most of those areas, we agree
with you. We agree with you about the fact that 13-year-olds
should not be having sexual intercourse.

I also think that in that prese. station, you made it clear that
maybe we did not have the answtrsthe single, one best answer
about how to involve families in these decisions. And I would agree
with you. I do not have the answer.

But one of the things I would wonder about is whether or not we
know whether the 1981 amendment is working, whether it is good
enough; whether what we really want is a maximum degree of
flexibility and creativity in local communities, to design family in-
volvement programs that work for them. We are trying that across
this country, and I think one of the things I wonder about is how
well it is working; how well is the 1981 amendment working, before
we need to change it or fix it. Maybe it is not broken. Maybe we
are doing the best we possible can. And it seems to me that family
planning programs and title X programs do need to get some credit
for the efforts that they are making at all of these levels.

I do not think that sending a note home is the best way to have
family involvement in the decisions and discussions around human
sexuality and birth control. I do not think it is the best way. I do
not know if you think it is the best way.

Senator DiorroN. Well, I do want to be reasonable and objective,
as you appear by your tone and your words to be being. I do not
claim any monopoly on either virtue or knowledge. I do believe
that there are many questions which have not yet been answered,
but I must candidly tell you that on balance, in all candor, I be-
lieve there is not enough parental involvement right now. I make
that a net judgment. I believe that that is a problem right now,
and that it is not being solved fast enough. I believe there should
tw accountability when one interposes oneself between a child and
one's parent. I do not see that accountability. I consider that an-
other problem.

yea I guess that is about as clear as I can make it for myself.
I want to thank you for your own testimony this morning, and I

hope that further examination of these issues can bring us closer to
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that which is best for the promotion of the general welfare in this
country, for the pursuit of happiness on the part of our individual
children and their parents; that the preservation of parental rights
and authority is looked to; that the act cf sexual intercourse, while
quite pleasurable, not be portrayed as only recreational, but as in-
volving the act by which a third human being, equally important
to the other two, is brought into this world. Were all of that being
presented, I would feel a lot more comfortable. From what I have
seen, it is not. It is being presented aggressively, as an amoral
questionand when I say "amoral," I am talking about the com-
passion and the love for another human being, consideration for
another human being, namely, the unborn, which might be con-
ceived or born as a result of that act.

Mrs. MANN. May I have 1 more minute?
Senator DENTON. Thank you.
Mrs. MANN. I appreCiate it.
I think that families have a responsibility to communicate their

moral values to their children. I do it as a mother. I think that
your responsibility is in the home. Moral values come to children
primarily from their families.

Senator DENTON. Dorothy, at that point, let me ask you this, be-
cause I have heard the doctors and everybody else say this, that
the families are failing. The families are trying to hack television,
Hollywood, the song lyrics, and everything that is going on at
school with drugs and peer pressure. They are under pressure. Are
you helping parents or not, by not letting them have another
chance with their child?

Mrs. MANN. I think we are helping them, because most parentswish that they had more control over teenagers, in a variety of
ways. It is one of the stages of life that is the most difficult to deal
with as a parent. We do not necessarily control these kids. They
are off on their own, doing a lot of things. Sometimes, the best we
can do is guide them. Sometimes, the best we can do is trust that
we have communicated our moral values to them as they have de-
veloped as children.

The Family Planning Program does not control these kids,
either, no more and no less than families do. We see them a few
hours a year. We do the best we can in getting them back together
with their families, because they continue to trust us.

Senator DENToN. Well, if you want to come up to the office, I will
show you some materials, and then ask you person-to-person
whether you think as a parent that that is what you would have
wanted to be presented to your child by a government grantee,
spending your tax money, and then we will have had a complete
discussion

Mrs. MANN. If you will let me share with you the materials that
I have.

Senator DENToN. I would be delighted.
Mrs. MANN. Wonderful. Can we have a date?
Senator DENrrnN Yes; any time we can find the time, which I

hope is today.
Mrs MANN. Thank you. Senator.
Senator DENTos. Next, Dr. Joan Babbott and I apologize very

much, Dr. liabbott. She is the executive director of the Planned
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Parenthood League of Connecticut and is testifying on behalf of
Mrs. Faye Wattleton, the president of the Planned Parenthood Fed-
eration of America.

I want to welcome Dr. Babbott. She has been very patient. We
had Planned Parenthood on first in most of our hearings. This
time, they are coming on last, in the interest of trying to balance
things.

You may proceed any time, Dr. Babbott, with your statement.

STATEMENT OF JOAN BABBOTT, M.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PLANNED PARENTHOOD LEAGUE OF CONNECTICUT, ON
BEHALF OF FAYE WATTLETON, PRESIDENT. PLANNED PAR-
ENTHOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA, INC.
Dr. BABBOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Joan Babbott. I am a physician. I was trained in pediatrics

and public health. I am also the executive director for the Planned
Parenthood League of Connecticut, a nonprofit, voluntary, health
care organization and a major reproductive health provider in Con-
necticut.

Planned Parenthood of Connecticut is a statewide affiliate of the
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, which consists of 191
affiliates in 43 States.

Last year, Planned Parenthood clinics served nearly 2 million
men and women, providing information and medical services to
enable them to prevent unintended pregnancies and to make in-
formed decisions about having children.

In Connecticut, we saw 43,500 women at our 19 clinic sites. Yet,
even when combined with services offered through other clinics, we
estimate less than half the need for organized, subsidi services
is met.

When title X passed, with broad bipartisan support, the Govern-
ment committed itself to enabling all individuals to decide the
number and spacing of their children. Title X does not serve just
women on welfare, nor just the poorest of the poor. Many marginal
income and unemployed families depend upon these title X clinics.
This is important where the women served are teenagers, since
teenagers who become mothers typically have no marketable skills,
little education, and no husband capable of supporting a family. A
recent Civil Rights Commission report noted that half of the $9.4
billion invested in Aid to Families With Dependent Children in one
year, 1975, went to families in which the woman had given birth as
a teenager.

About 80 percent of all family planning services provided to teen-
agers at specialized cliltics are in title X programs. Title X is the
Nation's major vehicle for preventing unintended adolescent preg-
nancies. Roughly one-third of the women served were in their
teens. The majority of the teenagers served are 18 and 19 years old.
Teenagers often delay seeking contraceptives for 1 year or more
after they become active sexually. Their first visit to a clinic is
commonly to determine whether they are pregnant. And I, as a cli-
nician, have experienced that over and over again. The major
reason for this delay is fear that their activities will become known
to their parents. Thirty-seven percent of the women seen at
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Planned Parenthood of Connecticut are 15 to 19 years old. Most of
these are the older teens. Our philosophy is to involve the family in
decisions around reproductive health care to the strongest extent
possible, while protecting the needed confidentiality.

Eighty pere-nt of the other women served have incomes below
150 percent oi he poverty level. Because for many women, we are
their sole health provider, our services include in addition to a
complete range of contraceptive control for men and women, a
careful health interview, breast exam, blood and urine test, blood
pressure check, pregnancy testing, and PAP smear. Referral to
other health services will be made when cirrmstances indicate.

Planned Parenthood of Connecticut, with its private donations,
offers first trimester abortion at three clinic sites and vasectomy at
one site. These services comprise only 2 percent of our services and
are not funded through title X. Most title X funds go to State or
local health departments.

Planned Parenthood affiliates serve 27 percent of the national
caseload.

As a result of the Federal Family Planning Program, more than
800,000 pregnancies, half among teenagers, were averted in 1981
alone. If these pregnancies had occurred, there would have been an
estimated 282,000 additional births and 433,000 more abortions.
Each dollar invested in family planning saves $2 in health and wel-
fare costs associated with unintended births the following year.
The cost/benefit ratio is even higher for teenagers. In 1981, some
9.5 million low-income women in this country were at risk of unin-
tended pregnancy, and only half could obtain services. Because of
the failure to obtain services, contraceptive failure or lack of un-
derstanding concerning pregnancy, there were nearly 1.6 million
abortions in 1982. That is one abortion for every two live births in
the United States.

The problem remains a serious one for all women, with the
greatest impact felt by the poor and the young, because their needs
cannot be met. We encourage the Congress to keep title X a strong,
Federal categorical grant program. We recognize the constraints
under which you operate, but urge you to authorize more money so
that the program can reach those not served.

Planned Parenthood of Connecticut is a direct grantee of title X
dollars for Connecticut, which enables us and our six subgrantees
to bypass the State bureaucracy, thus allowing more of those dol-
lars to be used for direct services. It also enables us to serve more
women by stretching those dollars with private contributions.

In the comprehensive statement, there are recommendations
about the administration of the program. We also recommend more
support for education programs and contraceptive research.

Quality services, offering the safest and most effective methods,
are essential. Unplanned pregnancy is a national problem, demand-
ing a national solution.

We would appreciate your support, Mr. Chairman, in communi-
cating this message to the Congress, and we look forward to work-
ing with you in underscoring the importance of preventive, subsi-
dized family planning services for those in need.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Babbott follows:]
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voluntary family planning available as a tool to enhance the health and wel-

fare of mothers and chilaren, through the prevention of unintended pregnancy.

Members on both sides of the aisle, and on both sides of the abortion

questiAl, also embraced tederal support for family planning as the single,

most direct means available to reduce the need for abortion among women in

this country. (One of the early, vocal supporters of the program was a Repub-

lican Congressman from Houston, now Vice-President George Bush.)

Given that history, it has been hard to understand the consistent hostil-

ity of the current administration to Title X. Each year beginning in 1981,

and again this year, the administration hai called for the program's repeal.

As yoo know, Mr. Chairman, in 1981 end each year subsequently Congress has

rejkted th, h10,.k grant approach in favor of retaining Title X as a federal

categorical program.

Rebut:a by the Congress, the administration has worked tirelessly to ad-

mtntstratively undermine the program. That is consistent with a letter that

President Reagan sent Senator Hatch (R-Utah) in July 1981, lamenting that "we

do not nave the votes to defeat the family planning program...." "Perhaps we

can remedy s)me of the problems in the family planning program administrative-

ly durtt4 the three years that it will remain as a categorical grant," the

President vent on to say. That was a warning of what was to come: three

years of non-stop harassment and ill-management of the program by administra-

tors who perceived the "problem" as being the family planning program it-

self -- and particularly its priority of serving adolescents.

whatisjitleX?

Title X is the only program through which Congress can affect and monitor

tLe extent to which family planning services are provided around the country;
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it provides more than half of all federal funds for services; it serves as the

program base from which other sources of support -- state and local -- can ,be

obtained.

Title X authorizes project grants to both public and private nonprofit

organizations to provide family planning services (including natural family

planning and infertility services) to all who want and need them, but with

priority given to low-income persons. No abortions may be provided with Title

X funds. The services program is complemented by a training program for clin-

ic personnel, limited community-based education activities and strict evalua-

tion requirements to ensure program accountability. The FY 1984 appropriation

for the entire Title X program is $140 million -- well below the $162 million

spent on Title X in the last year of the previous authorization.

Title X is the nation's principal vehicle for preventing unintended ado-

lescent pregnancies. Of the 4.6 million women served in organized programs in

1981, approximately one-third were young women in their teens. According to

the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), about 80 percent of all

family planning services provided to teenagers in specialised clinics are in

programs supported by Title X.

It is demonstratable that dollars spent for family planning save great

many more dollars in the direct and indirect costs associated with unintended

pregnancies. But since Title X services are not limited to the poorest of the

poor, nor to women on welfare, Title X also plays an important role in helping

marginal-income individuals and families stay off of welfare.

This is particularly important where teenagers are involved. More often

than not, teenagers who become pregnant have few marketable skills, too little

education and no husband to provide adequate support. According to a 1983 re-

port from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights entitled "A Growing Crisis, Dia-

movantaged Women and Their Children," about half of the $9.4 billion invested
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in the federal Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program in 1975

went to families in which the woman had given birth as a te.:nager. Six outof

10 women in families receiving AFDC payments had given birth as teenagers,

compared to just about one-third of women in families not receiving such pay-

wants.

Title X is important to the health and yell-being of nearly every family

in another way which attracts such less public attention. In 1979, the most

recent year for which worldwide data have been compiled, it provided explicit

legislative authorisation for close to 60 percent of total United States fund-

ing (including private industry and philanthropic contributions) for research

in une reproductive rcienees and contraceptive development. And, the United

States in turn was responsible for more than 70 percent of all expenditures in

the world for such research.

It is well recognised by now that virtually all contraceptive methods

currently in use twos sums serious drawbacks. whether they involve efficacy,

safety, or acceptablity. The most effective temporary methods, the pill and

the IUD, have side effects (for some) which have been highly publicised. As a

result, contraceptive use -- while nearly universal in our society -- is often

both imperfect because of existing methods, and because human beings, too, are

imperfect. The inadequacy of available contraceptive methods is reflected in

the distressingly high rates of recourse to abortion.

While we wait for better contraceptive methods and choices to emerge,

there are 36 million American women faced with the everyday problem of how to

prevent getting pregnant unintentionally. As I mentioned earlier, 4.6 million

women rely on the subsidised family planning clinic system to obtain air-

vices. While services to teenagers receive a great deal of attention. it

should be emphasised that two-thirds of the patients in this program are adult

women. In the early years of the program, many came to the clinics only after
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they already had all the children they wanted (or more). Today the typical

patient does not yet have children. Eight in 10 have incomes below 150 per

cent of the official poverty Level.

The vast majority of the teenagers served are 18 and 19 year-olds. Many

teenagers delay seeking contraceptive help for a year or more aster initiating

sexual activity. Their first contact with family planning clinic ,,ften

occurs when they already are -- or think that they are -- pregnant. A sosjor

reason for the delay in seeking contraceptive assistance is fear that theit

sexual activity will become known to their parents.

Agencies that provide Title X services are as varied as the individuals

and families they serve. Some 2,500 separate agencies operate clinics at over

5,000 servo.e sites in virtually every county in the country. Most Title X

funds go to state or local health departments: Planned Parenthood affiliates

served 21 percent of the national caseload; forty percent of the patients were

served by health departments; 13 percent by hospital-based programs and the

remainder (20 percent) by a variety of other agencies such as HMO's, neighbor-

hood health centers, tree clinics, ete.

Approximately $124 million was appropriated in FY 1983 for Title X family

planning services. The bulk of that money was awarded to health departments,

hospitals and the variety of county agencies just, mentioned. Planned Parent-

ti-od atttltetes received a total of about 830 million, or 24 percent.

I want to stress that Planned Parenthood is a federation of autonomous,

1.s:4; nnr,:it agencies which operate with boards and staff from the communi-

trwy ...rye, within federal mandates and guidelines. Since Title X pro-

t stW% 1 Zift. Only for aire:t services, each Planned Parenthood affili-

ate 7.-..st apply to the government on its own if it wishes to receive Title X

.nt ar.isi,ns are made by the DMIS regional offices based on ap-

and 1cal health departments and various "umbrella"
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agencies. These applications in turn are based on a determination, at the

community level, of which agency or combination of agencies is best suitedto

provide the needed services efficiently and effectively. In most instances,

therefore, receipt by Planned Parenthood affiliates of federal funds is condi-

tioned upon community-based decisions. Title X project grant money for ser-

vices does not support any activities at PPFA headquarters in New York City,

nor is PPFA involved in any way with the allocation of Title X funds to its

affiliates. (I have attached to this statement material that describes PPPA's

structure, objectives, programs and financing.)

Title X-funded family planning clinics provide a variety of health care

services and information for men and wcmen. For many women, these clinics are

their primary source of health care. Teenagers often enter the adult health

care system through a Title X clinic. The contraceptive services funded by

Title X comprise a much broader range than most people realize, including edu-

cation on reproductive health systems and methods of birth control (including

natural family planning); a complete health screening assessment; contracep-

tive supplies with appropriate instruction; and laboratory tests that screen

for anemia, hypertension, cervical and breast cancer, sexually transmitted

diseases, kidn.!), dysfunction and diabetes. Some family planning clinics also

provide the additional services of prenstal care, infertility diagnosis and

treatment and sterilisation. Counseling is available for all patients, as is

instruction pertaining to breast self-examination, pregnancy, human sexuality

acid witritiJn.

.6,41:1!

A4 a dir...r reult the :.:derail y funded fami:y planning program in

, !, pc,:iankies abut 42,,,UGU of them

le-r, w. re :t 10and pregnancies had occurred,
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there would have been an estimated 282,000 additional births and 433,000 more

abortions that year. (The remaining pregnancies would have ended in miscar-

riages.) During the entire decade of the 1970s, a total of 2.3 million unin-

tended births were averted because of the federally supported family planning

program. This has been achieved with a cost-effectiveness unparallelled by

any other federal program. Each dollar invested in family planning by the

government in any one year yields a saving of $2.00 in health and welfare

costa associated with unintended births the following year. .or teenagers,

the cost/benefit ratio is even higher -- a $2.90 saving for every dollar spent

-- because teenage pregnancies and births are more likely to be medically

problematic and teenage parents are more likely to need welfare or other pub-

lic benefits than their adult counterparts.

What Is the Remaining Need for federally - Subsidised Tamil Planning Services?

Between 1980 and 1981, the number of low-income women who were at risk of

unintended pregnancy rose by about 30 percent, to 9.5 million. This is a dir-

ect reflection of the increase in the proportion of women who are poor. Only

slightly more than half were able to obtain services. The subsidized clinic

system removes the financial barrier that for many is the primary obstacle to

receiving needed care. The average first-year private sector cost of using

the pill, for example, is $172 including supplies and medical supervision.

Not surprisingly, women of limited means often seek cheaper, less reliable

contraception or use none at all. Far from having reached a time when the

nd for services has been met, the demand today is even greater. As a result

of tn.. inability to obtain services, contraceptive failure or a simple lack of

understanding concerning pregnancy (especially among teenagers), there were

appi.xioatly l.t) million abortions in 1982 -- a clear Indicator of the re-

maining pr.blem Lur all rumen, with Inc greatest impact being felt by the poor

and the young.
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While the states and other federal programs (Medicaid, Maternal and Child

Health and Social Services block Grants) contribute financially to the nation-

al family planning program, the categorical, federal Title X program estab-

lishes the structure that is necessary for the program's high quality and ef-

fectiveness. Under Title X, national medical standards have been developed,

there are informed consent protections for the patients, and there is a

national reporting system that ensures accountability for federal dollars and

facilitates planning for future service needs. Despite the strong support

demonstrated by some states, the philosophical and programmatic direction for

family planning services stems directly from the existence and reaffirmation

of Title X. It is therefore imperative that the federal government which sup-

pits family planning as a basic public health service provide clear policy

direction by maintaining the integrity of Title X.

1t" Pr., am and Its Politics Since 1981; MA's Concerns and Recommendations

Mr. Chairman, since Title X was last resuthorired under the Omnibus Bud-

get Rec:nciliation Act of 1981, the program has been intensely scrutinize°,

4abloctPd to political harassment and administrative confusion and uncertain-

ty. Title X has withstood this array of assaults. It is my hope, Mr.

Chairman, that the insidious warfare on Title X that has been ongoing since

lqst will be resolved openly and positively during this year's reauthorization

process.

First we had the ill-fated "squeal rule" and the contemplated DIMS guide-

ilhrs teat ....entialiy would have disqualified any agency that provides abor-

ti,% ttm te.:etving fttle X funds for family planning services -- both in

fief in 1963 came the sudden transfer of the Office for Family Planning

4N41,1stet4 by a hostile political appointee, isolated from the other
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primary care and maternal and child health programs in the Health RLsources

and Services Administration. And now in the face of the renewed call for the

abolishment of the program in 1984, Title X has survived.

Along the way, DHHS has attempted to "block grant" the program adminis-

tratively, by raducing the number of dirert grantees from 222 to FY 1981 to 86

in FT 1983, with strong bias toward state health departments. This bias

LOW4f4 state governments as the "preferred" recipient of direct Title X grants

h4s no oasis :n the Title X statute, as you well know. Even so, DHHS' consol-

idation etfoits might have been tolerable had it not been :arried to an ex-

treme, as in tne case of Utah. Thereoflanned Parenthood of Utah and Park

it. (-mmohit!,- lthsc were suddenly defunded in favor of the state health de-

viitment pr,s,nselly to increase administrative efficiency by consolidating

thre gran!, into -one. In fact, it is clear that the true motive for consol-

idation was to ncTle the health dpartment to impose a state parental consent

law. hist as m,:nth, Federal District Court Judge David K. Winder ruled that

this VA% in direct conflict with the requirements under Title X and the state

wa dee-7.4 for these funds as lung as it defied federal law. Most

14n.is L. now :seen redirected to the Utah providers offering services

In e w1 ti, :ttle X. Planned Parenthood Association of Utah and Park

It' --mflr.tty itnic, the aLtIng executive director of the state health de-

;,:.!meT.t iel-iet by saying, try finesse our way around the rul-

:ni....-

Y: , 4.,s;tte .'or deep con -ens aLout the current management of

:i A:0.1stint Se:retary :or Populatton Affairs (bASPA).

iLis p s:.uld he retained. Now that DHHS has

n sltrect przigram responsibility to the bASPA

T.:story, nwever, we believe that the Th.-

...T:es .Ts 4etetmtheq y the Secretary of DREW
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in 1970 and continued until January, 1983 was an appropriate one. The Title X

program must be run by an experienced public health program manager. I the

same time, overall policy and coordination with other DHHS programs comple-

menting Title X (services under Medicatd, maternal and child health, social

services, research at the National Institute of Child Health and Human Devel-

opment. evaluation at the Centers for Disease Control and the Food and Drug

Administration) should be orchestrated at a higher level -- the DASPA. While

the current DASPA has now been granted the additional task of managing Title X

directly, she has not even fulfilled her responsibilities as DASPA. The "fea-

sibility study" that was to examine the ability and willingness of the states

t" administer and deliver family planning services ordered by Congress in 1981

has yet to appear. The statutorily required "Five Year Plan for Family Plan-

ning Services an4 Population Research" for FY :982 was finally transmitted to

Congress nine months late and is so "streamlined" from previous years' reports

as to be of questionable value. And, of course., there are problems on the

program management side.

We nn :onAer see much interest, or ability, at DHHS in collecting and an-

alyzing uati:nri program data. Atter tetminating its long-standing contract

s.ith the. A:in Cuttmacher Institute last September, DHHS stated in January that

it w.,:la do in-tun:se those things that the Uuttmacher Institute had done. We

utge this ,.ommtt:ee to ensure that DHHS follows through on this promise, since

pr,gram acc,.otabiItty nas at least until now always bee reliable and crucial

to the program's success. We are skeptical about the -lepartment's sincerity,

slo. , ;I.FosiuA grant legislation which would eliminate any data

reu:rmnts. 4t :ninnce that running Title X grogram

operaticns day-tc-lay ap,1 fulfilling the requiremonts of tne DASPA are too

t: ,n c, n and one ..,ttlL to handlo.

r- tari,.tet tt,t. P:Ett-r tot Family Planning Is the tact

tr;at It I's, r-4 LC m-te .tivenieat r bXHS to view Title X throu4n the lens
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of the Adolescent Family Life Act (AFLA), which is being run from the same

office. These two programs have entirely different goals, legislative histor-

ies, target populations and service delivery systems. Yet, the administration

cited the AFLA in its legal defense of its imposing the squeal rule on Title

X. We believe it is important that these two independent programs be run as

two independent programs.

Mr. Chairman, in 1981, part of the price to pay for continuing family

planning (as well as most other domestic programs) was to accept a drastic 22

percent cut in appropriations. This year's appropriation of $140 million is

still $22 million below FY 1981's level, not adjusting for inflation. As a

rt.sult, family planning clinics have not only been fending nff all the politi-

cal attacks on the program's philosophy, but have been struggling under se-

verely strained budgets. DHSS estimates that as many as 1,000 clinic site*

have closed since 1982. Numerous special projects have been discontinued, in-

cluding male involvement and community education, among many others. In order

to preserve the core of the program -- medical contraceptive services -- clin-

ics have had to diminish their information and education activities. This has

implications not only for teenagers, but adult women in light of the extent of

public misinformation that exists about current contraceptive methods.

According to the DHSS implementation plan for "Promoting Health/Preventing

Disease: Objectives for the Nation," published in the September-October 1963

issue of DHSS's Public Health Reports, "by 1990, at least 75 percent of man

and women over the age of 14 should be able to describe accurately the various

contraceptive methods, including natural family planning, as well as the rela-

tive safety and effectiveness of one method versus the others." We would sug-

gest that to accomplish this, Title X's current section on information and ed-

ucation be expanded and given higher priority.

Mr. Chairman, along with a strengthened service program it is time to fo-

cus more attention on the current state of contraceptive technology. I men-
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tioned earlier that tremendous misunderstandings exist about the safety and

efficacy of current methods. Fear and ignorance may account in part for why

the fourth most common method of birth control is "no method" for more than 3

million women, and why another 3 million use the least effective methods. But

this does not take away from the fact that women of different ages and circum-

stances need different choices that would maximize contraceptive effectiveness

and acceptability. For now, most women are making decisions according to the

"least bad" theory.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to take just a moment to make note of our

special concern about the decline in funding over the last four years for re-

search specifically devoted to the development of better contraceptive methods

and the testing of their safety and effectiveness. The research Title X auth-

orizes in both the reproductive sciences and contraceptive development is ad-

ministered by NIH's National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

(NICHD). Research in the reproductive sciences involves basic research in the

biology and chemistry of human reproduction, while research in contraceptive

development and evaluation is devoted to applying the findings of basic re-

search to the actual development and testing of contraception. In short, all

of the work supported in reproductive sciences is meaningless to family plan-

ning if it is not applied to the development of improved methods of family

planning.

At a time when there is so much public discussion about the incidence of

abortion and so much concern about the safety of available methods of contra-

ception, one would expect to find increasing support given to research in con-

traceptive development and evaluation. In fact, the opposite is occurring.

In fiscal 1981, NICHD's support for contraceptive development was 88.254 mil-

lion; for fiscal 1985, it is requesting $8.180 million. In fiscal 1981, NICHD

support for contraceptive evaluation was $4.292 million; for fiscal 1985, it
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is requesting 23.133 million. Instead of an increase in support for these vi-

tal areas of applied research, we are seeing a nine percent reduction in NICHD

funding for contraceptive development and a 25 percent reduction in funding

for contraceptive evaluation. To put this in perspective, just two yeari ago,

the Office of Technology Assessment recommended an addtional $20 million an-

nually for federal funding for contraceptive development, noting that avaii-

able research opportunities are only waiting funding to be more fully exploit-

ed. We would therefore strongly endorse increasing support specifically for

contraceptive development and evaluation to pursue existing leads for new

methods and provide reassurance about current ones.

Mr. Chairman, Planned Parenthood's primary mission is to enable all Amer-

icans to prevent unwanted or unintended pregnancy so that individual couples

can achieve their own family size goals. High quality services offering the

safest, most effective and most acceptable methods ars essential. Unplanned

pregnancy is indeed a national problem demanding national solution. W. look

forward to working with this committee now and in the future in sustaini4 and

heightening the importance of preventive, voluntary subsidized family planning

services for those in need and the pursuit of better contraceptive technology

for all of us, in the United Stites and around the world.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Babbott.
Senator Weicker very much wanted to be here today to hear

your testimony and greet you personally. He is attending to his
duties as chairman of the Labor and Human Resources Appropria-
tions Subcommittee.

Dr. Klaus stated that her natural family planning organization
does not sell a product which brings a profit to a manufacturer or
to them, and the last witness made some remarks about lamenting
the fact that the teenagers were 13-year-girls who were sexually
active and so on.

I would feel better if I were to read about Planned Parenthood
that they were selling pamphlets, suggesting the inadvisability of
premarital pregnancy, rather than diversifying into the sale of
their own brand of condoms.

Is Planned Parenthood planning to finance their operations
through those sales? I have been reading that they were consider-
ing selling their own brand of condoms.

Dr. BAssorr. No; we certainly would never finance all of
Planned Parenthood federation's programs through the sale of con-
doms. However, any income from condoms certainly would enable
us, and does enable us, to publish a great many pamphlets. I wish
you could see in Connecticut, several of our resource centers, li-
braries, the kinds of pamphlets, the kinds of materials we do sell
and do give out to schools, parents, anyone who wants them, dis-
cussing many different ways of contraception. In fact, one very
good pamphlet we hand out discusses natural family planning as
one of the options.

Senator DENTON. And then again, on the subject of abortion, we
had the Planned Parenthood delegate under Mrs. Mann saying
"Planned Parenthood believes every child should be wanted, cared
for and loved." I did not comment on that, except to say that I cer-
tainly agree with it, but I do believe it introduces some proabortion
rationale.

Dr. BABROTT. I would like to talk to you about that statement.
Senator DENTON. OK. Let me finish this one brief point. They

then say that "Planned Parenthood believes that decisions about
human reproduction should be a matter of individual conscience."

I would feel better were Planned Parenthood, again, selling pam-
phlets which advertise the truth, that there are hundreds of thou-
sands of families, waiting to adopt, who want, would care for and
love the child, which otherwise is disposed of through abortion. I do
not see much of that in Planned Parenthood's literature.

So you go ahead and address that.
Dr. BAHR(Yrr. I would just reemphasize the fact that I was trained

as a pediatrician, and I have been in family planning, women's
health, maternal and child health field for about 20 years. One of
the reasons, probably the basic reason, I got very interested in
family planning was because I was working in a State health de-
partment, where I was dealing with children who nobody wanted,
children who were committed to the State, thousands of them. And
so I really do not ever agree with the statement that people make
that there are thousands of parents out there who will take on chil-
dren who are thrown away and unwanted by other people.
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I also worked for 10 years at a State training school and experi-
enced the same thingchildren that nobody wanted, children who
had been abused. So I really got into the family planning field toprevent unwanted children coming into this world. And I thorough-ly agreeI have a staff of about 200 people, Mr. Chairman, and Iknow they all agree that every child should be loved and wantedand welcomed into this world, and that is why we work so hard on
getting contraceptive services to men and women of any age, race,place of residence, or ability to pay. And I think the point that wasmade, that what is so good about title X, is that it allows us to givethose services to people who otherwise cannot pay for them.

I would also like to say I have heard some talk today about
people being proabortion. I would just like to say we have a staff of200 people. None of them are proabortion. And we have abortion
services at three of our sites. But all our staff are prochoice. And Ithink there is a big difference. In other words, in this free country,where the law is that it is a private matter, and it is an individualchoice, it is just as important for a client who comes in to us to beable to choose abortion as to choose natural family planning or anyof the other methods.

Senator DENTON. Some people do regret the Supreme Court deci-sion, which was relatively recent considering the length of our his-tory, making abortions legal. But then, there remains the question,once the girl is pregnant, whether she should abort the baby orpermit the child to livethere is life in that womb, and the rightto life, according to our Founding Fathers, was endowed by ourCreator, and it is mentioned as the first right that any of us have.So you know, we have all of that argument, which I cannot gain-say. I just happen to be of the view that it would be better for thechild to be born. And the Russ family and many others who have
come through here, testifying, have given a different point of viewfrom yours. They have seen as a fact of life that the girls are notbetter off having abortions than saving their babies. Every individ-ual I have knowledge of who had an abortion, in my own personallife, regretted it, and said that if she had the experience to gothrough again, she would bring the child to term and have it adopt-ed, or try to raise it herself. But that remarkable Russ family, of
your own State, Ellington, CT, have opened their hearts and theirhome to nine handicapped, adopted, and foster children. So Icannot agree with your characterization of children not beingwanted. I do believe that there is a tremens Jos waiting list of par-ents willing to adopt, and we just honestly disagree on our perspec-tive on that.

So thank you very much, Dr. Babbott, for your testimony.
Thank you all for your interest.
(Additional material supplied for the record follows:)
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The Nurses Association of the American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists (MAACCG) is a professional nursing specialty organization

of 111.000 obstetric, gynecologic and neonatal nurses.

MAN= supports the reauthorization of the Title X family planning

program as a categorical program. NAACO° further supports the continued

funding of nurse practitioner training under Title X.

Many of our nurse members staff the family planning clinics either as

public health nurses or as nurse practitioners. The family planning

services provided by these clinics continue to be in great demand. Success-

ful family planning substantially improves the health and well-being of

the women and their families.

Teenagers and Confidentiality

Although the family planning clinics have been very successful, there are

still many sexually active teenagers who do rot use any means of contracep-

tion. We have had limited success in reaching the many teenagers who need

the services.

It has been difficult to get the teenagers to come to the family planning

clinics even though there have been few barriers to receiving services.

To add the barrier of "mandated parental consent" will not only discourage

the unnerved teenagers who may have sought services, but it will also

decrease the number of teens who are presently choosing to receive family

planning services through the clinics.

The assurance of confidentiality was an important factor in serving this

population. Iu a 1980 survey done by the Johns Hopkins Medical School
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revealed that the assurance of confidentiality was the reason cited by

64 percent of young female patients for their first visit to a family

planning clinic; some 33 percent indicated that they had delayed visiting

the clinic for an average of ono year after becoming sexually active simply

because they feared that the clinic would tell their parents.

We ass in philosophical agreement that the parents should know when their

teenagers receive treatment, care or counseling. However, in view of the

reality of the situation, for example the over one million unplanned preg-

nancies, XRACCO must oppose the mandated requirement of parental consent

for teenage services.

Mebooloral Research Needed

NM= suppdts continued research on how to get the teenagers to the clinics

and how to increase compliance to the family planning regimes. What are

thL motivators that get teens to use the family planning services and that

wilt '.rep them coming back for the supervision of their reproductive health

carat What educational approaches would be most effective?

Nurse Practitioners

The clinics with high compliance rates are those clinics staffed by nurse

practitioners. The nurse practitioners in family planning clinics have been

effective in reaching the teenagers and in increasing their compliance rates.

A joint statement was developed by NAACOG and AGOG regarding the role des-

cription of the obstetric/gynecologic nurse practitioner and published first

in 1979. This statement is available through HAACOG.

Eligibility

NAACO.: opposes the use of family income to determine the eligibility of

those can use the family planning services. This raises an additional
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barrier in front of those teenagers seeking services from a family planning

Clinic.

Consequences of Tewmaqe_PTegnancv

The number of teenagers in the total population has increased, consequently

greater number of unplanned pregnancies in this population has occurred.

According to research reported by the Alan Guttmachor Institute the birth

rate among the teenage population is declining.

Approximately fifty percent of teenagers choose abortion. Approximately

fifty percent of teenagers choose to carry their infants to term, with

the majority of those choosing to keep their babies. The social and

economic issues relating to teenage parenting play a greater role in the

outcome than the health care issues. While the health car. issues are

important with adolescent pregnancy, the social and economic affects are

of greater importance to both the teenager and her infant. The problems

associated with teenagers who drop out of school are well known. Overall,

the teenagers have to rely on Podoral support, have less schooling, therefore

fewer marketable skills in the workplace, and are inadequately prepared either

intellectually or emotionally for parenthood.

Summary

The Title X family planning program has been successful and MAACCC believes

it should be reauthorized as a separate categorical program. Services

should be continued and reemphasized due to the number of sexually active

teenagers and the negative consequences of teenage pregnancy. MAACOG supports

the confidentiality between the teenagers and the health care providers.

NAACOG supports the need for behavorial research to find the motivators

that will get the teenagers to the family planning clinics. KAACOG also

supports continued funding for nurse practitioner training since many of the

Title x clinics are successfully staffed by nurse practitioners who have

developed sound teenage programs.
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Mr . tiomt ,; eel I be Subcontru t tee:

A* the request of the Honorable Charles Grassly, Senator of Iowa and

thi Cormuttee on Labor and Hunan Resources I am submitting written

drItIrtss t ht. do] ihrrat ions of Conrrri-ns regarding the categorical

:,.11Jlitaizat ion of the National Family Planninq Program, Title X of the

0.11 alta Solvi Ai t, As th Extwutive Director of rho Family Planning

t.on11 of Iowa, a non-prof it Title X grantee, I would first like to express

nfy 1.--iat ion on ht-half of the Board of Directors for the privilege of

ccy thtir views as voluntary cortrmunty leaders representing the

It:wans in need of family olanning services.

Granrop Description

Kivu ly Planning Council of Iowa is a private, charitable non-profit or-

-biro/at ion incorporated in June of 1980. The purpose of this organization

dfveloping, financing and adnunistrat ion of voluntary repro-

.:. ty..11*h :vrvicn. The primary place of business is located at 3500

Store F,, Ir!s Mninrs, Iowa 50313.

Firmly Planninej Council of Iowa (MI) br:lieves that prevent ive health

1: :ervi,-nr. will contribute to the improved individual's health and personal

t*: tn .111 will eventually affect the community in tents of promoting

:p 13.1 tlth and avoiding costs associated in addressing the problems

f inancd health, social and welfare programs. Key in all

.* family planning services should be offered to the

Pot' FIVI '0 the ounitutity or a strictly voluntary basis and with the ut -

rr.oAri f."%r he dignity And the privacy of the patient. Rising costs

1 r,irnl ri-sourcPs eontimx. to thxeaten th continuation of direct

: , :mains camutted to rtaximizing public funds

!. . fret we and ef f icient adrtunistrat ion. Toward this object ive,
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the agency soliits volunteet exeutive and professional services. In addi-

tion, bulk purchasing of laboratory services and supplies continues as an

effort to reduce project expenses.

Grantee History and Performance

Asa Title X grantee since October 1980, FPCI has maintained Compliance

with all applicable rules and regulations, including BCRR indicators and

appropriate medical standards. According to the 1983 BCRR data, this grantee

provided family planning services to 31,639 patients. Based on Table 28 of

the BCRR reporting requirements, 20,188 were women reported at or below the

150k of poverty level. The volume of services to this group of low income

users presents a 15% increase over the previous reporting period. The pene-

trat ion rate determined by the target population established by Region VII

funding formila was 27.691.

During fiscal year 1983, $663,302 was approved by the Department of

Health and Human Services for the funding of 15 local family planning pro-

gram sites as delegates of the Family Planning Council of Iowa. There were

an estimated 55,100 teens and women 13-44 at risk of pregnancy with incomes

below 1501 of the federal poverty index in need of subsidized family planning

services and residing in the existing 41 county FPCI project area (AGI-WIN

1981). As stated previously, in 1983 programs funded 1, FPCI provided ser-

vices to 31,639 individuals. 20.188 of this total were below 150% of the

federal poverty index, or 648 of the total served. This represents a 15%

increase over the previous reporting period and is of major significance as

funding reductions occurred during the, budget period.

Family Planning_ Needs in Iowa

Comprehensive family planning services represents an approach to address

the health, social and economuc problems associated with the incidence of un-

wanted and mis-timed pregnancies in the State of Iowa.

2-
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fertility sttxlmn hew shown that in the United States almost all people,

regardless of ethnic, religious or socio-economic background desire to have

smaller families and use, or expect to use, contraception. Additionally,

ffectrA fertility management has been shown to contribute substantially

to the health of mothers and children, as well as to family health and stabi-

lity.

It has been demonstrated, however, that family planning services are

not available to all who need and want them. In addition to many low or mar-

ginally low income individuals who have been denied access because of economic

barriers, there are many non-poor medical high-risk individuals who experience

difficulty in securing and utilizing effective family planning services. It

some areas the number of private physicians who provide family planning is

limited. In others, health facilities may be geographically inaccessible

to those in need of such services. Included among those with other access

problems are a large number of sexually active adolescents who may have diffi-

culty obtaining information about birth control and effective contraceptive

skills. The long range goal of the Family Planning Council of Iowa is to

have available family planning services to all who want and need them.

Services To Low Income

There is no standard national definition of medical indigency,' the

point at which individuals cannot afford to purchase private medical care.

The issue is further complicated since the income level at which a person

would choose to spend limited funds for an elective service such as family

planning is believed to be higher than that for emergency medical treatment.

Poverty levels are defined by family size as well am location and in-

come. To wait until families increase to the point of becoming classified

as poor or rear poor before subsidized fanily planning can is provided

would defeat the program's long range goal of helping individuals and

-3-
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families to avoid the dependency which may be caused by the birth of an un-

sought child. The universive need for family planning, therefore, includes

a group of individuals larger than that which falls below the 100% of poverty

guideline. Prior to 198r. *low income was defined as 150% of the Community

Adtrunistration (CSA) income poverty guidelines. All family planning

agencies were advised of the amended rules and regulations (42 CFR part 59),

effective June 8, 1980 which reduced "low income" from 150% to 100% of the

CSA income poverty guidelines, permitting family planning program to charge

for services on a sliding fee scale for persona falling in the range of

100-250% of these poverty guidelines.

The Ste of Iowa is divided into 99 counties. 95% of the land is cul-

tivated to support the primary activity agriculture. During the period

betwen 1970 and 1980 population decreased in 42 of Iowa's counties and in-

creased in the other 57. The greatest decreases were experienced in Pocahontas

(-11.1%) and in Audubon (-10.8%) counties, while Warren (27.1 %) and Dickinson

(24.4%) counties increased more than 20% and ten other counties had popula-

tion gains from 10% to 15%.

Iowa's population grew by 3.1% from 1970 to 1980 but the nuMber of housing

units in the state increased by 17.3% during the same period. Thus, housing

units grew more than five times as such as population. The difference between

these rates of change reflect the decreases in household tire.

The estimated child population under age 19 from the 1980 census was

94,885, or 32,4% of the total population -- a decrease from 197G of approxi-

mately 13%. The population group ages 15-19 for 1980 was 207,542, represent-

ing 9% of the total population, or an increase of 1.5% compared to 1970. A

comparison of 1970 and 1980 data census shows a large increase in women ages

15 through 44. There were an estimated 694.972 women ages 15-44, or 23.9%

of the total population, an increase of 25% over 1970. From the above

-4-
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ix4ollat ton TWA It an bit wen that Iowa has a slightly growing population

with fewer younger children, slightly more adolescents, and a rapidly growing

mwernity age population, ages 15-44. This is comparable to the national

/statistics which show a steady increase in the percentage of older population

and a drop in the childhood population.

The live birth rate in Iowa has increased steadily from an all-tin low

in 1973 of 13.61 per thousand to a rate of 16.1 births per thousand in 1979.

Thu; absolute number of live births increased from 1975 through 1979 by 1311.

The data also shows an 11.8E increase in live births for the white population

and a 63.41 increase in the non-white grow. The total 1979 non-white births

account for only 3.5% of the total births. The increase of Iowa non-white

births is due primarily to the influx of Southeast Asian refugees.

Iowa's per capita income of $9,310 in 1980 was slightly less than the

national average of $9,511, indicating that the state as a whole is not par-

ticularly affluent. nor is there a great concentration of low income indivi-

duals residing in Iowa. Counties in the southern, northeastern and west

central parts of Iowa recorded per -apita incomes lower than state averages

in 1980. The same areas have the highest percentage of low income individuals.

The high income counties are generally in the metropolitan and those with

rich farmland, especially in the northwest and north central portions of the

state.

Categorical. Rewithorisation

The Family Planning Council of Iowa and its delegate agencies typify

the system of family planning providers throughout the nation. As a non-

profit organization the council enjoys the participation of ministers,

teachers, business leaders, parents and elected officials who serve in policy

making and advisory capacities. It is through this mechanism of local par-

ticipation that coneunity values reflective of family ideals are strengthened

2 1 tl
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and assured as part of Title X service delivery. The categorical nature of

Title X fosters a partnership between government and community necessary to

guarantee a fair and equitable application of national standards and yet per-

mit local influence and design.

It is,imperative that all persons seeking family planning services have

available comprehensive high quality medical care and supervision regardless

of their place of residence. This need, that is evidenced throughout the

nation, supercedes all territorial boundries. Congress has thrice affirmed

a categorical family planning program and it is our hope that once again you

reject the misguided proposal to incorporate family planning into the pri-

mary care block grant.

Thp MI has demonstrated the productivity and effectiveness of Title X.

The total number of female users served through FPCI during the 12-month

period ending December 31, 1983 was 31,639. This figure represents 561 of

all Title X family planning users reported as served in the state of Iowa

and denotes a 12% increase of FPCI users over the previous 12-month reporting

period. The actual increase of FPCI users was 3,344.

During calendar year 1983, 20,188 low income users were served through

MCI. This represents a 1St increase in low income users served from the

previous 12-month reporting period for an actual increase of 2.639.

The Title X cost per user for calendar year 1983 was $20.99. representing

a $6.31 decrease per user from the previous reporting period.

-F -



USER RPM CALENDAR YEAR 1983

?pa

Ca lendir
Year '82

To tal
Users

Ca/ender
Year '82

(150 1
user

Calendar
Year 13

btal
uses

Calendar
Year '83

(150 II
Wets

Incteass
093
Users

Increase
'btal
Meta

Increase
450 II
Users

Incasaai
Total
Mss

Total 282 95 17549 31639 20118 2639 3344 0.15 0.12% of State

tali

0.54 0.46 0.56 0.50 . 1.41 0.95

Total 24426 20836 24596 20064 -772 170 -0.04 0.011 of state 0.46 0.54 0.44 0.50 4.41 0.05

State
Ibtal 527 21 38385 562 35 40252 1867 3514 0.05 0.07

IllS/PFE
Bureau of ChanunIty Health Corson Reporting Lbquinasenta. Dootaber 1983
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Productivity indicators for CY83 were as follows:

1983
TPCI

1982
TPCI STANDARD

PRODUCTIVITY-PHYSICIANS 7485 5932 4200-6000

PRODUCTIVITY- MIDLEVEL & 6457 6413 4200-6000
PHYSICIANS

ADMINISTRATION 5 13.072 13.482 4:162

COST PER MEDICAL ENCOUNTER 16.44 13.75 518 -826

ADOLESCENT COUNSELING 992 992 902

PAP SMEAR TOLLOW -UP 1002 1002 1002

HYPERTENSION TOLLOW-UP 992 1002 802

TREND - TX COST /USER 20.99 27.30 --

TREND - ENCOUNTERS/USER
1983 1.74
1982 2.03
1981 1.99

X of LOW INCOME WIN 36.635 27.692
SERVED

-8-
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FAMILY PLANNING COUNCIL OP IOWA

8. PERFORMANCE PROFILE

I. Trend Data As submitted to PHS Region VII

Using DCRI1 data from the three most recent reporting periods, complete
the following table. Grantees with multiple sites should provide this
information on their total program, i.e., a consolidation of all
operations. For family planning projects, only complete the applicable
lines,

INFORMATION

Most Recent
Reporting

Period

12 'Wit

Prior
Reporting
Period

GYM 12 max.
(specify dates)

Prior
Reporting
Period

MI 12flos
(specify date$)

.013
(specify dates)

Wrs
Vedi cal

Dental
urant

Seasonal
Family PITIFIRWi 31,639 28,295 27,694

Encounters
511.613 57.294 55.127lIedlciT

Dental
Other Health

Productivity
--PK7sician 7,485 5,851 6,346(annualized)

Team (annualized) 6.487 5.874 6_,43

Dentist ( annuaTized)

Dental Hygienist (annualized)

financial
13.07% 13.49%id7MTtrative Cost %

..vera.e os ' .ica ncoun er 16.44 ...MM.' . .

verage ciiITN7iTiTEncounter

mica omp ance
--5FIKErization

24-27 months

6 year olds

11 year olds
Ali patients under 18

Adolescent FP Counseling 99% 992 99.762

Pap Smear Follow-up loot 1002
Hypertension SCreenin /Follow u.

_1002
II '' 767

Anemia creen ng
24-27 months

Female Family Planning

Continuing Care for Children
Medicaid Certified
All Others

Table Source: Primary Care Effectiveness Review Manual, p.38

-9-
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Restrictions and Accountability

We are pleased to note that both the GA0 report issued 9-24-82 and the

DHHS Inspector General found no evidence that Title X recipients were in

violation of restrictions placed upon the use of Title X funds.

We are likewise happy to report that routine audits are completed for

FPCI delegates as well as a system wide Title X compliance review by Arthur

Andersen and Corpany. The most recent examination completed was for the

year ended 6-30-83.

The examination was based on the procedures set forth in Guide for

Audits of Financial and Business Management Systems at Federal Assistance

Recipients Funded by the Public Health Service,* draft dated January 22, 1980.

issued by the Department of Health and Human Services (VIIHS). The examina-

tion covered the period July 1, 1982, through June 30, 1983. and was per -

found from August 30, 1983, to September 21, 1983. at FPCI's corporate

offices and at the offices of subgrantee agencies.

The ob],ctives of the examination were as follows:

1. To express an opinion on the Statement of Assets, Liabilities and

Mind Balance and the Statements of Support, Revenues and Expenses;

2. To assess FPCI's internal accounting and administrative controls

based on the procedures established in the CURS Audit Guide;

3. To perform, on a test basis, cost validations of line-item trans-

action costs and of total project costs;

4. To assess, on a test basis, FPCI's ccepliance with the prescribed

CHHS cost principles (C* Circular A-122) for selected functional

types of costs; and

5. To ascertain whether costs claimed for federal funding under the

PHS grant, as shown on the FPCI financial statements, are fairly

presented in conformity with the terms of the grant agreement and

the MI5 cost principles.

-10-
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Thin report determined that family planning activities and expenditures total-

ing in excess of 1.5 million dollars contained zero dollars in question costs.

Services To Teens

During calendar year 1983 the FPCI provided services to 10,458 women

under the age of 20. It is important to recognize that in the majority of

instances these young women have contacted the family planning provider for

the purpose of obtaining test results regarding a suspected pregnancy.

It is sometimes contended that the availability of family planning ser-

vices actually increases the incident of teenage pregnancy, because it en-

courages early sexual activity (Roylance, 1981). As FUrstenberg (1981)

notes, In the 50's and 60's more than half of all teenage women entering

marriage were pregnant, and nary others who became pregnant escaped notice

by obtaining illegal abortions. The first reliable national survey on

adolescent sexual behavior, in 1971, showed that almost half of all unmar-

ried females were nonvirgins by 19, and this occurred at a time when con-

traceptive services were not at all widely available. Moore and Caldwell

(1976) found no effect of family planning availability on levels of sexual

activity during the late 1960's and 1970's but they did find that the proba-

bility of conception was higher among black teens living in states with a

greater need for family planning services. As noted, only 1 in 10 unmarried

teenagers initiates sexual activity protected by a medical method of contra-

ception, further evidence that family planning clinics do not promote

sexual activity. Further research on this question is warranted given the

sensitivity of the issue, but, to date, there is no evidence that supports

the contention that the availability of family planning services to teen-

agers encourages sexual activity. On the other hand, ample evidence indi-

cates that the use of contraception and the availability of organized family

!"",
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planning services does reduce the incidence of pregnancy among sexually

active teenagers.

A major controversy surrounds the issue of parental involvement. Al-

though nowhere near enough research has been conducted on this issue, several

preliminary studies have been dons. A survey of teenage patients aged 17

and under who obtained a prescription cnntraceptive at 1 of 53 family

planning clinics indicates that a majority of the young women's parents

knew of their clinic attendance (66 percent of the parents of teens 15 and

Younger. 52 percent of those age 16. and 49 percent of those 17 Mcrae at al.,

1980).

As we are all well aware the courts have struck down attempts by the

current administration to require parental notification when minors seek

contraceptives at a Title X family planning clinic. We concur that such a

requirement is unwise because of the adverse effects on patient confiden-

tiality and because of the likelihood that any teens would view such a

requirement as a barrier to contraceptive access.

Increasing contraceptive use among sexually active teens who wish to

avoid pregnancy is an important goal. Unfcatunately, some teens genuinely

face the possibility of Was or rejection if parents discover their contra-

ceptive use, and other teens would face a greatly inc.-reamed risk of preg-

nancy because they would forego contraception or switch to leas effective

methods. Only 4 percent of the teens in one survey (70cies, 1978) and 2

-12-
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percent in another
(Tortes et al., 1980) indicated

that they would stop

having sex if their parents had to be notified.

Given the numerous other barriers that exist to pregnancy prevention

among teens, the mandatory
addition of new barriers seems

improvident. On

the other hand, many advantages could result from the voluntary involvement

of parents in the sexual and contraceptive
decision making of teens. The

tnitiation of such involvement
need not omne only from teenasers.

Parents

uhould be encouraged and
instructed so that they can initiate and carry out

such discussions.
One clear value of sex education curricula that include

parents is the increased probability
that discussion

will lead naturally to

parental involvement.
Parent seminars have been

developed by the March of

Durea and the National PTAs

Although most parents have strong
beliefs about human

sexuality, quite

often they don't know ham test to discuss the subject with their children.

The seminars are
designed to help parents to think

through their own convic-

tions, to express those convictions,
and to explore the strategies that will

encourage family discussions (The
National PTA, undated).

such an approach
aeons far nore

realistic to us than mandated parental

consent or notification.
Goverment involvement

at various levels as well

as private organizations in developing curricula
and model programs for

teens and parents
sews to be a fruitful way for the goverment to encourage

those met closely involved
with the teenager to provide the help, advice

and support that teens need.

-13-
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Toward this end VW1 hen promoted parental educational activities through

its system of delegates.

Educational reports submitted by FPCI delegate agencies indicate appro-

ximately 35,000 family members were served by educational events during

calendar year 1983.

Programs offered were targeted toward.

. Elementary and special education students

Grades 7-12

. College students

. Adult potential patients

. Parents as sexuality educators of children

. Community support groups and governing boards

. Nursing and medical students

. Medical and huran service professionals

Program content included.

. Strengthening families and developing capable young people

. Parenting skills (over 300 parents in attendance)

. Parents as sex educators

. Engaging child cooperation

. Families in crisis and unemployment

. Developing positive self esteem in children

. Teaching children assertive behavior

. Family law and legislation

. Values /decision Peking and birth control.

Special eephamie mes directed in augmenting family involvement 1:h'

National Family Sexuality Mucationlemsk (October 5-11). During this time,

clinic activities promoted.

-14-
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Family fun runs - including T-shirts for all family meters

. Poster and essay contests - the theme of the contests was to describe

some aspect of parent/teen conninication

Public service announcements on radio and IV modeling parent/child

interaction

Televised mini program (10 minutes daily) on how parents can develop

skills as sex educators of their children

. Statewide conferences for families

two projects conducted in Is Moines and Omaha/Council Bluffs area

are specifically designed to address the special needs of adolescent parents.

These programs are supported by local community resources with the assistance

of FTC! delegate agencies. Participants who are pregnant or post-partum

adolescents form valuable support systems as they gain parenting skills.

one of the primary objectives of these parenting projects is to reduce the

incidence of repeated pregnancies among adolescents.

The planning process for family involvement activities engages Board and

Advisory Council mutters, both at the grantee and delegate levels. Much

support was also contributed by other youth and family service institutions.

All FPCI members and other family planning providers were invited to par-

ticipate in all Title X sponsored events.

At the November 18, 1983 Board meeting. FPCI delegate agencies reported

to the Board of Directors an outline of family involvement planned or already

provided during the prcject period. Also at this UMW meeting, the FPCI

Board of Directors adopted the following family/cnerunity involvement state-

ment and activities outline and reaffirmed its policy statement of April

30, 1982:

-15-
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'Be it resolved that the FPCI recognizes the importance of a supportive

nurturing family and encourages client family participation whenever feasi-

ble.'

Family Involvement Guidelines

I. Counseling

A. Individual counseling with parent/teen clients is available.

B. Adolescents are encouraged to invite their parents and involve

them in counseling.

C. During individual counseling sessions with teens, it is empha-

sized that the parents should be consulted on the beat means of

contraception.

D. Individually advise teens how to initiate discussions on sexuality

with their parents.

II. Education

A. Encourage parents, both mothers and fathers, to become sex educa-

tors of their children.

A. Encourage schools and other social agencies to become more involved

with sex education in conjunction with parents.

C. Conduct group education sessions at school for teacher and parent

groups.

O. Conduct programs at various connunity clubs and organizations ex-

plaining family planning and role of the family.

E. Have available at clinic sites, audio-visual and printed educational

material on family planning where adolescents, parents, and siani-

fIcant others can he involved as a unit.

III. Provider Support (Referrals may be considered by staff, both within

and outside of the family planning clinic on an as needed basis.)

SxI.11 Services

2 G
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B. Cairiusiity Health Aides

C. Public Health hUrsing

D. School Support Programs

IV. Public Relations/Commity Support

A. Discuss the availability of family planning in the context of

regularly scheduled meetings, health fairs, etc., involving

providers from various health and social service agencies.

B. Informational telephone calls discussing family/community involve-

ment in family planning.

C. Establish cvntact with various schools, churches, public and

private organizations, where the concept of family participation

can be promoted.

Additional guidance may be obtained by reviewing two National Clearinghouse

for Family Pl.:nning Information Bulletins (P.O. Box 2225, Rockville, Maryland

208521.

I) 'Health Education Bulletin"

FamilyInvolvrffrnt in Fanil1ylannin2

May 1983, Number .34

2 " Int 'mot ion Sen., Ices Bullet in"

F: I.x..3.11vvilol!'nillt

May 083, Ni Alm Q

:v. M!..i2Irryti!

w ..1;o ;01 I y t,) r Ppnt t tr.!? thpr.. apv.ars to he a great deal of :-..onfu-

31-r in the overall maintenance of the gamily planning program since the

.1 t : tne 01. 'to It X tt.m thr FifAlt h Newnr tws dnd

!-41ipzi AdmIvistriltIOn tc the ffi:se of the Assistant Secretary for Health.

:.ng 1:At:!..nq C.,uncil . Iowa has a! t vhded OILS meet ings cdUed
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! y ht t t 1.1. at Ife trpnal MO 1)41 tonal Iif1 tportertly fot tLe purp,,se

.! .1.engrit.1..aarten input and advice on progrm direct ion. To our ktym-

le.tu, 41.1 :. t this date we have received no written record of the proceed-

.1o.-tr-rtit,it in of grantee recoranerclat tons. In fact, if
.r t. A I .1 att. t:.ttce wt Wr1:31,1 1.' hard in P88111 1.0 ShOW that these

'444 I ' I I m. f

rte r: .1 t Vitt I :; rwrilt they appe,u. to trtlrCP. the intent. of private

tat.t that: that of Congress as evidenced by recce*. judicial de-

r". , .-f r.f tfr pot ent a 1 not f writ ion regulation. Farther, it appears

f.t. itt led by th..i arlinininttat ton's refusal to fol

tit : led in 9A-119. By ignoring the instruct ions of Congress

I. i iris. to ef feet plared its: o,1 political priorities above

-1 tt.t . at.1 needs f atm ly planning users throughout the

t tt. t..11 signals local eit izens, ltk those of us on the boards

;. t r I t t.it 1 it t 1. ult; r r will tr dour to ,isi; t tit; in our

: t ..n, tY :cl nit. tp-..--.!iary to space and t Inv the

?. 1... tr. ..

1 u to not folly ,4Ni,it wit hout .Ile' imp-

! I I" t et t (.01 t., by the prp.ttat ion of

1: yeti at.. t .i:gI prwanatly unread.

1.0., we :0:!eutterl it the request. of this athttni-

1-: he undertaken for the

1., f, r ttors Vf their chi blirt.

' t '!ns -10r-vi f,.ish and : repeat upon invitat tem. Itir.

1! ! !,1 ! 1 !v !1?.1.! 1. 11 of (du pt 11. In f,l.r

rqu 1: t, iefettrrd by Mrs. Mocklenbura's staff

": .. ? I*
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&I .111 ty .k ntuintmatr.on who sn whole-heartedly supports parental

involvent:t ignore responses to a net ional solicitation to carry out its

eye) pr iorit ies?

In ltauary 1984, FPCI received the final Regional family planning

work plan of activities for f tscal year 1984. We are not pleased to relate

Char, the increases in written suranar les, surveys, rreet ings , reports, semi-

nar s, inventories, applications, and concept per development required by

the Federal government will most certainly result in a transfer of resources

from pat tent care to administrative costs. We are further distressed that

these expanded Federal requirements may adversely affect the recipients of

f.rruly planning services in Iowa and diminish the achievements that wr.re so

tuiri %oral. My cower n rests in the desire to prevent a disruption of Iowa

family planning rare as a result of inefficacious activities.

You 'At. br assured that the Board and staff of the Family Planning

council art Iwa will unfit inue to view the provision of services to families

whi tis:;istance in prevent ing utiplanned pregnancies as our paramount

263
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Written atatement for tne pri 1 ! e or the hearing en ti t I ed

"Hem thorization of 7itle of "e-Ath .service Act, Populatioa
Research and Voluntary :amity Pral:TIM::: An Overview"
held on arril 5, 1984, 2,ir::son "aerate Office
chaired by :he Honoraole ..:erria %en:on, Subcoamittee on 'family and Ilaan
aervice%, Committee on 'Apar and :.man Resources, :senate.

re: Natural fani ! y a ' dain.ng

We have practiced tae Jaa:ta 'hernial : etaod of natural family p!aaning
for more than eight years and have taught the method for four years. 'rile
our personal experience has been cost rewarding, we are continually amazed
at the lack of awareness by the general public of natural methods of family
planning. The l;.S. Departmen: of ::ealth and Human Services through !ts
agencies and publications dealing with family planning can be of groat help
in informing people about alternatives available and in providing ade ;.ate
services for thoae de:iring to :rue natural family planning.

:hero are many couples who for ethical, moral, medical or social reason::
cannot use artificial weans of faally planning. They in particular, but all
in general, should have the oppor:urity to become aware of the safety and
effectiveneaa of natural methods. .!.s in other concerns, decisions maio in
light of :Alf finient knowledge are the best decisions.

aitaral fami 'y 13! LanIng C:11 conaists in fertility awareness ana timed
iatencoarao that enables a coapls to plan for or avoid pregnancy. ::odarn
metuola or :11 are parted upon aoand scientific knowledge and many yearn of
clinica! experinne. '.he a-a; aroc':are on":atural :'lapping',' (Paali-
cation (ia;A) 1)-1a,1) :is a method effectiveneas rate of 93 ; for the
three method: of . ;1.

.11.0. HMA hracaure o' :hat haz no hiraful phynica! arch
°flan t : :. '.'hus i an a' Lena: :ive nore effective Pan barrier :let io lu,
for the !alai, aatay anen who are of call(i-aearin;: ae but for a:,o1 t:v?
I ill or I :J have caa.;e4 heal ta aroo.t,:n. lAirthernoae NZ.? can be prac .ioed
as Ppreven'ative me-Aicine" by -1.1! ac ter so that they can avoid heal th r.:3'411
at3OCi Ltod with every ethad of arai::aial coneraaeption.

j:7 req ;1 ren road n: trac aad good motivation. The PO: ic th
aervi promats. .rso t co unity heal tit
as:1 t! tit th teaanina ortainiaationA. aa-
aTera:ia not an:y Lt..e , to a2.1, aut vale-based teachira:

ti4er co ;:!1:: can et:co:m.1.y good activation on ta ;:ar:
of la..-nr .

vp1 J bracHr. aa rat pIartnIng %Fr :sef
;.rn-J.Y..; sot- '....een !;r:011Sel, enhAtiLe ; t-te

4-1 rfn ' ; of e A. e3 f r
.:tron,;er ':te of that ;....re certainly anon: -ale

a: .C.! 0. U.1.

. ; ....
ite3
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To: uhristi Arbuckle
(4.firp ''anaperLIFE .:ubcommittee on Family and Human Services
rommittPe on I,bor ,n1 Human 'esources

:t r0u -tPd thPt the following hp included in the
)f the te-timnny of the luhlir hearing of April cs19P4t

''P.-4h.ri,.tion of !tle. y of 1-u lie He. 1th :er.ice Act

renult thf- ex-loitation of the original intent of
Title v ,t its incer-tion ,,n consequent ppprov,l by congress, it

reauP-tei th,t the following be added to Title Y in the form of
ree,riing funding(the una of public tax monies)

:h t na un:: will be used to rPrform abortions.
luni wiii be used to irovide abortion related services.

.) :h.. no f,:n1, will he used to influence or lobby any legislative
*117 to Pr-,rt. !.vor% nr statutes to provide abortions. abortion
,prv, ,r 1 wr: or Attlten denying parental involvement in
rw1r1:1 to abortions, or al,ortion services to minors.

nlt no funds be dih.ributed to organisations that counsel
!!0 t) minors abortions, abortion related services or

r.nt without prental notification.

mem0r,:hi.: of brPen-Orl,nd Families for Life believes
joe :7 n1 qtronglv in the sanctity of human life. from the
1-Ppinnin if lifelronoentioh. .'e also hold dear the conviction
tht : haw. an inherent right to be informed as to any

!.w: to their minor children or any gurgles).
'T l-p!urP ;erforme nn their minor ehiliren. ge strongly Wiect
1 t-y 11!:,r; v.pinr wol to :rovi.!,* abortions or provie

4.rtfully.

;(. //t
N1nry CoUOhlin I

:renlient
Preen...,.rland Families

for fife

/1/ otel

BREMEN ORLAND FAMILIES FOR LIFE
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lol Nil i I it. !Of I 1 1 1 ) 0 1 % I S ION I If I

Dr.441ufzafr%
Mrs. Carl'

1210S 1.wttigsrnn Street
1111.. ,t.n. Mats hind 2(1902
lui 942 1627

Planned Parenthood is the largest Promoter and Performer

of abortions.

Title X funds should not be glven to this anti-life,

multi-notional corporation.

Thank-you,

Blessings for life'

t.,, . if . , I t. A a (11, lit r i l r t I 14.4m ( (t. oh( tet 111%1%..:

, . . r I `sr*. .$1.) 7th Street. N 1> . Nutt( 4412 %Ashingtun. 11.4 201014
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jou ph .; . Giedrai tis,
1.':.. %as t rInp;er,

.,(::nn, Arizona,
(t 71/,

:ubenmm! t' P or F 1" v"r :;ery (

,r r ,e-nnTress
Uni'et St.010.! SP!!I.P.

R0^41 1D42n. nirkrer t. "P Cif f lee ti 1

Washinoon, .!:(1n, Aril 13, lq"4,

", Title v 1 'r :h(111,1 'or ri".'01V;nr i ,?t: ly when the
11, ; .:- tInT. t e-inrr t.; t' ent:-ri-ss th?, it c le y and fully
untere.tr.15 the - intent of the mbnrt ion proscription of
3ction 01'9; ex ! 4.. nut! Ines that mlerst +rid inp and issues
tnrm:1 euiteliren to imr.:(eort and -mnstrttes that it is wtIlinp
irl to "-jet- I te.1 rernia.iNnu wi th rIqs0 pro:Tar:matte
nivr-tr*.t. .4r- t t .; "i r 11 in, -ent nr nth t I meet fund ine. and
per.eral prer'r t- ne"P. Fourteer. years of (let I. ce an/or n.lect
are er^Jrh.

Ti tr.k f-u :3 onrnrt pr- t.t terial relative
to the L . tr ,.r. ,st% ti:n ter (1 f plannine. prn Tram solicited
in 7, ir re:" Ise . 'trt: 1()I34 annour.c ire a public hearine on the
Tr' po.ttnriz t' .: : le X lf the Public Health Services Azt.

t^ ' !. GIP irt it is and reside at 4902 E. Copper St.,
Tu-rnr, Art, *1, " (1Q) ?(-0..-31'13. I represent r.o orp,anization
.i,1 prone!" I ter' I to "n my own name, I feel my perspec-
ti VP :n*? .r. :;,e, int to 1 i'v th i. trill should be made
ev,i1 I () nu . rerord I tip" 1o,iz. for VI I eneth and hope it
is sail i nr.1 content,

Fnr :'..r1 I 1..ave Toll .retie the development, pro-
rtnle,a nr. tr.I .tritn or nnp trtmnr.'. of Heal th & Hionn.n Services'
pnl ley r 1 *A 70 "P r ^n pre.nrription in 3ect1 or. 10r8, Title X
put,14.- Ur, .% 0^ Art. I i v" been directly involved in HHS re-
view: . !, 7 r thens-r.ls n' T.,..iees of material, in-

141 ;" " tr ter lererri: :tiit wtrk rapers and General Counsel
oniT.1 rn, -: 1: ' ..! r 'he Freecre. of :n°or-at ion Act. As a matter
nr rt.'', '! -.'. UV.; poi it": in ch...pt,r 3 of the ,lovernment Acc-
-/unt:'..- HK) i" t uted 1 rt ly or. .:n 01G tnterpre-i "ti " 111'14 tn ti:P Ciller: of Public Affairs,
HF.t.

": . : : A-e f:'1 Ir. its atter,;lant rem-irks,tive .: T ';-r.er or1 ofinic'T.s rescribes
tr.e ..! l : -4-17 f(r ahortinr.-en-lemtr.(1, .ut for ibor-

! -rt r-ferr.1 (ex7ent to
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.; r rv ' l 10 rly inten-t. I t ,, , , . . I, ".: ' ar r f m ; tIar r:ine funds:; ; ,;. t:. a .
: ' a r.istr a tors! or. 1

; l ' !Vt'/''1. '' ' i ; - I -r - !' t.rrt abortionr , 1 : : . t.1: -o-1,1!.'1;:c 11y. t; nuntenanc inrcc .: ; a r r a r . : - . . i;er rt nhort! . I

. !

a r.:4, to 'PrIon-: '

A. 1"-1 ": r ' t : rr I tr: ot-.. , I
a fj.- r'' . I r a: aa a. 1:r: -.t." art i :: r . r. ''.it !. !

,!... 1 vr". r,or 1 ly rocop-: .. a . . 1: rr ! rt. a ; alcribed act-!, . ,; ,b1. -..a. z P31

:: i: 1...r. htv : -I 'r( 1, mihunaer-t o; :. ! !id a:' . writ.' or ;rot-.-. _ : 1.1. . I . .use opinions;

Evfq ryview-; nit -01* s 1. ye V. the -thori 'an r ,!' : .: i r.: Ir.:- tr a: will na:tr . . . 11 I tal i3;1:t :1: ;7a' : -_aurn.y. .r . f . IA i-C. tie .rtc,ent:; t ; or! t- t.ho ;r.. -111 r ; r r ' Fin ci Rr port":.,.. i rorr T.a.1i. .17; t. ;.; ir. Plann; r .r '- t:1 r. *i-!."
a. In 71- :.-1 ti f F.-1pr :1 110,-,41tti -:.;11 xnri re I ona 1-..111n1-1r r b. J i.;: al, r al ! r--r ti become1r n r v f It.!3 " rt r 'tot.Itij..77717) or. °mint with.; -. ..a. . . :::t tt rtr.ote-.r ;r : a 1, !!,1 t 4 , :ndv ,:. . :: !' 1.ffr:Vt- tie' roar f luthorizedrv:-..r 1 ,

I !' ! II ..t.Je froma . -.
t : -..r. r r 'a : -!,fnt with Con-.-.

: :ja tr-. r..:::
( : : . :!.: A : -: ! : .; Nortn: V ! .. i :-.- .1., i i: 1f f:; . vs,. :; ,

. . - , ; - a 3-1- Ind` . : - " " ri ! . ! of f.;on-
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r I i ;/(111' ; Nti-rt.r.c.t.; whir"; -r ;Jen t-mt
'it 14: X :. ': Wet', r f. ): P . ; Vv. 1.

(,r r-4 rr r 14- '. ; 1. ";" -: it (14.7/.1.

e0:1 .) r r, . 1 flerior, p r ;4. ir.die-ttes
j A r- : ; i t-r: - 1 :- ; X 7 t+ rt:. itzi ted
! -4: !!. r. : : a '. Aio ;14i :4 r. 4r.. re if

'14,4 ..1 -4r i 4:1 t.",4. r. -.4,4L4 . .*4). I 4r: :4 0:Orr:tryh t.: r t ':4 Ir-T7-47 '. 41 oil1'- 2 r 1.)1,, fro-. e:.,r,:1 I, n, :-ior At f-ri,, it! liwilth
!II :; ;! I. ;.1.71 :.
1. it ow. ii : :. ' r r i: To-

r4 rov ier prov i'lv -:t.vr. r. !'..1 : 1 ir-ititn; ti. 04... -;4! I-, 1.-.. 14 rt in-' iC tr'1 inJ. IA; ' I 1 r4 ' ' 44. t. r .

4., L. Of : -. : :r . f: (14 ted
Apr:. ' 1 j : ' Iv,. 1. . .111 -ire thef 'h-t "-fr 4. I ; : 4 . Ptwuvr: i 1 ow-hlir.
tn.! : t : :v.:" - r. : 1 ::. ;AC r. jort,I ':!: Wr. ".3!, :'.. ! :. 1.e- tO,' 1.", ' ! t ' 7, l't7

4. . r 1;75 rr, - rr ", r..
;;.; P. r : r F

rorite f A,". . rm.; r 1:. rPlerrI ".r. not
P. . toh,: N

6, .. 4 4- I. r ; f' 1 ,
-4,1 - '; .4.4- -: t .4; : t ! ".!'Nit; :! is'. i JI ! This. ,: tutot.

f--trt " '.r.1 -; iv Y.

".1 `. ! - P. ! r it 1 17'; ()fl p tre 5
el' 19 I. --I 4tr !4,r4 !. Fr. -: of InforrettionA. I I. . r r ..r. , : ! r- r to 4 PljA :4t441 t

p ". ' ! I "`.0.." ' . r :roit

?, r i : : i - .";Ithe rr. Arz
. " :' I t .; :: it

; : : . : :e. !' ' "8-41.?*. i *rtv ! r. .;4v: . "-/ !, : ': ^or. t, f4.11
. .1 sf , : .1;

,r . : r: . : ,. 1 I : F" :::.
,r :z .

It' r ' r4 1- 4. :- .- : .r:. i1. -: I - r I r ; : i ,,-1.
y ; : : - : ;:. t .. . ; : 4,- ;

-v. ;. : . f
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19(4-, th I t Ea n.., I 1.ret th tn 't la}K arintee inttoh. This
rr,:rw 4h ari r ! a.: .0 21 a.f the riA0 retvirt of 3epterg-

8. Lt. r f'ron 1. f L4, Librir o' Soncress dated
at / , 1 a" 3. I'. t 'ht thr ':.onfe rnef. -. port, is the

i.r.I r .:- r or tu.r. !"-n nerN fa. the F,tmily
1 .r.: r : 1 "' 1 *a'n.

L ' ' . . 1 A - ye I a: t. .I 11; I a, It hrvi no
ra r 1 tt- P..--a i 0., ha . a.',on forrnee on 32108, 91st

lat. , I ;Rs-- 1711 fro.1 :M31% annr ion policy,
in: I n.i".:-> fr A !-Ii:. tr t ion f',r Ha 1.!: Del i very :;ervi.

:. --! Z.':: i!. . Dra :tnr (1 t ta-' !)eceett-rr 2, 1971. this
Ivo(' t. i poi a reeo.-n iz ttbortion.- j I cr.:* 1 It donut-L.:Its tot:. oarly dis.

r':7:": !- *it 17!, -on ,*i t.r) ht:11r. ?!fa ibortlon
' " : i

11. I': .1.0" t rIlr" 1'7? 3 fr-I oro, It. ". . -1 ! !-e Cotrt Der on had no Is-
t- a 71 ' 1 r" !. " ?.!"-I r'irr'r Infi ..,1111: he well advised,

" . I ?. w a: t:Vit 1.3 rep-It-x*01r as posa-
's ". . -.. " ffr-:... fr: Cit!; Ice r.tive ser-

7 let : . rt" tt, I 1 tr.11 10t" '1 rtti itoull be out -
; .1, r. !.. r ' 1 f ..e 111:.ra-4. f I U tte or-r :;::F F.; r-:., ." 'Itin vet lent f t-int n trly memo
; er , i r" 1" 1 r tn ftr n f... i.rn n:col by hr.

. a tw!..

I . L r.'l ra' DA., i A - )1 7;! on
la 7 - z." 'i.'''.' r i n FP:int (foots-

t., .1e f inn can't r.. - 7.r. /1.:11.1.:e family
. , ; ,e.t 1 l'r !s. .. :r. frr it ional

. 5 / . " " r rr. aro -a. 1; " " ortion
"r e, rr al a' ra. i a r a, rrtl It :1180

'.if. : -. to devil lop
-7 . ;. P" ..1 referred to

Z ; at% 1 es t ti: t
; ' a:. . ic t the-- W.-

. ' . '.. ., .1 ..5 re.ttatr :
. A ." I t .rn

- . I ".0: th c,
. . -trld

.;t - ;
re r
-1-,.. 1.

.

:

"
: -

,
' ',

r.

...

a

! ! ' A It P.. -r
r, r. .; :

;. i:.,, . :ta ::.t1
r : -f . : ra,:: rip-
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14. Memo dated June 1, 1 i91 from Aw.ociate Director - OIG Audit
Agency to Rei 1 ona I ", roc tor, ins t tu t i ne lad I ts to do termine
whetter Ti tie X fur.ds r olsei for on t I '.0w:kble costs. It In-
ti ic:k t.a, "The WAAO crirvey htn ilent ifed der ic I err: ies in -
lines issued by headiwirters to the h,,ions. These guidelineS
d id not clearly expl.tin which steps should he taken by grantees
to endure rompl !-inee wi tv; T i tie X prose- rirt ons on abortion re-
la ted tr. t ivi Hon I fiffleial. = may not be taking effective
action to lie tur. t t!ee f 1S 1 tat .of PPO's ,icr,nun t synterns to d is tin..
Fetish -it 1e X fond:: orpi exp{ rpi turps from vate sources of funds
rind expend i to-.:., I t -e lso prora th et compliance with require-
ments on nor *. i-n r' I ted 1, tivities, political loo yinr and con-
tribotiow tI n. low ':'ior1ty Item It

15. raper,: inc 1.0(0 in "eat-arid: furni:thed as "Copies of Working
P,.."1-:: +Yr t iPetAin :: "view at His, A'IN 214(.71 Tree 000 of
"1`)':"1 Annual Arenc,o :; t ,;" of Planned ren thood of Marin
Ind ! s h ,e r were IP) r,ferra 1?" for abortion fron a total
number ,.f ;1.71 rc.ti ! rren; ,ncy tests in 1e1-1, The memo about
the )t,r r ), 1 !r; t h }I :A oft ls to hin work
r''rni.:4 by John i1 wr. t. Or I. inv on area I IA it off j.:p

p, tee tha !CIA Int Vol tow...rr on :W. Kushner's recorraonda tions
I..... tr. 1t ;rant trp: ores were ci eri tied.

It.. f.`v tr. t- .;. ;,trial'. d tr41 M.:: 9, 10113. It Points out
i t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .t Abi o i 1 Cum- Attorney,

OIVIrr:ppo tor :enr Divlsion to OIG i A-Pricy r' Int ive to the
(;Ati 141St ; I kr. yor: .7. ita - annOr t ds: Led

rr- view nf Ors udi t work r rerS indicates that
pr ant r. for on 1 Forn n i r., ther than an act-
ki i -Pi I r C11- i! nion:. are correct,
;Pe . !, ,. 1 i t'" -0. r 'A h, le trsti from
he

I ._;r: i ,)rt. : I :VI iti :10(.4 s

17, lo: 1 o ..1 -r,- we !' r :: t -1 ;!.vorttier 3, 1)112 out-
; ot.,! 1-. i; 1:; rr-r t t abortion referral
in ! ot ') qn.ril of Fobrulry

1 243 r, t+-.r.rn .er of
A. -4 is 1 , ' i r'. r: ." imr.d !ert.ont-
!. -1 :: t - r B, ti. t -1 :,- ;:roblr.r.11i :

.

C ,

-.!

. 1 ;... t. 7-- '1..)--r 01'1'1^, f 013
! . , . ! I t o : ; ; t.r, 4. F,1-

'_ 1,, , r .r.. F. p r: ion
, : : to. . ' .0' t 1 re-

- " u!7. in.' " 1.. or-,: -" 1- ; , !... ror.rlidertd
)1.-r HH3 stetcs

.r !. " o I` .:1

; ." 1, : - r ! r I d.
. .:.. ., : ",.. r r - --.L.C.r., to
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19. I., I171 nIrectnr. Off i!.0 of A-Irlinif tratIon
!Iltrtrerlont -,e.tito .1 1, iltt /Orli niti tr. tnrn or. X. It-1;tr.,-,..e: how proor ;1 i- to 1,- trrrt 1 "'t r,et tn tPn that

I !..1.11 ,.1 rrr--r,- he re :nt.1 t i t
nt rttr tr"-. i-rnt, th,t ill ineone ("ner-

d it? th ti,. 1. r out: the -,r;r^vrti .-r tnt 1-...1.4dPst
I t ; rel rn:7- kr: r tAd r-. 1 : r)er./.,t ,n :. rf,; I i. ,v . tow. d sc to be

,:. r r .r - o n w ir-Pe nr, wi th this-;r! rt F I "! 74.1 ) *.e.r.:; of millionsf ; ,e1 '. t :: 1'1 .i.,otie SFr' en-.n -f c/..; A-I!: . pf-r- leo Inca-( i' ;(' 1 i t I- ,t t.:, 11. .31. 1 ir 1.trgely-r-r!.. 1. If '!!..t r were fo.forri-!, !tt irect fed-
.* !I. iCt rrni,:ct

LA I tr t t}:" :vort da:11-11-,t: 1 in YIP :if)... iCe Of Grantit .".i .1 r,. 4.'4.. ; w.)): r/P -'f't sor.f ion of;. 1 r !. An of :1 of 0: fi:;, :.fit-trementr-I :1'1! ff.?'; t w o oxpend. r- :. 1-1 ro. t i :n troytro io. t
1 11 1-.- a':". .1 !t ..t.. 11-1,,i!"t" . ; fl.;

: - .s ! -111, t 11 1:. tweenr . i "1..1, X T- r v: -, i..r4 1ily
1. -.. 0.! ! . r i r. t I e.r.ds" '1' . f-r I. t.,1 totivi.14 ,." I 1J,,I.Ieveu I 1. . I.. ro- Pr: r-1 11:: ; "1 1 ;-:::.11.c

. . : t ;noti 1., the
I I r ''' ' re fr roHlort it .;t4:tt f 104. rsn-!... i! !:t *;. ! r- : 'H.: i.r.,

i . .t : re -

:. i : : r.. i r.:1 tr..ttI. - 1 t 11.1.-
I I " . -?;- 4. (1-1 ,) ... r

I

Senator DENToN. This hearing stands adjourned.
{Whereupon, at 1:50 p.m.. the Subcommittee was adjournedi
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OVERSIGHT OF FAMILY PLANNING UNDER
TITLE X OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
ACT, 1981

TUESDAY, MAY 1, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
SD-1:10, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Denton.
Senator DENTON. Good morning. This hearing will come to order.
I would like to welcome our witnesses to the second hearing on

the reauthorization of title X of the Public Health Service Act.
On April 5, we heard testimony from the administration, State

officials, representatives of the family planning community, and
concerned organizations about the provision of family planning
services to low-income families and minor children.

The subcommittee received suggestions about how we can make
improvements in the Family Planning Program. When combined
with the findings of the five other hearings that this subcommittee
has held in the last :3 years, the results of the April 5 hearing, I
believe. point toward the formulation of changes in the title X pro-
gram.

In today's hearing, we will have the opportunity to hear from a
State senator who is concerned about his State's ability to develop
its own policy with respect to the treatment of minors. Another
witness will discuss the provision of infertility and adoption serv-
ices through family planning programs.

A distinguished pediatrician, Dr. Reed Bell, was scheduled to dis-
cuss parental involvement in the provision of birth control services
to minors. Unfortunately, an illness in the family has prevented
his appearance today. His statement will be included in the record,
however. s1 It hilt objection at the conclusion of today's proceedings.

htudly. one private sector group will share its knowledge which
it has gained in providing pregnancy testing, counseling and care
services in Lehten across the count ry.

I look forward to hearing our witnesses testify on these impol
taw NnbretS and ;IsSlIre them that their views and those that 14,1,

receive In W, riling. will be taken into account as we consider
reaut honiat ion of the t it Iv X program.

(269)
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As a matter of imurmation and courtesy, I must mention 1,:hat
the chairman of the overall committee, the Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee, Senator Orrin Hatch, very much wanted to be
with us today. He has a longstanding and deep interest in the work
of the Family and Human Services Subcommittee.

Moreover, he was especially regretful that he could not be here
to greet Senator Flamm, the State senator to whom I referred who
is from Utah. Rather than simply hearing about families, however,
Senator Hatch is today witnessing the beginning of one as the
father of the groom and took that occasion to excuse himself from
the Senate, a wending, understandably, having priority over a day's
work here.

He has provided a written statement addressing aspects of family
planning affecting Utah and has indicated that he will be active
during reauthorization of the title X program. I would like to read
an excerpt of his fine statement now. This is from a lengthy state-
ment, the totality of which will be included in the record, without
objection.

I take up in the middle of his statement:
Parents in Utah want to counsel their children concerning sexuality, or at least

become aware of their children's questions and concerns. In 1980. wF t or, parental
consent was required. birth for females in Utah between the ay. , 11) were
the third highest in the Nation, NAM

That number amazes me because when dealing with Utah and
the particular example that he is going to mention here, I have
heard people say, well, Utah is a verb r ;nservative State and they
are not significantly affected by this proolem.

I imagine he means third highest r xte in the Nation. It does not
say that, but anyway third highest ra:.

In when no parental consent was requiredthat is. for contraceptive serv-
ies. counseling and that sort of thingbirth for females in Utah between the ages
of 1:"1 and 19 were the third highest rate in the nation. 69,000

Once parental involvement was at least encouraged by family planning agencies.
the incidence of tern pregnancies declined slightly and abortion dropped in Utah by
seven percent in two years. Expecting youngsters to make critical decisions about
their sexuality, morality and fir are without the benefit of support and wisdom from
their parents is cruel and, as history has proven. ineffective.

I go on with the quote:
I remind the subcommittee that over the past decade we have spent $1.5 billion

on family planning Can it be purely coincidental that as the government continues
to Tend milton:: of dollars providing ccntraceptives to teens without their parents'
knowledge or consent, the problems related to adolescent sexual activity grow

cit+
What n.e.e v. gotten (or our money' Fewer teenage pregnancies' Fewer calves of

d,...ase N Teenage pregnancies are skyrocketing Venereal dis
And I het ,xuall traii-anitted diseases :Ire increasing In light these facts.

it 1, incr (Wit that there are sorni who are not willing to step hack and r..evaluate,
e% en rilesie. .1 pub!), health program to reduce and prevent the tragedies associat

t tie.e problems

II lig on wit h the quote of Senator Orrin Hatch:
01.,1 imprmenims can and should he made I challenge ant; uige my

-.upport reisions in Ow Title X program to strongly encourage paren
tat imiiitturtit it, the dh% of family planning services. to strengthn adoption

.ittd rvt,:es. t.. continue prok Wing yeller:ill disease .end
reviling sri1,-es to low Ancona. women. and to allow states flexibility in adip11.1.ruly: trittti i.111111%
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: urge Senator Denton and other members of the Family and Human Services
Subcommittee to seriously consider these recommendations in their legislation reau
thorizing Title X of the Public Health Services Act."

Senator D*NTON. That is the end of the excerpt from Se.tator
Hatch's statement.

[The full text of Senator Hatch's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I am pleased to join Senator Denton in this
second day of hearings on title X of the Public Health Service Act:
Family planning. Family planning legislation traditionally has
been authorized and examined under the jurisdiction of the Family
and Human Services Subcommittee which is chaired by my good
friend and distinguished colleague, Senator Denton. The family
planning issues are of deep personal concern to Senator Denton as
they are to me. I commend his legislative leadership in pursuing a
proper examination of these federally funded programs.

On October 6, 1980, I received a letter from the Utah Weber
Area Council of Governments which reads in part:

The Weber Area Council of Governments, slot * with other public bodies in Weber
county, had adopted a rather conservative approach to "family planning" over the
years based upon a generally accepted community philosophy and belief wit such
matters should not be mandated by government but rather that responsibility rests
with parents and families to provide such important and intimate enlightenment
and direction to maturing youth in line with the parents' and families' beliefs and
moral standards. however, decisions by Congress and the Supreme Court have re-

'toed in government intrusion into this segment of our family life by providing
funds for family planning. abortions, sex education, providing for contraceptives.
etc by groups and organizations outside the home to youth. In many cases, without
the knowledge or approval of parents " to provide counseling outside the home,
abortions upon demand without parental knowledge or consent and supplying con-
traceptives and other birth prevention devices and information.

I believe thi letter reflects the viewpoint not only of Utahns but
of most Americans. We will hear more to illustrate this point
during the testimony of Utah State Senator Bryce Flamm who
brings a special Utah insight into the reauthorization of title X
programs. He can provide us with background on the problems of
the State of Utah in complying with Federal law and in adminis-
tering family planning programs. He is indeed a leader in our
State in retaining parental rights and responsibilities in the deliv-
ery of family planning and other related services.

Parents in Utah want to counsel their children concerning sexu-
alityor at least become aware of their children's questions and
concerns. In 19?m, when no parental consent was required, the
birth rate ha females in Utah between the ages of 15 to 19 was the
third largest in the Nation. 69,000. Once parental involvement was
at least etwouraged by family planning agencies. the incidence of
teen pregnancies declined slightly and abortion dropped in Utah by
7 percent in 2 years. Expecting ,,,iingsters to make critical
stuns about their sexuality, morality. and futurt 'gas proven ineffec-
tive

Finall I remind the su.minunittee that over the past decade we
have spent billion on family planning. Can it be purely coinci-
dental that as the Government continues to spend millions of dol-
lar, providing cunt raeept ives to teens without their parents knnwl-
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edge or consent, the problems related to adolescent sexual activity
grow worse? What have we gotten for our money? Fewer teenage
pregnancies? Fewer cases of venereal disease victims? No; teenage
pregnancies are skyrocketing. Venereal disease and other sexually
transmitted diseases are increasing. Even in light of these facts, it
is incredible that there are some who are not willing to step back
and reevaluate, even redesign a public health program to reduce
and prevent the tragedies associated with these problems.

I believe that improvements can and should be made. I challenge
and urge my colleagues to support revisions in the title X program
to strongly encourage parental involvement in the delivery of
family planning services, to strengthen adoption counseling and in-
fertility services, to continue providing venereal . disease and
cancer-screening services to low-income women, and to allow States
flexibility in administering State-granted family planning pro-
grams.

I urge Senator Denton and other members of the Family and
Human Services Subcommittee to seriously consider these recom-
mendations in their legislation reauthorizing title X of the Public
Health Services Act.

Senator DENTON. We have before us Senator Bryce Flamm, our
first witness. t Utah State senator. Mr. Flamm has served as a dis-
tinguished State senator for 4 years. For the past 2 years, he has
been the chairman of the Appropriations Subcommittee on Social
Services and Health.

He served as a city councilman for 8 years in North Ogden, UT.
In his private pursuits, Mr. Flamm has served on the foundation
boards of several institutions, including the Boy Scouts of America.

He is a successful businessman and is the father of 7 children
and the grandfather of 15 grandchildren.

Welcomt Senator Flamm, and you are welcome to begin your
statement. ;- !nu care to summarize it, the complete statement will
he included it, the record, without objection.

STATEMENT OF HON. HRYCE FLAMM, A STATE SENATOR FROM
TIE STATE OF UTAH

Senator Ft.Amm. Thank you, Senator Denton.
Family planning was a wonderful theory and 10 or 12 years ago,

as the idea was maturing, we had great hopes that we could sloe?
down Or decrease the number of pregnancies, abortions, and live
hirthr. to teenagers. But it appears that someone has poured gaso-
lire on the fire, at least in our State. Until Senate bill 3, that is

It what appeared to he taking place.
The gm we we talked about it and the more we trained these

wont~ people without parental consent, it seemed the more the
prl:lent grew. I put a letter on your desk and on the desks of the
other Senators, and I would like to read it and would ask your in-
dulgence tr I would add your name to this.

The letter would lw addressed something like this:
and Mrs Jeremiah I )(glum. your daughter has come to us to leam of and

r-R contraceptive and abortion services Would yo,i please sign and give
"tir :iat,ent tcl this educational and pt,sibly medical arrangment"' This could Itl-

elude arranding tar h.rt h control pills or the use of an WI) She could pitssibly re-
i;, .in ain't !Ion without tilit- knowledge if she should get pregnant This is, of
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course, to guarantee heir rights of privacy. The KanterZelnik study indicates that
about 40 percent of the teens using contraceptives do get pregnant.

Pease sign your name giving permission for these arrangements. P.S.: We did
perform abortions on approximately four percent of the white teenage girls ages 15
to 19 in your state last year. At the present rate, we will perform abortions on over
20 percent of our teenage girls during their teens.

The rate of abortion for nonwhite girls in Washington, Florida. Massachusetts,
California. and Rhode Island is over 10 percent per year, and over 50 percent of
these girls will have abortions before the age of 20.

I think that is kind of shocking. I enclose with it a 1980 chart
showing the various States and their rate of abortion, and it shows
that California has 4.6 percent of the whites and Rhode Island has
13,3 percent of the nonwhites who received abortions in that 1 year
that were between the ages of 15 and 19.

Now, in 1981 the trend took a dramatic change in the State of
Utah with the introduction of Senate bill 3. Senate bill 3 in section
2 states, "that no public funds shall be used to provide contracep-
tive or abortion services to an unmarried minor without prior writ-
ten consent of the minor's parent or guardian."

There were some strings attached. There was a misdemeanor
charge placed if you should do this and we feel that this could have
contributed very dramatically at least to the change that took
place.

We feel that States should be allowed to use this or similar legis-
lation for several reasons; four of the masons I have outlined. First,
we be..ieve the Constitution guarantees parents this right. They
have the right to teach their chi;dren religious values without in-
terference from government.

I did include a copy of Supreme Court decisions on page 20 on to
about page '4.5 for each of you to look at, and it clearly states that
parents have this right.

The second reason is that we believe that all major churches pro-
mote sexual purity, and when the government not only condones
but finances immoral acts, they encourage it. The government
could he viewed to be in opposition to church teachings for our
youth.

We feel, as the Supreme Court does, that parents have the right
and responsibility to teach their children moral and religious
values. We also think that if a child came home with a statement
like the one I just read asking for permission, there are some
sleepy parents that might wake up and they might say, my little
I4-year-old daughter comes and asks for this kind of permission be-
cause her friends are doing it; maybe it. is time we talked with her
and taught her a little more clearly what the responsibilities are of
?;exiial activity.

No 3. if government should intervene, we would ask should it be
the Federal Government or the State if we need government in-
volvement. In all other matters regarding youth, the State rules,
not the Federal Government. The Ste decides when a youth is
emancipated. the degree of their educational requirements, the age
they can marry without parental consent, even the age that they
can get a driver's license. That is very important to most of them.

So we think that the State should have this opportunity to make
the decisions. And our fourth item is we feel it is unconscionable to
tax parents and then use the money that we tax from them to go
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behind their backs without their knowledge or consent to finance
immoral acts referred to by every church as unrighteous.

Now, we would request a waiver or something that would allow
the State to perform and operate under Senate bill 3. I did enclose
some figures that show the before and after Senate bill 3 statistics,
and it shows that before Senate bill 3, we were having an annual
increase from 1975 to 1980, on the very bottom part.

Pregnancies were increasing 5 percent, abortions 10 percent per
year, live births 4.4 percent. After Senate bill 3, in 1981 and 1982,
we decreased 3 percent per year on pregnancies, 2.5 percent on
abortions, and live births, 3.2.

Now, we do not know that this is the best method. Other States
may come up with a better solution even than this, but at least
since S. 3 we have gone the right direction and not the wrong.

I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Flamm follows:)
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1

CHAIRMAN DENTON AND HONORABLE SENATE COMMITTEE MEMBERS;

I WOULD LIKE TO READ ALour THE LETTER I GAVE TO EACH OF YOU,

DOES IT SHOCK YOU?

You HAVE RECEIVED COPIES OF UTAH'S INTENT LANGUAGE AND SENATE

BILL 3-1981.

SECTION 2 OF S83 ADDRESSES OUR CONCERN DIRECTLY, IT STATES

THAT "NO PUBLIC FUNDS SHALL BE USED TO PROVIDE CONTRACEPTIVE OR

ABORTION SERVICES TO AN UNMARRIED MINOR WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN

CONSENT OF THE MINOR'S PARENT OR GUARDIAN.

WE FEEL THAT ANY STATE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO USE THIS OR SIMILAR

LEGISLATION FOR SEVERAL REASONS, NAMELY:

1. THE CONSTITUTION GUARANTEES PARENTS THIS RIGHT. THEY HAVE

THE RIGHT TO TEACH THEIR CHILDREN RELIGIOUS VALUES WITHOUT

INTERFERENCE FROM GOVERNMENT, I HAVE A COPY FOR EACH OF

YOu ':"F UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT DECISIONS WHICH CLEARLY

>TATE THIS.

WE r)ELIEVE THAT ALL MAJOR CHURCHES PROMOTE SEXUAL PURITY,

WHEN THE GO'!ERNMFNT NOT ONLY CONDONES, BUT FINANCES

:MM0RALIrY, THEY ENCOURAGE IT. THE GOVERNMENT COULD BE

VIEvED TO BE IN Ov)OSITION TO CHURCH TEACHINGS FOR OUR

i )1)T v.

WE "L:. Ai nOli THL SUPRE'JE COURT THAT BARENTS HAVE THE

P: RE,:r--1N3IE:IL:TY TO TEACH THE:R CHILDREN MORAL

! ,
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2

3, IF GOVERNMENT SHOULD INTERVENE, IT SHOULD BE THE STATE

AND NOT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMFNT. IN ALL OTHER MATTERS

CONCERNING YOUTH, THE STATE RULES, NOT THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. THE STATE DECIDES WHEN YOUTH ARE EMANCIPATED,

THEIR DEGREE OF EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND THE AGE THEY

CAN MARRY WITHOUT PARENTAL CONSENT.

4, WE FEEL IT IS UNCONSCIONABLE TO TAX PARENTS AND THEN USE

THIS MONEY TO GO BEHIND THEIR BACKS. WITHOUT THEIR

KNOWLEDGE OR CONSENT, TO FINANCE IMMORAL ACTS REFERRED

To BY EVERY CHURCH AS UNRIGHTOUS.

WE REAF'd A WAIVER FOR UTAH AND ANY OTHER STATE THAT DESIRES

TO TRY THEIR OwN PROGRAM. How ELSE CAN WE COMPARE WHETHER OUR

PROGRAM IS THE BEST OR EVEN GOOD. THE PRESENT PROGRAA FOR TITLE

X HAS BEEN FORCED NOW ON EVERY STATE. IT'S WHOLE PREMISE WAS A

THEORY THAT HAS FA:LED MISERABLY.

1 WOULD LIKE' Now TO GIVE YOU UTAH'S FIGURES BEFORE SB3 AND AFTER.

WE HAVE iomETHING TO COMPARE. I COMBINED ALL TEENS FOR THE FIGURES

Fog ALL YEAR; ,iFcAUSE THEY HAD BEEN ARBITRARILY SEPARATED. THE

clr,uPE:. ARE DRAMATIC.

THEY POINT OUT WHY STATES SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO RUN THEIR OWN

PRiy,RAM, IHERt MAY BE EVEN BETTER PROGRAMS THANOURSWAITING TO

HAppE

1 U,T:4ArE THAT OUR RATES OF TEEN AGE PREGNANCY, ABORTION, AND

:/. 4.- 1) N.1T HAVF IWREA:;ED PROM 22% TO 507. FROM 1975 TO

ijU 4: A:. THE Pw_;(,RAMS DUR!W; THE'iE. YEW., BUT MAY HAVE EVEN

Dfr.PrA,I%:'
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3

WE BELIEVE THAT PARENTS WOULD WAKE UP AND TEACH THEIR CHILDREN

IN MANY HOMES IF THEY RECEIVED THE LETTER THAT EACH OF YOU RECEIVED

TODAY. I ALSO HAVE COPIES OF BAR GRAPHS ON ABORTIONS IN VARIOUS

STATES. YOU CAN SEE WHERE STATES HAVE FOUGHT BACK.

THANK YOU.
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1Y STATE SENATOR iFYCE C CF LTAH
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II. CU-1 LTAL SENATE SILL IC. 3, 19e,

III. CMTITLTICNAL QUESTIONS:

A. CEPARATICh OF CaRCH AND STATE

b. PX.RALITY VS IPPCSALITY - CHURCH Atx STATE

C. iARI-.NTAI. VS OCVERVENTAL RESPOLSILILITY
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!;TATLMENT OF INTENT

II: INTENT THE LEGISLATURE THAT ILL TITLE X FAMILY PLANNING

FUNLS CCMING INTO THE STATE OF UTAH LE ADMINISTERED THROUGH THE STATE DEPART-

MENT CF HEALTH, ANL THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SUBCONTRACT WITH UNITS OF

STATE. OuVEWENT ANL WITH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS OF STATE, ALLCWING LOCAL GOVERN-.

7:1E FitEE:CM IC LESIGN, ESTABLISH, AND MAINTAIN FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS

efisviti MAT TEE f.TANLARLS, NEELZ, AND INTERESTS OF THE COMMUNITIES MAKING

AirLICATILN AND TM. MINIMUM FELEhAL REGUIEEMENTS CF THE TITLE X PROGRAM.
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CONTRACEPTION OR mama.: SERVICES OR DEVICES

AN ACT MAIM TO torentActimon AND APORTIONt PROVIDING THAT NO
PURL/C FUNDS SHALL SE USED TO PROVIDE CONTIRACEPFIVE OR ABORTION
SERVICES TO AN UNMARRIED MINOR WIPEOUT PARENTAL OR CLITODIAL CON.
*NM AND PROVIDCAG THAT NO MILK AGENCY MAU. APPROVE ANY AMA.
CATION FOR PUBLIC PVIIIIR PROM AN ORGANIZATION THAT PROVIDES CONTIL
CE.PME OR AlIOREION SERVICES TO AN UNMARRIED MINOR WITHOUT PAR.
ENT AL OR CUSTODIAL CONSENT.

Be u enacred by the Legislature of the State of Utah.

Section I. Contraceptive and abortion sereleesDellnitions.

As used this act

(1) "Contraceptise services" meant any material. program, plan. or
undertaking which provides instruction on the use of birth control devices and
substances. encourages individuals to use birth control methods. or provides
birth control devices.

(2) "Abortion services" means any material, program, plan, or undertak
mg which seeks to promote abortion. encourages individuals to obtain an
abortion, or provides abortions

Section I. Public funds for provide, of contraceptive or abortion strikes
restrkted,

No public fonds Omit hr tlr(1 to provide contraceptive Or abortionsets its
to an unmarried fl1111..1 vohout the pour stamen consent of the MIMI'
parent or guardian

Section 3. Public funds for support entities providlog contraceptive or oboe.
flea sersian restricted. .,

. . s :9.,
.,.. st

No public agency shall approve any application for public funds to sup. i. ., ,

port, directly or indirectls. any organitation or health care provider that pro- -),
..rides contraceptise or abortion serves to an unmarned minor without the

prior *often consent of the minor's parent or guardian No institution shall (;_.5,1..
be denied state or federal funds under relesant prosisions of law on the ( -;'.". -..,around t erson on its staff prosittes contraceptise or abortton sersices in

/t4.., :l ;itthat ts,n s ros.tte rr.httce outside of su,:h institution i ' V> 'N ry .
Section 4. Violation of restrictions on public funds for contraceptive or Amt.

r t',4'.itom verso es as misdemeanor.
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Senator and Mrs.

Your daughter has come to us to learn of and possibly receive
contraceptive and abortion services. Would you please sign and give
your consent to this educational and possibly medical arrangement?
This could inlude arranging for birth control pills or the use of
an She e,aild possibly receive an abortion, without you:
luviwIleie, If shr.uld get pregnant. This is of course to guarantee
her ripou of privacy.

The rae.er-/elnik study indidtes that about 40t of the teens
using cw.tra.!evices de get preqnant.

Please sign your name giving permission for these arranlments.

1/We consent

p.s. We lid perform abortions on approximately 4% of the white
teeriale lirls, ages 15-19 in our state InNt year. At the
present rate, we will perform abortions on over 20% of our
te!na4e girls during their teens. This rate has nearly

:blel the fast 10 years. The rate of abortions to non-
w%1!. tirls in Washington, Florida. Massachusetts, California

-b. !..!opi is over 11* per year and over 50% of these
will !;.t.ie aborttons before the age of 20.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Flamm. I suppose you tire
aware that I agree with you that it should be recognized as gro-
tesque and the greatest overextension of governmental reach for
parents to be excluded from counsel which may or may not, and
usually does not, conform to the parents' values respecting sexual
activity and sexuality.

From what I have seen, most large title X grantees give no con-
sideration to the parents. There is language in the 1981 title X law
which says that parents are to be encouraged to participate, or
words to that effect. I have yet to be assured that activity to match
those words is taking place, and there seems to be a united, vast
majority opinion among family planning providers that there
should not be.

I think that they should change their minds; I hope they do. I
believe the American public is going to change their minds for
them, and I believe possibly with a number of lawsuits which
might be quite punitive financially.

In the meantime, what is possible here in the Congress is a good
question. The perceptions of the average Senator and the average
House Member of family planning is either nonexistent or coin-
cides with that which you mentioned. They see title X as some-
thing that affects the poor or married couples, or, perhaps, may
have something to do with overpopulation in India, not recognizing
that a large percentage of the services are provided to unmarried
young people whose parents are excluded at a time when they cer-
tainly should be included' in the process and permitted to know
what is being said and done with their child.

That is a rather clumsy statement of my belief, but I agree with
the thrust of what you said. You indicate here that before Senate
bill 3 in Utah, the annual yearly rates of increase were 5, 10, and
4.4 percent, respectively, for pregnancies, abortions, and live births.
That is an increase every year.

You indicated that Utah required parental consent and notifica-
tion and that a court decision denied you title X funds. Did it also
overturn the State's ability to require parental consent in your
State-served facilities, or have you got enough money to do it with-
out title X money?

Senator FLAMM. We will probehly do away with the services. The
terrible thing is they not only took away the moneys for the teen-
agers, but they took away all title X family plan moneys for us to
serve adult members, which were actually taking 60 to 70 percent
of all the funds.

There are areas of the State which no one else could reach but
our State health department, and those funds have been taken
away, so that we cannot get out into the small areas. It might be
fine in a large city to have some kind of a planning clinic, but what
do you do out in places like St. George, UT, or Hiram, UT, or some
of these places that are a long ways away that have no other facili-
ties other than the State health department?

Senator DENTON. Excuse me just a moment.
I Pa use. I
Senator DENTON. I want to be candid with you, Senator Flamm.

In previous dataand I can see it is not the same data that I have
received beforeregarding the Utah experience in the year in
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which the law to which you refer was in effect, I was told that the
data that I had received up to that point were not that valid, were
not that well-based.

Now, I cannot determine that. That was what I was told, and in
discretion, then, I did not emphasize the figures. I am told that
these are different data. Would you go into any authenticity, any
credibility that they might have'? Could they stand close scrutiny?

I believe that this trend would take place. It is contrary to the
general belief spread by the media that all teenaged girls are going
to get pregnant and, if anything, become more sexually active be-
cause their parents are involved.

But I must be honest with myself respecting concrete data which
are presented to indicate results which prove that, so could you dis-
cuss that for the subcommittee?

Senator FLAMM. Yes. Here is "Teenage Pregnancy in Utah," a
study by the Utah Department of Health from 1975 to 1981. I had
them compile the figures for 1982 for me and I received those yes-
terday. I added them on in an extra column. I should have maybe
given you a copy of this so that you could have the actual copies
from the Utah Department of Health.

In this, they show the population in two segments between ages
15 and 17, and then 18 and 19. I asked them how they arrived at
the figures between and they said, well, they indiscriminantly took
the two and divided what they thought was the 15- to 17-year-old
and the 18- and 19-year-olds.

Because of this, I took and on the large sheet here I added to-
gether all teenagers so that we would use all teenagers at the same
time, so that I did not try to break it between the 15- and 17-year-
olds and the 18- and 19-year-olds. I just took teenagers as a whole,
added them together, so that you do have the statistics that are
copied right off of this book.

You can see the numbers of teenagers, the pregnancies, in every
single year starting with 1975-1982; the number of abortions and
the abortion rates; and the live birth rate. Now, incidentally, al-
though we had a 50-percent increase in abortions from 1975 to
1980, it is amazing that we still had an increase in live births at 22
percent.

Now, the statistics that are the most accurate are the number of
pregnancies, the number of abortions and the number of live
births. Those figures, they do have in the health department and
they are very accurate.

And you can see that our population of teenagers grew and then
in 19S1, came down somewhat and then came back up again in
192. Now, to make it comparable, I increased the population 3 per-
cent and increased all the incidences :3 percent so that we would
actually have a comparable number of clients that we were work-
ing with.

And so I increased for 1982 by 3 percent the number of teens. I
increased the pregnancies by 3 percent. the abortions by 3 percent
and the live births by 3 percent, so that in fact they are compara-
bles.

Senator Dr.tsToN. Well, certainly, when I say media, I do not
refer to all media, but much of the national media has blatantly
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claimed that there would be an acceleration of the rate of all of
these things were parental consent to be required.

At the very minimum, I would think you have established that
that is not the case. In pair with that observation, there should be
another one made, rand that is the impression given which per-
vades, I think, in the Congress here that this parental notification
and consent thing is unpopular, an unpopular idea because that is
what the Washington Post says; that is what most of the TV com-
mentators say. That is what is quoted either explicitly or implicitly
when you engage another member in discussion about this.

And yet the only polls taken by Mr. Gallup indicate the opposite.
The American public overall is in favor, and it is most overwhelm-
ingly in favor in the age group of adults old enough to have teen-
age children.

So we are operating with some misconceptions and those miscon-
ceptions might indeed exist within the family planning community
itself. I hope that notice is taken of the pollit was a valid poll
and notice is taken of these statistics. And if they are subject to
question, I would like to see how it can be proven that there was
an acceleration in Utah as was predicted.

I want to make sure I have got one thing straight that the rank-
ing you had in Utah as being No. 3 in the Nationthat corre-
sponds to these same figures that you have here. Utah's pregnancy
rate was third in the Nationthat figure was in Senator Hatch's
remarks, and now do you happen to know where you are ranked in
the Nation? You have it second to last, I believe, in one of your
charts.

Senator Fi.Amm. In the chart, this is the induced abortions.
Senator DENTON. Yes, that is true.
Senator FLAMM. And you must remember that we have--
Senator DtoroN. Where did you rank in abortions before that?
Senator Ft.Amm. Our abortion rate has gone down just a little bit

the last 2 years, but it did increase 50 percent from 1975 to 1980,
prior to the legislation.

Senator DENTON. 1975-19M, an average of 10 percent a year?
Senator FLAMM. That is right.
Senator DENTON. And then it dropped by how much?
Senator FLAMM. Then it dropped ti percent in the next 2 years,

or percent per year. Incidentally, when we were talking about
Senate bill 3, about its passage, we were told all kinds of horrible
things of what was going to happen.

We were going to have an absolute explosion in teenage pregnan-
cies, abortions; the birth rate was going to go crazy. In fact, the op-
l) it(' is happening. It' you are going to look at a theory and say,
what theory should we look atnow, the theory of family planning
was that t'amily planning was going to decrease all of these
thingsthe live births, the abortions, and the teenage pregnancies.

In fact, it did not. It increased them in Utah from 22 to 50 per-
cent during that 7.-year period. Now, 2 years really is not enough
time to know what is happening. On the live births, where it takes
!I months, and the law went into effect in May 19S1, we could not
really even look at 19S1.

The only thing we can look at is abortions because that was the
only thing that you can know of in 1:041. But in 1952, the statistics
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were not released until yesterday and I put an awful lot of pres
sure on to have those figures so that I could bring the 1982 figures
here.

We had assumed that there had been a decrease, or there would
have been a great publication by some of those who want to pro-
mote this ideology of nonparental consent and let them have what-
ever they want; do not tell the parents.

Senator DENTON. Well, in accordance with Parkinson's law and
free enterprise, it would appear to benefit those in the industry if
one can keep selling the idea that with more illegitimate births, or
abortions, the more the industry needs Federal funds. And the
question is, is that throwing gasoline on the fire?

I hope that you will keep us informed of additional data as your
State health department produces statistics regarding 1983.

Senator FLAMM. Because of the financial rewards for providing
these services, I would like to read a little statement that came
from the Planned Parenthood East Side Clinic in Colorado Springs.

It says,
Refer a new patient and get a free package of birth control pills. Each new pa-

tient making an appointment and keeping it will be asked at the time of registering
who referred her to this clinic. If she was referred by a current Planned Parenthood
patient. a coupon will be clipped in the current patient's chart and she will auto-
matically receive one free package of birth control pills on her next supply visit. If
you like our services, refer a friend or friends and get a free package of pills for
each one who becomes a new patient.

Now, that is adults or children. Usually, the younger people
would not be paying, but adults would be. Su this would be encour-
aging adults to bring people to their clinic because it is profitable.
And anytime there is a profit motive, that is when selling takes
place.

Senator DENTON. Yes, it does seem to test altruism as a motive of
Planned Parenthood, for example, when I recently read one of
their newsletters in which they said they were planning to go into
the business of manufacturing and selling their own condoms.

That does not quite seem to fit with the public service devotion
of a social worker. As you say, the profit motive appears to have
become involved.

As a State senator, have you or any of your colleagues found in-
dications that other States might be interested in passing measures
similar to yours?

Senator FLAMM. We have been contacted by several other States.
They are watching us; we know that. But we happen to ba the only
State that passed legislation because of that big cloud hanging over
that you will not only lose your title X, but maybe title XIX,
maybe some title XX funds.

Hecaust. of that big cloud, we were the only ones that had the
courage to stick our necks out and take the chance. We are grate-
ful now that we did it, even though we have lost our funding and
.-)01).411i) a year has been taken away from the State. Not just for

the teenagers, but all family planning moneys under title X have
now been taken away and given to Planned Parenthood and a
small clinic up in Park City.

Anci so they now are supposedly furnishing all of the services for
family planning under title X in the entire State of Utah.
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Senator DiocroN. Well, liberals and conservatives, Democrats and
Republicans, black and white, all sectors of our society recognize
the emergency proportions of the problem. One can think about
the financial cost; one can think about the unhappiness of little
children being born into the world or aborted from the world, they
are alive when they are aborted, the unhappiness of the teenage
parents who find themselves unable to properly care for them, or
at least care for them in circumstances far from ideal, the not in-
considerable inconvenience, expense and trauma involved of the
parents of the young mother; the citizenship effect a generation
from that time when the little child becomes an adultthose are
incalculable costs, so I agree with all of those that there is a prob-
lem.

I believe that it would be better were this problem handled at
the family level, we do have a great many family break-ups going
on now; we have an unprecedented development there which may
not be disassociated from the same philosophical criteria from
which many a. e departing in approaching this problem.

It is imperative that we look at the causes and effects of the
breakdown of the family, which we have done in five hearings or
so. And I hope that we can all work toward the promotion of the
general welfare in this problem and resolve our disagreements to a
greater degree than we have so far.

There are many in the family planning community who are be-
ginning on their ownand I do not take any condescending credit
for this because I am not either omniscient or interested in impos-
ing my beliefsbut there are many in the family planning commu-
nity who are coming around to the belief that "no is the best
answer" might not be a bad approach to the problem, which would
not be shocking to our Founding Fathers or. you know, to the na-
tional principles upon which the Nation has based its entire legal
and judicial system; indeed, its whole political philosophy.

"All men are created equal, they are endowed by their creator
with certain inalienable rights." Along with that view goes a code
Of ethics which we cannot even talk about and receive funding.
You are going to hear later from a group that accepts the fact that
they cannot receive any Government money because they are tell-
ing it like it

Now, I wonder if there are a number of interested people in
11tah-- not that you should not continue to fight the battle that you
arebut in the meantime, should you give up or can you get volun-
tary sources to work on this problem in another manner? That is a
question I ask you as a State Senator.

Moreover. some are worried that the provision of an exception to
the regulations in the title X program could create a bad precedent
with respect to other Federal laws that some States find objection-
able. Are there any unique reasons why the Federal Government
should give ground on the question of parental involvement in this
it reii.'

St.thit or FLAMM. Wt1L of course. the reason I feel that they
should give ground is because how can you compare? When some-
on .kith'- up with a 1 iltOry I do not care what the theory isand
tht. v.ant to te,.1 it. how can you compare whether it was the right
t h i
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A trend may make it so that if everyone is doing the same thing,
you cannot tell. But if you allo trarious States to experiment and
then compare, and you notice s. le States dramatically bucking a
trend, then you might ask yourself, is Johnny out of step?

It is like the mother that sees a group of soldiers marching down
the way and one is out of step and she says, look at all those sol-
diers out of step except my boy, Johnny.

Senator DENTON. In a democracy, we have the anomaly, I think,
in this area of a minority controlling the action in this tragically
important field, and I do not know how long that is going to per-
sist.

I will read some statutory language that could possibly address
the problem that Utah faces and ask your response to it. "Notwith-
stancling any other provision of this title or of any other law, no
State agency may be denied funds under this title because the pro-
visions of any State law governing the provision of family planning
services and supplies to unemancipated minors within the State
are more stringent than the requirements established by this title
for the provision of family planning services and supplies to une-
mancipated minors."

I think that those words were composed by Senator Hatch and
he intends to try to have them made applicable by law.

Senator FLAMM. I have read them very carefully. I think that
that would solve the problem for the State of Utah, and I think
that you would find many States jumping on the bandwagc..: and
saying, we cannot do any worse than the present legislation; let us
give it a try.

Senator DENToN. We do have one alternative program, called the
Adolescent Family Life Act, which I introduced and was successful
in getting passed, with bipartisan support, unanimously from the
Labor and Human Resources Committee, which is not exactly the
most conservative committee in the Senate.

It did represent to me the only thing I could do. I tried the
waters; there was no way to change title X at that time. The
waters may be of a different temperature and tide now, but at least
it offers the approach, as you probably are aware, of not using the
"push them into it and then give me the money to pay for the con-
traceptives and the abortions, and so on," and that will take care
of the problem.

It does not even mention abortion; it does not even mention con-
traceptives. If the girl comes in there, she is going to be given coun-
seling which would tend to emphasize the advisability of delaying
until she is married, which seems to be a novel suggestion these
days.

If that girl does not like it, she has a free will; she can walk
across the street to a title X clinic and receive contraceptives. So
we ought to keep that in mind, but it does offer at least one alter-
native and I hope you support that alternative because it was the
only thing I could come up with at the time, legislatively.

Are you aware of Lhat act?
Senator FLAMM. I am. I do not think it will allow us to continue

under Senate bill :3, however.
Senator DENTON. No; and I know that is a separate issue and one

which should be pursued in parallel. But in the meantime, we at
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least have that in place. Suit has been brought against it by the
ACLU for the same reasons that your State law was attacked, so I
hope you will give your support to that Act.

Senator FLAMM. I would think that if the committee could adopt
a stand in which they said that if funds were withdrawn it would
only be the funds to the teenage group, the State still is best able
to serve the adult population in family planning.

But to have all of our title X funds taken, not just those that
have to do with the teenagers, seems like a ratherwell, it is like
saying if you grab the cookie, I am going to cut your arm off at the
elbow.

Senator DENTON. Well, you do not mean you would concede leav-
ing the teenagers to the fate- -

Senator FLAMM. No; I just think that they ought not fund it,
period. I think they ought to cut down our deficit. If they are not
going to let us db it our way, for goodness sake, do not go around
our back and give it to someone else to do what we do not want
dune in our State.

It is bad enough for us not to have funds to do it the right way,
but to take them away from us and give them to somebody else and
say, you are bad,. bad boys because you are trying to do it your
waywe are going to take away all the money, and not only are
we going to take it away; we are going to give it to somebody else
to do it the way Big Brother thinks it ought to be done.

Big Brother sometimes does not make the right decisions on
budgets, on deficits, and a few other things.

Senator DENTON. Big Brother turns out to be more Congress than
the President. The President has written things which indicate to
the contrary. As you know, the Department of Health and Human
Services tried another approach, which a Federal judge overruled
with the great assistance and urging on of the ACLU and the
family planning industry, per se.

So there is sort of a political war going on. It is not as it was 5
years ago when nothing was being done.

Senator FLAMM. It would appear to me that Judge Winter in his
ruling ignored what the Supreme Court had said of parental re-
sponsibility, and instead took the intent of Congress, just like you
said. He took the title X legislation and overrode, because of that,
all of the constitutional provisions of parental rights to teaching
morality and religion to their children without Government inter-
ference.

And we feel badly about it and we very well may take it to a
higher court and test this case further.

Senator DENTON. Well, may I suggest that you send these statis-
tics which you gave me to the rest of my Senatorial colleagues, not
just to members of the full committee, the subcommittee, or to
whomever you submitted them, because we desperately need a rais-
ing of the level of understanding of this issue?

I think that human beings can come to the best solution once the
problem is addressed. I see change on both sides. I have had to
revise some of my own ideas. I have been into this for about 10
years now, and I thought first it ought to be left to the parents en-
tirely and then you have to face the fact that maybe thn parents do
not do it that well, so you invite doctors to participate and perhaps
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some whose values correspond to the parents', and work on it that
way.

But my hurting point is when the litt,e girl is at the point of de-
cision, she is being advised by one side; the parents are not permit-
ted into it. That seems to me a hideous development in this Gov-
ernment.

:7enator FIAMM. It sure seems wrong to me, and most parents do
not realize that their little daughter, age 13 or 14, may be thinking
along these lines. And experience has shown me that many of
these teenage girls become sexually active at age 14; some younger,
some just a little bit older.

But this is very common for a 14-year-old to become sexually
active, sometimes with older boys.

Senator DENTON. We received statistics at our last hearing, I
think, to the effect that in Baltimore I believe 50 percent of the
seventh graders are sexually active. An argument can be made,
then, that someone needs to help these adolescents other than
their parents because apparently their parents are there and noth-
ing effective is happening.

And we must agree before we finish that there are many other
factors impacting on the rate of increase of earlier and earlier ex-
ercise of the full sexual powers of these youngstersthe movies,
television; the magazine literature; the songs; the drug cult, with
that often going on hand-in-hand with early sexual activity.

So there is no one villain in this, but we need to improve the sit-
uation.

Senator FLAMM. As I have been sitting here, I just thought that
there is nothing against the State sending out a letter like I gave
you; having all the schools send it on out and asking parents when
their daughters are 12 or 13 years old for this right to give this in-
formation. It might wake a few parents up.

If that happened, it would be worthwhile, so I think I am going
to try and encourage that in the State of Utah that this type of a
letter go out to all parents of a 13-, 14- or 15-year-old daughter,
asking for their consent, and just see what kind of a reaction we
get. It might be very interesting.

Senator DENTON. Well, it is a wild comparison when we have
laws requiring that the schoolteachers get written permission from
the parents to prescribe a couple of aspirin and do not have to get
any permission at all to counsel regarding the decisions of this girl
that affect the rest of her life, the rest of the life of her baby, the
rest of the life of her sexual partner, the rest of the life of her par-
ents.

They can issue her an IUD or whatever they want and perhaps
not give her proper instructions, aside from any values that are in-
volved here. So it is an anomalous situation.

Thank you very much, Senator Flamm, and I hope you will stay
in touch with us regarding any further statistical base you develop
on this.

Senator FLAMM. I will. The sad part of it is we have been cut off
in the middle of the year, and if 1984 goes up now, and especially if
it starts that same climb that we had prior to SB 3, it would maybe
kind of be a sad state of affairs.
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If it goes back to its same ratio, we will have hundreds of girls
affected, more than are being affected right now, in the State of
Utah.

Senator DENTON. Well, I do not see why you do not appeal be-
cause HHS made the regulation regarding parental consent and
notification. After much soul-searching, when I looked into the title
X language which contained words to the effect that parental in-
volvement is encouragedwhen I looked at the Adolescent Family
Life Act and saw what it said about parental involvement, it is
proper for the Supreme Court to judge what Congressional man-
date has been given to a governmental department.

The Federal Government decided not to appeal that case. At
least I can see some justification in not appealing because a Feder-
al agency is supposed to do what Congress mandates and they felt
that there was not a sufficient mandate.

But for a State or a city or a neighborhood or a parent to say
what they will do toward that child, it seems to me, by the separa-
tion of powers and the lack of Federal Government jurisdiction
over those things, except those which were explicitly given it, you
should be able to make your own laws. I do not see why you do not
appeal.

Senator FLAMM. You probably heard of the man in Denver that
found out they had aborted his daughter, walked on in and said,
you had better call the police because I am going to wreck this
place. He took a chair through their plate glass window, busted out
the doors, and said, you had better call the police, and he said, you
had better file charges because if I get out tomorrow, I am coming
back and doing it all over again.

So he is right now sitting in jail waiting to be able to tf at this
case of whether or not a parent should have been notified. I just
think they are very lucky he did not come in with a shotgun, shoot-
ing.

Senator DENTON. Well, there are many more cases and that is
what I meant about the lawsuits. Thank you very much, Senator.

Senator FLAMM. Thank you for having me.
Senator DENTON. Our next witness is Dr. Fr:-91( Bonati, who is

the director of the Family Health Council of Western Pennsylva-
nia. Dr. Bonati is also a board member of the National Family
Planning and Reproductive Health Association, NFPRHA.

Dr. Bonati, welcome. We recognize your experience in this field
and we are looking forward to your testimony, as well as any state-
ment you care to make at this time.

sTATEmENT OF FRANK A. BONATI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FAMILY HEALTH COUNCIL OF WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA, INC.,
PITTSBURGH, PA

Dr. BONATI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. By way of introduction,
perhaps I should state that the Family Health Council of Western
Pennsylvania, Inc., is a private, nonprofit corporation operating out
of Pittsburgh, serving the western part of the State.

We have been a title X grantee since 1971, and since that time
we have gone on to develop other types of maternal and child
health care services. Most recently, we are fairly pleased in the li-
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censing of our agency as an adoption agency in the Commonwealth,
and I think that probably makes us the only title X grantee that is
also an adoption agency in the country.

Senator DENTON. Before I forget, I would like to strongly com-
mend you for that, sir.

Dr. BONATI. Thank you, Senator.
I would like to address the subcommittee today in teriTri of reau-

thorization of title X of the Public Health Services Act, and address
my comments to two specific areas, the first being that of infertil-
ity.

And for purposes of my testimony, just a brief definition of infer-
tility, and I think that most specialists tend to agree with the
American Infertility Society's definition, and that is that it is a
status that exists when pregnancy has not occurred after 1 year of
regular sexual relations without contraception.

It is not a rare problem, sir. It affects some 10 million persons in
the United States alone, 15 to 20 percent of the population. And it
is not an easy situation to live with for infertile couples. It is con-
sidered a life crisis. It is considered a developmental crisis.

Most often, the couples feel somewhat out of control of the situa-
tion, somewhat at a loss. I think that the title X funded family
planning community has an opportunity now to ameliorate some of
the problems associated with infertility.

What I would suggest is the consideration that we look at title X
grantees who have a responsibility for a cluster of family planning
clinics in their service area. Virtually every clinic in the network
can provide a certain level of care for infertile persons.

All of them are capable, or could be made capable, of providing
information on fertility awareness, education, and certain basic
types of laboratory tests, for that matter. Selected clinics within
the cluster geographically could be targeted and provide even more
sophisticated work-ups for infertile personssemen analysis, post-
coital testing, even certain endometrial biopsies, for that matter.

Beyond that, of course, if we are dealing with infertility, you are
talking about sophisticated, usually in-hospital types of treat-
mentsurgical intervention, some more indepth social/psychologi-
cal type of counseling.

To that extent, though, title X-funded clinics could serve as refer-
ral bases. They could do the followup; they could see that people do
not get lost in the system. Furthermore, the National Institutes of
Health now fund any number of clinical and applied research
projects across the country that deal with infertility.

Title X grantees are, first and foremost, meant to be manage-
ment organizations, and as such I think they could be used as con-
duits for this funding purpose, thereby they could bring to weight, I
believe, the full intent of Congress in dealing with the problem of
infertility. It is a more cost effective approach and I think it would
allow for more timely use of research findings in actual clinical set-
tings.

In summation, with regard to infertility, I think we need a cer-
tain foundation and infrastructure with which to build upon. I
think the contraceptive care clinics have the capability of provid-
ing that.
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Infertility services are costly. Accessibility is a problem. The title
X family planning network, I think, provides us with a certain
mechanism that we can contain those costs, possibly, and make
these services available to many families who otherwise would not
be able to take advantage of them.

The second title X service that I would like to address here this
morning is that of pregnancy testing and counseling. Current title
X regulations require grantees to provide nondirective counseling
and referral to pregnant women on one of the following alternative
courses of action: pre-natal care and delivery, infant care, foster
care, adoption, or pregnancy termination.

Unfortunately, very little guidance is proffered by the regula-
tions on exactly how that counseling is tc be done. I would suggest
a certain clarification of the counselor's role and responsibilities.

To begin with, and technically bimaking, it is not nondirective
counseling that we should be instructing the counselors to do out
there in the clinics. We rather should be asking them to perform
decisionmaking counseling in which nondirective techniques are
employed. Let me briefly explain.

It is the purpose of decisionmaking counseling to assist the preg-
nant woman in arriving at a decision. It is a decision that is the
best possible one for her to make, given her own value system, and
not one which the counselor thinks is best, based upon her or his
value system.

Thus, it is nondirective, but it is not a passive process; that is,
the counselor does have an active role tx, play in the process. It is
not merely a laying-out of the options and then walking away.
Rather, it is an obligation that the counselor has to uphold the in-
tegrity of that decisionmaking process itself so that the client's
choice is a valid one and one which she respects.

Accordingly. I would suggest that the decisionmaking counselor
in a family planning clinic must do the following: first, explain to
the pregnant woman the nature and the purpose of the counseling
itself to be given; second, ensure that the client is awar of all the
options that are available; third, have sufficient knowledge of all
these options and be able to explain each option, be able to explain
its consequences; rely upon printed material.

I think too many of our counselors tend to rely on memory and
not detailed information itself that is available in print.

Fourth. help the client in assimilating the most relevant of the
information in the client's subsequent analysis and the choice the
client makes. There is a ton of information. I think the counselor
has a role to help the client sort out the most relevant of all the
data that we know to be available.

Fifth, advise against impulsive decisionmaking or decisionmak-
ing that is made under psychological stress or peer pressures; avoid
biased questioning. Finally. I think the counselor must provide re-
ferral inlOrnuition once a choice is made so that the client can take
the action necessary to. in effect, terminate that counseling rela-
tionship.

In the interests of time, perhaps I will conclude here. More
detail, of course, is provided the statement.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Boma Your full written testi-
mony will be submitted fur inclusion in the record, without objec-
tion.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bonati follow.]
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My name is Frank A. Honati and I am Executive Director of the Family

Health Council of Western Pennsylvania, Inc., an organization which

has been a Title X grantee since 1971.

We have been involved in a variety of services and programs centered

around gynecological and reproductive health, as well as human

services concerning family issues. For example, the Family Health

Council carried out one of the first demonstration projects to

coordinate infertility services on a region-wide basis for the

Department of Health and Human Services.

In addition, to my knowledge, our organization is the only Title X

grantee in the United States that also provides state licensed

adoption services for infertile couples.
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this subcommittee
concerning the reauthorization of Title X of the Public Health Service Act,

I would like to address my convents to just two specific services made
available under this important legislation. The first issue deals with
infertility services.

For purposes of my testimony, it may be helpful to establish a working
definition of the word "infertility". Unlike the specific diagnosis of a

infertility refers to a health status that is variable and dependent.
It is a function of degree and time in relation to a man and woman's ability to
produce a child - their ability to be fertile. Most specialists tend to accept
the American Infertility Society definition of infertility as the status that
exists " . when pregnancy has not occurred after a year of regular sexual
relations without contraception" or, one might add, the inability to carry a
pregnancy to term without a live birth.

Infertility is not rare. It is a significant problem which affects between an
estimated fifteen and twenty percent of the population of childbearing age -
over ten million persons in the United States alone, and there is some evidence
that the problem is increasing. Infertility problems are not confined to one
sex nor to any particular group. It is not a sexual disorder nor necessarily
a constant condition - that is, infertility is a situation that can change
since it can happen to persons who were previously fertile.

For most couples, infertility is not an easy thing to live with. It is

classified as a life crisis or developmental crisis. The common feelings that
may accompany the recognition of infertility are surprise, denial, isolation,
feelings of anger, guilt, unworthiness, depression and grief. Quite often,
the couple feels out of control of the situation and without options.

The Title X funded family planning community has the potential to meaningfully
contribute to the amelioration of this problem.

When Title X was first reauthorized in 1975, Section 1001 was written to read
that voluntary family planning projects "shall offer a broad range of
acceptable and effective family planning methods and services (including
natural family planning methods, infertility services, and services for
adolescents) ". The subsequent 1978 and 1981 reauthorisations continued to
include infertility as a viable Title X program component. Thus, the family
planning movement had evolved to encompass all aspects of fertility, not only
prevention of contraception, but also the provisions of services to persons who
wanted to achieve pregnancy. While the title X program has had a justifiable
emphasis on contraceptive care, the family planning clinic network makes it a
logical benc'imark for moving into areas of dealing with the problems of
trilerttlIty. For example:

Like contraception, infertility is a complex problem in reproductive
health care - that is, in approximately 40t of cases investigated,
intertility is due to male factors, 40% to female and 20% to unknown

C at.
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Like contraception, infertility requires a multi-disciplinary ap-
proach in patient management: input from gynecology, urology, repro-
ductivd physiology and social work. There are many causes of this
problem and many different methods of treatment.

Like contraception, there is a noticeable role for counseling of the
couple in the provision of a high quality service. There are certain
psycho-dynamics that come into play impacting upon reproductive func-
tioning and the very emotional well-being of the patients themselves.

Finally, the natural family planning method of contraception, in

particular, requires intensive patient participation in and provider
knowledge of fertility.

The point is that in terms of program operation, the family planning network is
an appropriate building block for entree' into a sub-system of infertility
care,

Title X funded systems have the campability (and in many areas across the
country this already exists) of managing a sub-system that has the following
dimensions:

Level One

Information, fertility awareness, education, minor laboratory testing
(hemoglobin or hematocrit, PAP smear, C.C. Culture) counseling and
referral, if necessary

Level Two (at strategically located clinics)

Semen analysis (mobility, density and sperm morphology); postcoital
testing and endometrial biopsy

Level Three

Referral and follow-up for the most sophisticated, usually in-hospital,
surgical interventions and intensive socio/psychological counseling
services.

Title X grantees also have the potential of enhancing their linkages with major
educational research institutions. For example, the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) now funds any number of clinical and applied research projects
dealing with infertility. Title X grantees, as management orgonizations,
could he used as conduits for these funds, thereby bringing to bear the full
weight of congressional intent in dealing with this problem . . . a more cost
effective approach which would allow for the more timely use of research
findings in real clinical settings. This overwhelming ability of the Title X
system to immediately utilize knowledge gained in NIH funded research is
perhaps our greatest potential economic and programmatic opportunity.
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All of the aforementioned in well within our grasp. Much of the work began in

1980 when the Bureau of Community Health Services allocated "Special Initia-
tive Monies" over and above modestly needed increases in contraceptive care
dollars. With subsequent budget cuts though, we have lost much of that

hendstart. Without adequate contraceptive care funding, we cannot begin to
realistically deal with infertility. We need the foundation and infrastruc-
ture that our contraceptive care clinics provide. Infertility services are

costly and access is limited. The Title X family planning network provides us
with the mechanism to contain costs and make these services available to many
families who other wise could not take advantage of them.

The second Title X service that I would like to discuss is pregnancy testing
and counseling. Much of the criticism of the national family planning program
concerns this aspect of service. However, I feel we must keep in mind the
total concept of family planning and not focus all our attention on a small
portion of the whole. Family planning is the ability to postpone pregnancy
through various contraceptive methods, and to plan for wanted children and
their future well-being. As I have previously discussed, this also involves
helping the intertile couples to have families.

This is the fundamental concept from which we view our work. Unfortunately,

not every pregnancy is planned. Please keep in mind that the acceptance of any

Title X funded family planning service is strictly voluntary. This is

especially true of the information received in pregnancy counseling. It must

also be remembered that when a person enters a family planning facility, that
person is entering a preventive health care system. Professional and ethical
standards of health care mandate that information be shared with that patient.
Counseling performed in these family planning clinics is not abortion

counseling, nor is it abortion advocacy.

Current Title X regulations require grantees to provide non-directive
counseling and referral (upon request) to pregnant women on the following
alternative courses of action:

prenatal care and delivery

intant care, foster care or adoption

pregnancy termination

While the atoremcntioned list of "options" is exhaustive, title guidance is
proffered by the regulations on exactly how such counseling is to he

procedurally implemented. Family planning opponents are often not convinced
of our ohjectivtty and proponents often feel that our counselors do not have
enough empathy with tho client in crisis due to an unintended pregnancy.

3
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I would suggest that s certain clarification of the counselor's role and
responsibilities may help to lift this veil of suspicion.

To begin with, and technically speaking, it is not non-directive counseling
that we should be directing the counselors to do in the family planning
clinics, but rather decision-making counseling

. . . in which non-directive
techniques are employed. Pregnancy counseling does not and should not involve
persuasion in any one particular direction or encourage one option over
another. In this regard, and at the risk of oversimpliiication, there are
only two distinct types of counseling to choose from: decision - making
counseling or behavior counseling (psychotherapeutic or analytical). Between
these two classifications of counseling, non-directive techniques are moat
intensely used in decision-making counseling.

It is the purpose of this decision-making counseling to assist pregnant women
in arriving at a decision - a decision that is the best possible one for them
to make given their own value system, and not one which the counselor thinks
is best based upon her/his own values. Thus, it is non-directive, but not
passive.

That is, the counselor does have an active role to play in the process, not
merely a laying out of options to the pregnant woman, but rather an obligation
to uphold the integrity of the decision making process itself so that the
client's choice is valid and one which she respects.

The decision- making counselor (unlike the behavioral counselor) does not
decide on the best option and show the client the way to that particular
option, but rather works with the pregnant woman in prescribed, professional
fashion which results in the client freely choosing that is hest for her.

You may recall the old adage about the middle aged man unhappy with his job who
states that "Here I am stuck with a miserable career chosen for me by an
uninformed 19 year old boy." This, too, was perhaps a result of non-directive
counseling but well may not have happened with good decision-making coun-
seling. Accordingly, the decision-making counselor must

1. Explain to the pregnant woman the nature and purpose of the counseling
to be given - emphasizing that the counselor will not sit in moral
judgement of the client's ultimate choice of option.

2. Assure that the client is aware of all the options.

3. Have sufficient knowledge of all the options and be able to explain
each option and its most likely consequences; relying on printed
material, not memory.

4. Help the client in assimilating the most relevant intormation for the
client's subsequent analysis and choice.
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5. Advise against impulsive decision making or decision making under
psychological stress or peer pressures, while avoiding biased ques-
tioning.

6. Provide referral information, once a choice is made, so that the
client can take action and terminate the counseling contract set in

the begin sing of the process.

Sometimes persons have expressed the opinion that family planning clinics
have a built-in bias towards abortion and that this undoubtedly influences the
counseling precess. However, if anything, family planning counselors are
biased towards the provision of sufficiently valid and reliable information
to their ,.lients and to do so in such a manner that allows a pregnant woman to

make a choice with which she can live and defend.

In ronclusinn, I do strongly recommend reauthorization of Title X of the
Public Health Service Act with such language as is necessary so as to include
the authorization for the provision of services to infertile persons. This

should be done with a real understanding that specialized infertility care
must be built upon an existing, accessible preventive or primary care health
system.

Thus, I suggest the following:

1. If the Title X service system is to be the foundation for such care,
then it must be adequately funded so as to allow for the add on of

infertility care.

2. A more cost effective coordination of all Federal efforts (both
applied research and service provision) in addressing the problem
of infertility may be efficiently done at the community level by
involving the Title X grantee as a funding conduit - thereby making
maximum use of its management role and substantial experience.

As for pregnancy counseling, I suggest the following:

1. To define the counseling to be performed in family planning clinics

as "decision-making counseling", not simply as non-directive

counNeling.

Dirett the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to develop
,;rant guidelines which procedurally explain those tenets of de-

csion-mnking counseliny which I have described earlier in my

testimony.
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1. Allow for adequate in-service training of counselors on locally
determined techniques to be used in their adherence to these

decision-making counseling procedures.

In infertility, the decision is now yours - to build upon a sound, accessible
contr.,e-tive care clinic network and help infertile persona have dearly
want., children or to whittle away at a system that has the potential of
offering to them a new hope.

In pregnancy counseling, give family planning clinic staff your direction
and faith or perpetuate hesitancy and suspicion.
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Senator DENTON. Dr. Bonati, you mentioned in your testimony
that in 1980 the Bureau of Community Health Services allocated
special initiative moneys that could be used to provide infertility
services. The funds were later halted.

Now, in 1984, the DASPA has set aside moneys for national pri-
orities again, including infertility services. Would you say that the
start-again, stop-again, nature of these special initiatives signifi-
cantly affect the provision of infertility services?

Dr. BONATI. There is no question that it takes time to gear up a
system, sir, and, yes, I would. The problem has been that we get
the green light and we get everybody geared upand that does not
happen overnight; sometimes that takes years of development
only to be told that the funds therefore are cut off.

We need the ability to plan into the future. Fluctuations in fund-
ing are disastrous. When the special initiative funds came down,
we had alrer dy received a certain increase initially for contracep-
tive care. A new pot caine for infertility; it was clearly an add-on,
one that we began to work with.

Subsequent to that, all X funds were cut dramatically. We were
told to mesh infertility special initiative funds with our ongoing
program. Infertility is, as I said. an add-on piece. Now, whether ye'i
add it on to preventive care programs, like family planning, or pri-
mary care programs like the 330-funded centersI happen to be-
lieve that the family planning is the most logicalbut when you
add that on, it is like anything else that is added on. The first
thing to go, thin, is, in essence, the if you will, the add-on.

You maintain the infrastructure, and that is what happened.
Many infertility services were cut back dramatically in order to
make the clinic survive.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, sir. You referred to the provision of
level two services, including semen analysis and post-coital testing,
and recommended or inferred that they should be. and to some
degree are provided in strategically located clinics.

Based upon the number of couples in need of such services, is
there any way to determine what the ratio of level two ennicE, to
potential patients should be in a medium-sized State, for example?

Dr. BONATI. I am sure there is, sir; I am sure there is. In western
Pennsylvania, we had a clinic network of about 53 clinics, if you
will. From among those 53 clinics, we had, and still have, six that
are strategically located that serve as that secondary level of care

Throughout the title X system you are going to find many teach-
ing hospitals, many private, nonprofit corporations that are more
than storefront clinic operations that certainly have capability. I
think it is a bit of a juggling act.

Scientifically, we could arrive at a reasonable guess on the ratio
of secondary clinics to primary clinics. Beyond that, it becomes a
political question in terms of which clinics also then have the nec-
essay resources. the back-up and the ability to move on to that
level. but it is possible.

Senator DENTON. When you say that title X grantees should play
a larger role in NIH-funded clinical and applied research projects
that deal with infertility, do you mean that title X grantees should
be used as sources for the data or act as research performers?
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Dr. EONATI. Well, sir, I think there are any number of alterna-
tive roles for them to play that can get us talking to one another.
For example, we do not even know necessarily what NUJ-funded
infertility research projects are going on in our service area. Just
to know about them would be helpful.

Second, beyond that there are review and comment possibilities,
roles that the councils can play in terms of participating in the
review process and the comment process; actual research funds.

There have been cases across the country; in western Pennsylva-
nia, for example, we did serve as a natural finding conduit for the
Pittsburgh Catholic Diocese and the University of Pittsburgh when
we did intensive research on a natural family planning method of
contraception.

The funds actually went from the Federal Government to us, just
like the title X funds do. We then distributed them to the actual
research providers. Now, the benefit of that was that it kept us in
control, in a management control situation, a quality of care con-
trol situation. We knew what was going on.

The biggest benefit in any research project is being able to
timely utilize the information, the knowledge that is garnered. And
by being there, with the delivery system on the one hand and re-
march information on the other hand, we were able to apply it
very quickly. Couples therefore would have information available
to them.

The infertility process is a lengthy process. You are talking
about 6, 7 years of probing and exploring and intensive work-ups
with couples, and time is everything to them; t: ne is very, very im-
portant.

Senator DENTON. Dr. Bonati, you make some good and, I believe,
useful suggestions for clarifying the work of pregnancy counselors
in family planning clinics. You suggest the adoption of decision-
making counseling that is by its very nature nondirective.

As you outlined it, one of the goals of such counseling is to advise
against )mpulsive decisionmaking or decisionmaking based upon
stress or peer pressure, Should one of the goals of such counseling
also include consideration of the parents ability to provide guid-
ance, and the parents' point of view, for that matterafter all,
they are their childrenparticularly when there is no evidence of
r;arental abuse or neglect?

Dr. BONATI. I do not thick there is any question that responsible
counselors will be talking to pregnant women in crises, and natu-
rally the younger th t. client. the more they will be, I think, respon-
sible for involving the L mily, to the extent possible, especially, as
you said, in the healthy social unit situations.

Unlike the prior testimony, we are not talking about counseling
for someone who is trying to decide whether to become sexually
active. You are talking about a person who is pregnant at this
point in timepregnancy counseling, if you will, which is kind of a
misnomer. You are counseling a pregnant person.

There is a certain legal status of emancipation, as you well know,
that a pregnant person achieves that has to be considered. There
are in any counseling situation people that are important to the
client, people that influence their decisionmaking.
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And I think a responsible counselor would want to make sure
that the client considers consequences of her choice, both negative
and positive consequences. You cannot do that without talking to
the client about those persons who influence their life, those per-
sons who are a part of their life; no question about it.

In many cases, it will be the parents. In some cases, it will be a
significant other persona partner, a friend, an older relative.

Senator DENTON. How Mould you answer the question were it
phrased in terms of prepregnancy counseling? In other words, the
girl is not pregnant.

Dr. BONATI. Prepregnancy counseling? I am sorry.
Senator DENTON. Well, it is often called sexuality counseling.

The girl is not yet pregnant.
Dr. BONATI. In terms of counseling a woman who is thinking

about becoming sexually active or thinking about becoming preg-
nant?

Senator DENTON. Well, if they go into a title X clinic, for exam-
ple, and they are not yet pregnant, I do not know what she is
thinking about. But you mentioned again one of the goals of such
counseling is to advise against impulsive decisionmaking or deci-
sionmaking based upon stress or peer pressure. You mentioned
nondirective counseling.

Again, I would ask, if this person is not pregnant or is not yet
pregnant, should the counseling include consideration of the par-
ents' ability to provide guidance, or at least to hear what is being
said, particularly when there is no evidence of parental abuse or
neglect?

Dr. BONATI. To the extent that a family planning clinic comes in
contact with a person who is in need of that type of counseling, I
do not think there is any question about it that the counseling
should still have certain nondirective techniques.

And to the extent that the counselor adheres to some of those
tenets that I oulined, I think that still holds true, and that includes
encouraging the person to consider the significant others in their
lives, including certainly their parents and other decisionmakers.

I say that I speak from the experience of our agency over the last
10 years, sir, and it is not anecdotal, but it is important to realize
that at least 99 percent of the young women who come into our
clinic are 1.1ready sexually active.

At least 60 percent of them come in for a pregnancy test because
they think they are rag c'nant. So they have already been sexually
active for 4, so:oetimes 6 months, or whatever, and they are scared
and that is the motivator for them coming to the clinic.

So it is very, very rare that a person walks into our clinic and
says, hello, I am thinking about becoming sexually active; can we
talk about it'?

Senator DENTON. I would not expect her to say that, but nonethe-
less it is an important distinction. I want to get your meaning.
When you say nondirective, you mean not necessarily to exclude di-
rection from other important people or circumstances in her life?

Dr. BONATI. Absolutely; that is correct, sir.
Senator DENTON. Dr. Bonati, you have stated your organization

is the only title X grantee in the United States that also provides
Statelicensed adoption services. Could you tell us about the genesis
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of that program and why the Family Health Council decided to
provide adoption services?

Dr. BONATI. The adoption services are, of course, not title X-
funded, but the genesis of it lies in m'r work with infertile persons.
We began in 1980, using some of those demonstration Federal
funds to look into infertility care.

As we were working with clients, we finallyand in the end, in
working with any infertile couple, you get to the point where the
couple has to make a choice between remaining childless or moving
on to adoption and foster care. You have exhausted every medical
intervention, every counseling intervention possible.

We got to that point with some of our clients, and quite frankly
found the existing adoption system not responsive to their needs.
When you are married and you are deciding when to have a family
and you decide to try and have a family, you find out that it is not
going to be as easy as you think; there is an age factor involved.

You may be 20-some years old at that point in time, and then
you are faced with another 5, 6, 7 years of intervention, so now you
are 30-some-years old and you finally have to face the fact that,
well, what is open for me, just adoption?

At that point in time, adoption agency waiting lists, as you know,
are extremely long. Many adoption agencies will not take you
when you reach a certain age, over 35, or whatever. These clients
were there with us. We thought, why not go the next logical step?

So we moved on to trying to proceed with adoption services, and
that was pretty much the evolution of it. We are very pleased we
did, incidentally.

Senator DENTON. In the provision of your services, aside from the
infertile couples' consideration of adoption, how do you regard the
counseling that might be given in terms of mentioning adoption as
an alternative to the pregnant, unmarried young woman and the
services appertaining thereto?

You are familiar with the fact that 20 years ago we had a very
high percentage of children delivered by such young women placed
for adoption, and now we have a high percentage kept to be raised
by those women. So I would be interested in your comments on
counseling regarding adoption to those who are unmarried and
pregnant.

Dr. BONATI. Very good. Of course, we come into contact with the
pregnant woman in a number of our service sitesfamily plan-
ning, the WIC nutrition program, and of course the adoption center
itself.

In providing counseling to a pregnant woman, once again you
have to be very careful in terms of making sure that you are not in
any way applying pressure to the pregnant woman to force her to
give her child up for adoption simply because you have an agency
over here that has a lengthy waiting list.

Clearly, every effort must be taken once again in a nondirective
way. The pregnant woman must be aware of the consequences; she
must be aware of the options available to her. And in adoption,
there are certain legal entanglements as well.

There are some elements of the adoption system, though, that I
think can make it easier for a woman who is pregnant to sort out
in her mind the consequences of her choice. For example, we have
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found that many of the young pregnant women do not react very
positively to issues of foster care.

They do not like the idea that, upon delivery, their child is going
to go into a foster care situationa bassinet in a room with five
other bassinets. And, you know, what is my child, in essence, going
to have there? It is not going to have a loving home, if you will.

We also found out that pregnant women, and especially the
younger pregnant women, react somewhat negatively to giving
their child up to an institution, to an agency. They would much
rather know that their child is going to a loving home straight
from the hospital, if at all possible: my child is going to a family;
my child is not going to this non-descript entity with all its bureau-
cratic redtape.

Now, of course, the counseling that is done varies from site to
site, and when you are in the Family Planning Program the issue
of adoption is laid out as an alternative along with prenatal care
and along with foster care and along with pregnancy termination.

Counselors go through intensive educational processestraining,
if you willso that we answer their questions. One of the difficul-
ties we have, I think, in the planning family network and in the
WIC nutrition network and in some of our other more medically
oriented services is that people are familiar with issues of human
physiology so that they can speak fairly knowledgeably about car-
rying a pregnancy to term, prenatal care, and pregnancy termina-
"on.

But when you ask them to present the option of adoption, well,
there is no scientific reference point for them to deal with. There
are issues of paternal rights that have no application in reproduc-
tive physiology. There are issues of involuntary termination; you
know, a ton of legal and social issues in the adoption field that are
quite foreign to medical people and public health people many
times. So there is an educational process that has to be followed.

Senator DENTON. Your agency appears to be unique in that you
have counselors who are conscious of the adoption possibility be-
cause they are actually involved in adoption processes.

How could other family planning counselors learn more about
adoption?

Dr. BONATI. There is no quick cure, in essence. I think that first
of all, let me state that to the best of my knowledge family plan-
ning counselors do present the option of adoption. The problem be-
comes one of responding to client questions and inquiries and being
as comfortable in talking about adoption as they are comfortable in
talk i... about some of the other alternatives. So the option is pre-
sented.

I think we have to go beyond laying out the option. I think we
have to provide the counselor with sufficient knowledge in order to
explain issues related to adoption. And as I say, it is not easy. It is
a question of, in the short run, certainly, training.

There are regionally funded title X training programs. There is
no reason why the title X training programs cannot devote a signif-
icant amount of training time to counselors to deal with the option
of adoption. to bring in specialists on adoption just like we bring
specialists in on the counter-indications of low estrogen pills. I
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mean, we can bring a professional in to talk to counselors about
the adoption option.

Training is a big thing. Reinforcement is a second issue. I think
we have neglected counseling in family planning clinics until it
became a political item. It never should have been. It always was
part of the delivery system.

Now, in the early days of title X when there were few clinics
and, in essence, some would think, therefore, more money to go
around, counseling was an integral part. I mean, master's degree
social workers and counselors were frequent in many clinics.

Especially with the funding cutbacks and with an emphasis on
the provision of the medical care related to family planning, coun-
seling has had to take a back seat, if you will. We have got to keep
that clinic open. Well, you do not need a social worker to keep a
clinic open; you need a nurse practitioner, a physician and a recep-
tionist to keep a clinic open, and so I think it is a combination of
things.

Certainly, we start with training. The second thing we do is ac-
knowledge counseling as a full partner in the delivery system and
give adequate resources to that end.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Bonati. Your testi-
mony was most valuable. I appreciate your time. You might be re-
ceiving written questions from us and I hope you will respond to
them as soon as you can.

Dr. BONATI. It would be my pleasure.
Senator DENTON. Our final witness today is Mrs. Barbara Ham-

mond. Mrs. Hammond is the director of the Crisis Pregnancy Min-
istry of the Christian Action Council.

Would you care to offer your statement, Mrs. Hammond, summa-
rizing within 5 minutes if you can? If you do summarize, your
entire statement will be included in the record as written.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA HAMMOND, COORDINATOR, CRISIS
PREGNANCY CENTER MINISTRY, CHRISTIAN ACTION COUNCIL.
WASHINGTON. IW

Mrs. HAMMOND. Thank you. Senator, I am Barbara Hammond. I
am coordinator-

Senator DENTON. Would you put the microphone closer to your
mouth?

Mrs. HAMMOND. Yes.
Senator DENTON. About the only way you can do that is put the

paper to the side.
Mrs. Hammond. OK. How is that, better?
Senator DioroN. Fine.
Mrs. HAMMOND. I am Barbara Hammond, the coordinate: of the

Crisis Pregnancy Center Ministry for the Christian Action Council.
The Christian Action Council is an evangelical Protestant prolife
organization.

Over the past 5 yel rs we have developed a program which pro-
vides a much-needed alternative to the family planning clinics
funded under title X. We instituted the Crisis Pregnancy ('enter
program to offer a biblical alternative to the abortion mentality of
the family planning industry.
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Our concern is not just for the plight of tho unborn child, but for
the women who are being destroyed by the family plannin_g provid-
ers. Previous to being employed by the Christian Action Council, I
was director of the Greater Baltimore Crisis Pregnancy Center. For
21/2 years I was there and I was able to observe the effects of feder-
ally funded family planning clinics on the women they are intend-
ed to serve.

I want to quote from a letter I received from a teenager who re-
ceived services from one recipient of title X funds. This is just part
of her letter. She says:

People that have never experienced being pregnant and having an abortion would
never know how much pain girls like us go through; it really hurts.

The night I got back from Planned Parenthood, I called my best friend and was
crying. I told her that I wanted my baby back. I saw the doctor throw my baby in a
trash can, and that tore me up. Now I think my baby is piled under all kinds of
trash.

I wish now that I never had my abortion. My family and friends tell me to put
the past behind me; forget about it. But I cannot. There is always that scar in my
heart that my baby is dead. It hurts like hell.

Before I had my abortion, I had a counselor talk to me. I was crying and told her
that I did not want to have an abortion. Well, she went and got the head lady. She
starts telling me that abortion is the best th ng. I am only 15; I cannot support
myself, and that since my baby is bi-racial, it would never be adopted.

Well, here I am crying my head off and th.s bitch is telling me things that I do
not want to hear, so what was I to do? I did not even know how to get out of there.
It really hurts bad. Wherever I turn, I :.ee things that remind me of my abortion.

After my abortion, I went to this counseling center, but they could not help me, so
here 1 am now. My baby was supposed to be born in June. I had my abortion on
November 15th. on a Saturday. I wish that I could talk to somebody that had an
abortion: maybe they could help me. I wish that I could have found out about your
center; I could have come in and talked to somebody.

I have included this entire letter in the record. It ends with a
fairly suicidal statement. And you may think that this is an isolat-
ed example, but unfortunately it is not. Many of the young women
I spoke with at the Greater Baltimore Crisis Pregnancy Center
were left physicially and/or emotionally scarred by abortion.

Frequently, they indicated that they had been pressuted into
aborting. Others reported being treated like cattle when they went
in for contraceptive counseling. Tragically, these family planning
clinics have dehumanized the very people they are supposed to
help.

Our crisis pregnancy centers offer desirable alternatives to feder-
ally funded family planning programs. We have proven through
this program that help can be made available to women without
Federal funds.

Our first center opened in Baltimore in November 1980, and
since that time we have trained volunteers who staff an additional
tis crisis pregnancy centers, 66 of which are in the United States.
They are located in major cities, including Boston, Chicago, and
San Francisco, as well as in smaller communities, towns of 2,000 or
3.00. We expect the number of these centers to double within the
next year. possibly to triple.

None of these centers receive government funds; all are support-
ed by individuals, churches, and civic groups in the local communi-
ty, and a ft have received grants from the private sector. Their
annual budgets vary from $5,000 to $40,000; *25,000 to $30,000 is
the usual budget.
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They are staffed by volunteers, many of whom are medical pro-
fessionals or counselors and several of them have physicians who
are donating time. All of these volunteers are willing to give their
time because they are believers in Jesus Christ, and therefore are
committed to demonstrating Christian compassion to women in
need, and I believe strongly that is why our program has worked.

The initial services that we offer are hotline counseling, free
pregnancy testing, information about pregnancy, abortion, and al-
ternatives. We do give abortion information.

The other thing is that 40 percent of the women that we see are
not pregnant, and the majority of these women are single. With
these women, we speak to them about being sexually active as
single women. We approach them from a perspective that they are
creatures created in God's image. They are not highly evolved ani-
mals incapable of controlling their sexual urges.

There was an article that appeared in a Baltimore paper, an edi-
torial that asked, are teenagers more than rutting animals? And I
feel that that is very often the way that they are seen.

Rather than pushing artificial contraceptives, we talk about sex-
uality with these women and we have had a tremendous success in
getting them to choose abstinence. We also provide a lot of practi-
cal help and housing, and stuff like that. And we also have had a
tremendous success rate in terms of getting women to choose to
carry to term and to really just experience the joy of bringing a
new life into the world.

Not one of the women that I have ever counseled has come back
and said, why did you make me have this little brat, or anything
like that. They have brought their baby in with tears of joy in their
eyes because they are so excited about it.

I would just say that I feel that our program is a really good al-
ternative to title X-funded programs; that we are offering in:Orma-
tion and alternatives that are not being offered by title X recipi-
ents.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Hammond follows:1
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TI.STIMONY OF I3ARBARA HAMMOND, COORDINATOR OF THE CRISIS

PREGNANCY CENTER MINISTRY OF Ti* CHRISTIAN ACTION COUNCIL,

BEFORE THE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE

ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES

MAY I, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Barbara Hammond, the Coor-
dinator of the Crisis Pregnancy Ministry for the Christian Action Council. The Christian
Action Council is an evangelical, Protestant pro-life organization. Over the past five
wears we hove developed a program which provides a much needed alternative To the

family planning clinics funded under Title X.

We instituted our Crisis Pregnancy Center program to offer o Biblical at or native
to the abortion mentality of the family planning industry. Our concern is not just for the
plight of the unborn child, but for the women who are being destroyed by the iamily
planning providers. AS director of the Greater Baltimore Crisis Pregnancy Center, I was
able to observe the effects of federally funded family planning clinics on the women they
are intended to serve. I would like to quote from a letter I received from a teenager who

received "services" from one recipient of Title X funds.

. People that have never experienced being pregnant and hav-

ing an abortion would never know how much pain girls like us go

through. It really hurts. The night I got bock from Planned Parent -

hood. I called my best friend and was crying. I told tier that I want-
ed my baby hark. I saw the doctor throw my baby in a trash can.
And that tor' 141. NOW I think that my baby is piled under all
:,111111 troth.
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I wish now Hutt I never had my abortion. My family and

friends tell my to put the past behind me. Forget about it -- but I

can't there is a' vs that scar in my heart shot my baby is dead. It

hurts like hell.

Before I had my abortion, I had a counselor talk to me. I was

crying and told her that I didn't want to have an abortion. Well, she

went and got the head lady. She starts telling me that abortion is

the best thing. I'm only IS. I can't support myself and that since my

baby is biracial it would never be adopted. Well, here I am, crying

my head off and this is telling me things that I don't want to

hear. So what was I to do? I didn't even know how to get out of

there.

It really hurts bad. Wherever I turn I see things that remind

me of my abortion. After my abortion I went to this counseling cen-

ter, but they couldn't help me. So here I am now. My baby was sup-

posed to be born in June. I had my abortion on November 15th, on a

Saturday. I wish that I could talk to somebody that had on abor-

tion. Maybe they could help me. I wish that I could have found out

about your center. I could have come In and talked to somebody.

You may think that this is an isolated example, but unfortunately it is not. Many

of the young women I spoke with at the Greater Baltimore Crisis Pregnancy Center were

left physically and /or emotionally scarred by abortion. Frequently they indicated that

they had been pressured into aborting. Others reported being treated like "cattle" when

they went for contraceptive counseling. Tragically, these family planning clinics have

&humanized the very people they are supposed to help.
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Crisis Pregnancy CenIers offer o desirable alternative to federally funded family

planning programs. We have proven that help can be made available to women without

federal funds. Our first center opened in Baltimore in November of 1980. Since that

time, the Christian Action Council has trained volunteers who staff 68 additional Crisis

Pregnancy Centers, 66 of which are in the United States. They are located in major

cities, including Boston, Chicago, and San Francisco, as well as in smaller communities.

We expect the number of centers to double within the next year.

None of these centers receives government funds. All are supported by Indivi-

duals, churches, and evic groups in the local community. A few hove received grants

from the private sector. Their annual budgets vary from $5000 to $40,003, depending

upon the size of the population they serve. They are staffed ay volunteers, many of

whom are medical professionals or counselors. Several centers have physicians who are

donating time voluntarily. All of these volunteers ore willing to give of their time be-

cause they are believers in Jesus Christ and therefore are committed to demonstrating

Christian compassion to women In need.

The initial services we offer are hotline counseling, free pregnancy testing, and

information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives.

Forty percent of the women we see are not pregnant. The majority of these

women ore single. We offer them educational information and counseling about being

sexually active. We approach these women as creatures created in God's Image, not as

highly evolved animals incapable of controlling their sexual urges. Rather than pushing

artificial contraception, we discuss the nature of sexuality with these women.

They are grateful that we treat them as responsible human beings, capable of

making mature decisions about their sexuality. Often they realize that engaging in

sexual relations outside of the commitment of marriage is self-destructive behavior that

puts them at risk. Thus Crisis Pregnancy Centers across the country have been effective

in helping young, single women choose the most effective means of contraception
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For women who fire pregnant, we offer accurote Information about all of the al-

ternatives, enabling her to :nuke an informed decision. We also provide practical assis-

tance, including clothing and furnishings for her and her child. 1-1,-.14ing is also provided,

uquin through the willingness of volunteers to open their homes to women in need. Re-

ferrols are made for medical care, legal assistance, social services, and adoption.

Classes in childbirth, parenting and other relevant subjects are offered.

Five out of every ten clients intend to abort when they first contact a CPC. Af-

ter receiving our services, only two of those five actually abort. Thus we are enabling

eight out of every ten clients to carry to term. So far, none of these women have regret-

ted their decision to bring a child into the world. We have hod young mothers come in to

our centers with tears of joy in their eyes to thank us for the baby they are holding in

their arms. I hove hod the joy of holding babies that would not be alive if it hod not been

for the ministry of a Crisis Pregnancy Center. At the Baltimore center one woman who

came in to show us her newborn son said, "This is the baby that almost wasn't," as she

held WI a precious little boy with big brown eyes.

The Crisis Pregnancy Centers also offer post-abortion counseling for women who

are emotionally distressed as a result of an abortion. In this role we are often dealing

with the casualties of the abortion Industry. I personally have talked to many women

who are left traumitized by abortion. Often they suffer from nightmares, remorse, an-

xiety, or a desire to get pregnant ogoln to replace the child they have lost.

One seventeen year old girl said, "It was a violation of my body worse than rape

could ever be." Another teenager said, "I don't have nightmares, but i think about it

every day," two years after her pregnancy was terminated by a Title X recipient. A

woman in her twenties described her abortion as, "devastating." The most tragic cases

were the young teenagers, thirteen or fat ',teen years old, who were given no choice at

all. "They told me I had to have an abortion because was too young to hove a baby," one

girl said of the family planning clinic she had gone to for help.
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the family planning rlinics funded by Title X seem to be operating under the as-

sumption that the sole purpose of family planning is to limit the site of the human fami-

ly, no matter what the cost. they offer little or no assistance when the plan includes the

addition of ,mew family members. Rarely are alternatives to abortion presented as o vi-

able option. In contrast, the Crisis Pregnancy Centers are offering alternatives to enable

women to plan constructively for their families. They are providing services such as free

pregnancy testing, hotline counseling, and accurate abortion information. And they are

doing it without federal funds. I offer this as evidence that there ore positive alterno-

fives to Title X family planning center.
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WRITTEN MATERIAL SUBMITTED IN ADDITION TO VERBAL TESTIMONY

GIVEN BY BARBARA HAMMOND,

COORDINATOR OF THE CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER MINISTRY

OF THE CHRISTIAN ACTION COUNCIL,

BEFORE THE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE

ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES

MAY I, 1984
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A LETTER TO PRO-LIFE CHRISTIANS

Dear Sir;

I agree with you 100%. on abortions. But. I had one. It was the
hardest thing I ever had to do in my life. I'm gonno tell you straight about
how I feel.

My boyfriend and I fell in love. We made love and I got pregnant.
My mom noticed that I had skipped my period. I was taken to the doctor.
He said I was about 6 weeks pregnant. So she said I had to hove an abor-
tion. My mother set up a date.

I had a counselor at Planned Parenthood who talked to me. She said
my baby would never be adopted. Who was I to turn to? My mother and
father didn't want me to have the child. I was forbidden to see my boy-
friend, and the people at Planned Parenthood said my kid would never be
adopted because of his/her race.

Would you mind telling me what you would have done? I didn't have
a place to go, no money. Would you have taken me into your home? Paid
my doctor bills and expenses?

My abortion is something that I wish I never had done. I can remem-
ber looking at the doctor when it was done and saw him putting my baby in
a plastic bag and then throwing it away In a gargage bag. Do you know how
bad that feels? Have you aver lost something you loved dearly? I did and
I'm not proud of it.

I know there are girls that don't care about their babies. They would
have 5 abortions a year and not worry about it, But I happened to care
about my baby. If I had a place to go and people who cored about my baby
and me, maybe my baby would be alive now. It was supposed to be born
this month,

It hurts me so bad to hear things about abortions, I get really upset
about things like that. You're hurting the girls who wanted their babies but
didn't have any alternative but to have them aborted. But I want to say, "It
hurts like hell."

I thank you for reading my letter. Please give it a thought. You
people are against abortion, but are you willing to help young girls and
women who don't have money ar a place to live? I doubt it seriously. Some
of us women/girls are not killers, We're humans too. And I can tell you
that having an abortion is killing me slowly, Think about this please.

Thank you,
Beth
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Barbra,

1-11. Well this is Beth. I received your letter. I was happy to see thot someone replied
buck to me. I thought that my letter would be thrown away and not read. I just wonted to tell
you that I am against abortion. A lot of girls that get pregnant don't know who to turn to. I
have two friends that had abortions, too, It doesn't scorn to bother them with what they hove
been through.

People that have never experienced being ;mignont and having an abortiLi would ne.
know how much pain girls like us go through. It really hurls. The night I got bock from Plan-
ned Parenthood, I culled my best friend and was crying. I told her that I wanted my :Noby
bock. I saw the doctor throw my baby in a trash con. And that tore me up. Now I this.' that
my baby is piled under all kinds of trash.

I wish now that I never had my abortion. My family and friends tell me to put the post
behind me. Forget about itbut I con% There is always that scar in my heart that my baby is
clued. It hurts like hell.

Before I hod my abortion, I had o counselor folk to me. I was crying and told her that I
didn't wont to hove on abortion. Well, she went and got the head lady. She starts telling methat abortion is the best thing. I'm only IS. I can't support myself and that since my baby is
biracial it would never be adopted. Well, here I om, crying my head oft and this is tell-
ing me things that I don't want to hear. So what was I supposed to do? I didn't even know howto get out of there.

It really hurls bad. Wherever I turn I see things that remind me of my abortion. Afta
my abortion I went to this counseling center, but they couldn't help me. So here I am now. My
baby was supposed to he born in June. I had my abortion November 15th, on o Saturday. I wish
that I could talk to somebody that had an abortion. Maybe they could help me. I wish that I
would have found out about your center. I could have come in and talked to somebody.

There hasn't been Cl day since my abortion that I haven't thought about it. I don't see
how some girls can go arid have 2 or 3 abortions and not think about it--whot they ore doing. I
may be young, but I want to reach out to other girls who are pregnant or having sex and helpthem out. I wouldn't want anyone to go through the pain and suffering I'm going through now.
It can tear a person in halt. I feel like I am missing something in my life.

When you're in this situation you feel alone. there's nobody you can trust to help you
out. People look down on you like you're trash. Do you understand how I feel° I wrote a poemabout my baby. I want in .re if Iron can understand.

()tie day, Baby, be 011111'a III a world where Iv, one ran divide as
'io Jon't you worm I'll tic along sotto.

delo'l !neon to do the !bust 1 did 10 yc,o.
Pitls,' forgive ,11,10r% relfleMtler VOW! t tit my brunt tan f`VI`f (Oft ,Ver

Ibis rime 11(11.(111y .111 soh f(1.1 trials your ht.( thew VII be there to protect you, forever,

t loPoi 000'5 thojt to-I I my ul,ot t.01 t..t a while, I w(1111,q/ to (j.,
...I. Y dolt tor 5r. ag/t :110 ti 'III '[. ), i.,11 1.111 k. Itnt theil

,""10'.! !. H., I ',W. 4, h,te . l tip ,..o Plerist. keel, it.
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COUNSEL ING It IL SINGLE CLIENT WHO IS NOT PREGNANT

About 40% of the women who come into the Crisis Pregnancy Cen-
ter will have a negative pregnancy test. They are not pregnant. Most of
these women are single, and many of them are teenagers.

Their first reaction to news of a negative test is generally relief.
Although they have avoided this immediate fear, the more fundamental
problem has not been dealt with and needs attention.

At issue is a sexual lifestyle that holds forth destructive conse-
quences -- medical, emotional, procreational, and spiritual -- which cannot
be eradicated. It creates the possibility of pregnancy and a son or daugh-
ter. If a baby is conceived, the responsibility for another human being
suddenly is thrust upon the single woman. At times this can seem over-
whelming. Even among women who successfully cope, bearing a child alone
and planning for his or her future is difficult and painful, whether or not
the baby is released for adoption. Of course, an abortion always proves
destructive at every level.

As a result of these consequences, the well-being of the client is at
risk whenever she is sexually active outside of marriage. Although many
women do not acknowledge that fornication is immoral, virtually all of
them do experience some degree of ambivalence over their conduct. It
isn't "safe" for them to be involved sexually, and they know It. Very fre-
quently they are willing to discuss it; in fact they desperately want to
discuss their sexuality.

Volunteer counselors at the CPC have a rare opportunity to minister
to sexually active women. Because they've just had a "close call" with
pregnancy, their feelings of ambivalence over their behavior are likely to
be greater than usual. Often, they're teachable on the subject of their
sexuality and open to changing their conduct.

Counselors should be prepared to minister to clients with negative
pregnancy tests. The CPC exists to serve them as well. Although they are
all sexually active and risk becoming pregnant, these clients may approach
sexual activity from very different perspectives. The key factor is the
extent to which they have been sexually involved. For purposes of ministry
the clients can generally be classified in one of three categories.

Category I: Includes young women who have had relotively few sexual
experiences. They are generally very concerned about their behavior
and experience o variety of fears and insecurities about it. The client
in this group is not sure thot her behavior is good for her, but sexual
involvement is seen as a way to solve a problem -- lack of love,
loneliness, threotened loss of a boyfriend, desire for acceptance.

Category II: Includes the client who has been involved sexually for
some time, one to two years. Although she understands and has
access to contraceptives and contraceptive information, she still does
not use them. This is true for the majority of unmarried teenagers
(1,,ring their first ytor or two of sexual activity. The reasons for their
re .111( huff t ore rltited:
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A. Teenagers tend to think that love is not authentic unless it is
spontaneous. They justify having sex by claiming, "We love each
other, and it just happened." They view intercourse as an uncon-
trollable and spontaneous expression of this love. Using contra-
ceptives means planning sexual activity. This forces the teenager
to face her responsibility for her sexuality. This makes her feel
very uncomfortable, if not guilty. She prefers to avoid explicit
decision-making regarding intercourse.

B. When a teenager begins using contraceptives, her approach to
sexual activity and her identity change dramatically. She is
passing through a threshold, moving away from being the young
woman for whom sexual activity is not a planned, regular (and
important) part of her life to being the woman for whom sexual
activity is a significant part of her life. She is moving away from
parental influence and authority, with whatever security these
have afforded her. This loss of childhood dependence can be
disconcerting. Thus many teenagers are hesitant to use contra-
ceptives since it signals an irrevocable move into adulthood.

Category Ills Includes the woman who has adopted a lifestyle of
sexual activity. She may live with her boyfriend, or she may have
relations on a casual basis. Often by this point in their lives, women
have constructed a strong defense and rationale for their behavior.
They may experience very little immediate guilt. Frequently this
lifestyle comes in the aftermath of a failed marriage or a more
traditional relationship that has ended in disappointment. Getting the
client to re-evaluate her sexual activity may be difficult; on the other
hand, the wonder of sex has been diminished for her, and she will tend
to approach the subject in a practical and straightforward way. The
key with this client may be for her to realize the need or void she is
trying to fill with sex. Her sexual involvement may well be o "quick
fix" far the despair she is trying to ward off.

How to Talk to the Client About Sexuality

At least four different strategies are open to counselors as they
minister to clients with negative pregnancy tests.

I. Help the Client to Evaluate Her Sexual Activity

A. Within the context of her relationship to I r boyfriends

Sexual activity outside of marriage is destructive.
When it takes place, the very purpose of a sexual relationship
is being thwarted. Its effect is the very opposite of what God
intends. Rather than drawing two people together into a
relationship of total commitment, fornication becomes an end
in itself, a substitute for cammunication. When sexual activi-
ty begins before a commitment has been made -- before love
has come to GITItion -- that love is thwarted. The dynamic of
the relationship is transformed as the desire to give and share
is replaced with grasping and taking. The God-given sexual
drive is so powerful that unless it is constrained by selfless
dovotion to (mother, it becomes the dominant force in the
relationship.
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Counselors should help their clients realize the imme-
diate risks and effect of being sexually active. A "preachy"
style is inappropriate. Unless the client internalizes the truth
about her relationship, the truth will have no impact.
Through conversation the volunteer can help the client under-
stand her situation. A good way to begin is by asking good
quest ions:

I. Questions that deal with the immediate:
a. How do you feel now that you've hod a negative

pregnancy test?
b. How would you have felt if you hod been pregnant?
c. How do you think your boyfriend would feel if you

were pregnant?
d. What do you think your parents' reaction would

have been to the news that you ore pregnant?
e. How do you think this close call will affect your

relationship with your boyfriend?

2. Questions thnt <Teal directly with sexual activity:
a. How do you feel about being sexually involved with

your boyfriend?
b. How important is sexual relations to you?
c. Who first initiated intercourse in your relation-

ship?
d. A number of studies indicate that teenage women

for the most part do not really enjoy intercourse,
but that their participation is the result of pres-
sure they feel. Would you soy this description
applies to you?

e. On a scale of I to 10, how comfortable do you feel
being sexually involved with your boyfriend? (Sup-
pose the client responds with a 6.) Could you tell
me the issues that fall between 7 and 10?

f. What would be the effect on your relationship of
sexual activity suddenly stopping?

g. How do you think your boyfriend would react if
you told him that you did not wont to hove sexual
intercourse any more? (Very often, clients re-
spond that the boyfriend would leave.) What do
you think is the primary reason he is pursuing a
relationship with you?

B. Within the context,of her legitimate goals and aspirations:

Everyone has goals and aspirations that are legiti-
mate. These are threatened whenever we engage in lawless
activity. The client needs to recognize that her sexual in-
volvement poses unnecessary risks to her future happiness and
well-being. The volunteer should lead the client into a con-
sideration of the other consequences of her sexual activity.

Many young people have great difficulty thinking
through the consequences of their behavior. This unfortunate
situation cannot simply be pinned to the notion that "kids ore
irresponsible." Many young people have never been taught to
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think in terms of cause and effect. Volunteers should encour-
age them to do so. This will be difficult, since many young
people have no goals and ambitions. Again, asking good ques-
tions can instigate good discussion:

I. Questions that deal with the client's goals or hopes:
a. What would you like to be doing in five years?
b. Where would you like to be in five years?
c. Of all the famous people you've ever read or heard

about, who do you most want to be like? Why?
d, If you could accomplish ore thing with your life,

what would it be?
e. At the end of your life, what would you like people

to soy about you?

2. Questions dealing with the impact of the client's behav-
ior on her goals:
o. What risks does your relationship with John pose

for your ambitions ond dreams?
b. What impact con a sexual relationship now hove on

your future plans?

3. As the client mentions risks, they should be explored,
made specific and concrete. This will help her see there
is no easy way out of the problems.

o. Pregnancy could lead to:
I. Early marriage
2. Single parent family
3. Abortion
4. Adoption
5. Difficulty in getting married in the future

b. Venereal Disease could lead to:
I. Severe discomfort and physical trauma
2. Loss of self-esteem, severe anxiety, shame
3. Sterility
4. Incurability
5. Transmission of disease to children during birth
6. Difficulty in getting married in the future

c. Breaking up: Any romance can come to a painful
end. When the couple has been sexually involved,
the emotional scars can last for a lifetime. The
majority of teenage romances do end. The client
needs to recognize this ond anticipate the after-
math.
I. Loss of self-esteem, shame
2. Regret, bitterness
3. Loss of reputation
4. Difficulty attracting a man who respects her
S. Cynicism and the loss of innocence
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II. Discuss the Biblical View of Sexuality with the Client

A. The Nature of Sexuality

In contemporary America, the subject of sexual rela-
tions has been totally abstracted from reality. We see this in
so many ways. Sex is used to sell everything from toothpaste
to pantyhose though it has nothing to do with any of these
things. Sex is treated in magazine articles and books as o
form of entertainment, the highlight being the sensual pleas-
ure of orgasm.

The Bible teaches that sexual intercourse is integral to
our being os sexual creatures, mole or female. Sexuality is a
fact of our nature, and it determines our creativity as indivi-
duals. The highest expression of our creativity occurs in
sexual relutions for in this we can become co-creators of
human life. Great care must be taken in exercising this
power for we are responsible for the children we bear.

The Bible also reveals that sex is not a form of enter-
tainment. It is a most profound means of communicating and
expressing love. Two people are revealed to nne another
physically, emotionally, and spiritually as they are joined
together in love. Love reaches its fullest expression m the
creation of life itself.

13. The Nature of Marriage

Because our sexuality endows us with the potential to
bring forth new life, and because sexual intimacy is intended
as an unrestrained expression of love, only one relationship is
fit far sexual intercourse -- marriage. No other relationship
can support and sustain on individual who is expending so
much of self and facing responsibility so awesome as that
which inheres in sexual relotions.

Most young adults today don't know whc' marriage is.
They may think of it as a formal agreement to live together,
or they see it as a public sanction on a sexual relationship.
They may associate it with a ceremony or celebration. In
fact marriage describes o relationship that is characterized
by o covenant to live together and to serve one another in the
sight of God till death. No lesser commitment can bring
safety to the sexually involved man and woman.

C. The Nature of Love

The commitment of marriage is the commitment of
love, selfless devotion to another. Love is endless; it is
rooted in the character of the lover, not in the quality at the
one being loved. Love is neither a feeling nor an ideal. It is
tin irrevocable commitment to another. In speaking with

Bents abort the nature of love, the volunteer has on oppor-
hPnity to Speak of the one who etched in human history the
definition of love that will lost for all eternity, Jesus Christ.
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Senator DENTON. Thank you, Mrs. Hammond. Would it be accu-
rate to say that you and your colleagues volunteered to undertake
the effort in which you are involved as sort of a counterforce to
that which you see the government providing in the way of coun-
seling in this area?

Mrs. HAMMOND. Definitely. We feel very strongly that title X is
prejudiced because it insists that abortion referrals be made by
groups. It has ended up basically funding a lot of abortion provid-
ers.

I have accepted referrals from title X recipients because they
have nothing to offer a woman who carries to term. They do not
offer assistance in terms of practical thingshousing, baby clothes,
maternity clothes. furniture, things like that.

The whole mentality is, unless you abort we are not going to
help you; you have to get out there and help yourself. And if you
are poor or if you are a teenager or whatever, then too bad; the
only alternative is for you to abort. And we do not feel that that is
fair.

Senator DENTON. You say that your approach regarding women
who are not pregnant, the majority of them being single, is to offer
them educational information and counseling about being sexually
active. "We approach these women as creatures created in God's
image, not as highly evolved animals incapable of controlling their
sexual urges. Rather than pushing artificial contraception, we dis-
cuss the nature of sexuality with these women."

You are a Christian organization. I want to say for the record
that on a flight from Denver to Houston about 1 week ago, I heard
almost exactly these words from a man who did not know who I
was or that I was a Senator or that I was even interested in this
subject.

He raised the subject. He happened to be Jewish; he said almost
precisely these words.

I assume from your testimony that the pregnancy counseling
centers supported by the Christian Action Council are not necessar-
ily looking to receive Federal financial support. However, in your
experience are there other pregnancy testing and counseling orga-
nizations that offer an alternative that would be interested in title
X funding?

Mrs. HAMMOND. I am sure there are. I have had contact with
many organizations similar to ours and I believe that they are all
organizations that would like to receive title X funding.

We do not support reauthorization of title X as the Christian
Action Council, but I am sure there are other centers that would
appreciate being able to receive those funds.

Senator DENTON. Your predecessor at the witness table empha-
sized the necessit,,, for nondirective counseling. I respect his defini-
tion in that it included making accessible to the young woman
those who are important in her life, including those who have an
interest in her fate and in transmitting their own values to her
her parents and those who are responsible for the outcome of what-
ever sexual involvement she gets into. If it turns out to be a preg-
nancy. they may have to pay for the upbringing of the child, the
abort ion. or whatever.
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What is your feeling about the possibility that counseling can be
nondirectiveif there is such a thing? Second, do you think it
should be nondirective?

Mrs. HAMMOND. I would say that the women that I saw were in
tremendous crisis and for the most part they were being pressured
by people, circumstancesthe counselor, the medical profession
to make decisions.

I would say that in talking to these women for the most part,
they had not met with nondirective counseling from family plan-
ning advocates. They had basically been told, abortion is your only
option.

Before I worked with the Greater Baltimore Crisis Pregnancy
Center, I took two women in to family planning clinicsI was
working for the juvenile services administrationand sat there
while they were pressured. It was called counseling and they were
pressured into aborting.

They were told it is not a baby. It is just a lima bean; it looks
like a lima bean. And the other one was told, you are 15; what
right do you have to bring a child into this world that you cannot
support?

I do not consider that to be counseling, much less nondirective
counseling. I believe that it is very important not to say to the
woman, this is best for you and you must make this decision. She
has to live with the consequences of her actions.

But I believe that the family planning industry has taken a pa-
ternalistic view of womenthe whole thing of not informing them,
not showing them pictures of the fetus to let them know that it has
arms, legs.

I have talked with women who turn their heads to see the doctor
counting out the little arms and legs and were confronted with it
then. It would have been much kinder to show them pictures be-
forehand.

So I would say that it is a case where women need to have infor-
mation so that they can make their own decision. I do not know
whether you would call that nondirective or directive counseling. I
believe in allowing the women to come to their own conclusions,
but to give them a lot of information to support their facts, a lot of
information about the risks and techniques of abortion and prena-
tal development.

Senator DENTON. In all fairness, in making peripheral observa-
tions in my own experience, I must acknowledge that I have met
women who do not regret having had abortions. I had one woman
stop me in an elevator in Birmingham and say, are you not Sena-
tor Jeremiah Denton? I said, yes, madam. She said, please do not
stop us from having our abortions. So she was not like the 15-year-
old girl you referred to.

I have seen Planned Parenthood movies in which young girls
perhaps 16, 15 relate in very pleasant terms about their abortions.
So there is a difference in opinion. I do not know what that differ-
ence in opinion is among those who have had abortions. I do not
know how it would sum up. It might be an interesting poll ques-
tion, but I had to acknowledge that I heard those on the other side.
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You discuss three categories of potential clients. In one category
you discuss the teenager who has been sexually active for 1 to 2
years, but who does not use contraceptives.

Why do you think some teenagers choose not to use contracep-
tives? Is it more than a simple lack of access to or lack of informa-
tion about contraceptives?

Mrs. HAMMOND. Not at all. At our centers we do primarily preg-
nancy testing; that is one of our primary services, and 90 to 95 per-
cent of the womenwe asked them if they were using any contra-
ceptive at the time they think they conceived; 90 to 95 percent re-
sponded no.

Senator DENTON. But were they sufficiently aware of the exist-
ence of contraceptives, and the use thereof?

Mrs. HAMMOND. Yes and no. I would say at least 50 percent of
those women were aware and had been for some kind of contracep-
tive counseling. Many of them reported that they had been pre-
scribed different kinds of contraceptives, but chose not to use them.

And I feel very strongly that contraception is not a simple thing.
It has far-reaching psychological and social effects upon a woman. I
have included a statement; it is actually out of our training
manual for volunteers on counseling the client with a negative
pregnancy test, talking to her about her sexual involvement.

The thing is that a young teenager when she comes init does
not even have to be a young teenager; I have met 24-year-olds who
are going through this. For the first year or two of being sexually
active, they almost always will not choose to use contraceptives.

If you talk to people who are involved in family planning, they
will tell you it is their biggest frustration. Family planning was
supposed to go out there and stop all these unwanted pregnancies,
and they found that the girls themselves will not do it; they just
will not, no matter how much information, encouragement, pres-
sure, or whatever. They do lot want to use con4xaceptive devices.

A lot of it, I think, has to do just with their conscience. They
know that being sexually involved outside of marriage is wrong;
that they are, you know, carrying that with them.

In other words, when they become sexually involved, if they
choose to use contraceptives, what they are doing is saying, I am
deliberately acting this out; I am deliberately choosing to be sexu-
ally involved. If they do not use contraceptives, then what they are
basically saying is, it just happened; it was spontaneous; we were in
love. And somehow that excuses it.

The other thing is that when a teenager does use contraceptives,
it is an irrevocable move into adulthood. She really is passing
through a threshold; it is a major life passage for her. And for
some medical professional or social worker to say, here, take these
pills, have this IUD insertedit is not that simple.

It is a major life change for her. It is a major decision and it is a
large decision, like marriage, like planning a family, like going to
college, choosing a career, those kinds of decisions. And it should
not be done quickly and easily.

Senator DENTON. I do agree with you, but there are many who
think we have had a sexual revolution and that that is good, and
that sexual intercourse before marriage is like a glass of water or a
drink, or whatever.
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We are at least starting to ask ourselves the question of whether
that sexual revolution, which did to a degree exist among many in
the sixties and seventies, perhapsis it good for us? Is it ending?

It is in a goodwill sense of contributing to the promotion of the
general welfare and the pursuit of happiness that I see Congress
having to play a role in examining the way government is involved
in this.

Again, I assert that this is not only in terms of counseling and
family planning, but in terms of the way we define or do not define
pornography, or how we let PG movies get to the point where they
portray usually that the only fun in sex is outside of marriage.

In your opinion, is there a need for research into the human
costs of adolescent abortion that span several years after the deci-
sion to abort is made?

Mrs. HAMMOND. Definitely. Through my contact with women,
and especially teenagers, I have become very aware of what we are
beginning to call the postabortion stress syndrome.

The Christian Action Council last spring interviewed in excess of
a dozen women from the east and west coasts about their abortion
experience. We also interviewed Dr. Sheridan, who is a psychiatrist
on the faculty of Georgetown Medical School, who talked about the
aftermath of abortion in the women that he has been seeing.

Very little research has been done. It is agreed that the initial
response is almost always relief on the part of the woman. But
then many women on their due date, on the anniversary of the
abortion, possibly 3 years laterone woman that I worked with in
Baltimore, 3 years afterwards, had a nervous breakdown. These
things need to be studied.

I know that some women say, well, you know, my abortion was
fine, but I think that many, many women are suffering acute
trauma from it.

Senator 1)1:Nrrorg. May I suggest that you could contribute valu-
ably to the governmental attitude on this were you to try to some-
how gather statistics on the results in the lives of those whom you
have rendered services to, particularly counseling, and particularly
sexuality counseling among those not pregnant. And then they
could be compared to the results others use.

That is the only way that we are going to have any firm, compar-
ative data. At this point we will include in the record a statement
by Dr. Reed Bell and additional statements and material subse-
tillt'lltly supplied the committee for inclusion in the record.

(Additional material supplied for the record follows:)
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TESTIMONY TO THE UNITED STATES SENATE COMMIIISE ON LABOR AND

HUMAN RESOURCES

Senate Subcommittee on Family and Human Services

Res "Peautherization of Title X of the Public Health Service Act, Population
Research and Voluntary Family Planning Programs, Part II."

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building

May 1, 1984 - Tuesday

My name is Dr. Reed Bell and I serve as Medical Director of Sacred

Heart Children's Hospital, Pensacola, Florida. I have been teaching and practicing

Pediatrics for over 25 years at the community level with special interest in

Adolescent Health Care Services.

There is growing and continuing controversy, both public and in

profeseional groups. in restructuring the ethical and legal basis for providing

health care services to the adolescent. An analysis and critique of these issues

provide a panorama of contrasting and conflicting views regarding the provision of

health care services to the adolescent. My viewpoint regarding the psycho-sexual

and psycho-social issues which enmesh the public and professionals in the care of

this age group cones from a period of active teaching of Pediatrics for over 25

years and the careful study of these issues from a parent and professional viewpoint.

ISSUE IN PERSPECTIVE

Traditionally, the exercise of the rights of consent and confidentiality

for the adolescent have been vested in parents acting in the adolescent's behalf.

Leaal decisions in the specific adolescent health areas of drug abuse, venereal disease,

contraception and abortion have awarded legal consent rights to the adolescent while

the legal right to confidentiality, i.e., no parental notification, remains at issue.
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Proponents of full emancipation, full autonomy of adolescents for health care

purposes commend lawn regarding consent and confidentiality predicated on three

concepts:

1. Pragmatic needs

2. Cognitive development and psycho-social maturation, i.e., The

Mature Minors

3. "New" ethical-legal considerations, i.e., The Minor's

Piehts Doctrine.

From These three concepts, four Oil principles are derived governing

issues of consent and confidentiality regarding adolescent health care.

1. Consent Rights: the graduated legal emancipation of

minors 12 -19 years of age.

2. Confidentiality Rightas health is pre-eminent and no

narental consent and/or notification barriers are to

be allowed.

3. adolescent assent: the right to affirm parental consent and/or

parental notification.

4. an ethical disclaimers parental assent and/or involvement are

desirable and should be encouraged but not legally required.

Since 1973 State and Federal legislative oroposals, as well as court decisions

have led to full legal rights to consent for the adolescent and the corollary "freedom

from liaLiliv" for the professional.

Current proposals seek to assure full legal rights of confidentiality, as well,

and the removal of all constraints on the adolescent receiving, or the professional

;rvalin. health -are ervicev to minors aged 12 -10 years.` 'hus, for health care

ma-poles, he -emancipated minor" is created. The adolescent and the processional

are freed from any ethical or legal liability as to parental consent, assent and/or

notfla.lop. Thi, woul represent the full emancipation of minors for health care
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Underlying is a basic promise regarding adolescent health care, i.e.,

parentfs) and families have failed.

Hy law, no °'.e can exercise the supervision of minors except the

parent(s) unless and until the parent(s) has failed. Hence professional surrogate

or custodial supervision of manors' health care, i.e., no parental consent or

notification, represents an assumption that the parent(s)/family has failed. There-

fore, the full legal emancipation of all adolescents is necessary in order to meet

'heir health care needs. The Pediatrician must assume a now "shared" responsibility

for providing these services without any ethical or legal constraints'.

Opponents of this point of view believe that it is crucial to support

parent(s) and the family as the primary caretaker system for children and

adolescents until the age of majority. Therefore, they would sustain and

protect parent(s)/family rights and responsibilities, legally and ethically,

whe.ays it in available and functioning, in order to meet adolescent health

needs. We acknowledge the surrogate parenting role of the professional as clearly

applicee to that relatively small percentage of adolescents who suffer parental/

taillite or the adolescent is defined as emancipated for particular reasons

of law. ....ever, the proposal to expand emancipation to eliminate consent and/or

notification of available and functioning parent(s)/family is considered adversarial

and not in the long-term best health interest of the overwhelming majority of

adolescents.

The current legal consent structure, i.e., state and local law and court

precedents, allows the physician-professional adequate protection in providing

adolescent health care services, (venereal disease, drug abuse, contraceptive

advice, and pregnancy counselling-abortion) when and where it is oragmatically
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needed. The current legal confidentiality structure, however, places constraints

an the adolescent and the physician.

Mr. Hafen's legal essay4 expresses a growing concern and controversy

regarding legal rights for adolescents that have precipitated conflict between

two of our most fundamental cultural traditions -- family life and individual

liberty. He avers that this conflict carries a potential of badly damaging

both traditions.

The family tradition historically has enjoyed an important compatibility

with the individual tradition because of the family's primary role in

preparing children for the responsibility of majority status by helping them

develop mature caeacities. There are now those who seek to "liberate" children

from the captivity of the family tradition. Hence, it is important to examine

the relationship of adolescents with family life and individual liberty.

A koy concept underlying the policies of protection of minority status

is the notion that parents stand in position of authority and responsibility

between the state and the child. Short of "in locus parentis" circumstances,

parents have been thought to have not only the constitutionally sanctioned

right but also the heavy responsibility to protect, educate and influence the

values of their children, in addition to providing physical and economic care.

The state has had no authority to intervene in those cases unless there was no

parent eonpetent to act or parental action threatened serious harm. Children's

"Itleratt-vt" theory states that in no case could parents exercise greater

iuthorttY than could the state.

Lelleve there are clartlytng distinctions which might help ensure the

It- -oopntiLilttv .,f the family tradition and the individual tradition.

-y- -orl.tttitr1I rrIn ;pies applteahle to children can be categorized into

rtIn; .f ';,t.)te:tion" and right; of "chol:e." no minimal intellectual or
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other capacity is necessnry to justify claim to "protection" rights. "Choice"

rights on the other hand nro lewd authority to make binding decisions of

lasting consequence.

An important rolationnhip clines between the "protection - choice"

distinction and the concept of minority status. The denial of "choice" rights

during minority Is a farm of protection ngninne the minor's own immnturity and

hie /her vulnerability to exploitation by th.se having no lasting responsibility

for his /her welfnro. Conferring the full-range of "choice" rights, essentially

adult legal status, i.e., full emancipation, represents a dissolution of

"protection" rights of childhood.

Accordingly, to quote Hr. Tired gafani"Supervision of the 'choice' rights of

minors is the very heart of the custodial rights of parenthood as well sa being

the rationale for minority status. Per most parents the rights of parenthood

leave them no alternative but an assumption of parental responsibility because

that renponslhlilty.hnthhy nature and by law, Can he assumed by no one oleo

until the parent has failed."

THE

is the parent(n)/family to he deprived of the primary right and primary

respenAlhillty far the hrAlth Are of the Adnleneent by the state and/or the

propennionot Wooed nn the fnlInwinA Anheepts?

1, PnACMArir 41I Ii Pirvtif unnAtItutem

A 41gAirlAAAt hArIgr I., ,d"lv,v, health rAre.

7. MATPAF mIWIR cnNErr: renivmeerAry Ad.ileftrenl

cnenttinn And psychn-AnnIA1 mAturAtlen prnvIdom

gily-AnONOMneg deriglen.mAkInA by the Adnlemcont.
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3. MINOR'S RIGHTS DOCTRINE, The legal concept of entitlement

rights and the "free exercise thereof" from birth.

CRITINE OF enticzns

Concept Is Pragmatic Need

The concept of progmatio need is predicated on the recognition that the

"rule" of parental consent and/or notification does not apply all the time to

all adolescent health care situations. Since health is pre - eminent, all legal

and ethical constraints should be eliminated in order to provide needed

adolescent health cars.

This represents discarding the "rule" or "principle" because there ere

exceptions. rather than modifying the "rule" in order to address the exception,

i.e., the adolescent whose parents) /family is failing. The exception (the

situation) becomes the "rule."

Hereby, the proponents would Asian the adolescent full legal and ethical rights

to confidentiality (privacy). The physician would be forbidden from notification

of parent(s)/family without adolescent assent. Thereby. the professional would

lose the right to nottcy the parentis) /family oven though this were clearly

indicated to be in the best interest 0 the adolescent's health care.

Tho ultimate outcome of health care for adolescents remains dependent

upon the supportive and supervisory role of the parent(s)/family and only

alternatively, on a secondary care-taker or surrogate system. In the over-

whelming majority of cases, parent(s)/family are available and functioning,

0.7.. private Pediatric practice. Where they are not, or the Youngster is
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legally emancipated, the physician- professional find the legal- governmental

system (horonorrney And the courts) moot thnne need* without porentn1 consent

or notificationthe surrogate role.

There is no objective evidence that pneentn1 involvement (consent and/or

notification requirements) constitute* n significant barrier to needed

ndnfearent honith rnre. Nolthor Is thrre nhjrcelve (widener that annfldontinl

care provides tarrnvod honith service for the Mold/went.

To the eontrnr ifs independent access to confidential health care by

adolescents may contribute to inereasine "controversial" behavior and

compromised health care. Empirical? Yoe, but one only needs to catalog the

increase in "controversial" behavior/health aro problems over the peat 13

years occurring concurrently with the sexual liberation movement, the demise

of personal morel constraints, and the unfulfilled promise of technologic

solutions to the problems of premature Rama activity. Certainly is worth

moldering the progroselvo frnftmontntInn of family life over the some period

with the loss of parents) /family sanctions rind the therms in these

particular adolescent honith problems. These events would seem tn warrant

efforts to stnhtlisc rather then to ondrm;ne the parent(o)/fAmily rnie end

relationship with the adolescent.

ror eximitle, the moinritv of PcdiAtricinns nen not willtnA to itsftek

the OrnfeitsInnAl/ethicAl "contrarf" with the Intnet nnrontfoNfnmily in order

tn provide rnorideot IA) IWAIlh eArr terviren tn the Adniesennt. The

ornfessional molt retnln the Held in ,,,ti iry the ddrnt(4)/rnmily if judged to

he in the hint Intere..1 of sh mins with ," wilh001 ph, ladi,,,,n,

minor's ennent or emnent. Th(4 rleht And (11114 tvIntInswhle i4 to he einrly

undoritnnd by the Adolegrent And the pArrnt from the Inception of rare.
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The recommendation of full emancipation may be germane to adolescent care

in clinics in areas of high familiar fragmentation and socioeconomic dysfunction.

It iu inappropriate for those serving adolescents of intact families.

There is a need for reasonable legal constraints on the adolescent and

the professional providing medical servicog to adolescents. The constraints

on the adolescent. the professional, the bureaucracy and the courts are

necessary because there are value-judgments involved, i.e.. the social value

of the parent(s)/family and the individual rights and responsibilities of

adolescents, parent(s), and professionals. in my opinion, the elimination of

all constraints (legally emancisate) of the adolescent and/or the professional

in instances where the parent(s)/family is available and functional denies

ha4ic aarental rights and responsibility.

in fact, if the adolescent, the professional, the bureaucracy and the

courts are to assume the responsibility for confidential health care service

why should they not 43SUMO other parental responsibilities, i.e., the

adole,cent's education, food, clothing. shelter, discipline. etc.? Who is to

pay for the services? Who is to assure maintenance and follow-up of 'needed"

health care services? How would the professional feel is this standard of

medi',41 care was ePPlied to his/her adolescent? Can the practice of parental

1Pcoptton remain undiscovered?

Content 21 The Mature Minor

The premtqo that adolescents today are more eminently capable than

prPvtous ionPrattons, especially with professional counsel, in their decision.

making, Is very doubtful. Thts is based on "contemnorarY adolescsnt cognitive

1:14 .; !to- development prtnciple.'1 Most parents and practicing
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professionals do not share or -wperience the recognition of this new capability.

If a the adolescent today may well he the most confused in history.

and parents in the vast majority of cases are a lot more capable, responsible

and caring in counselling their adolescent decision-maker than proponents of

liberation are willing to envisage. Certainly, they will still be around picking

up the pieces and putting the youngster back together long after the professional.

the bureaucracy and the courts are gone.

A major contention o: the proponents of the proposed adolescent full

emancipation is the concept of the Mature Minor based on accelerated "cognitive

development end psycho-social maturation. "3 At the same time, they acknowledge

determination of the minor's maturity' is not an easy matter and "rests on a

aubiective appraisal"1 b ythe professional health care provider. They concede

that young people to need particular guidance and support because of their

greater tnexportence.

Additional debatable assumptins/ are made regarding adolescent status

and relationships, i.e., (11 the health professional shares the same goals

and concerns of the arin.ts; (2) the adolescent is a memher of the family

but separate: (1) tnat rrofessionals are ideal role models; and, (4) since

parents and famile ate falling our adolescents, we most inset:. the critical,

exraparenal adult. I.o., the professional. The professional is to give

pitian..0 and ur ).1rt illedelv obiective, non-iuderectal, non - moralizing, to

ill 1.1.iles-en w) 't wo.nout r.arentd1 .mnson. andior notification, i.e.,

aiI.uno a iar..n!il iurr)iate role.

.11n* )t f t I: ,rofq-sional :)rAti wou11 not Allow

.! -? .r.A . sir. I insiihts Into 4 .)1,:ttn1

*1, v.! 11'0 it hs*kirounl. :t w.,uli be prekent.1oe, *)r any'
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professional to claim wisdom superior to that of an interested parent in

discerning when an Adolescent's requests are wise, whimsical, or even self-

destructive. Moreover, while it may ho presumed that most profeastanW

would ho htehly motivated in providing health care, this cannot be said for

ell who soak a role in adolescent counselling. It would be less then wise to

prosume that every ex-addict drug 'counselor, every unserdpuleus operator of a

free-standing abortion clinic, or every predator sex counselor deserves to

emote without parental knowledge or consent.

Mgt-proponents of the surrogate system presume it to he peculiarly

euelifted, non-judgmental, non-moralising and objective in counselling and

supervistne adolescent choice as to "controversial" behavior end essociated

health problems, i.e., drug abuse, sex and sexuality, mental and morel health.

Whereas, the traditional parent(s)/family rmIstionship and responsibility is

deemed clearly unqualified, needlessly judgmental, hopelessly moralistic, and

totally nnhjortive.

Weed and in fact, who is being judgmentel? Moralising? Is the

available parent(s)/family to he judged by the adolescent, the professional,

the bureaucrat and the rnurt nn inn ftnhieettve. mnrnlIntle And unable to act

appropriately the long-term best interest of the youngster?

rnplrept 1: 11. Mfuor'o 1111.4 Dmtrine

The legal concept of thr child nr minor's rights perspective is the

fnundntInn or the mlmir...1 onettlm.in nnetlrulnr, the norreun d "Right

to Privacy" of children retirement% nod InItnt npprnioseg en Ail minors based

An -1,01 t 1 I 11119t1 1" nail f 1 ti s-111.11 1 hi 1I,11 I I em hi 1 111. 1111/1

movevew: constitutes an effort to liberate children and adolescents and

rorrosents a mAlnr drrinrture from lean!, ethlenl And eultlirn1 trndltInn. As
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such, it muse not be merely assorted but rather demonstrated to be superior

to tested saroguarda.

On this basis, adolosconta continuo to he provided the notion that their

appetites and desires represent a need And, hence, they era "entitled," i.e.,

have the right to fulfill or autunite* self--be sexually active, use drugs.

etc. All of this 14 based no the promise of sexual rights and the right to

self-expression because there is no defined morality to sexuality or self-

exprcsalnn, t.e., an amoral, value -tree, liberated meekly. The fact is that

these "rights" vitally concern individual responsibility and, therefore,

warrant ethical nrd legal constraints on their exercise. Indeed, it is not

merely n matter of choice, any choice, and simply justifying that choice only

to sell, i.e., SZLP-AUTONOMY. Youngster* 12-18 years of age do choose self.

injury, autonomously. they need concrete "rights" and "wrongs" to limit them

until they are mature enough to make a "good" choice, not just any choice.

The immotHre, Inexperienced, vntnerobly Adoloacent needs enrol guidance by

perent(s)/family. There are "rights" and "wrongs" to be defined which are in

the bent interest of the Adolemeont And should ho judged AA such by the

professional, as well A4. by the porentfm//ftimily. The responsibility is not

only to self (privacy) but to others, i.o.. parent(s)/tamlly, society, etc.

The hohnviorn invnived in ndnlenront henith CATO ore labeled "enntrover-

vial." this under-statement la the (-pox of the conflict evolving between

Parent(s)/romilv And the preem4Innel provIdInft henith "'Are to the ndnlonnent.

Premature sexually nuilve hehavi.r u ii, It, concettiltaut health core problems

of vpunrent rnolrne,101011 0.41 1.1", gold oh a'," Inlet! deal!

scene ore morn! IgHile4 And therefore retptIre mature itidgmeot. Whose judgment/

Whose morality?
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The professional proponents insist that the issue of licontroversiel"

hohnvlor and Its ennenmltnnt honith enre problems are simply n matter nr

legal emancipation of the adoleacent and the liability emancipation of the

professional regarding consent and confidentiality. Inherent in these

proposals are the moral emancipation of all involved, while imposing legal

constraints on the parent(s)/family abrogating their rights and responsibil-

ities.

Parents do not hove absolute or sovereign "rights" Over their children.

There is a need for reasonable legal constraints on parent(s)/family. For

example, issues involving child abuse. Where is the balance? What are the

appropriate limits? Limit*, not only for parents) /family, but ennstrstnts

on adolescents, professionals, bureaucracy and the adversarial system, i.e.,

the law. For aura. the statement of faith in professionals and the adversary,

objective. legal system suparceding the necessary legal and ethical commitment

to parents and the family as advocacy system is clearly debatable.

DIPLICATTANat vtimpom

Should we really feel that the prnfensinnel in the key to the long*term

health care of the majority of adolescents that have intact parent(0)/family?

Is the Inv and the protemolmal, whorluft and aupenrtInn the ndoloseent in his

autonomous decision- making, the answer to adolescent health needs/ Certainly

that In Irne where unreui(,l/rnislIv nr thelfuurtlooal nr the

youngster is legally amanelpate reomonm of Inv, but not just

because the odoleqreot or hIn profem4Inonl re'''tinue deglr un Fonwtenlutn.

no value judgment, no moralising. Why are the professionals and the courts

willing to he auk° judgarntnl of the pnrent(*)/(nmIly but unwilling to ho

3 -I
,
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judgmental of the adolescent regarding his obligations? Is the adolescent to

act responsibly but yet net have concretely defined limits or constraints

(ethical or legal) regarding his choice, even if that choice constitutes

self-injury and irresponelhility? Terminal moral constraint and family -based

sanctions are the primary restraints remaining in remediating irresponsible

behavior.

The social services professionals lend the way for us by educating

nrarupoliouola to amitrant parents who Mu's° their children and define the

treatment ideal of supporting and stabilising the nbusing family. Can we do

Less than caringly confront minors ronnrding their self - injury? If we judge

and moralise reearding parents, why not minor*? Hereby the professional

responsibilities ere in accord with the parents in the context of their family.

The moral eonfrantation implicit in the Rhein, critique is esring in its

deepest sense. The professional's primary role and responsibility is as a

facilltatnr to Insure communication of the adolescent and miront(s)/family.

That is what they both desire and desperately need. Modern parent(s)/family

can "hnek it" If nlven help And support.

Perhaps we should also confront the primnry engine nF the prollems of

teenage sexuality. i.e., the shattered network of communications among

parentfs)/fmmIly and thole ehlldren whleh Is resannnlhlo for Incressed

premature sexual activity and attendant health problems. Technological

'measures nnd nenfessInnAl emnnsellIne nuts snpnress the results. As Annie,.

Kennedy Snrlver opined. "If we do wtt lcllOnCrA In moral discourse,

If wr dm lint trennthit famfIl, If w, "hi lmvnInn "f r,..11

and eminent In .mm11.11114, If we (In nnl tnre fnr throw: wiin heennie 19'c:4h/hit. It
we can dm on one° thnn ernrnAe teehnnInnlent AnIntInnA to nn Issue thnt

concerns human life --what does that snv nhnnt um?"
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CONCLUSION

The proponents for full emancipation of adolescents for health care service

base their case on the false premise that parent(s) and families have failed.

Only "some" have failed!

The principles enunciated of full legal and ethical emancipation of all

adolescents, minors ages 12-18, regarding health care is neither valid nor in

the best interest of adolescents who have available and functioning parent(s),

family.

Full Emancipation of adolescents for health care purposes is appropriate

when there xs parental/family failure or the adolescent is defined as

emancipated for specific reasons of law.

There is no adequate evidence that the three concepts of Pragmatic Heed,

the Mature Minor and the Minor's Rights Doctrine, from which the principle of

Full Emancipation is derived, are valid. Furthermore, there is no objective

evidence that these concepts and principles regarding consent and confiden-

tiality issues would assure improved health care for children and adolescents.

The statement that "health is preeminent " is questionable. There are

many facets to the notion of health, particularly in the areas addressed. that

Involve personal, social and cultural values, i.e. human behavior. There

ts much more importance to the human relationships involved in the health

care of adolescents than simple license, i.e., full moral, etaical and legal

emancipation.

The differences expressed notably relate to shared coals and

ormerns reqarding adolescent health. Roth viewpoints cherish the finals of

mair", ,..nptri4, responsible adultn. it. turn agnurino their progeny

he :ame matqrl In a :olt and canoe <miety. The differences, however,

ir ;rnfl4nd a; &) the neln to thoFle ends.

349
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The proposed emancipation, the liberation of adolescents earlier from

theiranrental/family roopnnsibIlity and morn' unities, Ix not the host means

for assuring these shared smile'. There is a vital need to support the present

constraints on the adoloscont, the profenalanal, the bureaucracy and the

courts in behalf of the adolescent's need to become mature, responsible in

the prateetive environs of the primary caretaker, i.e., the porent(o)/family

unit. Primary Prevention, i.e., the ideals of responsible (moral) hehavior,

is necessary for adolescent health care and their achievement of maturity and

independent, responsible, freedom, earned as a citisen's 'kilt and not simply

as en Rntitlement.

PROPOSAL

I would like to recommend consideration of the following approach to

adolescent health ears by the profeasimmeeasks positive alternative.

An ethical agreement, an oral "contract," is to be reached with the

parent and adolescent prior to provision of health services. Such agreements

are applicable to public ellnlro Al 1.1011 ns privnte prnerice under ronanneiblo

prtifessInnnl eupervielon.

The principles of the agreement are as follow

Parontal ennecnt And untIfictstIon In In the host interest of the

adolescent when the parent(s)/fAmily are Available and functioning. Therefore,

the profrieionalieluhild maintain lin. riOn nr parental eminent And notification,

preferably, but not noce.atrtly, 001 the Adnlegennt' wtmont.

PArPnLA1 ennarnt and nralfIrn1 Inn 1 nut in tin. 1111 Interv,.t of the

adolescent when there le parant(s)/family failure or the adolescent is

omAnrintard rnr qaeelfIr renannq of into,

350



Thus, exceptions to the general principle of parental consent and

notification may be justified by a reasonable responsible exercise of the

professional's judgment in the best interest of the adolescent.

Assuming available and functioning parent(s)/family, the specifics of

this agreement are as follows'

Sexual abstinence is commended as the ideal for the adolescent.

non-prescriptive, publicly available barrier/chemical methods of

contraception are safe, effective. inexpensive, accessible, readily utilized

and afford adequate contraception when abstinence is selected. Parental

consent and/or confidentiality are not at issue.

Pres,:rlbed contraception, i.e., the IUD and the "pill," and abortion

involve potential serious harm and risk for the adolescent and, therefore,

uarrant parental consent and notification.

The management of substance abuse in the adolescent is peculiarly

dependent upon parent(s)/family involvement and warrants parental notification.

The treatment of venereal disease is a pragmatic need and, as a public

health interest, warrants confidentiality or adolescent assent to parental

notification.

Conversely, in the circumstance of oarent(s)/family failure. the professional

may proceed with informed consent of the adolescent and act in the best

inter..st ,c the adolescent as follows:

Abstinene remains a suitable ideal to be proffered. Barrier /chemical

:.ontricoption is counselled. Prescribed contraception. i.e., the IUD and

"pill," is an option which involves potential for serious harm and risk that

,)t tur .7.1r.;ent bet warrants parentis)/family notification. In my

oilni,n. he atr,rtion requires parentfs)/family consent and notift-

-atiln. iubitas,:e ibi4e and venereal disease ire treated without parent(s)/

351
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family consent and notification is amoreined only with adolescent assent.

Summary Table t.

TAM t

funetignal Failed
ParentengrailyParent(n)/Tan, ilY

Health Caro: Consent Notification Cnnsent Notifiention

Prescrihod Contraception Yes Yen No Tee

Abortion Yes Yen Yea Tee

Substance Abuse No 'fee No No

Venereal niR0440 No No No No

The rink of snit by theliarent(a)/famIlY rensannhty judged to hnce

failed, or when the Adolescent is emanelpnted for specific reasons of law, is

essentially nil honed on ease law.

The adolescent, however, hes the right to nue in many jurisdictions for

a period of two (2) years after maturity, usually until age 23. Therefore,

professional liability renuires a regard for litigation when harm ensues from

medical risk prneedures (TIM, "r111," abortion) In the molloteent AA with any

ether patient, whether nr not parental ennnent nod nntifiratinn Is nhtnlned.
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THE SOCIETY fat ADOLESCENT MEDICINE

April 2, 1984

Honorable Jeremiah Denton
(PnpublIcan. Alabama)
Lnairman of the Sobcomittee on Family
and Human Services

Umuittee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
SB -4211 Dtrkson Building

Washington, D, C. 20510

Dear Mr. Denton:

Moo 8041.
nr10.1.AvIca el Naomi)

td:w.,I Adelar. Weitetw
loomay r Latleatt

&Wet YWCAS
IIImmrt 4 sods

11.140/. Na. Yob NM

I am writing you regarding the public hearing entitled
"Reauthorization of Title X of the Public Health Service Act.
Population Research and Voluntary Family Planning Program: An

Overview".

1 am enclosing for your review a copy of Position Paper
the Society ror Adolescent Medicine has adopted and in which you

might he interested.

A: stated in an earlier letter, we would like to be of nelp
to you in any way you see possible.

Very truly yours.

411;y,el..

Elizabeth R. McAnarney, M. D.
President

ERM:cb

cc: W. Sat Yancf, m. 3,
Mrs. Edie Moore

Enc.
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Position Papers on Reproductive Health Care
for Adolescents

SOCIETY FOR ADOLESCENT MEDICINE

Introduction
Sexuality is an integral, multifaceted part of being
human; reproduction represents only one aspect of
human texuality. Most of our professional attention
in the past has focused on the reproductive adoles-
cent instead of the sexual child, adolescent, and adult.
Our professional focus has been directed primarily
toward disease prevention, rather than health pro-
motion. The reproductive health needs tif adoles-
cents are best served through a blued approach to
sexuality as a life-long responsibility of the individ-
ual. This is nurtured by promoting the availability
and delivery of excellent medical services and health
education programs directed toward general and
psychosexual adolescent development.

In this position paper, we shall present pertinent
background data and briefly discuss three major,
current challenges. We shall then state the position
of the Society for Adolescent Medicine on adolescent
sexuality, sex education, contraception, adolescent
childbearing and childrearing, abortion, and sex-
ually transmitted diseases.

Background Data
Adolescent pregnancy' remains a problem of major
proportion in the United States. Recent data indiate
that adolescents and their infants do equally as well

as adults perinatally if there is adequate and ron-
sistant prenatal care 11,21; many pregnant adoles-
cents still do not receive such care and thus are med-
ically at high risk. The young adolescent Wh" .ellts
a child is likely to repeat pregnancy duties &doles-
mice ant to have Increased medical risk with sub.
Sequent pregnancies. At any age, she is likely to
remain a single parent or to experience unsuccessful
manias', Both she and her male partner ultimately
receive fewer years of formal education end you-
tional ottrnities than adults who have not be-
come .int parents 13,41.

Despite a relative 'nerve'. in the number of ad-
olescents who use contraception, pregnancy rates
remain high, even though the birth-rate has de-
creased in recent years, largely due to the increased
availability of abortion services. In 1970, women less
than 20 years of age bore 656,460 children, the largest
number in recent years. In 1978, by contrast there
were 554,179 births to adolescents (10,772 to 12-14-
year-olds; 202,661 to 15-17year-olds; 310,746 to 18-
19-year-olds) 15,61.

The most dramatic recent change in fertility sta-
tistics has not been in births, but in abortions. The
number performed on teenagers has increased yearly
since the procedure became legalized nationwide in
1973. In 1978, there were 357,028 teenage abortions
(12,754 for 12-14-year-olds; 139,156 for 15-17year-
olds; 205,118 for 18-19-year-olds). The numbers and

AAIrm wwwn for wax sr WE were Ake el Or Loony FP
Aitkiese AlAkrist

Ille Ions el OW pinion pew y the rsprodaclive Wish
caw of ter adoloamt who ha ram yet raced *gel loywwy
'akar who is Wolowcally, orilady, ardor p. ddroals0y en.
stows "Adducing pegnoncr Mae b roncepdon =wring
In adoboopros who rot cerid. sopealawdy. lesaly
owirsure It ereceepnwess rnemoung preperil Wore 13

yews of it as wed to those who we IS yews old or older who
Mee cot coorpieled the praxis of adcAncence. Our concerns
'cry' b esoisemer insise u well as lenwles, thaw who an usas
nod as well as unewrIed, and those who shady we pawns.

Tlaz=dion is wale that the adds concession occurs in an
s She, the more likely it is to he aroomed with iss

wive sequelas for ifie youth and offspring and the risk is not
inserwd by menage.

UM, b Ahlosso alufibr. tell
PASINIevl b Or Odom Pullessol G. Ist . %I .asioldi Ave . Now eel. NV 11:017
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rate of abortion have stayed relatively stable since
1975 for these less than 15 years of age.

The abortion ratio (aborttons/1000 live births) pro-
vides a good indicator of the percentage of un-
planned pregnancies. In 1978 there were 644 abor-
tions for every 1040 live births to teenagers overall
(1183 for 12-14-year-olds; 687 for 1' -17-year-olds;
602 for 18-19-year-olds). Abortion is not without
morbidity, especially for the adolescent who fre-
quently delays the procedure until later in gestation
171.

Most health professionals agree that abortion
should not be a form of birth control. Therefore,
prevention of unwanted pregnancy must be stressed.
This is especially true since between 1976 and 1979,
the percentage of 15-19year-old, nevermamed
women who reported they ever had premarital in-
tercourse increased from 43.4% to 49.8%. Of males
17.21 years of age 70 3% reported having had pre-
mantal intercourse according to 191S0 report by Zel-
nik and Kantner 181

Even though there has been considerable im-
provement in the use of contraception by sexually
expenenced. never.married adolescent women (from
45% at last intercourse in 1971 to 63% in 1976 in one
study), adolescents as a group are still lessthan-
effechve contraceptors. Between 1971 and 1976, the
percentage of adolescents who never used contra-
ceptives increased from 17% to 26% 191. Zelnik and
Kanuter have noted a dosIease over time in the uti-
lization of effective meihods such as oral centracep-
byes or intrauterine devices and an increased uhli-
ration of less-effective methods such as withdrawal
and rhythm 181

lte rhythm method. for example. requires a reg-
ular menstrual cycle and the teenager's knowledge
of her ovulatory cycle Adolescents often have nee
titer One large survey found that only 37% of 15-
17.vea r.old females and 49% of 18-19Year-old fe-
mals knew the time in the cycle of greatest fertility.
Rising had a sex education course Ji', seem to make
a difference in this knowledge. especially among the
younger women Only 27% of the 15-17-year-olds
who did not have a sex education course knew the
rime of weatest nsk. compared with 41% of those

did have nut li .nurse 1101
um eption is but one potentially harmful con-

-equence of adolescent sexual activity Sexually
ttansmittedd.seases increasingly threaten the health
and well-being of millions of adolescents. Males and

Malt, between the ages of 15 and 24 years of age
awaitif for about Ill all reported CAWS. More
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important, an estimated 75,000 women of child-
bearing age become sterile each year as a result of
pelvic inflammatory disease untied by sexually
transmitted infection 1111. There is also reason for
concern about future neoplasia in the sexually active
female adolescent. Women taking oral contracep-
tives 1121. women using no contraceptives 1131, even
women whose partners use condoms consistently
1141, all appear to have an increased risk of devel-
oping a gynecologic neoplasm compared to virgins
VI. This risk is increased with earlier age of first
sexual intercourse, with frequency of intercourse,
with number of partners, and with number of en-
docervical infections.

A more difficult to study consequence of pre-
mature sexual activity is the associated psychological
morbidity. Cvetkovich and Grote 1151 suggest that
persons who remain virginal during adolescence for-
mulate their gender identity at an earlier age than
nonvirgins. They also note that the sexually active
group of adolescents whom they studied appeared
"to be liberal, but not liberated." Many research
questions still need to be answered. For example is
social immaturity a cause, or a consequence, of ad-
olescent sexual activity? Can sexual assertiveness
training result in more positive consequences and
responsible sexual behavior 1161?

Based on reviewing the decade of the 1970s, we
face several dilemmas: More adolescents are sexually
active; a substantial number become pregnant; fewer
in actual numbers bear children, but a substantial
number have abortions; marl unmarried adolescent
women use contraceptio . but are more likely to use
less-effective methods;and a substantial number still
do not know when in the menstrual cycle a woman
is most likely to become pregnant.

Health providers face immense challenges with
regard to adolescent reproductive health. We have
chosen three issues of paiii.ularly pressing concern
to emphasize the scope of these challenges (parental
notification, sex education, and the adolescent father.)

Current Challenges

Parental Notification

More than 50% of adolescents currently involve par-
ents in the doosion to seek contraception or to have
abortions. .,t bo;h. according to a recent survey 1171.
Of adolescents attending tartuly planning clinics, 55%
stated that theu parents knew When the 45% of
teens whose patents did not knew were asked what
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they would do if parental consent were required,
more than one-halt said they would stop attending.
Of thew, the maiority would change to nonpres-
cnpturn methods. Only 2% of the total said they
would stop having sex. Studies show that services
requiting parental consent for adolescents tend to
provide less care to teens than services lacking such
requirements. Thus, adolescents '7e more likely to
obtain necessary medical services if they are not forced
to obtain parental consent, although mane will vol-
untarily discuss this issue with parents 1181. Many
services today strongly encourage, but do not re-
quire parental involvement. This is a more accept-
able, and undoubtedly more effective policy in max-
imizing the number of youth who will be served.

Legal requirements of parental consent, consul-
tation, or notifications suggest that adolescents are
unwilling to talk with their families and that parents
will not participate in their children's decisions un-
less required by law--a situation far removed from
truth in must cases Health professionals need the
flexibility to make individual judgements about the
best interests of adolescents and their families. Some
adolescents must be assured of confidentiality in the
patient-professional relationship if they are to seek
medical assistance at all and not forego. or withdraw
from. needed care Legal requirements to involve
parents in all cases. however well-intentioned. not
only are unnecessary but are potentially detrimental.
They can result in increased rather than decreased
rates of unintended pregnancy and out-of-wedlock
childbearing or abortion. They risk increasing the
medical complications of abortions and unwanted
hirths to adolescents by delaying the receipt of ser-
vices through fear of disclosure In some cases. forced
and possibly premature involvement of the parents
may promote irreparable fracture of the family unit.
the very consequence proponents of mandatory pa-
rental involvement seek to prevent.

Implicit in this argument is an acknowledgement
of a minor's right to consent to reproductive health
care as determined by his or her level of maturity.
Otherwise. as noted by Hoffman. "parents. adoles-
cents and health pros iders become adversanes and
the unique developmental status of the adolescent
is overlooked. . he is treated inappropriately either
as a dependent child or as a wholly autonomous
adult during his emancipation f

Orue one acknowledges the right of an adolescent
to reproducuse health care. is ho will pay" must be
addressed At present. there is no universally ac-
ceptable response to this question because prepaid
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health plans and free clinics are availible to only a
minority of adolescents.

Sex Education

Sex education appears to improve adolescents' sex-
ual knowledge, but many questions remain about
whether sex education alters sexual responsibility.
Historically, it is believed that adolescents should be
taught about fertility. contraception, sexually trans-
mitted diseases, sexuality, and parenthood. and that
with this knowledge their behavior will be modified
toward greater responsibility. There are no data to
either prove or disprove this assumption.

Concerns are often voiced that discussing sex-
uality with adolescents only en:outages sexual ac-
tivity. Most sex education research has found that
increasing an adolescent's sexual knowledge does
not increase his or her sexual activity 1201. Further,
on their own, adolescents tend to obtain sexual In-
formation, although often inaccurate and from un-,
reliable scurces 1211.

Reliable sex education in the schools and at home
presently may be a utopian goal. One study found
that 98% of parents reported needing help in talking
to their teenage children about sex 1221. Another
study revealed that only 45% of the mothers ques-
tioned knew the fertile period of their menstrual
cycles, and only 18% realized that intercourse 2 days
after ovulation could lead to pregnancy 1221.

Although parents need to be involved in the sex-
ual training of their adolescents, parents themselves
need to become knowledgeable in sexual matters. A
family life program in San Bernardino. California has
been established to provide such education. ena-
bling parents to consider their teenager's stlxiality
(231. In support of such programs is the finding by
Lewis that "rather than stimulate coital expenmen-
cation. sex information given primarily by parents
seems to contribute to more restrictive premarital
sexual behavior- (241

As of 1978, only three states (Kentucky. Mary.
land. and New lersey) and the District of Columbia
require sex education in the schools. Another seven
states (Minnesota. Iowa. Illinois. Pennsylvania. Del
aware. L'tah. and Kansas) encourage se-- education.
the latter two states discourage the discussion of
birth 'ontrol in sex education classes, however. Thus.
approximately 80ct of our junior and senior high age
youth live in states where the decision to offer family
lite and sex education is left to the jurisdiction of the
local school district (251. This is clearly unacceptable
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If we are to enhance the awareness of all our youth.
In addition sex education within the schools does
not reach those youth who have dropped out or who
are truant frequently

One national survey of high school principals in
1978 found that only 36% of high schools offered a
separate sex education course. Much instruction on
sexuality and reproduction takes place only in the
context of health or biology classes. One must ques-
tion the effectiveness of all this instruction in light
of some of the previously discussed data.

The 'idolrecent Father

The welfare of the unmarred adolescent father and
his importance in decisions regarding the outcome
of the pregnancy are significant bid often neglected
issues. As suggested by Pannor and others, the ac-
tive involvement of the mile partner can be of con-
utterable emotional benefit to the pregnant teenager
12h1 there is still Insufficient information regarding
the psychosocial morbidity the teenage male suffers
for fathering an unwanted child.

There is similar need to study the adolescent male
who is not yet a father, as well as the adolescent
male who has not become sexually active As pointed
out in the study by Cvetkovich and Grote. she three
groups fathers. sexually active nonta the's, and %fir-
glasmay differ sufficiently with respect to van
abler vich as selfconcept. iesrole concepts, family

IOURNAL Of ADOLESCENT HEALTH CAM Vol. 4, No. 3

orientation, and religious orientation to permit iden-
tification of important determinants of responsible
sexual behavior by a systematic examination of var-
ious components of sexual as well as nonsexual
identity.

Summary
There are no simple solutions to the problems as-
sociated with adolescent sexual activity. As a Society
dedicated to "promoting the development, synthe-
sis, and dissemination of scientific and scholarly
knowledge unique to developmental and health care
needs of adolescents," we encourage continued sci-
entific focus on the issues related to adolescent re-
production. The posit- ons of the Society of Adoles-
cent Medicine on reproductive health care for
adolescents follow and represent the views of the
membership. Obviously, unanimous concurrence on
such sensitive issues is impossible and the differing
opinions by some of the membership are recognized
and respected.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Reproductive Health
Richard E. Knipe, M.D.
Catherine MacDonald, M.D.
Elizabeth R. McAnamey, M.D., Chairmen

ft he Committee would like to extend its gratitude
for Adele D. Hofmann, M.D. who assisted the Com-
nuttee in the final wording of the Position Statements.

Positions Papers on Reproductive Health Care
for Adolescents

.1doles4 ent se x !milt y

he Society for dolest ent Medicine hervbv resok es
to support and entourage the det elopment of re
ponsibilitir toward sexuality on the part art all ad

oles:ents to support and r.'couriNe an awareness
and at., rptant e by adults or sexuality in all children
and ruts and to support and entourage an
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approach to adolescent reproductive health care that
promotes health as well as prevents disease

Sex Education
I" he Society for Adolescent Medicine hereby resolves
that all States should mandate the teaching of Health
and St's Education horn kindergarten through the
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12th grade. as part at the overall cumculum in schools;
that the content. of this education should include
discussions of sexuality. reproduction. fertility. con
traception. abortion. parenting, and sexually trans
rutted diseases. that school personnel responsible
for teaching health and sex education should have
proper training in the biological, psychological. and
moral aspects of human sexuality. and that parents
should be integrally involved to the development
and implementation of the sex education curriculum
planned for their children

Contraception

1 he Coven., for Adolescent Medisme hereby resolves
that contraceptive education. counseling. and *ter
y ices should be made available to all male and female
adolescents desiring such education. counseling and
arc kes on the adolescents own consent without

legal or tinam tai banters VS Mk parental involve.
meat should be emouriged. this should not be re
mitred through either consent or notification
mandates.

AdOiesielt ChlitibearItl and Cluldrearng
The Society tar Adolescent Medicine hereby resailyes
that pregnancy detection and subsequent prenatal
health counseling, educ animal and postnatal set
vices (including t.uld caret should be available and
accessible to adolescents csho choose to continue
their pregnancies. without legal or tinancisil harriers
These services should be extended to include the
adolescent partner and tuna, it she desires and
should Inc bide counseling sin adoption and or par
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enting. There should be increased interest in study-
ing the role and ne.'ds of the teenaged father and
in providing services even when there will not be a
continuing relationship with the teenaged mother or
the offspring

Alxr'ion
1 he Society for Adolescent Medicine hereby resolves
that medical abortion should remain a legal. avail-
able alternative to continuing a pregnancy; that the
adolescent should have freedom of access to abut-
bon services without legal and financial bafflers; and
that the decision to terminate a pregnancy should
rest .nth the pregnant adolescent in concert with
the advice ami counsel of her physician While the
involvement of significant others should be strongly
encouraged. particularly for immature and still de.
pendent minors, mandatory parental consent and
ur notification should not be required Moreover.
is hen determination of matunty is necessary, that
determination is best made by a knowledgeable health
professional

Sexually Transmitted Dieases
f he toy for adolescent Medicine hereby resoles
that no barriers should prevent adolescents tram ob-
taining timely education. counseling. and or health
services for the prevention, diagnosis or treatment
of sexually transmitted diseases, and that minors
should have access to such education. counseling
and health services on their own consent e. ithoui
the requirement of either mandatory parental con
sent or parental notification
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Arril 26, 1984

Mr. Christi Arbuckle,
Office Manager,
Subcommittee on Family 6 Human Services
U. S. Senate, Rm. SD428
Dirkson Office Bldg.
Washington, Do C. 20510

Dear Sire

I would like to request that Title X funds do ngel
be granted to Planned Parenthood.

Very truly yours,

;Kec.4e",_
Mrs./James Windgassen
134 So. Deerpath Rd.
Barrington, Ii. 60010
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Mrs. Robert F. Medina

2870 Cherokee Lane

Riverwoods, IL 60015
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Mx. a Mow AMR, C. Oman
AND FAMILY

7943 NORTH LOWELL AVENUE
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS SOWS

May 7, 1984
Christi Arbuckle
Office Manager
Subcommittee on Family & Human Services
United States Senate
Room SD428
Dirkeon Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Christi Arbuckle,

I am writing to ask that Title X funds not be given to
Planned Parenthood. The organization is not using the funds

properly.

Planned Parenthood claims that they are interested in
Madly planning. However, although many of us parents
desire large families, t4ey spend almost all of their
efforts in promoting abortions. This is a violation of

the 1973 Supreme Court ruling that mandates that expectant

mothers be educated about all alternatives of pregnancy.

The Courts have ruled over and over that the mother has
the sole right to make a decision about her child. Therefore,

Planned Parenthood is remiss in not explaining about the

risks of abortion, the possibilities of adoption and

governmental assistance that is available to help raise

their children.
Sincerely,,,

(. ":r'4r
Albert C. Geimer
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From: Paul E. Beisch
5500 Washington St.
Morton Grove, IL 60053

May 10, 1984

To: Christi Arbuckle
Office Manager
Subcommittee on Family and Human Services
U. S. Senate
Rm. SD-428
Dickson Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mam:

Title X funds should not be given to Planned Parenthood

as it is the leading promoter of abortion. Over 100,000 abort -

Ions are done annually in clinics owned by Planned Parenthood.'

The Pill and IUD which are abortificant, are pushed by

the Planned Parenthood clinics. 2 A fertilized egg is not

allowed to he implanted with the IUD and Pill according to the FDA.

Sincerely,

x4a e &A4...4
Paul E. Beisci-

I

Catholic.; Prated for Life, "The New Paganism" Catholics United
for Life, New Hope, KY 40052, 1978

2
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Christi Arbuckle

Office Nanager

Subcommittee on Pmaily and Huaan Services

United States Senate

Room SD4,28 Dirkson Office Bldg.

Washington D. O. 20510

Dear Mo. Arbuckle,

I an writing in regards to Title X funds and your part in directing these funds.

I do not want to see any fUndlng granted to Planned Parenthood. I as in dis-
agreement with their actions concerning abortions. I do net feel that they shade
receive any money from Title X. As a major promoter of abortions, Planned Parent-
hood lends only to the problems each person and faaily must face in this day and
age. Again lupe you not to allow any Title X funds be granted to this organ.
isation. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely, 4:1,,

Barbara A. Gripe
33 Laurel Tr.
Wheeling, Z1. 60090
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Senator DENTON. I would like to thank you very much, Mrs.
Hammond, and thank all of our witnesses for taking part in this
hearing to consider the reauthorization of the title X program. This
hearing stands adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 11:52 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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